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CHAPTER SIX

Methodology

6.0 Layout of the Chapter

This chapter will consist of six main sections. The first section will be a short
description of the nature of the Arabic and the English texts selected for the analysis
and the basis on which these texts are selected. This will be followed by section two
which will give a brief discussion of text typology from a text linguistic point view,
since the texts that are selected for analysis from a thematic perspective (argumentative
texts: political essays) constitute one of the five major types of texts that have been
discussed by text linguists. Section three will consist of the authors' selected method
of segmenting these texts; this involves a brief explanation of how the English as well
as the Arabic texts are segmented on the basis of coordination in the grammar of both
languages. This will be followed by a short section explaining the technique the author
is using in analyzing the thematic structure of the texts selected. Section five will
discuss the Hallidayan approach of systemic functional grammar to the analysis of
political writing in general with emphasis the political essays; this will also include
some discussion of those who adopted Halliday's functional approach in analyzing
political writing, followed by a short summary and conclusion of the key points of
emphasis of the linguists (critical linguists) who discuss the linguistic aspects of
political writing in terms of power and ideology.

6.1 Selection of Data

First of all, I would like to draw to the attention of the reader that the texts
selected for this study are not based on any bias or prejudice towards anybody, no
matter what his ideological line of thought is or his political views are. The texts are
selected on the basis of human truth and for purely academic purposes'. For the
purpose of thematic analysis of texts, one type of texts is selected: argumentative texttype (political essays) written prior to and post the Gulf War. There will be five
English political texts (Appendix A), and their Arabic translations (Appendix B). The
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English texts and their translations will be numbered from 1-5 and 1A-5A respectively.
There will also be five Arabic texts (Appendix C), and their English translations
(Appendix D). The Arabic texts and their English translations will numbered form 6-10
and 6E-10E respectively. For ease of reference to the illustrative examples selected from
the corpus, the paragraphs as well as the rhematic clauses (RCs) within each paragraph
of both the English and the Arabic source texts are serially numbered, and each
illustrative RC will be identified by both the original text and paragraph number put in
brackets and separated by a dash. The same thing will be done with the TLTs, except
that there will be no numbering of RCs of the TLTs, since there is no one-to-one
correspondence between the number of RCs in the SL and the TL texts.

6.1.1 Description of Texts

Appendix A, as mentioned above, consists of five English political articles
(texts), respectively, written by N. Chomsky, I. Abu-Laghud, M. Kaldor, N. Ascherson,
and K. Robins2. Appendix-C consists of five political texts. Text 6 is a letter sent by
His Majesty King Hussein of Jordan to President Saddam Hussein of Iraq on September
19903. The remaining four political essays are written by two noted Jordanian
Academics at the Department of Political Science, University of Jordan, namely, Dr. R.
Abdulla and Dr. A. Abdulrahman. The latter has two articles (7 & 9) published (March
1991) in Al-Dostour, a Jordanian daily newspaper, which enjoys a wide readership
throughout the Arab world, and R. Abdulla has two articles (8 & 10), published, among
a series of political essays written by him, in Al-Rai' (another Jordanian daily
newspaper) in November 1991.
The aim of having an equal number of texts in each appendix is to arrive at
certain results in support of the hypotheses set forth in the introduction to this thesis (cf.
chapter 1) that are based on an equal balance of texts for the purpose of comparing the
role of translation in preserving the thematic structure in both languages.
In what follows, there will be a brief discussion of the major text types as
outlined and discussed by text linguists. I insist on the term 'brief' on the basis of the
fact that the reader of this study would have ample background on the types of texts
and the characteristics of each. Nevertheless, some of the major characteristics that are
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associated with each text type and the text linguists' basic work in this issue will be
mentioned.

6.2 Text Typology

The question of text typology still offers a severe challenge to text linguists with
regard to the systemization and classification of samples. The challenge arises from the
fact that text typology must deal with actual systems in which selections and decisions
have already been made (the semiotic values has already been 'realized' as semantic
units, in Halliday's terminology; cf. 3.5.1). de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981, p. 35)4
point out that the text itself has to be viewed as a system, being a set of elements
functioning together. Whereas languages is a virtual system: a system of options not
yet in use (a striking similarity between text linguistics and systemic linguistics with
regard to the definition of system and text), the text is an actual system in which
options have been taken from their repertories (the semiotic values or culture for
Halliday) and utilized in a particular structure (relationships between and among
elements). This utilization is carried out via procedures of actualization.
In an academic seminar held in the University of Biefeld, Germany, attempts
have been made to apply or create other methods where traditional linguistic methods
failed to meet the special needs of typology of texts'. These were followed, in
Germany also, by Reiss (1976), who proposes that texts can be categorized according
to their field of discourse, with examples like 'journalistic', 'religious', 'poetic' etc6.
If defined this way, however, text type will be so broad as to have any predicative
value, and when attempts are made to narrow this focus of description, it ends up by
having as many text types as there are texts.
Another attempt is carried out by J. Schmidt (1977, p. 55), who proposes either
one of two approaches. His first approach is start to out with the traditionally defined
types (e.g. literary, poetic, scientific, religious, etc.) as observable objects, and try to
reconstruct them via a consistent text theory; the second approach is the opposite of the
first: to start out with a text theory which sets up theoretical types to be compared with
empirical samples. In this respect, de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981, P. 183) point out
that for a science of texts as a human activity, it seems impossible to dispense with the
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traditional text types that people actually use as heuristics in the procedures of
production and reception. Thus, they support a typology based upon the categorization
of text types on the basis of function, i.e. according to the distributions of texts to
human interaction'.
The problem of text typology is that, however the typology is set up, any real
text will display features of more than one type, or as de Beaugrande and Dressler
(1981, p. 184) put it: "in many texts types, we could find a mixture of descriptive,
narrative and argumentative functions" [quoted in full below]. Thus, the assignment of
a text to a text type depends on the function of the text in the communication and not
merely on the surface format.
To account for this diversity or "multifunctionality" in texts, as Hatim (1990, p.
138)8 puts it, what is needed is a comprehensive model of context. The most important
feature of such a contextual model is that it must bring together the communicative,
pragmatic and semiotic values and demonstrate their importance for the development
of text and the way communication takes place. Hatim's (1990) need is answered in
Werlich (1976 [1983]), among others, who bases a typology of texts on what he calls
"dominant contextual focus", where texts:
distinctively correlate with the contextual factors in a communication
situation. They conventionally focus the addressee's attention only on
specific factors and circumstances from the whole set of factors.
Accordingly, texts can be grouped together and generally classified on
the basis of their dominant contextual focus (Werlich, 1976 [1982, p.
19) [original emphasis]9.
The usefulness of the notion of dominant contextual focus is that it helps to
resolve some of the inherent problems in the multifunctionality of texts, which prompts
de Beaugrande and Dressler to claim that the sets of texts and their typology is "fuzzy",
because, for them, "constellation of functions in varying degrees of 'dominance' can be
highly intricate", since a single text can even be shifted to another type via a special
means of representation (de Beaugrande 8c Dressler, 1981, p. 186). Nevertheless, and
in spite of the fact that a text may serve than one function, there will only be one
predominant function or rhetorical purpose (garad baydni) (cf. chapter 5 8c 6.3.1 below)
being served by the text at one time. This is what Werlich, in the above quotation,
means by dominant contextual focus. Other rhetorical purposes a text may serve are
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subsidiary to the overall function of the text.
Therefore, texts are variable in nature, and their aims may only be viewed in
terms of dominance of a given purpose or contextual focus, as de Beaugrande and
Dressler put it:
some traditionally established text types could be defined along
functional lines, i.e. according to the contribution of texts to human
interaction. We would at least be able to identify some
DOMINANCES, though without obtaining a strict categorization for
every conceivable example . . . . In many texts, we would find a
mixture of the descriptive, narrative and argumentative functions (de
Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981, p. 184) [original emphasis; my ellipsis].
Thus, what Werlich refers to above as 'contextual factors' or are referred to by Arab
rhetoricians (cf. chapter 5) as rhetorical purposes ( agräd bayaniyya) are no more than
what de Beaugrande and Dressler referred to as 'text type focus', which stands,
according to Hatim (1990, p. 149) for the means whereby a text is defined as a token
of a type. This term subsumes also the sets of communicative, pragmatic and semantic
procedures which are followed when relating a text to its context. Thus, the basic
assumption underlying a typology of texts is that "texts in social communication appear
as manifestations of socially recognized text-types" (Schmidt, 1977, p. 54)1°•
On the basis of the dominant contextual factor, Werlich (1976 [1983, pp. 1921) proposes five dominant contextual foci that can be observed in texts:
1. The focus is on factual phenomena (i.e. persons, objects, relations) in the spatial
contexts. The texts of this group will be referred to as descriptive texts.
2. The focus is on factual and/or conceptual phenomena in the temporal context.
Texts of this group will be referred to as narrative texts.
3. The focus is on the de-composition (analysis) into constituent elements or the
composition (synthesis) from constituent elements of concepts that the communication
have. Texts of this group will be referred to as expository texts.
4.

The focus is on the relations between concepts of phenomena that the

communicants have. Texts of this group will be referred to as argumentative texts.
5. The focus is on the composition of observable future behaviour, with reference to
phenomena, in one of the communicants, that is either in the speaker/writer or
reader/hearer. Texts of this group will be referred to as instructive texts.
These dominant contextual foci point to five basic text types to which all texts can be
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assigned, including those in which several foci (rhetorical purposes) are mixed.
In addition to the contextual text factors/foci that texts correlate with, texts
appear to correlate, according Werlich (1976 [1983, P. 21]), with innate biological
properties of the communicant's mind. In this respect, Werlich (loc. cit.) says:
. . . texts, conceived of as assignable to text types. . . primarily derive
their structural distinctions . . . from innate cognitive properties.
Accordingly, the five basic text types correlate with forms and ranges
of human cognition. They reflect the basic cognitive processes of
contextual categorization [original emphasis; my ellipsis].
Werlich summarizes these basic cognitive processes as:
1. differentiation and interrelation of perceptions in space in the text type of
description, which, for de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981, p. 184), corresponds to the
cognitive process 'frames'.
2. differentiation and interrelation of perception in time in the text type of narration,
which, for Beaugrande and Dressler (loc. cit.), corresponds to the cognitive process
`schemas'11.
3. Comprehension of general concepts through differentiation by analysis and/or
comprehension of particular concepts through differentiation by subsumptive synthesis
in the text type of exposition. Although, de Beaugrande and Dressler do not deal with
expository texts separately, it can be assumed that the descriptive 'frames' and
'causality' respectively . would be the global pattern of cognitive process utilized in
conceptual exposition.
4. Judging, that is the establishment of relations between and among concepts through
the extraction of similarities, contrasts, and transformations from them, is utilized in the
text type argumentation. This, for de Beaugrande and Dressler, corresponds to the
cognitive process 'plans'12.
5. Planning of future behaviour by subdivision or subsumption is utilized in the text
type instruction. This, for de Beaugrande and Dressler, corresponds to the cognitive
process ' scripts'13.
Whether looked at the way Werlich does, or whether looked at the way de
Beaugrande and Dressler do, the fact remains that these cognitive process are firmly
embedded in the speaker/writer-object-addressee/reader context of communication
situation, and that texts appear to have their final ultimate foundation in how human
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cognition operates in acquiring and securing concepts or thoughts on the basis of
sensory input. Thus, the importance of these kinds of global patterns has become
recognized in the procedural attachment of producing and receiving texts:
how a topic might be developed (frames), how an event sequence will
progress (schemas), how text users or characters in textual worlds will
pursue their goals (plans), and how situations are set up so that certain
texts can be presented at the opportune moment (scripts). . . . Using
global patterns greatly reduces complexity over using local ones, and
allows retaining much more material in active storage at one given time
(de Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981, P. 91) [my ellipsis and emphasis].
In what follows, there will be a brief discussion of each text type, I will only
discuss three text types and not five, because, for me, narrative and descriptive texts
types are no more than varieties of the conceptual exposition text type, and while the
border line, according to de Beaugrande and Dressler, is not neatly drawn between any
of the text types (a fuzzy-type line); it is the least clear between descriptive, narrative
and expository types.

6.2.1 Argumentative Texts

As mentioned above, argumentative texts have as a contextual focus the
evaluation of the relations between concepts. de Beaugrande and Dressler define
argumentative texts as:
those utilized to promote the acceptance or evaluation of certain beliefs
or ideas as true vs. false, or positive vs. negative. Conceptual relations
such as reason, significance, volition, value, and opposition should be
frequent. The surface texts will often show cohesive devices for
emphasis and insistence, e.g. recurrence, parallelism, and paraphrase (de
Beaugrande & Dressler, 1981, p. 184) [original emphasis].
Hatim (1990 & elsewhere) subdivides argumentative texts into two types: (1)
through-argumentation and (2) counter-argumentation. The former, according to him,
can be initiated by a statement of a point of view to be argued through. In this type,
however, there is no explicit reference to an opposite view, and this is why he presents
the format of the scheme of the argument as: (1) thesis presented to be supported, (2)
substantiation of the presented thesis, and fmally (3) conclusion. The second type,
counter argumentation, can be initiated by a thesis, citing the position of an opponent,
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followed by an opposition, a substantiation of the opposition and finally a conclusion
usually in favour of the arguer. Hatim (1990) notes that the second type is completely
built on one of the later generation of Arab rhetoricians, namely Ibn Quddiuna in his
book Naqd an-Natr (Criticism of Prose), where the latter says: "wa xayru 1-jadali ma
buniyat muqaddimatuhu Cala ma wafaqa calyhi 1-xa§m", and which is translated by
Hatim (1991, p.197), "valid argumentation is that in which the arguer builds his initial
premises on what the opponent endorses"14.

6.2.2 Expository Texts

As illustrated by Werlich (1976 [1983]) above, the contextual focus is either
on the decomposition (analysis) into constituent elements of a given concept, or
composition (synthesis) from constituent elements. There are, however, as indicated
above, two important variants of this kind of conceptual exposition, which are
descriptive and narrative, and whereas description and narration are generally easily
recognizable, boundaries are, somewhat difficult to establish. What is of importance,
here, is the distinction between argumentative and conceptual exposition.
In argumentation, the focus is on what is known as 'situation managing', where
the dominant factor is "to guide the situation in a manner favourable to the text
producer's goals" (de Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981, p. 163). In exposition, on the
other hand, the focus is on providing a detached account, i.e. 'monitoring the situation',
where, according to de Beaugrande Dressler (loc. cit.), "the dominant function of the
text is to provide a reasonably unmeditated account of the situation model"15.
In the argumentative text, the 'topic sentence' sets, according to Hatim (1990
& elsewhere) 'the tone' of the text, whereas in exposition, it sets 'the scene' (a
reminder of Grimes 1975: cf. 4.2.2), and must be expounded, in comparison with the
topic sentence in argumentative texts which must be substantiated. Thus, in
distinguishing these two features, the tendency of tone-setters is to display features such
as comparison, judgement, and other markers of evaluative texture; whereas the scene
setter exposes various aspects of the scene being introduced to be expounded.
Evalutiveness predominates in argumentative texts; it is realized as mentioned
earlier, by cohesive devices of emphasis such as recurrence and parallelism. On the
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other hand, expository texts employ more basic and less marked syntactic and semantic
structures, such as proforms, rather than conceptual names of objects or events present.
In comparison with argumentative texts which refer to objects and persons by name,
expository texts use a lot of what Halliday and Hasan (1976) call exophoric reference,
that does not refer to any prior mention in the text, as well as a lot of personal
pronouns (T, 'we', 'you'), which are exophorically (situationally) used. In addition,
expository texts designate other participants in the texts beside the producer and the
receiver of the text, for instance, via third personal pronouns or deictics (pointing words
like 'this' or 'than, which are useful for pointing out to the entire situation or set of
events. Other features which distinguish argumentation from exposition include the
semantics of the verbs (perceiving, feeling, saying etc.), frequency of certain syntactic
structures (i.e passivization, nominalization, transitivity), lexical density of themes,
modality, etc. (cf. 6.5 below).

6.2.3 Instructional Texts

As indicated above, the focus in this type of texts is laid on the formation of
future behaviour in order to regulate through instructions the way people act or think.
Two sub-types have been identified: instructions with options (advertising, consumer
advise, etc.) and instructions without options (contracts, treaties, constitutions,
resolutions, decrees, etc.) (Hatim, 1990). But whether with or without option, the focus
in this type of texts is directed towards influencing opinions or behaviour and to
provoking action or reaction. For example a slogan like "Fly the Royal Jordanian Air
Line (RJAL)" arouses interest and acts as an invitation.
Reiss (1976) draws a comparison between argumentative texts and instructional
texts with options. He believes that the two types can be treated as operative-type texts.
In this respect, Reiss lays down the following principles of operative texts (texts that
arouse interest), which text producers have to follow in order to arouse the interest of
the reader and succeed in convincing him or her:
1. Comprehensibility (use of short sentences, simple syntax, etc.)
2. Topicality (closeness to life)
3. Memorability (rhetorical repetition, puns, rhymes, slogan, etc.)
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4. Suggestivity (manipulation of opinions by exaggeration, value-judgment, implication,
etc.)
5. Emotionality (anxieties and fear are played on, threats & flattery; the associations
of words are exploited).
6. Language manipulation (propaganda in disguised information through means such
as linguistic parallelism which is used to imply factual comparability)
7. Plausibility (appeals to authorities, witnesses, 'experts', etc.)
Despite all these similarities, clearer patterns of logical thinking are more
apparent in argumentative texts than in instructional, because, given discoursal as well
as generic constraints, logical presentation tends to be part and parcel of the
argumentative text format.
One fmal point is also worthy of mention, namely that, like many other
linguistic issues, the question of text typology goes beyond conventional linguistic
methods; it emerges with the larger conditions of utilizing texts in human interaction.
A text type is a set of "heuristics" for producing, predicting and processing textual
occurrences, and hence acts as a prominent determiner of "efficiency, effectiveness and
appropriateness" (de Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981, p. 11)16.
Again, joining forces with de Beaugrande & Dressler (1981), among many other
text linguists, a text type can hardly provide any absolute border lines between its
members and non-members, any more than the notion of 'texts' can do. The conditions
of communication are simply too diverse to allow such a rigorous categorization of text
typology.

6.3 Segmentation of Texts
From a systemic perspective, Butler (1985, p. 45) 17 points out that, for
Halliday, the environment of the system (that of theme, for example) is at least partly
paradigmatic, in that the 'entry conditions' for a system may involve the selection of
other features from less delicate parts of the system networks (cf. 3.2 & 3.6.2.1). Each
system network operates at a particular rank of the unit structure, e.g. the systems of
mood and theme both operating on the major independent clause as their entry
condition. In this respect, each time a new instance of this rank is met progressing
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along the syntagmatic axis, a fresh set of choices are available for the speaker/writer
on the paradigmatic axis. These choices or options do not only contrast with each other
in a common framework of meaning, they must also have a common grammatical
environment. In other words, they must contrast with one another in a common
framework provided by the more surface aspect of grammar. For Halliday (1985, p.
62) 18, the significance of such choices, as applied to the systems of theme, emerges
when considering the importance of clause (sentence) theme in the overall development
of discourse (cf. 3.6.2.6), where the main contribution, according to Halliday, comes
from the thematic structure of independent clauses (one main clause plus one or more
subordinate clauses). On the basis of this principle, text segmentation in Arabic as well
as in English will adopt Halliday's assumption, that is the entry condition to the theme
systems will be the major independent clause, or major thematic clauses (clause
complex in Halliday's formulation; cf. 6.3.1) and the 'independent sentence' (al-juntia
al-kubrd) in Standard Arabic (SA) as will be shown below (cf. 6.3.2).

6.3.1 Segmenting the English Texts.

As Quirk and Geenbaum (1972, pp. 253-254)' point out, the term coordination
is used by some grammarians for both `syndetic' coordination (equivalent to 'fa§l' in
Arabic) when coordinating conjunctions between the clauses or elements within the
same clause are present, and for 'asyndetic' coordination (equivalent to `wa§l' in
Arabic) when coordination conjunctions are not present but could be supplied. Both
subordination and coordination involve the linking of units (from word complex level
to clause complex level, to use Halliday's terms), but with subordination, one of the
units is subordinated to the other. Thus, in a clause, like
6-1 I truly shut the door before the animal could escape,
where the subordinate clause 'before the animal could escape', is subordinated to the
coordinate clause 'I truly shut the door' and to the `superordinate clause' or clause
complex that consists of both clauses joined together. Furthermore, subordination, in
comparison with coordination, is a non-symmetrical relation, holding between two
clauses in such a way that one is a constituent of the other (Quirk & Greenbaum, 1972,
p. 309). This can be exemplified by:
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6-2 1 (I like John)' and 2(John likes me)2 [two coordinate independent clauses]
versus:
6-3 1 (I like John 2[because John likes me]) 21 [one subordinate/dependent clause
embedded within an independent/main/superorclinate one].
These examples also illustrate the terms commonly associated with the clause units
distinguished.
Thus, the device of subordination enables writers or speakers to organize
multiple clause structures, because each subordinate clause may itself be superordinate
to one or more clauses, so that a hierarchy of clauses within one another, may built up,
sometimes resulting in sentences (clause complex) of great complexity, as in:
6-4 '(I think r[that you can do it] '{it' you try)})"'
Here, the clause beginning with `z-' is subordinate to the clause beginning at `y-',
which, in turn, is subordinate to the clause beginning with `x-'. Both 'y & z' are
dependent clauses, while 'x' is an independent clause and is identified with the sentence
as a whole. Thus, this independent (complex) clause consists of 'I', subject, 'think',
verb, 'that you . . .', object, and 'if you can' as adjunct.
As for its formal indicators in the text, a subordinate clause is marked by some
indicators contained in the subordinate rather than the main/superordinate/complex
clause. These signals may be of a number of different kinds: (1) subordination
conjunction; a wh-element, the item 'that', inversions; or (negatively) the absence of a
ftnite verb form (cf. Quirk & Greenbaum, 1972; Halliday, 1985).
Subordinate/dependent clauses in English are analogous to their counterparts in
Arabic (cf. 6.1), in that, they can be replaced by a single element. They, like the
Arabic dependent or 'small' clauses (al-jumal a§-§ugra) can function as subject (That
we need more equipment is obvious.), direct object (I know that she is pretty.), subject
complement (The point is that we're leaving.), indirect object (I gave whoever it was
a cup of tea.), object complement (I imagined him overcome with grief.), adjunct (When
we meet, I shall explain everything.), disjunct (To be honest with you, I've never liked
him.) and conjunct (what is more, he has lost the friends he has.) 20. They also may
functions as (1) post-modifier in a noun phrase ( A friend who remains loyal is a real
friend.), (2) prepositional complement (It depends on what we decide.) and (3)
adjectival complement (He is ready to act promptly).
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In this respect, grammarians (Quirk et. al., 1972 & 1985, and Halliday, 1976,
among many others) identify many factors that interact in pointing to the links between
sentences. Quirk et. al. (1972), for example, refer to four main factors: semantic
content, lexical equivalence, syntactic devices, and prosodic features connection (i.e.
intonation which is only applicable to spoken texts). As far as the reader or hearer is
concerned, he searches for the semantic relationships between clauses in the written or
spoken text respectively. In a well-organized texts, the reader, for instance, expects to
find some meaning relationship, through vocabulary and lexical equivalence between
successive sentences2I.
From a systemic functional grammar point of view, (Halliday, 1985, p. 193),
the notion of a clause complex (one independent clause plus one or more dependent/
subordinate clauses) enables language users and discourse analysts to account in full for
the functional organization of sentences (a sentence to Halliday is an orthographic
manifestation/realization of the clause complex, that is contained between two full
stops). Thus, Halliday defines the sentence in terms of a clause complex, which he
considers the only grammatical unit above the clause.
As for the relations between clauses in a clause complex in terms of the logical
components of the linguistic system, that is the functional-semantic relations that make
up the logic of natural language, Halliday proposes two types of relations regarding the
interpretation of the relation between sentences: (1) the system of interdependency,
'tactic system (parataxis and hypotaxis 22), which is general to all complexes from word
complex to clause complex and (2) the logico-semantic system of expansion and
projection, which is specific to inter-clausal relations, or rather a relation between
processes, usually expressed (but not always) in grammar as a complex of clauses.
These two dimensions together, Halliday (loc. cit.) points out "will provide the
functional framework of describing the clause complex".
By the use of the term interdependency (the relation of modifying, whereby one
element modifies another), Halliday does not mean to say that it is the only relation
between members of the clause complex. However, where one element modifies
another, the status of the two is unequal; the modifying elements is dependent on the
modified. At the same time, two elements may be joined together on the basis of equal
status (neither being dependent on the other); the former relation is referred to by
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Halliday as hypotactic and the latter as paratactic (Halliday, 1985, p. 195). Thus, all
logical structures in language are either hypotactic or paratactic, and the clause complex
involves relations of both kinds, as in:
6-5 1(1 would 2[if I could])21 3(but I can't)3
where there is a paratactic relation between 1 and 3 and a hypotactic relation between
1 and 2. Halliday (loc. cit.) sub-categorizes this relation between paratactic and
hypotactic constructions (clauses) as primary and secondary, when he says:
The primary [relation] is the initiating clause in a paratactic structure and
the dominant clause in a hypotactic; the secondary is the continuing
clause in a paratactic structure and the dependent clause in the
hypotactic.
As for the logical-semantic relation, there is a wide range of relations any of
which may hold between a primary and a secondary number of a clause complex.
Halliday (1985, p. 196) groups these relations into a small number of general types,
based on the fundamental relationship of 'expansion' and 'projection'. The former has
to do with expanding the primary clause, by (a) elaborating it, (b) extending it or (3)
enhancing it, while the latter has to do with projecting the secondary clause through the
primary, by instating it as (a) a locution or (b) as an idea. These two logico-semantic
relations can be illustrated and exemplified as types of clause complexes in the
following table (see next page):
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X
P
A
N
S
I
0
N
P
R
0
J
E
C
T
I
0
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(a)
elaboration

(i) Paratactic

(ii) Hypotactic

John didn't wait (1); [=1
he was scared (2).

John ran away (1), M which
surprised me (2).

(b)
extension

John ran away (1), [+]
and Fred stayed behind
(2).

John ran away (1), [+]
whereas Fred stayed behind
(2).

(c)
enhancement

John was scared (1), [x]
so he ran away (2).

John ran away (1), [x]
because he was scared (2).

John said (1): "I'm
running away" ("2).

John said (1) he was running
away ("2).

(a)
locution

(b)
idea

John thought to himself:
(1): "I'll run away" ('2).

John thought (1) he would ran
away (2)23.

'pre 6-1: ypes ot Clause Complex(Adapted from

i y„ p.

.

From a thematic point view, however, (cf. 3.6.2.6) any of the clauses (in a
hypotactic relation) can act as theme of the clause, because either of them can occur in
the initial position in the clause. On the other hand, in paratactic relations (the linking
of elements of equal status), both the initiating and the continuing element (independent
clauses) are free, in the sense that each could stand as a functioning whole, and
consequently each has its own thematic structure.
For the purpose of the analysis of texts in terms of thematic structure, the
selected English texts will be segmented into clause complexes on the basis of the
paratactic and the hypotactic relations that exists within their constituting clauses.
Therefore, each sentence, the orthographic manifestation of the clause complex in
Halliday's formulation, will be treated as one clause complex with the simple sentence
(one independent clause) as the limiting case. In order, to 'start afresh' (cf. 6.2) with
each entry condition, in systemic terms, I adopted the following procedure in
segmenting the English texts: (1) I let a friend of mine, a native speaker of English,
read the texts a loud as if giving a speech. (2) By recording his reading of the texts,
I was able to make use, to some extent, of the prosodic features of intonation, in giving
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a further account of the boundaries of clause complexes (thematic major clauses) that
comprise each text. This method of segmentation tallies with the method used in
segmenting the Arabic texts (cf. 6.2.2), which is usually used in determining the
boundaries of thematic clauses in spoken texts.

6.3.1.1 Punctuation of Written English Texts

Halliday (1985b, pp. 32-37) 24 points out that the omission of prosodic features,
such as intonation and rhythm, from the written language is, in some respect, a genuine
deficiency, if compared with the spoken language. He believes however that there is
a device at work in the written language to partially overcome this deficiency. This
device is punctuation. In this respect, Halliday (loc. cit.) identifies three main functions
of punctuation:
1. Boundary Marking. In Halliday's systemic formulation, the grammar of each
language is organised through a small hierarchy of units. In English as well as in
Arabic, this hierarchy consists of sentences (complex clauses), clauses, phrases, words
and morphemes. In English, complex clauses are recognized by full stops.
Subsequently, the writing system provides for intermediate units by means of colon,
comma: comma for weaker boundaries and colon for stronger ones, where both can be
used to separate clauses, the difference serving to indicate internal bracketing. The
comma is also used to mark off phrases, and even words if the occasion demands: for
example for an afterthought, or in a list. A major difference is identified, however,
between the colon and the semi-colon (although both can be used to mark boundaries
between coordinate clauses) in that the colon usually has a cataphoric implication (cf.
Halliday, 1976).
2. Status Marking. According to Halliday (1985b), as well as Quirk et. al. (1972 &
1985), it is not enough to show that a sentence has finished, it is also important to
indicate whether its speech function (realised by the mood system: cf. 3.6.2.1) is a
statement, a question or neither. So there is a contrast between full stop for statements;
a question mark for questions; and an exclamation mark used for a mixed bag of speech
functions, including commands, suggestions, offers, exclamations, calls, and greetings.
These last six all share the negative property that they are "not exchange of
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information" (Halliday, op. cit., p. 33). In other words, they are performative speech
acts: the speaker is either exchanging goods-and-services (offers, suggestions &
commands), expressing his/her own attitude (exclamation), or establishing social contact
(calls and greetings).
Another symbol of status marking usually used in written texts is the quotation
mark, whether single or double. This mark is used to ascribe some part of the text to
someone other than the writer, whether a quotation or a citation. When both types of
quotations are present, the double type usually encloses the single type. Another
tradition has the double quotations for saying and single ones for thoughts, but the two
have often been used interchangeably.
3. Relation Markings. Under this function, Halliday (1985b, p.34) includes four main
types of punctuation markers: (1) the hyphen, which signals a link across a space (either
word space or line space), showing that the following words are to be taken in
apposition with the preceding one, (2) the dash, which signals that the following
element is to be taken in apposition with the preceding one, (3) parenthesis, which
indicate that the closed element is a kind of a subroutine, a loop of the main track of
the sentence, and (4) the apostrophe, which is a kind of place holder signifying either
that a letter has been omitted, or, by convention, that the noun is possessive.
In addition to the technique adopted in segmenting the English and the Arabic
texts for thematic analysis (section 3.6.1 & 3.6.2), special attention will be paid to the
following constructions in both languages:
A. The most 'slippery' of the criteria was the one applied to practically conjoined
independent clauses within a single written sentence (complex clause) because the
decision whether to conjoin two separate clauses or not, and how to do this, is a
thematic one. This was particularly so with regard to the introduction of a specified
subject in the second (or later) clause. Standard Arabic, the language, in which the
clause complex (al-jumlatu 1-kubrd) is being identified, does not introduce a specified
subject as frequently as English does. The notion of an intervening object turned out
to be particularly useful to the structure of the sentence bearing out Lehman's (1973 &
1976) formulation that the object is more central to the structure of the sentence than
the subject. Therefore, I will be doing the following with regard to analysis of thematic
structure of a complex clause in Arabic and English (two or more coordinated clauses)
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that is conjoined with conjunctive articles such as 'and' (wa) , but (lakinna) . . . etc.:
(1) If the theme is associated with the subject, and the subject of the second clause is
the same as the initial one, they will be analyzed as one clause complex consisting of
two or more 'simple clauses' with the same subject (theme), whether it is specified in
the second clause, or 'ellipted' (muqaddar).
(2) If the theme is associated with the subject, and the subject is not the same as that
of the initial clause, they will be treated as one complex clause consisting of two or
more separate 'simple clauses', having different thematic structures.
B. The complex clause of direct speech will be treated as having two separate clauses.
Thus, 'said X' will be treated as a simple clause consisting of a theme and a rheme, the
quoted construction, which could be either a complex or a simple clause, having its own
thematic structure.
C. As for the appositive and parenthetical construction (whether between brackets or
long dashes), it will be treated either as an independent clause, having its own theme
and rheme, within the thematic or rhematic sphere of the main clause complex, or
simply part of whatever sphere it lies within, thematic or rhematic, depending,
respectively, on whether it contains a fmite verb or not.
D. Fragment constructions will be treated mainly as rhematic, following Halliday's
formulation that "clauses with no mood and transitivity structure [which] function as
calls and greeting and exclamations . . . have no thematic structure" (Halliday, 1985,
p.63) [my ellipsis]. Thus, fragments can be considered as minor clauses, in spite of the
fact that they can be other than the types which Halliday exemplifies (cf. 3.6.2.6).

6.3.2 Segmenting the Arabic Texts

The major difficulty is segmenting SA texts into major independent clauses
(jumal kubrä) arises from the fact that written Arabic texts, unlike English, lack a
proper 'punctuation system': and if punctuation is available, it can be misleading rather
than guiding to text analysts as to where to mark the beginning of the rhematic major
clause (independent clause). Unlike English also, independent sentences do not start
their initial words with capital letters and end the sentence with a full stop. Instead,
one might be faced with a text which does not contain a single punctuation mark.
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Furthermore, there is a clear distinction between subordinating and coordinating
conjunctions in English; a thing which the Arabic reader is insensitive to because he
does not experience many sentences starting with subordinate clauses (jumal gayr
mustaqilla) which start with subordinators like 'although' (ma ca 'arm), 'because'
(ii anna), among others, which are mainly used in argumentative texts in SA.
In order to solve this problem of the 'misguided punctuation system' of Arabic,
neo-grammarians on the one side and rhetoricians on the other, have come up with two
solutions. On the surface, these two solutions look different, but in fact, they are two
faces of the same coin: Arab grammarians have come up with the idea of independent/
large and dependent/small clauses (al-jumalu 1-mustaqilla wa gayr 1-mustaqilla) (cf.
5.3.4,), which are equivalent to the terms 'independent and subordinate clauses' (aljumlatu 1-kubrit wal-jumlatu §-§ugra) given by al-Antäld (1975, p. 311), and are treated
by grammarians under the rubric 'hierarchical conjunction' ( calf an-nasq)25 . On the
other hand, Arab rhetoricians have treated it under the rubric 'conjunction/ coordination
and disjunction' (a1-wa§1 wa 1-fa§1). As will be illustrated below, each of the two sides
make use of the contributions of the other.
As for the grammarians, they, as al-Antäld (op. cit. p. 305) points out, are
divided among themselves as to the 'boundary' of the sentence (hadd al-jumla). One
group believes that the sentence in Arabic consists of a 'theme/ topic' (musnad ilayhi)
and 'theme/ comment' (musnad) whether it benefits the hearer/the reader or not. This
is obviously looking at the sentence/clause in terms of a purely syntactic (parsing)
definition, which, from the rhetoricians' view point (cf. 5.3), makes no sense at all.
This is why the second group of grammarians defines the sentences in line with the
rhetoricians, who, according to al-Antäld (loc. cit.), define the sentence in Arabic as:
'the expression that is completely beneficial and can correctly be followed by a pause'
(al-jumala hiyal-cibäratul-mufidatu fà idatan tämmatan yahsunu calayhAl-waqf). Thus,
to the second group, the first part of a conditional sentence like `If Zeid came' ( jä a
Zaydun: ficl a§-§art:'protasis' ) does not benefit the hearer/reader if the 'response part
of the conditional sentence' (jawab a§-§art: 'apodasis') is not uttered, which would be
like:
fa- alcrim-hu
6-6 'in jä a Zayd-un
if came Zeid-nom. (coordinator)- (you should be) hospitable- (to) him
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6-6E If Zeid comes [theme], you should be hospitable him [rheme].
Arab grammarians call this second type the boundary of 'discourse' (kalfun), and not
simply a sentence boundary, but grammarians who advocate this view do not, according
to al-Anpki (1975, vol. 3, p.311), see any difference between the concept discourse
(kalam) and sentence (jumla); they treat them as one and the same (cf. 5.3).
On the basis of the second defmition of the sentence, which was influenced by
the views of Arab rhetoricians, grammarians have divided clauses into two major types:
independent/large and dependent/small (jumlatun kubrA wa jumlatun §ugrA). This
division, as will be shown from the rhetoricians' point view, is based on the syntactic
(parsing) functions of sentences C fribu 1-jumal). Grammarians define dependent
clauses as those:
that act as `rhemes/conunents' for themes/topics, for the six particles
(`' inna and its sisters'), or for the incomplete verbs (Una and its
sisters'). . . and those [sentences] that act as a second object for the
category of the 'think-type' verbs . . . and those [sentences] that act as
a third object for the category of the 'inform-type' verbs, since,
originally, these objects act as the rheme/conunent. (al-Antal, 1975
vol.3, p. 311) [my translation and ellipsis].
They exemplify each type of the dependent sentences mentioned in the above quotation,
respectively, as follows:
§-gera)).
6-7 (Zayd-un (yanzumu
(Zeid-nom. (reciting-(he) the-poetry-accus.
6-7E Zeid [theme] is reciting/(recites) poetry [rheme].
6-8 (Una Zayd-un (yan;umu
§-§er-a1).
(was Zeid-nom. (reciting-(he) the-poetry-accus.)).
6-8E Zeid [theme] was reciting poetry [rheme].
6-9 ( 'lima
Zayd-an (yanzumu §-gera))
([emphatic]
Zeid-accus. reciting-(he) the-poetry-accus.
6-9E It is ZEID [theme/new] who recites poetry [rheme/given].
§-§era)).
6-10 (zanan-tu Zayd-an [yanzumu
(thought-I Zeid-accus. recites (he) the-poetry-accus.
6-10E I thought [theme] that Zeid recites poetry [rheme].
§-gera)).
6-11 ( aclam-tu Balcr-an
Zayd-an
( yanzumu
(informed-I Bakr-accus. Zeid-accus. recites (he) the-poetry-accus.
6-11E I informed Bakr [theme] that Zeid recites poetry [rheme].
In these examples, the clauses inside the bracelets are considered by grammarians as
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dependent (jumal sugrA (or) gayr mustaqilla). These types quoted above represent only
2 of 11 (sometimes given as 10) types of sentences that grammarians call sentences
which have 'a parsing function' (lahA mahallun mina 1- ' icrab); (cf. al-AntAki, 1975, vol.
3).
As for the definition of the 'independent/large' clause (al-jumala al-kubrA), alal-Antaki, 1975, p. 311), following in the steps of TAGs (which he always does) says:
'it is the type of clause whose rheme/comment is another clause, or whose object
(originally a rheme/comment) is a clause' (hiya 1-jumalatu 1-lati xabaruhA aw al-lati
maffiluhd du 1-a§1 al-xabariyi jumla). The sentences inside the brackets in 6-7 through
6-11 represent this type. Moreover, grammarians point out (al-Aniiiki, 1975, Anis, 1978
and Dayf, 1982, among many others) that the independent sentence/ clause is also of
two types depending on the type of rheme/comment it has. When the independent
clause (sentence) is verbal (cf. 5.2.1), for example, and the dependent clause within it
is also verbal, grammarians call it a 'one-feature sentence' (jumla At al-wajh al-wällid)
as in 6-10 & 6-11 above; the same thing also applies to the nominal sentence (cf. 5.2.2).
On the other hand, if there is a difference between the independent and the dependent
sentences, whether verbal or nominal, grammarians call this type a 'two-feature
sentence' (jumla At wajhyn) as in 6-7, 6-8 & 6-9 above.
For the grammarians, the subject of coordination and linking between sentences
in Arabic is treated, as mentioned above, under the rubric 'hierarchical conjunction' (calf
an-nasq), but what they really do is look at it from a purely syntactic (again parsing)
point of view, which, for the purpose of this study, makes little contribution to what is
intended. The only thing grammarians point out is the type of coordinating
conjunctions, .whether they join words or sentences, and a definition of each one27.
They however, outline a general rule that says:
the typical case is to have coordination between sentences that have the
same structure, i.e. between one nominal sentence and another, one
verbal sentence and another, but it is possible to have coordination
between a nominal and a verbal sentence or vice versa, and even
between a verbal sentence with a past tense and another with a present
tense (Khatib et. al. 1985, pp. 28-29) [my translation].
Grammarians, however, do not give any other explanation (pragmatic, for example),
beside the syntactic ones, of why sentences like the following can be coordinated
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(borrowed from Khatib et. al. (1985, p. 29):
6-12 yunklilu 1- ^ i§tirakiyyfina li-tahqiqi mujtama ci 1-cada1ati wa 1-musAwAti, wa hum
mu "minfina bi-nti§dri-him wa yandd5h-mu 1- "amala fi an tdumma 1^ iKtirakiyyatu duwala 1- cilam . . . .
struggle the-socialists to-establish society (of) the-justice and the-equality, and they
in spreading
believe in-victory-their and hope-they
the-socialism (the) countries (of) the-world.
6-12E The socialists [theme] are struggling to establish justice and equality in society,
and they [theme] believe that they will be victorious, and they [theme] are
hopeful that socialism will spread throughout every country in the world [rheme].
Examples like these, where nominal sentences are coordinated with verbal ones, and
verbal sentences are coordinated, although they have different senses, are left to
rhetoricians to provide the pragmatic explanation in each case. Rhetoricians, however,
do not oppose the grammarians in their account of the general principle quoted above,
but they are able to provide answers to the questions that may be posed by any reader
or listener. For having a nominal sentences following or coordinated upon a verbal, for
instance, they point out, that the rhetorical purpose is that, since the nominal sentence
indicates an `unchanging attribute' (tadull calä t-tubfit), and since the verbal sentence
indicates a process or an event (tadull 'aid 1-tiudfit), coordinating one with the other in
any sequence will always give the initial sentence some of the properties of the second,
and thus strengthening it as in 6-12 above (cabs, 1989, pp. 445-446)28. On the other
hand, cabbäs (loc. cit.) also points out that, since the present tense indicates renewal
(tajaddud), it is meant to bring up the image of a past event, if it happens in the past
(which can be viewed in terms of de Beaugrande and Dresslers' notion of
intertextuality, as one of the standards of textuality)". The second rhetorical purpose
of coordinating verbal sentences with different tenses can be exemplified from the Holy
Qura'n by:
taqtul-an. (1, 114: 87)
6-13 fa-fariq-an qadclab-tum wa fariq-an
some-accus. imposters-you and others-accus. slay-you
6-13E Some [theme/marked] you called imposters [rheme], and other [theme/marked
you slay [rheme]
Looking at the first sentence, which has a past tense, the reader might think that the
second should also be in the past tense. This, however, is not the case in the Holy
verse: Allah Almighty wants to show the Jews how dreadful slaughter is; therefore, He
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brings about the past image of killing by using a present tense, to let them imagine the
scene of killing previous prophets as if it took place at that particular moment.
For rhetoricians, the question of coordination (al- calf/al-wa§1) and disjunction
between sentences (the latter was not mentioned by grammarians) is treated, as
mentioned above, under the rubric `al-fa0 wa 1-wa§1'. This is defined by al-Maragi
(1917, p. 193) as "the knowledge of the positions of coordination or resumptions in the
structure, and how to place the coordinating conjunction particles in their places or
leave them out when not needed" [my translation] (huwa Vilmu bi-mawasli c Vag aw
1- ' ist 'ing wa at-tahaddi ' ila kayfiyyat ' iqa` hurafi Vag fi mawaqiciha aw tarkilia cinda
cadami ligijati 'ilayha)30. The question of conjunction and disjunction between
sentences is so important to the Arab rhetoricians that they consider the foremost
rhetorical issue. To this effect, al-Jurjani says:
Remember that knowledge of what should be done to sentences with
regard to coordinating one with the other or dispensing with
coordination, and present sentences as disjunctive, that is by resuming
one sentence after the other, is one of the secrets of rhetoric. This secret
cannot be attained by any one, except by pure bedouins and those who
are accustomed to rhetoric, and who have acquired a high level of
knowledge in the common sense of discourse; these are very few. It
[conjunction and disjunction] is so sublime to this group, that they have
made it the determining factor of knowledge in rhetoric. When asked
about rhetoric, they said: 'it is the knowledge of conjunction and
disjunction' (al-Jurjani, 1988, p. 170) [my translation]31.
Unlike grammarians, rhetoricians do not pay a lot of attention to the conjunction
and disjunction of single elements in the sentence, because they are not looking at the
issue from a syntactic point of view, but rather from a semantic and a pragmatic view
point. This is why they ignore coordination and disjunction between what the
grammarians call 'the clauses that have a parsing function' (al-jumalu 1-lati laha matiall
min 1- icrab), which are alluded to above. This is, because clauses like the ones
embedded in the independent clauses in examples 6-2 through 6-6 above, have,
according to al-Jurjani (1988, p. 171), to be treated as single items (elements) because
they function grammatically in, place of single elements. Therefore, rhetoricians' main
concern is those sentences which the grammarians call 'clauses that have no parsing
function' (al-jumalu 1-lati lays laha matiall min 1- " frab). Grammarians (al-Aniald,
1975; payf, 1982; among others) list seven types of these sentences, while rhetoricians
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(al-Hashimi, 1978; al-TurjanI, 1988; cabbas, 1989) list nine types of these clauses32.
Rhetoricians point out that coordination, whether between single items in a
clause or between two clauses, can occur if there exists what they call 'an association'
(tarn() and 'divergence/contrast' (tagayur) between the two elements in a sentence/
clause or between the two coordinated clauses ( c abbas, 1989, p. 400). Thus, if there is
no association between two clauses (semantic association or something that will join
them together by using a coordination conjunction), and the meaning of the first (be it
lexical, contextual or both) is not close to that of the second, coordination between them
would be impossible, as in:
6-14 ta'abla Karran Wirun wa "ainrilcit dammarat Bagdad.
Ta'bta Sharan a poet and America destroyed Baghdad
6-14E Tabbta Sharan is a poet and America destroyed Baghdad.
In this example, it would look odd if such clauses are coordinated, simply because there
is no association between them.
In this respect, rhetoricians, have divided clauses that can be subject to
conjunction or disjunction into three main categories:
1. The first category fulfils only one condition of conjunction between the two clauses,
and that is the association in meaning: the lexical as well as contextual. With regard
to this type, al-Jurjani (1988, p. 187) says: "the relation between the clause in question
and another one before it is like that of the relation between a noun and its adjective"
(jumla lpluha mda 1-lati qablaha tialu §lifa mda 1-maw§fif). In this case, al-Jurjani,
among many rhetoricians, rejects coordination between such clauses because they do
not fulfil the other conditions of conjunction, and that is, divergence/contrast, as in:
lc-ana V awwalu fi V imititian.
6-15 Zayd-un dalciy-un.
Zeid-nom. (is) smart-nom. (he) was the-first in the-exam
6-15E Zeid is smart; he was the first in the exam.
2. The second category also fulfils one condition of coordination only, and that is,
divergence, but there is no association in meaning, whatsoever, between the two clauses,
as in 6-14 above (this type of sentences will not, however, be present in a well
organized, cohesive and coherent text). Regarding this type, al-Jurjani (loc. cit.) says:
the relation between the first and the second clause is similar to that between any two
different nouns in the two sentences, which have no relation with each other, meaning
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or otherwise. In this type, he, among others, also rejects coordination between the two
clauses because of the lack of meaning association.
3.

The third category, according to Arab rhetoricians, fulfils both conditions for

coordination between clauses: there is an association in meaning as well as divergence.
This type of clauses lies in between the first two. Here, the two clauses are neither two
expressions of the same lexical and contextual meaning (the first category) nor are they
unrelated (meaning-wise), or unconnected (the second category). In this type, there is
divergence as well as meaningful association, or as al-Jurjäni (1988, p. 187) puts it: 'the
condition of such sentences is similar to that of a noun in the current clause and another
noun in the previous one. They (nouns) are not the same, but they enter into the same
functional meaning" [my translation]. Here, however, it is obvious that al-Jurjäni acts
as half-rhetorician and half-grammarian, because, as he admits, the functional meaning
he is referring to is a grammatical one, i.e. the nouns being subject/theme, objects, etc.
It is on this basis that he approves coordination between the two clauses, in addition,
of course, to the close relation in meaning, as in:
§ã9r-un.
6-16 al-Játlizu
kAtib-un wa 1-mutanabbi
Al-jahiz (is a) writer-nom. and the-Mutanabi (is a) poet-nom.
6-16 Al-jahiz [theme] is [rheme] a writer and Al-mutanabi [theme] is a poet [rheme].
On the basis of this categorization, almost all rhetoricians, suggested four
conditions for disjunctions (fa§1) between two clauses. These four are:
1. Complete connection (meaning association) between the two clauses (Icamäl al• itti§ä1). This is associated with category one above, where the second clause is fully
connected to the first one.
2. Semi-complete connection (meaning association) between the two clauses (§ibhu
kamilu 1- ' titiA). In this type of relation the second clause acts as the answer to an
implicit (or sometimes explicit) question in the first. Sometimes, this relation is called
'rhetorical resumption' ( istr ndf baydni), especially when the noun/subject spoken
about (theme/topic) is resumed in the second clause, as in:
fi §-§aff-i;
6-17 'a-taddaci 'anna-ka s-takfinu
1- awwal-a
tacKli laylalc-ka nä 'ima?
-you will-be-(you) the-first-accus. in the class-gen.
do-pretend
spend night-your a sleep?
6-17E Do you [theme] pretend that you will be the first in the class, while you spend
fall a sleep all night [rheme]?
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3. Complete disjunction (lack of meaning association) between the two clauses. In this
respect rhetoricians ( c abbas, 1989, pp. 418-419, among others), list two sub-categories
of this case: (1) when the two sentences are informationally different, i.e. the first is
propositional, implicitly performative, (xabariyya) and the second is explicitly
performative ( in§a 'iyya) or vice versa, as in:
ratiima-humu Allah!
6-18 dahaba 1-mmdi§ana_
Allah
gone the-faithful (people) bless-them
6-18E The faithful people [theme] are gone [rheme]__ May Allah [theme] bless them
[rheme].
The second sub-category is when the two clauses are informationally the same type
(two propositional or two performatives), but there is no meaning relation between
them, as in 6-14 above.
4. A half-way between complete conjunction and complete disjunction (at-tawa§§ut
bayna al-kamalayni). In this type, rhetoricians prefer to disjoin the two clauses if
conjuncting them results in ambiguity, as in:
6-19 (wa 'ida) (xalaw) ila kyatini-him (gala) 'inrd ma cak-um "innama natinu
mustahzi an. Allah-u yastalizi'u bihim. (Holy Qur'an 1, 114: 14-15)
(but if) are (a lone) with evils-their (they say) with-you we are jesting
Allah-nom. (will) mock them.
6-19E But when they are alone with their evil ones [theme], they say: 'we are really
with you [rheme]; we [theme] (were) only jesting [rheme]. Allah [theme] will
throw back their mockery on them [rhemel].
Here, if the last verse (Allah will throw . . .) is coordinated with the previous sentence,
the reader/hearer will think that Allah Almighty is joining forces with the disbelievers
in 'making fun of the believers': whereas, it is exactly the other way round.
As for the third category of clauses, mentioned above, where conjunction is
possible between adjacent clauses, rhetorician discuss two types:
1. The first type occurs when there is a complete informational agreement between the
two clauses: the two clauses are of (1) a propositional type (xabariyya) or of (2) a
performative type ( inga 'iyya), as in respectively:
6-20 'inna
1- 'abrara la-fl nacim, wa 'inna 1-fujjara la-fl jaigm. (30 ,82:13-14)
the-wicked in fire
(emphatic) the-righteous in bliss and
6-20E As for the Righteous [theme], they will be in bliss; and as for the wicked
(theme), they will be in the Fire
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wa 'au z-zakat. . . . (29 ,73: 20)
6-21 wa a aqimu §-plät-a,
and establish the-prayer-accus. and give the-charity-accus.
6-21E And establish [theme/ (0=you=theme)] regular prayer [rheme], and give [theme/
(0=you= theme)] regular charity [rheme].
2. The second type occurs when the two clauses are informationally different: one
propositional and one performative or vice versa. In this type, as mentioned above,
disjunction is obligatory unless it results in ambiguity, where conjunction becomes the
obligatory option, as in:
mina 1-mustagfd?
6-22 A: hal
xaraja a ab5-ka
left father-your from the-hospital
(inteff.)
Did your father [theme] leave the hospital [rheme]?
a allal
B: la (0= lam yaxruj mina 1-mustagfa), wa cdfl-ka
No (0= didn't leave from the-hospital), and bestow-you (health upon) Allah
No, (May Allah [theme] Bestow health Upon you)!
Here, the ambiguity will result if 'and' (wa) is omitted and the response to the question
is ellipted. Whether in writing, and to a lesser extent in speech (due to the existence
of intonation), the questioner may understand the response which consists of two clause:
the ellipted 'no' (10 and the performative clause without the `wa', of course, as a call
to Allah Al-mighty to deprive him from health, which is not what is intended.
Looking at conjunction and disjunction in Arabic from the rhetoricians' view
point, one finds that, except for the fact that they ignore conjunction and disjunction of
single items within the sentence and consequently ignore conjunction and disjunction
between independent clauses and dependent ones that are embedded in them, there is
not a wide gap between their defmition of a sentence as discussed in chapter 5 (cf. 5.3)
(or clause for the purpose of this study), and that of the second group of grammarians,
discussed above. Moreover, whether it is conjunction or disjunction that dictates the
use or the non-use of a coordinating particle, the fact remains that the individual
conjunctive and disjunctive clauses can stand by themselves as having two distinct
messages to convey to the receiver, whether they contain embedded clauses or not. The
only difference between conjunctive and disjunctive clauses would be the existence of
a coordinating conjunction article, which in Halliday's thematic formulation (for
English) acts as part of the theme of the clause, textual theme (cf. 3.6) , and which, in
line with Hudson (1986) and Grimes (1975), (cf. also 3.6.6), will not be treated as part
of the theme (initial theme) of the 'major rhematic clause' (RC: a term selected for
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segmenting the texts in English and Arabic, following in the steps of Halliday's
systemic functional grammar).
In order to capture the properties of the clause as outlined by the second group
of grammarians (above), and not miss the three categories of clause discussed by
rhetoricians, the following technique is used in segmenting the Arabic texts for the
purpose of this study:
1. I let my wife, who holds a BA in Arabic Language and Literature and who has
extensive experience in teaching Arabic in high schools, read each text as if she were
giving a speech, and recorded the result.
2. She paused, as if there is a full stop, when the meaning of each sentence, according
to my judgment as well as hers, was completed.
3. We reversed the roles, and then compared her recording with mine.
4. When there was a difference in the duration of pauses between her recording of the
text and that of mine, this was solved on the basis of cohesion and coherence with what
precedes the disputed rhematic clause and what follows it, and sometimes by reference
to the overall text.
In this respect, the second group of grammarians who, like the rhetoricians,
define the sentence in terms of completeness in meaning and benefit to the receiver are
reminiscent of Halliday (1985) when he talks about 'completeness': ideational
completeness means that the slots implied for the process are filled, interpersonal
completeness means that at least one speech act is being performed and textual
completeness means that there must be a whole message conveyed by the clause.

6.4 The Technique of Text Analysis

Appendices A through D will be analyzed by using the same technique. The
technique being used can be summarized as follows:
1. The source texts of each appendix will be analyzed in terms of thematic structure
prior to translating them into the target language.
2. Then, the target language texts will be, in turn, analyzed in terms of thematic
structure.
3. The approach used in analyzing texts (the Arabic and the English) is the Hallidayan
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model outlined in chapter 3 (cf. 3.6). When it comes to some 'inherent differences'
between the two languages in terms of theme and rheme (cf. 5.8), these will be
highlighted, especially the question of whether the translation from one language to
another preserves their thematic structure or re-thematises other elements of the
rhematic major clause.
4. The results of the text thematic structure analysis will be tabulated. Each corpus will
have two sets of tables: one prior to the translation, and another after the translation.
5. By comparing, discussing and analyzing these tables, hypotheses set forth at the
beginning of this study (cf. chapter 1) are either corroborated, disproved or modified,
and conclusions and recommendations will be drawn accordingly (cf. chapters 7 and 8).

6.5 A Hallidayan-Oriented Approach to
the Analysis of Political Discourse

6.5.1 An Overview

Traditionally, one of the dominant themes of political discourse analysis has
been that political language functions to influence political thought (Wilson, 1990,
p.9)33. In a sense this is obviously true, since politicians and their 'hired pens' present
an argument which they want the electorate to believe. But this is radically different
from claiming that politicians actively create for the layman a cognitive environment
which directs his thinking on various issues. Here, the layman is closer to some
assumed concepts of universal honesty which politicians or their 'controlled media' are
ignoring, and which they are using language to obscure and subvert. Thus, there grows
a tension between one's expectations of political behaviour and what is political reality,
and nowhere, is this more apparent than political discourse.
Since classical times, it has been accepted that language plays a role in the
creation of political reality, and that the aim of the analysis of political discourse
(spoken or written) is "to uncover the rhetorical techniques used by politicians to create
and manipulate a specific view of the world" (Wilson, op. cit., p.10). The typical text
type that realizes this type of discourse is the emotive argumentative text type (cf.
6.2.1). The kind of analysis carried out regarding this type can be regarded as an
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extension of literary criticism. In this respect, the standards of assessment are the
analyst's own interpretive capabilities, which cannot be regarded as 'irrelevant' or
incorrect, because, here, the underlying premise, as hinted above, is that politicians'
language does not only convey the message, but also creates for the reader/ listener a
controlled cognitive environment from which any interpretation is manipulated.
Whorf (1956) argues that our world view is relatively constrained by the
language system we employ in representing language (cf. 3.1.1.3). In its strong form,
this implies that thought is controlled by the language employed; this should be
apparent, for example, in the English-speaking world, e.g. the UK and the USA, since
English has a different tense system from Arabic (cf. 5.3). In such a case, it would be
safe to say that the users of the two languages have a different concept of time. This
would result in the ability of the English user to manipulate, on political grounds, the
tense element differently from the Arabic user. It is difficult, however, to maintain such
a strong 'determinist position'. The fact that the Eskimos, for example, may have more
terms for 'snow' than presently available in English does not make it impossible for an
English speaker to describe, with already available resources, a range of snow types.
In its weak and more realistic form, Whorf's argument suggests that the world
is not given to us directly by experience only, but that experiences are, in part, mediated
through language. This sounds undoubtedly reasonable and carries some truth.
Moreover, in its strongest form, Whorf's hypothesis has been heavily criticized (cf.
Strong, 1984)34, simply because, in language use, there are `no culture-free
interpretation'; there are only alternatives guided by linguistic choices operating at
various levels of structure (cf. 3.3 through 3.6 above). Thus, one has to be careful not
to assume that there is, somehow, a universal truth, at least in linguistic terms; there are
alternatives, each representing a relative view of the world.
One approach that has attempted to provide an underlying structural linguistic
account of political languages is to be found in the works of those who are called
'critical linguists' 35. Their aim is not to describe language, but to consider the role of
language in the creation and maintenance of political and social ideologies. They
approach their task by making use of standard linguistic theories and concepts. On the
surface, the aim of critical linguistics is to describe how ideological positions are
reflected through linguistic choice (a reminder of Halliday's systemic choices), and as
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such, this approach is able, at the surface level, to make use of any linguistics theory_
e.g. Chomsky's transformational generative grammar (TGG), or more importantly
Halliday's systemic functional grammar.
In what follows, there will be a brief discussion of three main areas that concern
critical linguists with regard to the analysis of political discourse. These are: language
and ideology, language and power and the proposed checklist which indicates how
relations of power are signalled when analyzing political discourse. The last concern
will only be looked at from a systemic linguistics' point of view, particularly that which
touches upon the subject of this study.

6.5.2 Language and Ideology

For critical linguists, the term ideology is one of the least settled categories of
philosophical and sociological discussions of the last century. Kress, for example,
points out that its meaning ranges from "the relatively innocuous 'system of ideas' or
'world view' to more contested ones such as 'false consciousness' or 'ideas of the
dominant ruling class" (Kress, 1985, p. 29) 36. Although critical linguists believe that
it is not strictly necessary to introduce ideology into consideration of theories of
languages, they point at some powerful reasons for doing so; these reasons include:
1. The fact that any theory of language that is serious about the social function and the
effect of language cannot make do with 'asocial' categories such as world view. Thus,
any theory of language has to focus quite deliberately on the relations of language to
material conditions of its uses and of its users.
2. Ideology as a concept covers various issues and concerns regarding the forms of
knowledge and their relations to class structure, to class conflict, and class interest, the
modes of production and of economic structure, and with the forms of knowledge in
specific social practices.
3.

Ideology is equally concerned with dominant and with oppositional forms of

knowledge in a society, with accommodative strategies, and with knowledge deriving
from the historical and social positions of its users.
In this sense, ideology finds its best articulation or expression through language
(although it is important to point out that ideologies find their articulation in a wide
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range of social practices, cf. 3.5). Thus, a powerful way of examining ideological
structure is through the examination of language, and consequently the forms of
language are illuminated by an analysis of the ideologies at work in given societies.
The relation between language and ideology exists at many levels: at the lexical level,
at the grammatical-syntactic level, (cf. 3.4 & 5 and 6.3.3 & 4) etc. According to Kress
(1985), this relation depends on the category of discourse, since no linguistic form has
any special meaning when considered in isolation, nor does it possess any ideological
significance or function. Thus, it is because these linguistic forms always appear in a
text and therefore in systematic form as "the sign" of the system of meaning embodied
in specific discourse that one can attribute ideological significance to them. In this
respect, the defined and delimited set of statements that constitute a discourse are
themselves expressive of and organized by a specific ideology. What this means is that
ideology and discourse are realizationally related aspects of the same general
phenomenon (the socio-semiotic or culture in Halliday's systemic terms), but regarded
from two different standpoints. Kress summarizes this argument as follows:
The systematic organization of content in discourse, drawing on and
deriving from the prior classification of this material in an ideological
system, leads to the systematic selection of linguistic categories and
features in a text. Hence the presence of a linguistic feature in a text is
always the sign of the presence of one term from a discursive and
ideological system appearing in the context of the co-presence of other
terms from that system [a reminder of Halliday's systemic choices]
(Kress, 1985, p. 30).
Therefore, a linguistic feature or category never appears simply by itself_ it always
appears as the representative of a system of linguistic terms, which themselves realize
discursive and ideological systems. This means that the linguistic term in a discourse
and in a text derives a specific meaning from its place in a system of other linguistic
terms (options), and that the system gives specific meanings to terms in the system.
As for the ideological significance, hinted to above, this can be "read off' from
the linguistic items in the text itself. This is because the linguistic features function
as a sign of a term in an ideological system and this term has a quite precise meaning
deriving from its place in a system of other terms. However, beyond this, texts can also
be read for their ideological content because of the iconic nature of linguistic forms.
While, according to Kress (1985), most lexical forms do stand in an entirely
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conventional relation to their referents in the world (with the exception of
onomatopoeia), most or perhaps all syntactic forms and processes have an 'expressive'
relation to their referents. In the relation between passive and active clauses, for
instance, the shift of emphasis indicated by first position (theme) from agent (actor) to
patient (goal) directly expresses the relative significance assigned by the speaker or
writer to the respective entities. In this respect, the entire syntactic system of language
functions in the same manner, hence Halliday's term 'functional grammar', and hence
the fact that a syntactic form signals not simply the prior presence of a specific
ideological selection, but also the meaning or content of that ideological choice. And
while a single linguistic form has a wide range of possible meanings (i.e., it is not clear
from a passive clause in isolation why precisely the object has been made emphatic),
when this form appears in the context of the systemic selection of the whole range of
linguistic forms occurring in text, then the meaning of each form becomes quite
specific.
Thus, it can be said that ideological content is expressed in linguistic form: (1)
as the sign of ideologically determined selection made by the speaker or writer_ in
other words, as an index of ideological activity, and (2) as the expression of ideological
content expressed by a linguistic form in the context of other forms in a text. This
content becomes specific because of the co-presence of the other forms in a text that
narrows and determines the meaning of any linguistic form. In this respect, it can also
be said that the selection or choice of a linguistic form may not be a 'live' process for
the individual speaker if (1) discourses are the organizations of ideological materials in
discursive forms, and if (2) these discourses exist in an already established repertoire
of discourses in a social group. In this case, the individual speaker will not in fact be
creating the discourse but rather will simply reproduce the discourse that he/she has
previously learned. However, as discourse and text are distinct categories, and as
discourse must be realized in a specific genre, it is possible for the speaker to use
established discursive rules, but to give them a relatively 'novel implementation' in text.
In fact, as Kress (1985, pp. 31-32) puts it, "there is not a direct, homologous relation
between the social unit 'discourse' and the linguistic unit (semantic unit, to be more
precise, in Halliday's formulation; cf. 3.5.1) 'text', a text may be the location of a
number of often contradictory or disparate discourses". It is in the text rather than in
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discourse that language users can exercise creativity, because, according to Kress (loc.
cit.) discourses are relatively fixed and texts are unstable and unpredictable, and because
text falls within the domain of language, whereas discourse does not. In fact, text's
unpredictability is a major cause of linguistic change 37. In this respect, it appears that
Kress (1985), has the following diagramtical model representing language and ideology:
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igure Among the critical linguists, Trew, (1979a & 1979b) illustrates how linguistic
theory can be used as an aid to studying and analyzing the ideological character of
discourse. He argues that the ideological character of discourse consists in:
the systematic patterns and organization of linguistic characteristics of
the relevant kind, including, in particular, the systematic patterns of
classification of process and participants and the presentation of agency
and interaction (Trew, 1979b, p. 154)38.
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Furthermore, in Trew's view, ideology is best understood not by analysis of given texts,
but by analysis of the processes of which texts are a part. According to him,
ideological or theoretical processes come into play when discourse contains "material
which needs frequent explaining, interpreting, appropriating, suppressing, translating and
so on" (Trew, op. cit., p. 155). Thus, the field of analysis contains sequences of texts
and related discourses realized by these texts. Trew points out that this includes the
need to make use of transformational linguistic theory, understood in a way that
involves both transformation of sentences in discourse, and transformation of wordings
(relexicalization: see sections 6.5.3 & 4 below). This also implies the need for a
linguistic theory of modality (in Halliday's sense) as an expression of the evaluation of
other discourses which enter into the process, and finally the need for a linguistic theory
of textual structure in which the cohesion of a text with other discourses is expressed
(these two imply the need for a model such as the Hallidayan systemic approach).
Hence, Trew adopts a Hallidayan model of language that explicitly addresses itself to
the relation between linguistic choice and the semiotic constraints of the speech
situation.
A final major premise which Trew (1979a & b) bases his analysis on is his
belief that ideological difference does not consist simply in variation, with the existence
of separate texts and discursive practices expressing distinct ideologies. This difference,
according to him, involves the ideological conflict of various modes, which have a wide
range of linguistic expression. This includes variation in wording -lexical variation'even this involves the use of one option and the rejection of known alternative ones.
It also includes the extremely important case of the same word being used with
different meanings because it is 'embedded' within different linguistic systems
expressing different ideologies or theories. In this, he concurs with Seidal (1985), who
believes that Trews' analysis of political discourse in terms of Halliday's systemic
functional grammar
offers a powerful illustration in accessible language of how students of
linguistics . . . can analyze some of the ideological determinants in
discourse, and how it is intricated in social processes and in stages in the
reproduction and transformation of ideology" (Seidal, 1985, p. 53) [my
ellipsis]39.
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6.5.3 Language and Power

For Fowler (1985, p. 61)4°, power "is the ability to control the behaviour and
material lives of others". In these terms, therefore, it is a transitive concept entailing
an asymmetrical relationship: X is more powerful than/has power over Y. In very
general terms, it is an abstraction picking out one feature in an indefinitely large
number of very diverse kinds of relationships, which range between those existing
between child and mother (cf. 3.4.2) and those between government and its subjects.
These power relationships are not natural and objective; they are artificial,
socially constructed inter-subjective realities (although the power relationship between
a mother and a small child rests on the inherent relative helplessness of the child).
These relationships are, according to Berger and Luckman (1976), 'the social
construction of reality' (the title of their book). In this respect, language is a
mechanism in the process of social construction; it is an instrument for consolidating
and manipulating concepts and relationships in the area of power and control, as well
as other areas of social and ideological structure. Fowler characterizes language in the
following terms:
not only is it used to enforce and exploit existing positions of authority
and privilege in the obvious ways (commands, regulations, etc.); the use
of language continuously constitutes the statuses and roles upon which
people base their claims to exercise power, and statuses and roles which
seem to require subservience. (Fowler, 1985, pp. 61-62).
For the critical linguists, language is a 'reality-creating process'. They insist on
this view in their book Language and Control (Fowler, Hodge, Kress & Trew, 1979).
They take this position not only because it emphasizes the necessity of studying
language in relation to power, repression and inequality but also because it corrects the
prevalent misformation in traditional sociolinguistics'.
Although, critical linguists do not disagree with sociolinguists regarding the
notion that members of different social groups speak different varieties, and even if all
these varieties are as good as one another and there are no primitive languages (cf.
3.1.2), the fact remains that some varieties and items are associated with situations of
prestige, success, and authority, and some with situations of powerlessness and
deprivation. Thus, unlike sociolinguists, critical linguist treat language as practice that
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contributes to inequality, and not as an innocent medium that simply reflects
inequality42.
Critical linguists draw attention to two types of linguistic processes by which
social control is exercised by the powerful; they call these "directive" and "constitutive"
(Fowler et. al., 1979, pp. 35-36)43 . The former, according to them, is practised
explicitly by the use of speech acts (cf. 6.5.4) such as commands, requests and
proclamations, and interpersonal practices which, while not speech acts, nevertheless
carry clearly recognized social meanings in the area of power, like pronominal
usages". Directive linguistic practices are very clearly visible in face-to-face
conversations, especially in genres of discourse that are directly implicated in the power
structure, such as interviews, and in written official discourse directed to a larger
community. Constitutive linguistic practices are based on the idea of the social
construction of reality alluded to above. In this case, what are being constructed are
the institutions, roles, and statuses that preserve the hierarchic structure of society,
guarding the exploitive opportunities of the ruling class and keeping the lower orders
in voluntary or 'involuntary' subservience. The role of language, according to Fowler
(1985, p. 64) is to:
continuously articulate ideology, to insist on systems of beliefs that
legitimate the institutions of power. Language shares this with other
semiotic systems [cf. 3.5] (dress, the arts, sport, decor etc.,), but it is the
most important system of signs in society, so richly impregnated is it
with conventional meanings.
This argument of language being a reality-constituting power tallies with
Halliday's approach of language as a social semiotic (cf. 3.5). In this respect,
Hallidayan systemic-functional linguistics is the most suitable model for discussing and
analyzing political discourse. Closely related to the critical linguists' assumption that
language is a reality-creating power is Halliday's claim that "the particular form taken
by language is closely related to the social and personal needs that language is required
to serve" (Halliday, 1970, p. 142) 45. This can also be associated with Halliday's other
claims like: "no doubt language has evolved in this way [orchestrated into different
modes of meanings] because of the ways in which it is used" (Halliday, 1978,
p.188)46. Thus, Halliday's argument looks like that of the critical linguists (they admit
that they draw on Halliday's functional model), in that both 'schools' claim that the
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major part of linguistic structure can be explained as responding to the needs of the

society that uses the language_ including, most importantly, the ideological needs
referred to in 6.5.2. From an ideological perspective, Halliday does not differ from the
critical linguists' beliefs, especially regarding languages, when he says:
We can recognize a category of 'OPPRESSED LANGUAGES';
languages of groups that are subjected to social and political oppression.
It is a characteristic of oppressed languages that their speakers tend to
excel at verbal content and verbal display. Meaning is often the most
effective form of social action that is available to them (Halliday, 1978,
p. 185).
According to Fowler (1985, p. 66), the major findings of dialectology and sociolinguistics is that languages are not unitary: that different groups, and different speech
situations, employ different varieties of a language. In this respect, Halliday, following
in the steps of sociolinguists, identifies two types of varieties: dialects (different ways
of saying the same thing) and register (ways of saying different things) (cf. 3.6.3), or
as he explicitly puts it:
Whereas dialect variation reflects SOCIAL ORDER in the special sense
of the HIERARCHY OF SOCIAL STRUCTURE, register variation
also reflects the social order but in the special sense of the DIVERSITY
OF SOCIAL PROCESSES. We are not doing the same thing at the
same time; so we speak now in one register, now in another. But the
total range of the social processes in which any member will typically
engage is a function of the structure of society. We each have our own
repertory of social actions, reflecting our place at the intersection of a
whole complex of social hierarchies (Halliday, 1978, pp. 185-186) [my
emphasis].
Thus, the language of different groups, and of individuals in different social roles,
articulate characteristically different social meanings, because these different groups, or
individuals within a social group, need to affirm different ideologies; linguistic practice,
as mentioned above, is the most powerful way of articulating experience, beliefs and
values.
The notion of differential ideology within a language can easily be related to
power, and its necessary antithesis, solidarity. A solidary group expresses it in terms
of shared system of beliefs about reality. Linguistic practice (the repeated utterance of
characteristic single linguistic items) affirms and reconstitutes the group's values and
the individual's status and roles. By these means, the inner coherence of the group is
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maintained and its boundaries clearly defined.
In studying the maintenance of power differential within a society, critical
linguists follow in the steps of Marxist ideology'. The process of legitimating the
power of the ruling authorities is performed, according to critical linguists, "by bathing
society in official discourse: law, reports, parliamentary debates, sermons, text books,
lectures" (Fowler, 1985, P. 68). All these methods, in conjunction with other statecontrolled agencies (in states suppressed by dictatorial regimes), especially those that
control the dissemination of ideas_ publishers of books, magazines, newspapers, radio
and television companies, work in language and insist upon a set of concepts that make
up a certain reality: one that is favourable to the groups for whom the ideology is
constructed to serve. Thus, the power differential is maintained and suppression
through the use of language is preserved.

6.5.4 Linguistic Signalling Devices of Power Relations in Political Discourse

Throughout the study of various genres of discourse, linguists, including critical
linguists have, proposed a set of linguistic devices or categories of structure, that seem
to figure frequently in the linguistic practice of power. This 'checklist' (the name given
to it by critical linguists) is designed to direct the attention of discourse analysts
towards parts of language that will probably repay close examination. This list however
does not have any special theoretical value for the linguistics of power; it is merely a
combination of observations compiled by Fowler (1985) from work done by the critical
linguists at an earlier stage of their linguistic career (Fowler et. al. 1979). It is mainly
based, as Fowler and Kress (1979, p. 197) admit, on the three functional components
adopted by Halliday in his functional grammar (cf. 3.4.1). But Fowler et. al. (1979, p.
198) warn students as well as discourse analysts that "there is no one-to-one association
between any linguistic form and any specific social meaning". Speakers make systemic
selections to construct new discourses, on the basis of systems -ideologies- and complex
purposes of all kinds; thus, to isolate specific forms, to focus on one structure, to select
one process, and to lift components of a discourse out of their context and consider
them in isolation would be antithetical to the critical linguists' approach.
As for the devices included in this list, Fowler (1985, pp. 69-74) lists the
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following: (1) Lexical Processes, (2) Transitivity, (3) Modality, (4) Speech Acts, (5)
Implicature, (6) Syntax: Ellipsis, Sequencing and Complexity, (7) Turn Taking, (8)
Address, Naming and Personal Preference (cf. note 44), and (9) Phonology. Compared
to the checklist proposed by critical linguists in 1979 (cf. Fowler et. al, 1979, P. 198),
this new list can be considered a step forward towards a more exact analysis of the
elements of power differential in political discourse. The 1979 listing does not include
7 and 9, which are particularly crucial in analyzing spoken political discourse. For the
purpose of this study, however, lexical processes, transitivity, modality, syntax, speech
acts and implicature will be discussed with regard to analyzing thematic structure in
political discourse (cf. Fowler & Kress, 1979, Fowler, 1985, and Halliday, 1985).
1. Lexical Processes: One of the fundamental principles of modern linguistics
(enunciated by F. de Saussure in his book, A Course in General Linguistics, the 1974
translation), is that linguistics signs are arbitrary: there is essentially no connection
between ideas/things outside language and the words that designate them (with the
exception of onomatopoeic words). Saussure and Whorf, among others, have assumed
that this semiotic arbitrariness allows different cultures "to chop up 'the world' into
unpredictably variable conceptual categories". (Fowler, 1985, p. 85). Certainly semiotic
arbitrariness is a precondition for the difference in the way the world gets coded. In
support of this, consider the difficulty of translating between languages and the marked
differences between languages in particular areas of vocabulary such as kinship and
colour terminologies". Thus, the majority of vocabulary is arbitrary in the Saussurian
sense, in that meaning is not natural,, but rather chopped out of the flux of experience
according to the needs of the community of speakers (e.g., motivated by natural
divisions).
On the basis of this argument, the vocabulary of a language can be considered
as a lexical map of the preoccupations of a culture. Whatever is important to a culture
is richly lexicalised (or overlexicalized): detailed systems of terms develop for the areas
of expertise, the features of habit, the institutions and relationships and the beliefs and
values of community. For Halliday, the provision of a term for a concept is called
"lexicalization" (Halliday, 1978, p. 165). Other relevant lexical processes include
"overlexicalization" and "underlexicalization". Overlexicalization is the availability of
many words for one concept, a thing that indicates the prominence of the concept in a
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community's belief and intellectual interests (cf. the various words for God in
Christianity, the words for 'sword' (sayf, muhannad, etc.) in classical Arabic, and even
the various names of Allah in the Islamic Faith [a known total of 99]).
Underlexicalization, on the other hand, represents the lack of a term that would neatly
encode a concept (i.e. technical jargon in standard Arabic, sometimes), that is
communicatively and socially significant when a speaker laboriously expresses a
concept that is not fully in his power by a circumlocution.
This Hallidayan-based argument corresponds with what critical linguists believe
are crucial lexical processes in the linguistic practice of power. In this respect, Fowler
says:
Processing the terms crystallises the relevant concepts for their users;
using them in discourse keeps the idea current in the community's
consciousness, and helps transmit them from group to group and
generation to generation (Fowler, 1985, p. 85).
In this way, ideology is reproduced and disseminated within society ideology in the
neutral sense of world view, a largely unconscious theory of the way the world works
accepted as commonsense.
It has also been noticed by critical linguists that stylisticians have identified
several distinctions between vocabulary items that have been traditionally considered
of relevance to the subject of language and power. Referentially, words may be abstract
(democracy), concrete (brick), general (food) or specific (rice). Morphologically, lexical
items may be complex (childishness) or simple (child). It would be broadly true to say
that, for these two appositions, the first category is associated with more formal settings
and relationships, with learning and institutional power.
2. Transitivity: This is Halliday's traditional term for the ideational dimension of the
grammar of the "clause as a representation" as he usually refers to it in systemic
linguistic terms (Halliday, 1985, chapter 5). He focuses on the predicates (usually verbs
and adjectives) that communicate action, processes, states and so on, and the roles
performed by the entities participating in these processes (usually designated by nouns).
There are some fundamental distinctions made at the level of transitivity between
actors who are deliberately performing actions like:
6-23a John opened the door,
objects undergoing actions as in:
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6-23b The door opened,
instruments being used to effect actions as in:
6-23c A/The key opened the door,
or an experiencer undergoing mental states and mental processes as in:
6-23d Ahmad was sad.
6-23e Ahmad saw the policeman.
As already indicated, transitivity has received a great deal of attention in
discourse analysis carried out by critical linguists (cf. 6.5.2 & 3). The main types of
process that have received particular attention by them are the action sub-type process
(a sub-type of the material process), where an actor acts against a goal (cf. 6-23a), the
process of sensing (mental process), where a sensor senses a phenomenon (cf. 6-23e),
and the relational processes, which mark a relationship of either 'being', 'having' or
'becoming' between the participants (cf. 6-23d). A social motivation for analyzing
transitivity is to try to work out what social, cultural, ideological, political or theoretical
factors determine how a process is signified in a particular type of discourse, or in a
particular text.
Which process type is chosen to signify a real process may be of cultural,
political or ideological significance, as I suggested above. Halliday (1973) provided a
literary example from William Goldings' The Inheritors, where he showed the
perspective of Lok (Neanderthal man) is signified in the novel by event processes, with
the consequence that 'directed actions' and the relations of agency and causality
associated cannot be represented. This registers the cultural primitiveness of L,ok, and
his inability to make sense of the actions of the People (Homo Sapiens).
Some of the examples above (cf. 6.5.2: Trew, 1979a &b) suggest the possible
political and ideological significance of choice of the process type. For example, an
issue which is always important is whether agency, causality and responsibility are
made explicit or left vague in media accounts for important events. Wars, industrial
decline, anti-government demonstrations, to name just a few, are sometimes signified
in terms of actions with responsible agents. These alternatives can be a focus of
political and ideological study.
In addition to nominalization and passivization which will be discussed below,
grammatical metaphor (cf. Halliday, 1985, chapter 10) is another option among the
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systemic options that are available to the speaker/writer. By the use of metaphor, the
speaker/writer can produce a form of grammar of a clause that is not always a
straightforward type of process (congruent form, to Halliday's systemic term). There
are cases of grammatical metaphor, where one process type takes on the typical
grammatical realization of another. To illustrate this type of incongruent representation
of the process, the following example is borrowed from Halliday (1985):
6-24 The fifth day saw them at the summit,
to express the success of mountaineers. Here, instead of realizing the process materially
as an event process (`They reached the summit on the fifth day'), the time element 'the
fifth day' is dressed up to look as if it were an onlooker 'seeing' the climbers when the
arrived at the summit. I believe, as mentioned earlier (cf. 3.6.2.5) and as will be
illustrated later in this study, that this change of process type which renders such a
construction is meant to arrange the RCs theme-rheme structure the way the
speaker/writer wants it.
In analyzing transitivity, therefore, it is important to note not only what roles of
participants go with what predicates, but also what kind of entities are categorized as
performing certain roles. For instance, a newspaper reporting street disturbances might
implicitly blame the young people of the area by consistently characterizing them as
agents while exculpating the police by not attributing agency to them. Or a government
might play down its responsibility by sheltering behind abstract terms used as
pseudoagents like:
6-25 Circumstances dictate the raising of taxes,
which thoroughly mystifies the practice of power and hides the formation of relations
and differentials of power.
3. Modality: This is also Halliday's -- rather untraditional-- term for the interpersonal
dimension of the grammar of "the clause as an exchange" (Halliday, 1985, chapter 4).
Fowler (1985, p 72) outlines the range of linguistic devices that indicate the
speakers'/writers' attitude to the propositions they utter, and to some degree, of their
addressees/readers. These devices fall into the following areas: (1) validity_ the
speaker expresses greater or less confidence in the truth of his propositions; (2)
predictability_ the future events referred to are more or less likely to happen; (3)
desirability_ practical, moral, or aesthetic judgments; (4) obligation_ the speaker's
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judgment that another person is obliged to perform some action, and (5) permission_
speaker allows the addressee to perform some action. In other words, in any
propositional utterance, the producer must indicate what Kress and Hodge (1988, p.
123) call "a degree of affinity" with the proposition, so any such utterance has the
property of modality or is `modalized49.
The connection of these last two modal meanings with power is quite obvious,
but the first three are also implicated: frequent and confident judgments of validity,
predictability and (un)desirability are important parts of the practices by means of which
claims to authority are articulated and legitimated authority is expressed.
Modality is signified by a wide range of linguistic forms: centrally, the modal
auxiliary verbs (must, may, can, should, etc.), which are important means of realizing
it. Moreover, the systemic approach to grammar, which the critical linguists draw upon
(cf. 6.5), stresses the fact that modal auxiliaries are only one modality feature among
many (cf. Kress and Hodge, 1988 & Halliday 1985, pp. 85-89). These include adverbs
such as probably, certainly, etc., and adjectives such as necessary, unfortunate, certain,
etc. Furthermore, some verbs and many nominalizations are essentially modal: permit,
predict, prove, obligation, likelihood, desirability, authority, etc.
(cf. Fowler, 1985, p.73).
Fairclough (1992, pp. 159-160 5°) adds 'tense' as one of the significant
linguistic forms of modality with examples like:
6-26 So any such utterance has the property of modality, or is `modalizedi.
He (loc. cit.) points out also that modality can either be subjective or objective. When
subjective, the degree of affmity with a proposition is being expressed; whereas with
objective modality, it may not be clear whose perspective is being presented_ whether,
for example, the speaker is projecting his/her own perspective as a universal one, or
acting as a vehicle for the perspective of some other individual or group. The use of
objective modality often implies some form of power.
There is, however, more modality than the speaker's/writer's commitment to
propositions. Producers indicate commitment to propositions in the course of
interactions with other people, and the affinity they express with propositions is often
difficult to disentangle from their sense of affinity, or solidarity, with interactants. For
example, in an utterance, like:
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6-27a Isn't she beautiful!
6-27b She is beautiful, isn't she?
Here, the speaker expresses high affinity with the propositions 'she is beautiful', and,
at the same time, he is expressing solidarity with his addressee. Therefore, questions
of this type propose that the affinity with the proposition is shared between speaker and
addressee (given the latter's answers in advance). Such questions are asked to
demonstrate this affinity and solidarity rather than to get information. So expressing
a high degree of affinity may have little to do with one's commitment to a proposition,
but a lot to do with a desire to do with a desire to show solidarity (Kress and Hodge,
1988, p. 123). On the basis of this argument, one would agree with Fairclough when
he says:
Modality is a point of intersection in discourse between the signification
of reality and the enactment of social relations_ or in the terms of
systemic linguistics, between the ideational and the interpersonal function
of language (Fairclough, 1992, p. 160).
The other side of the coin is the modality of deference. An inferior addressing
a superior has the many constructions available for signalling deference, lack of
overconfidence, acquiescence: softeners and hedges such as 'a bit of', 'sort of', 'you
know'; tentative and unconfident use of past tense 'I was . . .', tag questions, and
intonation patterns signalling unassertiveness, and so on. (cf. Halliday [Kress, 1976,
chapter 13]).
4. Speech Acts: According to Austin (1962), the theory of speech acts refers to the
analyses of the role of utterances in relation to the behaviour of the speaker and hearer
in interpersonal communication. It is not an 'act of speech' (in the sense of parole), but
a communicative activity (a locutionary act), defined with reference to the intentions
of the speaker while speaking (the illocutionary force of his utterances), and the effects
he achieves on his listener (the perlocutionary effect of his utterances). In this respect,
Searle (1976), quoted by Levinson (1983, p. 240), identifies five basic kind of actions
that one can perform in speaking, by means of the following five types of utterance:
(i)

Representatives, which commit the speaker to the truth of the expressed

proposition (paradigm cases: asserting, concluding, etc.)
(ii) Directives, which are attempts by the speaker to get the addressee to do something
(paradigm cases: commanding, requesting, questioning, etc.)
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(iii)

Commissives, which commit the speaker to some future course of action

(paradigm cases: thanking, apologizing, threatening, offering).
(iv) Declarations, which effect immediate changes in the institutional state of affairs
and which tend to rely on elaborate extra-linguistic institutions (paradigm cases:
excommunicating, declaring war, christening, firing from employment)51.
This theory holds that every utterance, besides communicating content (ideas,
information, propositions, etc.) constitutes an action performed by the speaker in
relation to his addressee, as in:
6-28 I [theme] promise to pay you 5 pounds [rheme],
where the utterance of the speech act is the act of promising.
With regard to language and control, two types of speech acts are worthy of
attention: the manipulative acts of commanding and requesting (called directive above).
For critical linguists, the most direct forms of speech acts are generally legitimized only
"when the power differential between participants is extremely great and can be openly
acknowledged- parents and children are (regrettably) the most familiar example"
(Fowler, 1979, p. 204). On the other hand, when the power differential is less, or
cannot be acknowledged, indirectness and distance appear again. Hence, most
commands do not appear in their direct syntactic form, the imperative. Instead,
declarative, and interrogative, as will be shown later in this section, are used (with
modalizers of different kind). This indirectness of the speech act, its linguistic distance
from the intended act, signals the social distance and social indirectness. In speech acts,
the kind of surface form selected gives direct insight into the meanings expressed; these
meanings, however, are concerned with establishing linguistic role relations between the
speaker and the hearer (commander, informer, questioner and commanded, informed,
questioned), and the consequent control of the hearer's behaviour.
From a syntactic point of view, as hinted above, declaratives and imperatives are
the two 'moods' (to use Halliday's systemic term) typically used to realize the two
extremes of power differential. In declaratives, the speaker is assigned the role of 'giver
of information'; whereas in imperatives, the speaker is assigned the role of
'commander', where the power differential is , as mentioned earlier, at its maximum.
Although declarative sentences do not make any claim about power relations, and can
thus apparently be considered neutral, Fowler, (1979, p. 204) believes:
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The giver of information also has the role of the speaker, and there are
conventions about who may or may not be a speaker in any given
situation . . . [especially in a dictatorial situation], and every one realizes
when someone has 'spoken out of turn'. Also a giver of information is
a 'knower' of information, and knowledge is a basis of power [my
ellipsis; original emphasis].
Therefore, one can take it as a general principle that the greater the power
differential between the parties to a speech act of command, the more likely the 'direct'
syntactic form (e.g imperative) is to be chosen. In this case, someone who enjoys
absolute power (a dictatorial ruler, for example) can afford to be abrupt (e.g. drive the
whole nation to destruction). Thus, the smaller the power distance, the greater the
amount of linguistic effort of circumlocution (declaratives, particularly passive: cf. next
point) are used, as in:
6-29 No outside shoes [theme] will be worn when in the pool area [rheme].
It must be pointed, however, that speech acts work in relation to the
communicative contexts in which they are uttered; unless the circumstances are
appropriate, they 'misfire', as when for example the speaker promises to give the
addressee 5 pounds and the addressee does not need the money, or the speaker does not
have it52 . Therefore, many of the conditions for the successful performance of speech
acts relate to the socially ascribed roles and statuses of speaker and hearers, so it is
understandable that speech acts are centrally implicated in establishing and maintaining
power relationships.
5. Implicature: First introduced by Grim (1975), the term implicature is used to refer
to unstated propositions "between the lines" of discourse (or how it is possible to mean
more than what is actually said): to the implications which can be deduced from the
form of the utterance, on the basis of certain co-operative principles which govern the
efficiency and normal acceptability of conversation (cf. chapter 2, note 43). Grice
shows how implictures are produced, often by apparent breaches of conventions for the
cooperative conduct of conversation (e.g. apparently irrelevant remarks that become
relevant when interpreted in the light of some unstated proposition).
With regard to the implication of implicature in the question of language and
power, two main points can appropriately be mentioned. First, an implicature is not
accidental, but the product of an intentional act. Presumably, there are conventions (as
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with speech acts) governing who has 'the right to implicate' in terms of status and
authority. Second, the propositions that are implicated in any context may be consistent
with one another and add up to the social semiotic a set of ideological commitments
invoked to underpin the discourse_ this would be a way one speaker imposes an
ideology on another.
6. Syntax: Traditional stylistics assumes that alternative syntactic phrasing are available
to express essentially the same meaning, with perhaps minor but stylistically significant
variations of focus, perspective, or emphasis53. This view is supported by the early
versions of transformational generative grammar (cf. Chomsky, 1965); this is probably
why critical linguists treat these alternative syntactic phrasing under the rubric
'transformation' in their 1979 book. It is very difficult to give a precise theoretical
linguistic characterization of this insight. Nevertheless, it seems to be one of the main
working assumptions of the sociolinguistics of language and power. Thus, in examples
like:
6-30 Circumstances [theme] dictate the raising of taxes [rheme],
where the example is not only mystified by the pseudoagency 'circumstances', but also
by the syntactic options taken in the remainder of the sentence. In this example the
salient features is the deletion or ellipsis of nouns designating participants: 'dictate' has
no subject (actor in Halliday's systemic terms), 'raising' has no subject, 'taxes' is not
linked to any specification of who is taxing who. In this respect, it is easy for the
reader or hearer to imagine syntactic paraphrases that would spell out the participants,
as in:
6-30a Circumstances [theme & theme!] dictate[rhemel] # that[theme2] we [theme3]
should raise taxes [theme],
without altering the statement substantially_ and equally easy to imagine why a
government would prefer the non-specifying syntax.
In what follows, three major syntactic variables will be treated. These will
include: (a) deletion or ellipsis, where nominalization and passivization will be
discussed, (b) Sequencing, where thematization will be briefly touched upon, and (3)
complexity, where the effect of using paratactic versus hypotactic construction will be
illustrated.
(a) Deletion/Ellipsis: There are numerous conventions for leaving out parts of
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constructions (cf. 5.6). In ellipsis, for example, a truncated second sentence relies for
its interpretation on the implication that some words from a preceding sentence are
relied on to complete the meaning. The various elliptical styles can clearly be linked
to sociolinguistic values (different according to context): these include, according to
Fowler (1985, p.71) "brusquences, emphasis (POWER), intimacy and shared knowledge
(SOLIDARITY)" [my emphasis].
There are two sociolinguistic constructions that permit deletion; these are
nominalization and passivization (cf. 3.6.3, 3.6.2.2 & 5.3.1.1). For critical linguists,
nominalization is "a rendering of the content of a verb in a form of a noun" (Fowler,
1985, p. 71). Thus, by nominalization, they mean nominals which (whether listed in
dictionaries or not) are derived from sentences or parts of sentences to put it another
way, nominal expressions of concepts for which an expression involving a verb or an
adjective would have been available for the writer or speaker.
From a stylistic point of view, nominalization is well known for two major
effects: (1) it attenuates any feeling of activity in the language, and (2) makes for
'impersonality' in style. Both effects are due to the deletion of participants, often
actors/agents and goal/affected, which are possible without the process of
nominalization. It can be said, therefore, that this process reduces a whole clause to a
verb and then turns it into a noun (i.e. 'freedom' derived from 'someone is free'), and
so on. Moreover, many of these derived nominals can be spotted by their endings as
'-ion, -ition, -ience, -ness, -ment, etc.'; others may be learned words of classical origin,
like 'expression', 'regulation', etc. Thus, they facilitate the process of 'relexicalizaion'
(the coding of a new, specialized, set of concepts in a new set of lexical terms: cf.
lexical processes above).
From an ideological point of view, nominalizations are 'endemic' in
authoritarian kinds of discourse, such as official publications, academic writing
(especially when it comes to definitions) and legal language as in:
6-31 Failure to display this notice [theme] will result in prosecution [rheme].
6-32 Nominalization [theme] is a rendering . . . [rheme].
By rendering the processes as objects, by permitting the deletion of both agency and
modality (words like must/shall), and thus making mysterious the participants,
obligations, and responsibilities spoken of by the discourse, nominalization neutralizes
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the activity, and gives no sense of transaction or productivity. In this sense, one has
to agree with the critical linguists, when saying: "nominalization can depersonalize and
depopulate" (Fowler, 1979, P. 43). In fact, nominalization process can also drain the
language of any social activity, a process which a dictator body of an institution will
use efficiently to affirm its existence by the nominal transformation of processes into
objects, and by the rejection of the alternative view, that intellectual progress springs
from work, dialogue, and even conflict, which are tactically discouraged. Furthermore,
nominalization, as well as passivization, are prominent, and interact, in varieties of
language that practice an ideology of impersonality, such as scientific writing and
constitutional documents.
Like nominalization, passive also permits the deletion of agent/actor, but, unlike
nominalization, it does not permit the deletion of modality. Thus, it is still possible to
fail to specify the cause of an event in examples like:
6-33 John [theme] was murdered [rheme].
In this respect, two important consequences of the passive ensue. Firstly, the
naturally prominent first noun phrase position in the sentence, which in the active is
occupied by the agent/actor of a process, is, in the passive, occupied by the
affected/patient/goal. The goal thus becomes focal (the point of departure of the clause
as a message in Halliday's formulation). Not only is the affected/patient/goal given
`thematic prominence', but the agent is deleted as well. Secondly, the passive
construction, like nominalization, has a powerful neutralizing effect on the
action/process being communicated. The auxiliary 'be', in 6-33 above and 6-34 below,
is introduced, so that the verb following it begins to look as if it were an adjectival
attribute, as in:
6-34 Membership cards [theme] must be carried and shown on request [rheme].
Here, an attentive reader will see the passive form and speculate about the deleted
agent. The point to be made here is that:
Processes, being under the control of agents, imply the possibility of
modification, decision; whereas states perceived as unalterable and thus
to be put up with [similar to the nominal sentence in standard Arabic,
which states a permanent attribute (tufid at-tubilt)]. All `be' forms
classifying processes as states are open to suspicion and should be
inspected (Fowler, 1979, p. 31).
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Thus passivization as a linguistic device allows the writer or the speaker to
emphasize his thematic priorities, to emphasize what a text is 'about' even when entities
of the theme are, strictly speaking, semantically subordinate (affected/goal rather then
agentive/actor). A further development is available through the implicit connotation of
agency which the subject position carries: passivized objects may seem to be agents,
despite their real function as affected rather than affecting roles. Therefore, in 6-35,
6-35 Salt [theme] has long been associated with high blood pressure [rheme],
the example can be read as 'salt causes high blood pressure'.
(b) Sequencing. As already been illustrated above, passive allows a different ordering
of participant nouns than its active equivalent. Thus, it is one of a number of reordering
transformations (including nominalization) that are used to determine the order in which
information is released to the addressee. From an ideological point of view, these
syntactic reordering devices (especially passive)
may do something even more treacherous. Rather than just clouding the
relational responsibilities of the deep structure [transitivity in Halliday's
terms], (who does what to whom?), it may actually REVERSE the
distribution of rights and duties" (Fowler, 1979, p. 41) [my emphasis].
To illustrate this point, I find it appropriate to borrow an example from an article
written by Trew (1979a, which he picked up and analyzed from The Times (3rd June
1975) after a two-days demonstration in Southern Africa:
6-36 Eleven Africans [theme] were shot dead when Rhodesian Police opened fire on
a rioting crowd of 2000 [rheme].
Using the passive here puts the (syntactic) agents of killing ('police') in a less focal
position. Not only is it in the passive, but the syntactic agent is deleted (`11 Africans
were shot dead BY.. .) and is only identified, according to Trew (1979a, p. 98), "only
weakly by implication through the temporal conjunction 'when', with the police opening
fire". Looking at this in purely syntactic terms, with the deletion of the agent, there is
no direct reference to who did the action and there is a separation of the action from
whoever did it. This is something that can only happen if the description is in the
passive form. Therefore, these syntactic reordering facilities, including passive, are,
strictly speaking rhetorical; that is, devices meant to manipulate and consequently
control the addressee's attention. Thus, Trew (1979a & b) shows that the political
orientation of the newspaper determines choices of process types to signify death in the
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cause of political demonstration in South Africa, and then determines whether
responsibilities for the deaths is explicitly attributed to whom.
(c) Complexity. In popular attitudes and in sociolinguistics, syntactic complexity has
traditionally been related to social distinction involving power and prestige. According
to critical linguists, syntactic complexity can be crudely measured in words per
sentence. But it is much more revealing to study what kinds of clauses and phrases
occur in what relationships. In this respect, an important distinction must be drawn
between subordination and coordination of clauses; a high ratio of subordinate clauses
per sentence implies a complexity of logical relationships among clauses that modify
one another; coordination (and . . . and, then . . . then) implies, according to Fowler,
1985, p. 72) "a sequence of separate propositions all of the same kind" (cf. 6.3.2). The
paratactic and hypotactic relations, founded on coordination and subordination are,
respectively, associated with `naive' modes of discourse (children's story telling,
descriptive discourses, etc.) and with a more `sublime' mode of discourse (those
consisting of complex noun phrases and containing more than one premodifier and
postmodifier).

6.6 Summary and Conclusion

As argued above, language thus embodies specific views -'theories'- of reality.
This thesis has been developed by Whorf, who applies it to whole languages: a native
speaker of English views the world differently from a speaker, say, of Arabic. This
results from the fact that the structures of the two languages cut up the world in
radically different ways; hence the difficulty of translating between languages in
general.
Variations in types of discourse are inseparable from social and economic
factors. Different social strata and groups have different varieties of language available
to them; the same is true of institutions and media. Linguistic variations reflect and,
what is more, actively express the structural social differences which give rise to them.
They express social meanings. Among these social meanings are, importantly, the
system of ideas_ ideologies.
Language usage is not merely an effect or reflex of social organization and
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processes; it is part of the social processes. It constitutes social meanings and thus
social practices. Necessarily, we all speak and write and listen and read within actual
social and interpersonal contexts. If discourse articulates social meanings, then the act
of articulation in context affects the situations and relationships which formed these
meanings in the first place. Very often the effect is to reaffirm and consolidate existing
social structures.
The natural basis for the kind of work (language and power manifested in
political writings) is a functional model, that is to say, a theory of language which
proposes that the structures of language have developed in response to the
communicative needs that language is called upon to serve rather than a linguistic
model which assumes that the structures are natural, universal properties of the human
mind and so unaffected by social functions (Chomsky 1965 & elsewhere). Thus, I
believe that Halliday's (1978 & elsewhere) work is very compatible with the aims set
up in this study, in insisting that the functions of language structures (with particular
emphasis on thematic structure) are based on social structure. This Hallidayan
functional model, coupled with some concepts from Chomsky's transformational
generative grammar (e.g. nominalization) and speech act theory is model of analysis of
political discourse that aims at practical applicability rather than theoretical neatness.
To conclude, ideologies of any kind find their major means of expression
through language. It follows, therefore, that the analysis of linguistic forms is enriched
by the analysis of those ideological structures which underpin the use of language
(Kress, 1985a)55 . In other words, behind the systemic linguistic structural choices the
speaker or writer makes, there is inevitably a prior classification of reality in ideological
terms. The content of what we do with language reflects ideology at different levels:
at the semantic level and the lexicogrammatical level. To be meaningful, text features
must be viewed within the necessary social embedding of all texts, since items
considered in isolation will inevitably lack a significant ideological import. Finally, it
is my contention that discourse of any kind_ with text as its linguistic realization (a
semantic unit) is a site for struggle. It is a terrain, a dynamic linguistic process, and
a semantic space for ideological maneuvers, in which social meanings are produced or
challenged.

CHAPTER SEVEN

Analysis of Data

7.0 Layout of the Chapter

This chapter will consist of 6 main sections. The first will discuss the procedure
adopted by the author in analysing the English and the Arabic corpus. It will also give
a detailed discussion of the number of sets or `passes' (the number of analytical
readings) that are carried out to analyze the nature of the thematic structure in both
languages. The second will show the extent of depth of thematic analysis carried out
within the complex clause (which will henceforth be called the rhematic clause [RC]
to avoid misinterpreting a simple independent clause that contains no dependent or
subordinate clauses as not being a RC). The third and the fourth sections will form the
bulk of this chapter: they will contain a detailed analysis of the source corpus in terms
of the various types of thematic structure: major, minor and discoursal (cf. 3.6.6). In
addition to this; they will include actual discoursal exemplification of the thematic
categories and their corresponding translations in both languages, in addition to some
analytical comments on the translator's efforts to preserve the thematic structure of the
source language text (SLT). The fifth section will include a discussion and
exemplification of the significance of maintaining thematic structure in translation, to
be followed by the final section which summarises the major findings of the research
especially those that provide answers to the status of the hypotheses, proposed at the
beginning of this study (cf. 1.5), which will be reviewed in the concluding chapter of
this study (cf. chapter 8).

7.1 The Procedure of Analysis

The corpus and its corresponding translation is examined with two purposes in
mind: (1) to gain a picture of how theme (in Halliday's narrow sense of the term) is
realized in Arabic and English, and (2) to test the salience of the meaning value of
theme by seeing whether, and to what extent, thematic organization of the original ten
texts is preserved in the English and Arabic translation. This can be determined by
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observing whether the referential meaning or semantic content is the same in the initial
and final (unless marked) positions of the RC, which would constitute a reflection of
theme'.
As has been noted in the theoretical portion of this study (chapters 3 & 5), it
seems, in general, that there should be considerable parallelism between Arabic and
English, and that, except for the fact that Arabic is typically a VSO language and
English an SVO one (among other structural difference), theme should be preserved as
long as there are words or phrases available that have the same syntactic function, share
a similar configuration of semantic features and components, and fall within the same
register. Of interest, of course, are the cases in which the one-to-one correspondence
breaks down: is any effort made by the translator, despite the impossibility of
preserving the thematic structure as presented in the SLT? It is in this area that my
efforts were concentrated. Special attention is also given to cases in which the
referential semantic content is retained in the respective position of the theme in the
absence of such a fit, as in:
7-1 #The question [1]/ naturally arises,// What[1]/ is British defence and diplomacy
for now?# (Text 3: 23-1)
7-1A #as-su alu 1-ladi vatrahu nafsahu tilqa "ivvanf11/ huwa (damir fa§1) ma huwa
hadafu d-difaci wa diblumasiyyati 1-garitaniyya fi hada 1-waqti bi-d-dat?#
The very existence of such examples was taken both as (1) a confirmation of the
importance of thematic organization of discourse, as well as, (2) evidence that this
organization is carried over from one language to another even in the presence of
syntactic and lexical constraints. Examples of this type are signalled (as will be shown
below), analyzed and translated in terms of the constraints that are present, and other
considerations, i.e., as prominent features of political discourse.
In order to understand how the theme is realized in Arabic and English political
writing, and in order to give context for the task in hand, I collected data on theme
from the entire corpus and studied the many forms and arrangements (word order) in
which they occurred. As I mentioned earlier, since Arabic is predominantly a VSO
language, particular attention was paid to the translation of the verbal material that had
been in thematic position in accordance with Halliday's thematic model; any changes
in the thematic content were analyzed.
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Analysis of the corpus was divided into five different sets or 'passes'; within
each pass, the corpus and its translation were reviewed several times. The first pass,
for example, was carried out to confirm the native speakers' segmentation of both types
of texts (cf. 6.3), and to insure that it was within the criteria set forth by Halliday, in
his definition of the clause complex (RC). Consequently, the RCs of each of the
selected texts and their translation were identified, counted, and tabulated with each
table that shows the various types of thematic constructions (cf. Appendixes E & F).
Considerable thought was given to the criteria for the RCs. It was important to
have consistent criteria, since one of the things being studied was the difference
between theme in the initial position of the graphic sentence in Halliday's terms and the
beginning of a conjoined clause within the graphic sentence. The differences were of
special interest where there were discrepancies in translations. It must be remembered
that the theme, as characterized by Halliday (1967, 1968, 1985 & elsewhere), is
associated with the clause, which he likens to "a gateway . . . between the semantics
and the grammar"; it is "where the meanings are organized together. .. [and] mapped
on to one another into a single output" (Halliday, 1987, p.611) 2. Thus, in gearing the
study to the clause (represented in writing by the written sentence in English (cf. 6.3.1),
and in Arabic by a 'large sentence' (al-jumla 1-kubrä) (cf. 6.3.2), I felt confident that
I would capture as many clues as possible about the content of the message conveyed
in the RC, its theme-rheme structure, and to some extent, its given-new information
structure.
The second pass of analytical reading was oriented towards the analysis of the
major (obligatory) theme selections in the SLT and their translated target language texts
(TLT). These, according to Halliday (1985 & elsewhere) include the ideational
elements of the clause that are either participants in a process or the process itself,
including what one can call 'the mood determiners' of the clause (cf. 3.6.1.2 & 5.3).
These include the subject, the verb the object as surface representations of the
actor/agent, the process (action, event, relational or mental), and the
goal/affected/patient. The frequency of their occurrence in both types of corpus is also
shown in tables (cf. appendices E 8: F).
The third pass was oriented towards the analysis of the minor theme selections.
These include any interpersonal and/or textual component themes that act, in the case
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of adjuncts, to embellish the stage for the following predication to unfold, or, to use
Hatim's (1990) term, though in a different sense, "scene setters". Concurrent with
identifying the various types of adjuncts as decoration-type themes in the RC, this pass,
as already hinted, identifies conjunctions as themes, those which relate the RC to what
has gone before. Furthermore, the number of multiple theme are also calculated, in
contrast with those simple ideational-type ones. Again the result of the analysis is
registered in their corresponding tables (cf. appendix E, tables 7-4 & 7-4A; and
appendix F, tables 7-8 and 7-8E).
The fourth pass was conducted in order to identify Halliday's optional theme
selections. These include identification, predicated, substituted and reference themes.
Again the result is, in turn, added to its corresponding tables. The fifth, and last pass,
was concentrated, although not as thoroughly as it might have been enough, on the
incongruent theme selection (ideational or interpersonal), or to what Halliday (1985)
calls the grammatical metaphor. This pass was not adequate for such a large topic as
metaphor, which deserves further investigation in terms of the question of theme
selection. Nevertheless, the results of this incomplete investigation are recorded in their
corresponding table (cf. appendix E, tables 7-3 & 7-3A; and appendix F, tables 7-7 &
7-7E).
Along with this procedural and qualitative method of analysis, a lot of questions,
queries and facts pushed their way forward, and were thus kept in mind all the time
during this phase of the study. Among these are the following:
1. The fact that the two languages compared belong to two different language families:
Arabic as a Semitic language, and English as a Germanic one, with different writing
systems and word order. Therefore, what Halliday's takes as the point of departure of
the clause as the message the initial element(s) of the RC, this element is predominantly
the verb in Arabic, which for Halliday constitutes part of the rheme, and for the Arab
grammarians and rhetoricians constitutes the core of the predication in the verbal
sentence. What this means, in the unmarked selection theme in the Arabic verbal
sentence, is that what Halliday calls theme in English, amounts to part of the
predication (rheme). The process of translation from both languages will demonstrate
the shift of material that is originally in the initial position to different positions to
comply with the target language (TL) word order. From an ideational point of view of
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topical theme, I believe they are still be considered as themes or rhemes, as long as the
former is what the RC is about, and the latter is part of what is said about it. This led
to the question of how deep the theme actually is, especially in a long noun phrase (NP)
in either language. Does it encompass the entire NP, no matter how it is long?
2. Related to the foregoing question was the question whether, when there is more than
one theme, a very long phrase, essentially an NP, this affects the thematic status of the
subsequent themes in the same RC. With multiple themes, I was interested in studying
the extent to which the different types in Arabic, especially the cognitive ones, have
various degrees of thematicity, as Halliday (1967c, p. 222 & 1985, pp.53-56) suggests
for English.
In making the comparison with the translations, I gave attention to the degrees
to which the various types of theme are reflected in the TLT. The types of constraints
were identified which prevented the thematic relation from being reflected in the
translation. In addition, violations were examined for each, whenever the referential or
semantic content was preserved from the original theme in the face of constraints.
These cases were signalled out as independent evidence in support of the hypothesis of
thematic preservation if referential semantic content has a meaning-value which is
important in communication.

7.2 Exemplification of Theme

Halliday, along with Travnicek (1962) (cf. 2.2.2), considers theme to be the first
element(s) in the RC, regardless of its syntactic function. From this, Halliday excludes
substitution, it-cleft and existential sentences, where initial elements of the last two act
as dummy themes or 'theme anticipators', and the actual themes follow in the next NP.
In the case of substitution, the afterthought NP acts as a delayed theme, and the initial
pronoun refers cataphorically to what follows (cf. 3.6.4.1 & 2 respectively).
In my analysis of the corpus, especially the English, I looked at the first element
of each RC from the standpoint of theme, and the fuidings reported are based, to a
certain extent, on this assumption, and on the entire corpus of RCs_ i.e. the finite
major clause (tables 7-1 through 7-4 for the English corpus and 7-1A through 7-4A for
their Arabic translation, and tables 7-5 through 7-8 for the Arabic corpus and 7-5E
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through 7-8E for their English translation; cf. Appendixes E & F). I took this approach,
following in the steps of Halliday (1985, p. 62), who says "the main contribution [of
the method of development of the text comes from the thematic structure of
independent clauses. . . .; other clauses also come into the picture, and need to be taken
into account of in theme-rheme analysis" [my ellipsis].
According to Halliday (cf. 7.3 below), the obligatory selection of the clause
theme in English can be realized in five different ways: as a subject (the unmarked
declarative mood), as a predicator, as a complement, as an adjunct and as a conjunction.
In addition, there are also five optional selections that include identification and pseudocleft constructions, predicated theme (it-cleft constructions), existential sentences with

'there', substitution (right-dislocation) and reference themes (left-dislocation). Halliday
reserves the term 'marked theme' for the constructions that are syntactically
independent of the rest of the clause and almost always constitute a separate
information unit.
In what follows, there will be a detailed exploration, exemplification, discussion
and instantiation of the structural nature of the different types of theme identified by
Halliday in real texts. Tallies are given for all these types, with particular emphasis on
the topical-type (cognitive/participant) themes like subject, predicator and
object/complement, which I consider mutually exclusive. These topical themes, as
Halliday points out, combine freely with conjunctions and adjuncts as themes, of which,
as mentioned earlier (cf. 3.6.6), more than one type can occur in the same clause, or
even additional themes of the same type.
In the illustrative English examples (whether original texts or translation) that
follow, a back slash (/) has been introduced at the cutoff point between the series of
constructions identifiable as themes (sometimes numbered) and the rest of the clause
(the rheme). This is only done when the English RC consists only of one independent
clause. As for the Arabic examples, theme element(s) will be underlined and numbered
in the SLTs and in the TLTs of the English corpus. RC boundary, in both languages,
will be separated by a double bar (#). In cases of more that one thematic element in
the RC, the order is numbered so that the positioning of the information can be tracked
if the theme is preserved in translation, by using the same number sequence as the
original RC; otherwise, a zero theme [0] or simply no number at all, will be placed if
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the theme is done away with in translation or if it is downgraded, and hence becomes
part of the rheme. In cases of cataphoric or anaphoric themes (cf. 7.4.4 & 7.10.4), the
same number will be repeated to indicate the type of cohesive relation involved. If,
however, (a) new theme(s) is/(are) introduced by the translation process, it (they) will
take a higher number, in the numbering system used, than the one(s) translated from the
source language RC. If the RC contains one or more dependent clauses (a conditional
RC for instance), there will be a double slash (//) separating the two clauses, being
theme and rheme of the RC as a whole. In such case, the thematic element(s) within
the dependent clause itself will be identified by either numbering them, by underlining
them or by both; (cf. 6.1, for the procedure of numbering the paragraphs and RCs of
the SLTs).

7.3 Major Theme Selections in the English SLTs

In the English source language texts (SLT), I considered the subject, the verb
and the object/complement, following in the steps of Halliday (1967c, 1985 &
elsewhere) as the three major theme selection types. These three types have the
property of being cognitive and exclusive. Therefore, the subject, whether unmarked
or marked, glossed, substituted (right-dislocated or extraposed), or 'referenced' (leftdislocated) the object (of course marked) and the finite verb. The verb-as-theme will
be treated both ways: either as the theme (which is rarely the case, according to
Halliday: cf. 3.6.2.1.3), or, for the purpose of comparison with Standard Arabic (SA),
the second person personal pronoun 'you', the first person plural 'we' or the third
person pronouns 'him' and 'them'. The third major type of major theme is the
complement/object as theme (in Halliday's model a noun phrase as object or
complement of the verb).
The concept of major themes is reinforced by another distinguishing
characteristic: major themes are cognitive (animate or inanimate participants in the
process), whereas minor and initial themes need not be. One type of minor theme, the
marked prepositional phrase corresponds to another type of major theme. This is due
to the fact that Halliday (1985, p. 143) refers to the prepositional phrase "as something
that expresses a 'minor process', and interpreting a preposition as a kind of mini-verb.
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He explains this when he says:
A prepositional phrase contains a nominal group; but while a nominal
group represents something that is potentially a participant in the
process, a nominal group following a preposition is related to the process
only indirectly, with the preposition acting as intermediary (loc. cit.).
Later on, Halliday argues in favour of interpreting prepositional phrases, except for the
ones introduced by 'of', which he considers not 'a true' preposition, as "minor
predicators and minor processes [and] .. . as a kind of minor clause _ which is what
it is" (Halliday, op. cit., p. 190). This latter account, however, contains no reference
to the notion of the preposition as an intermediary process.
In a word, major cognitive themes refer to the world beyond the discourse/ text.
They are obligatory_ without them, the message unit is incomplete, and there can be
only one per RC. Therefore, the major theme is essential to the RC structure: it must
be present. It is always cognitive'.

7.3.1 Subject-as-Theme

In the 875 RCs of the English texts, the grammatical subject was the unmarked
theme in 727 RCs (approximately 83% of the overall total of the corpus RCs; cf.
Appendix E, table 7-1 4). This proportion was considered in relation to verb-as-theme,
object/complement-as-theme, Interrogative RCs' theme, glossed theme, and theme in
interpersonal RCs (cf. 7.12.2, note 57). Optional thematic selections, prominently have,
as will be shown later on, the grammatical subject as their theme, whether initial or
postponed (cf. Appendix E, table 7-2). This result does not surprise me, since in the
case of the Hallidayan systemic model, subject is the unmarked theme in English.
Furthermore, linguists from both sides of the Atlantic have indicated the predominance
of the grammatical subject as theme or topic of the RC. In this respect, this analysis
tallies with Givon's findings when he says:
Although it is true that the grammatical subjects in discourse are MOST
COMMONLY also TOPICS, there probably a residue of 10-20% in
which the topic does not coincide with the grammatical subject (Givon,
1979b, pp.84-85)5 [original emphasis].
This predominance of grammatical subject as theme is maintained in the process
of translating these texts into Arabic (cf. Appendix E, table 7-1A). In this respect, the
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native-Arabic translator has stayed within the bounds of the thematic structure of every
RC of the SLT, although Arabic, in its unmarked sentence structure, is both a VSO and
SP language, consisting respectively of verbal sentence and nominal sentences (cf. 5.2).
In the English corpus as well as in its Arabic translation, the grammatical subject is
frequently a noun phrase (NP), and unlike the complement or object, in English, it
agrees with its main verb (case, number and gender in English; and case and gender in
the Arabic translation when the English RC is translated as a VSO RC, and number,
gender and case when it is translated as a SVO [marked] word order):
7-2 . . .#But[1] Reagan, Thatcher and Bush [2]/ recognized Saddam Hussein as 'their
kind of guy', and moved to change that status.# (Text 1: 32-5)
7-2A #favra ' armaill Mikan wa Tatar wa Bu§121 'rtaraffi br anna 5addfun ljusayn
huwa `12.alifuhumul-mudallal' wa sa`aw ila tagyiri wacri cilaqatihi maca s-safyat#.
In this respect, my gloss of the thematic meaning of the grammatical subject-as-theme
would be something like this: there is a cognitive referent.
Halliday (1967c, p. 213) characterizes the subject as "that nominal group, which
together with the finite verbal element fulfils a modal role in the realization of speech
function." In the analysis of the English corpus, I adopted a four-point criterion for
deciding the thematicity of the grammatical subject in English : (1) that it is a NP, (2)
that it precedes the main verb of the RC, (3) that it agrees with the main verb (number,
gender and case), and (4) that it is 'what the RC is about':
7-3 #The Bush administration [1]/ ridiculed Iraq's allegations that its invasion of
Kuwait was in any way related to its commitment to the rights and interests of
either the occupied Arab States or to the Palestinians.# (Text 2: 2-5)
7-3A #laqad sax irat ' iddratu r-ra ' isi 1- " amaiilci Buff 11 min ' iddi ca " Rd 1-9raqi bi- ' anna
gazwahu lil-kuwayti Una murtabitan bitariqatin aw ' waft bil-tizAmihi
bi-mailihi wa huqaqi ' ad-duwali 1-carabiyyati 1-lati tatitallu 'israilu juz an min
'ardclihd aw bi-maglihi wa huqaqi s-§acbi 1-filistini#
When, however, there is no finite verb, the theme of the RC in question was taken to
be the first NP that preceded the first finite verb in the RC:
7-4 #Speaking the other day to the Catholic Institute for International Relations [1],
Noam Chomsky [2]/ argued that the impact was entirely negative# (Text 4: 1-5)
7-4A #[O] bil 'amsi baclar Nawdm Jumskif21 fi 1-machadi 1-kathuni 1-lcildqati
d-duwaliyyati wa ' akkada ' anna t-ta 'lira Una cala darajatin caliyyatin mina
s-salbiyya#
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Looking at the structure of the RCs from this thematic perspective only, it was
not counted important whether the theme is given or new information, except, of course,
in cases where the theme in English is either marked, glossed, or in cases of some
special optional constructions like it-clefts (see below). Furthermore, it was not also
important, although it was obvious, whether the grammatical subject-as-theme was agent
or patient (to use C. Fillmore' s case grammar terms), or actor or goal (to use Halliday's
systemic terms). What really matters is the fact that the grammatical subject-astheme/topic of the RC is that "what the RC is about".

7.3.1.1 Thematic Structure of Passivized RCs

One sub-type of the occurrence of the grammatical subject-as-theme is found in
passive RCs. In analysing the English corpus, 111 passive RCs were found, which
constitute about 13% of the total RCs of the whole corpus. Among these Passivized
RCs, 87 (10% of the total RCs, and 78% of the total passivized RCs) were found to be
agentless, and 24 (3%) were found to be agentive (cf. Appendix E, table 7-1). This total
number of RCs does not include passive dependent RCs where the main clause of the
clause complex is not passivized.
Halliday (1967c, pp. 215-216; cf. 3.6.2.2) points out that, within the transitivity
system of the declarative clause as a realization of the experiential/ideational component
of grammar, there exists a choice for the speaker/writer to select between 'an operative
voice' (active), where the thematic function is mapped onto the deep grammatical
subject, (or actor, in Halliday's systemic terms) or a 'receptive voice' (passive), where
the function theme is mapped onto the deep grammatical object (goal) after being
preposed. In this case the grammatical subject is displaced at the end of the RC and
becomes the point of unmarked focus of the clause, or is deleted altogether if irrelevant
or can be recovered from context. However, it will suffice to point out some of the
typical examples that were depicted in the analysis of the English corpus and how the
translator deals with them when translated into Arabic.
To start with, as can be seen from table 7-1 (cf. Appendix E), the number of
agentless RCs is far higher than those of the agentive sub-type. This is because
political writers prefer to use agentless rather than agentive for some reasons that have
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been explained earlier (cf. 6.5). But a quick glance at table 7-1A (cf. Appendix E)
reveals that only two of these passive RCs is rendered in translation into a passive RC
in Arabic. The following is one of them:
7-5 #The Palestinian's right to self-determination [11/has been universally endorsed
and voted upon by the United Nation. . .# (Text 2: 8-2)
7-5A # inna haqq-a 1-.Elistinivvina fi tagiri mastrihim [11 qad barika dawliyyan wa
§awwata-t calay-hi 1- "umamu 1-muttatiida. . .#
I believe, that the inclination of the native Arabic translator to translate the passive RC
into its grammatical equivalence in Arabic has to do, first and foremost, with the
readability of the translated RC, and the unavailability of an equivalent to the English
preposition 'by' (cf. 5.3.1.1). As indicated earlier (cf. 5.3.1.1), 7-5, which consists of
two coordinated passive RCs, was rendered into Arabic in a way which reflects the
passive of the first coordinated clause, whereas the second RC is `activized'. The
reason behind this, I believe is the fact that when the first verb 'endorsed' is translated
into its equivalent in Arabic (btirika), the morphological inflection differs
orthographically from its origin (baraka), and hence its is easy to recognize and read.
On the other hand, the English verb 'voted upon' is rendered into an active Arabic verb
(pwwata-t) because this form and its passive (§uwwita) will be written the same, and
the (damma) grammatical marker is taken for granted and thus rarely appears in writing.
In cases of this type, however, the compensation for the loss of the passive structure is
indicated by a linking pronoun (clamir mutta§il Ca 'id) annexed to the end of the verb
in question (cf. also 5.3.1.1). In addition to this linking pronoun, the theme-rheme
structure is reversed, such that the prepositional phrase joins in the verb (the core of
predication in Arabic), and the grammatical subject becomes a 'sort of' delayed, or
substituted theme in Halliday's formulation. The typical word order of the verbal
sentence in Arabic, VSO, also becomes VOS.
Whether the passivized RC (agentive or agentless) is rendered into Arabic with
a passive RC or not, the thematic structure remains preserved to a large extent. It
sometimes becomes a verbal noun (ma§dar 6) plus an annexed noun phrase (a
nominalized type of theme), as in, respectively:
7-6 #Modernity [1]/is defined against pre-modernity#, reason [111(0= is defined)
against irrationality and superstition.# (Text 5: 14-1)
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7-6A #wa[2] qad tamma tacrifu 1-12adatati 111 qiyasan c ala ma qabla 1-tiadit#, #wa (0=
wa r-rdana#
tamma tdrifu) 1-c ao1i 111 qiyasan c ala
7-7 #We[1]/ are fascinated by the way our 'smart weapons are mobilized to 'knock
down', and 'take out', to 'neutralize' and 'cleanse', enemy targets in what is
called the 'theatre' of Iraq and Kuwait.# [original highlight] (Text 5: 28-2)
7-7A #laqad satiarat-naf11 Hariqata 1-lati tamma biha "Nadu 'aslibatina
ad-dakiyyati' liqa§fi wa tadmiri wa "iskati wa tahiri andali 1- c aduwi fi ma
alaqü calayhi masratia 1-camaliyyati fi Viraqi wa 1-kuwayt#
In 7-6A, the theme of the English of the first passivized coordinated RC is
preserved through the grammatical subject (a verbal noun) and the annexed noun, as
well as the second coordinated RC, although the verbal phrase is ellipted. This brings
a point raised by Quirk et. al (1985, p. 859), when they say: "so close is the association
of coordination to ellipsis that we cannot understand one phenomenon without
understanding the other'''. In this respect, the translator also preserved the elliptical
structure of the original English RC, and no harm was done, although one of the
thematic constituent (tdrifu) is part of the elliptical noun group. Compared with 7-6,
the Arabic translation of 7-7 does also preserve the thematic structure of the original.
This can be justified, as already explained above (7-5a: the second coordinated RC):
The RC is activized, and the original theme (the plural personal pronoun 'we') is
preserved after being linked (-nã) to the verb.
More interesting are examples of the grammatical subject, being themes in the
English RCs, and being downgraded into a rhematic status when translated into Arabic
for the sake of maintaining the English parallel structure, which the Arabic language
seems to be fond of. These include examples like:
7-8 #The Atlanticist compromise [1]/was challenged from the left by the new social
movements, which emerged in the aftermath of Vietnam.# And [1] it [2]/was
criticised on the right by the neo-liberals who favoured a more liberal form of
capitalism.# (Text 3: 13-2)
atlasiyya-ta[0] min xilali 1-tiarakati
7-8a #111fa-ta1iadda 1-vasar-u [211-musawamat-a
1-"ijtima c iyyati 1-lati "inbataqat fi "dqabi harbi fiyatnam# #wa 111 tawalla
1-judud
vaminuf21 c amaliyyat-a "intiqad-iliä min
fa4s:1,115 namal-an "aktara talcianiran mina r-ra "ismaliyya#
In the rendition of 7-8 into RCs in Arabic, the two English RCs are activized to
preserve the parallel structure at the expense of thematising the actor (which is
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originally the thematic subject before passivising the process).
Quirk et. al (1985, P. 166) point out that there is a notable difference in the
frequency of active and passive. The active, for instance, is more generally used and
is by far the more common, but there is a considerable variation among individual text
types. The passive has been found, according to them, to be as much as ten times as
frequent in one text type as in another. The major stylistic factor determining frequency
seems to be related to the distinction between informative and imaginative prose, rather
than the difference between spoken and written language. Thus, Quirk et. al conclude:
The passive is generally more commonly used in informative than in
imaginative writing, and subtly more frequent in the objective, important,
impersonal style (Quirk et. al. 1985, p. 166).
In this respect, the question of objectivity and impersonality of discourse is a main
factor motivating the occurrence of passive RC. But Quirk et. al. do not lay down
criteria for the objectivity of discourse apart from the fact that they consider scientific
discourse as a clear example.

7.3.2 Verb-as-Theme

Halliday (1967c & 1985) recognizes a marginal possibility of the verb becoming
the theme of the RC. He provides few examples to support this 'thin' claim (cf.
3.6.2.1.3). He (Halliday,1967c, pp.215-216), however, gives two examples in which the
verb is 'regularly' thematic: the imperative mood (cf. 7-11 & 12 below), and the nonfinite dependent clause as:
7-9 Standing outside door [theme], he was as large as life [rheme]!
7-10 And resign [theme], he did [rheme].
With regard to 7-9, he says the finite verbal element 'was' is part of the predicator, and
therefore it is not thematic. In 7-10, 'did' carries the information focus, since it is a
closed system item. He also believes that in neither of these is the predicator-as-themes
the marked option. Halliday (1985, p.49), however, adds the option of having you, let's
& do, as alternative themes in the imperative mood, with the last 'do', being used for
either positive or negative imperative (cf. 3.6.1.2.3).
In analysing the English corpus, only 11 RCs (1%) out of the total RCs were
found to be thematic. This, of course, does not include the non-finite clause which will
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be discussed later when we come to discuss clauses-as-themes (see below), and does
not include the yes/no interrogative fmite verb that constitutes with the grammatical
subject the modal element of the yes/no interrogative, and hence the theme, which also
be discussed with interrogative thematic clause (see also below).
The idea that a verb can be thematic is possibly the first major break from the
traditional view in which the theme is always a noun phrase. It will also be
remembered that the prevailing term for theme in the 19 th century and the first quarter
of the 20th was the 'psychological subject'.
My own view with regard to English is that verbs come to occupy the major
theme slot only in the absence of an unmarked thematic subject or a marked
object/complement. Inevitably, such verbs have a special relationship to the subject,
since the subject must be either preposed/postposed, in a marked slot (e.g. 'as for. ..'),
or else not specified at all. In each case, the status of subject is marked, since its
preposing/postposing represents a departure from the norm of the simple declarative
clause in its unmarked structure (SVO), and this marking has an importance with
respect of the organization of discourse as a whole, and not just the referential meaning
of the element in question.
Out of the 11 examples of the imperative RCs that have been identified in the
process of analysing the corpus, 2 imperative RCs are found to be negative and 9
positive. These can be exemplified respectively as follows:
7-11 #And[1] don't [2] (0= you)[3]/ forget his militant religion#: #Islamic fanaticism
and fundamentalism/ cannot be reconciled with (our) Reason, Truth and
Enlightment# (Text 5: 4-3)
7-11A #warl 1 IA tans4[3]/ caqidat-a-hu 1-cudwaniyyati 1-mutamattilati bi-1-`a§abiyyati
wa 1- u§Uliyyatil- layumkinu an tattafiqa mda mantiqind wa
haqiqatinä wa tanawwurina#
7-12 Notice[1]/ that the Bush administration's plans were presented at a time when
Saddam Hussein was still George Bush's friend and favoured partner# (Text 1:
14-10)
7-12a #war211-iacriru bi-d-dikirif11/ 'alma 'idarata r-ra"isi 1- arnraiyyi Bu § kanat
fiyhi Sadan klusayn 'a.5qad taqaddamat bi-xiiatiha[0] fi 1-waqti
§adiqa 1-11amima wa §-§arila 'at-tijäriyya 1-mufacklala lada Jurj Bu§#
As can be seen from the Arabic translation of these imperative RCs, the
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translator has rendered the negative imperative into a regular verbal sentence with the
jussive particle `la' (don't) preceding the verb (the main predication in Arabic) and the
plural linking pronoun `tie (you) acting as the theme of the RC. On the other hand, the
positive imperative is rendered as a nominal sentence, with the imperative verb `notice'
English being translated as a verbal noun, and made the subject of the nominal
sentence, and hence the theme of the RC. In both examples it seems that theme is
'partially' preserved. I say partially because `you' (the second person pronoun, whether
singular or plural) is one of the choices that Halliday (1985) has laid down as the theme
of the imperative RC, and the fact that the verbal noun in 7-12a is derived from the
verb in question (cf. note 6).
On the basis of the English examples cited above, I believe that the most
decided, although rare, case of a thematic verb in English is the construction in which
the verb is fronted and the grammatical subject is downgraded to a rhematic slot after
the verb. This phenomenon is (sometimes called `inversion') studied in English by
Green (1982) who comes to the conclusion that it is less unusual in spoken discourse
than had been thought to be the case s. Quirk et. al. (1985, p. 1379) believe that
inversion "puts the subject in a final position . . . to achieve end-focus on the subject".
Analysing Spanish, a predominantly a VSO language, Sumer (1982) says that
such sentences
present to the hearer an `OBJECT' for consideration . . . . The verb
serves to introduce the `SUBJECT' referent to the 'SCENE'; it is like
the `TRAY' on which the delicacy is presented: no one pays much attention to the tray; every one concentrates on what is 'PRESENTED'.
Besides presenting the object, this construction carries the existential
assertion, since it asserts that the object exists in the universe (Sunner,
1982, p. 1269).
Sunner's account, in which the verb serves as a tray on which to serve up the
object, and, at the same time, asserts the existence of that object, can be extended to say
that the verb is thematised and the effect is to express a special relationship with what
Travnicek (cf. 2.2.2) calls `the object of thought'. In this case the thematic meaning
of the element is marked (contrary to Halliday's unmarked assumption). It is also no
longer simply the assertion of a relationship to a referent; attention is called to the
referent, as if to say: the thematic meaning highlights the meaning itself of the theme.
Thus the whole theme structure becomes some sort of a `meta-theme'.
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If we apply the previous argument to RC 7-12 above and its Arabic translation,
for instance, we shall find that the imperative verb 'notice' presents the object of
thought, which is, in this case, 'The Bush administration's plans (the theme of the
passive dependent RC). In this respect, the reader's attention will be oriented towards
'what is on the tray' and he will forget about the 'tray' itself as a means of presenting
the object to the 'stage'. This with the fact that the noun phrase 'The Bush . . .' is
thematic, would force one to agree with the conclusion arrived at above and with
Sunner's proposal. Again if we look at the Arabic translation (7-12a), we will find that
the theme of the English passive dependent RC is preserved after the clause is activized
(cf. 5.3.1.1 & 7.3.1.1).
It must be also pointed out that the imperative construction is also associated
with Halliday's interpersonal system_ i.e. those systems that specify the role of the
interlocutors and the associated attitude of the speaker. Therefore, I do not believe that
they involve downgrading the subject to a rhematic slot for any specially marked
cognitive or discursive reason; rather they are standard English constructions in the
language in which the verb normally precedes the subject. What is marked is the mood
of the message as a whole. Therefore, in the case of imperative RCs, verbs are fronted
by reason of their participation in a construction that is marked for non-declarative
mood (be it positive, negative imperative or interrogative). In dependent clauses, on
the other hand, e.g. non-finite, the verb is serving as a marker for a syntactic relation
of dependency (cf. 7.5.2.1 below).

7.3.3 Complement-as-Theme

When Halliday (1985, pp. 53-56) speaks of complement-as-theme, I assume he
is using this general term to include the object, direct or indirect (goal or beneficiary,
in his systemic terms) as well as what Quirk et. al. calls complement in the general
sense of the term°. In English, a typical SVO language, a complement, be it object
or whatever, can be thematised by displacing it to the left-most position (in a separate
information unit; cf. 3.6.1). The only examples which Halliday provides regarding the
thematisation of complement-as-theme are those of object:
7-13 #These HOUSES/my father SOLD# (Halliday, 1967c)
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7-14 #This responsibility/we accept wholly# (Halliday, 1985)
Although it seems more informative to call this type of 'marked' thematic
structure object/complement, yet Halliday is also correct in calling it complement in the
most general sense of the term. This is because of the fact that, out of the 875 RCs in
the English corpus, only 10 RCs (1%) were found to have a preposed complement, and
among those 10 RCs, 9 have a complement as a 'marked' theme, and only one RC, has
as its theme an object (cf. Appendix E, table 7-1). This can be illustrated, respectively,
from the corpus by the following two examples:
7-15 #Perhaps[1] of equal significance[2] I. . . was the political leadership role that
Iraq played in the wake of the Camp David accords in 1978.# (Text 2: 18-1)
7-15A #kamd[21 yumkinu[0] an yakiina • ad - dawn' s - siyasiyyu 1-ladi lacibathu Iaivädatu 1-`irdaivvatu fi acoäbi tam:11'i itifäaivvati Kämb Davfid c51na 1978111
cala nafsi d-darajati mina 1- ahammiyya[0]#
7-16 This rationality[1], it [=Europe] came to see (0= this rationality) as the basis of
a universal culture; the justification for its claim to define universal values, to
define its values as universal.# (Text 5: 13-4)
7-16A #warll li-hada121 ictabar-at=(0=urubbar31)/ hadihi 1-`aqlaniyyat-a[0] 'asäsan
li-tabrki mutilabatilid fi tatididi I-qiyami 1-kawniyyati wa taliclidi
bi ctibärihA 1-qiyami 1-kawnniyya#
In Halliday's thematic formulation, the theme of 7-15 is both interpersonal
conjunct 'perhaps' and the prepositional phrase 'of equal significance', since they are
initial and constitute a multiple theme (the prepositional phrase being the topical theme).
But, looking at this preposeci cpmplement and looking at the noun phrase, 'the political
leadership . . .' (the subject of the RC)', following the copulative verb was, the
translator seems to have parted company with Halliday's formulation in considering the
preposed complement as rhematic and the postposed subject as the theme (in the sense
of the fact that is what the RC is about). From a linguistic as well as a cognitive point
of view, the translator's decision can be justified on the basis of the following counter
arguments with regard to Halliday's formulation (although the translator may not be
aware of them). First, the subject of the RC in question has already been introduced,
and according to Chafe (cf. 4.3), it is still in the reader's consciousness. Thus,
according to Prince (1981) (cf. 4.4), it is not 'new' in the sense that it cannot not be
retrieved information. Secondly, the only reason for postponing it, according to Quirk
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et. al (1985) is to focus it, in the sense of giving it prominence. The third has to do

with the question of translation: The Arab native translator thematises the subject `the
political leadership. . .' on the basis of the fact that it is identified with the definite
article `the' and most of the RCs of the paragraph in question have this noun phrase as
their theme. Therefore, it obvious that this noun phrase stands as the topic of the
paragraph as a whole and, consequently contributes to the overall topic of the text itself
(cf. 4.5.1.2.1). As a result it seems fair to say at this point that translation would help,
to some extent, in finding out the exact thematic structure of the RCs in terms of what
that RCs is about, and not with regard of that theme element(s) is initial in the RC (cf.
7.4.4).
RC 7-16, sums up this paragraph, and probably the ones earlier, by making the
object (this rationality) as the marked theme. In translating this RC into Arabic, the
translator opted for the typical VSO structure, with the anaphoric personal pronoun (it=
Europe) being the grammatical subject, and hence thematic. I believe that the translator
took this decision on two grounds: (1) the OVS is a rare word order in formal Arabic,
although it is not infrequent in spoken Arabic, and (2), I think, from a textual point of
view, the translator, sensed, that this RC constituted a conclusion `wa li-häda' ('for this
reason' (or) `as a result') of the previous paragraphs, which were mainly about Europe
and 'its Reason, Rationality and Enlightment'. Since a new theme/topic is likely to
start in the next paragraph (which it does), he preferred to sum up the thematic
progression of the text up to that point with 'Europe' (the grammatical subject of RC
in question).
In this respect, (Halliday, 1967c. p 241), draws a comparison between this type
of thematic structure (where object in particular is the theme) and what he calls
reference theme (or left-dislocation, for those linguists who follow in the steps of
Chomsky's transformational grammar [TG]). In reference theme (cf. 3.6.4.3), there is
always a copy of the preposed theme (i.e. a pronoun copy) within the clause.
Nevertheless, both constructions would come under the heading `topicalization'. (cf. Li
and Thompson, 1976). In English as well as in Arabic, I believe, tropicalization is
considered to be marked because it departs from the typical order of the standard
sentence order in both languages. In Arabic, especially in spoken discourse, it actually
occurs quite frequently. On the basis of work in the English corpus, I must conclude
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that it is still not frequent in writing.
The rest of the complements (copulative verb type, in Quirk et. al. (1985) formal
terms) are fronted to thematic slots. I believe they are thematic, in the sense that they
are initial, but they are rhematic, in the sense, that they are not what the clause is about.
In fact with the copulative verb they constitute the rheme of the RC. The only
justification for fronting them is that attention should be paid to the long noun phrase
that constitutes the postposed theme of the RC. The result would be a CVS word order
with and extended marked theme, and a short preposed rheme. But from a logical point
view, since theme should be brief, and it is the rheme that should give more
information, one is liable to join forces with Halliday (1967c & 1985), and consider
'more likely' the theme of the clause that contains new information, and the rest is
rheme:
7-17 #More likely [1], in my view, / is continued support for the position articulated
in February 1989, by Yitzhaq Rabin, then the secretary of defence, when he told
a group of 'Peace Now' leaders of his general satisfaction with the US-P10
dialogue, low-level discussion without meaning that would direct attention while
Israel used forceful means to crush the intifada.[1]# (Text 1: 47-1)
7-17A #wa 131 lakinna 121 1- 'amra 1- 'aktra ' ihtimalan 111 -fi ra 'yi-/ (huwa)
muwa§alat-u ddmil-mawqifil-ladi ' aclahahu " ishaq Rabin fi §ahr ubat li-carni
1989 (cindama kana 'anadalca waziran li-d-difr) igna cabbara 'amama
majmratin min tiarakati " 'asslam 1-yawm" Can • irtiyahihi bila "ni 1-hiwari 1ladi yadaru bayna 1- " idarti 1- amriykiyya wa munazzamati at-tahriri 1filastiniyyati wa 1-ladi la yahmilu fi tayyatihi ' ayya maclmfinin wa yajri cala
mustawan hukamiyyin cadiyyin wa yusridu cala §arfl n-nazari can muhawaläti
"isra 'ila 1-mustamita lisatqi 1- "intifada#
The translation of 7-17 into Arabic supports Halliday's argument that 'more likely' can
be the theme of the RC, and hence it is preserved in translation as a 'kind' of wh-cleft
(see below & cf. 5.5) in Arabic with the existence of the clamir al-fa§1 'huwa' (pronoun
of separation) which separates the theme from the rheme.
A counter argument to the above, and similar to the one presented in support of
7-15 above, may be presented. But as can be seen from both examples, there is enough
evidence in both that support two different treatments, although both have a CVS word
order with a postponed subject.

7.3.4 Interrogative RCs
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Halliday (1967c & 1985; cf. 3.6.2.1.2) points out that the natural theme of the
question is "what I want to know" as an inquirer (speaker/writer). In posing a question,
a reader/speaker limits the subject matter to just those things that could count as
satisfactory answers to the question, regardless of whether it is of a Yes-No type
(asking about the polarity of some process: positive or negative), or of a Wh-type
(requesting some missing information about a certain referent). Thus the thematic
function practically follows from the very nature of the question being a question.
In analysing the corpus, a total of 29 interrogative RCs (3% of the overall RCs)
were identified; 21 of which (2% of the total RCs of the corpus and 72% of the total
Interrogative ones) are found to be of the wh-type (the one's seeking 'missing
information"). Among the 29 interrogative RCs, 12 are of the rhetorical type (cf.
note 11), in which a question is asked by reader/speaker's "with no intention of
obtaining an answer" (Brown & Levinson, 1978, p 22812).
With regard to preserving the thematic structure of the Interrogative RCs when
translated into Arabic, I believe, as will be illustrated below, the native Arabic translator
was able to do so, especially with regard to maintaining the interrogative article as the
initial element, when not preceded by any adjuncts or conjunctions, unless the latter is
added for cohesive and stylistic purposes:
7-18 #What[1] / does the war against Iraq tell us about how the US will exercise this
unexpected freedom of action in the World?# (Text 4: 4-1)
7-18A #madaf11 tuxbiru-nã 1-tiarbu 1-lati xiclat idda 1-ciraqi cani 1-kayfiyyati
satumirasu filia 1-wilayatu 1-muttahidatu tiurriyata t-ta§arrufi gayri almutawaqqacati hadihi fi 1-calam?#
7-19 #But[1] is that[2]/ what Saddam is?# Is he [11/ the primitive and irrational
alien?# Might there [1] not be reason in his madness?# (Text 5: 22-4, 5 & 6)
7-19A #wa[31 lAkinill half21 kana addainu fi clan kadalik?# hal huwaill bida"iyy-un
wa la caqlany?#
7-20 #How [1], then [2],/ can we expect US policy towards the ME to adopt to these
changed circumstances?# (Text 1: 45-1)
7-20A #1cayfa [1] natawaqqacu idan[0] an tatakayyafa s-siyasat-u 1- "amrilciyyatu
tijaha §-§arqi 1-"aw§ati li-tatanasaba ma ca 1-mutagayyirati 1-jadida#
These three examples have one feature in common: they sum up the argument
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that preceded in a number of paragraphs above in their respective texts, and, at the same
time, orient the reader to a new theme for some of the ones that follows. In 7-18, for
instance, the noun phrase 'this unexpected. . . ?' sums up the argument of the previous
discourse, and orient the reader towards a new theme (the qualities of the monopolar
world order) to be discussed by the posed question 7-18. In the next example, which
consists of two rhetorical Yes/No question which are left unanswered, except for the
fact that the writer, on the basis of the previous argument, sarcastically inquires whether
what the 'West' thinks of Saddam Hussein is true, or simply because he rejects the idea
of being "their gangster and their kind of guy" (cf. text 1-32). This can be seen from
the anaphoric deictic in the first RC of 7-19 and the personal pronoun in the second
RC; these anaphoric references bring to focus what type of argument that has been
going on in the previous discourse, and orient the reader of the main theme of the
following piece of discourse. In fact, Saddam is the theme of 5 of the 6 RCs of the
following paragraph. In the third example, 7-20, the conjunct 'then', with its anaphoric
reference to (1) 'the new pretexts for the US intervention to control the domains of the
third world, to (2) the 'Latin Americanization of large parts of the Soviet Union', to (3)
America's freedom of using its military force, and to (4) 'rent a cop', or rather 'a
thug' all these are summed up in 7-20. Then the reader is directed through this same
question towards a new theme, which explains the reasons behind America's unchanged
policy, which constitute the theme for the rest of the RCs of the paragraph in question.
The essence of such anticipation is both to indicate, in general terms, what is to follow
and to prepare the hearer/reader for the next line of argument, and hence to arouse his
interest as well as an indication on the part of the writer that 'he has won the previous
argument'.
From a discourse analysis perspective, therefore, the rhetorical questions, which
constitute almost half the interrogative RCs being identified, are rhetorical questions
only by virtue of the place they hold in the ordinary sequence of events, of the work
they do to further the argument and of their function as ascertained by evaluating
participants' responses (speaker's & hearers; writers & readers).
Finally rhetorical questions in English have a contextual function of marking the
theme. This claim, proposed earlier, follows from the fact that the interrogative mood
as a whole is marked and not its thematic structure, which practically follows from the
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RC itself being a question. In general, the interrogative RC serves to bring a theme to
the stage. That is, it sets up or establishes a theme, even if not providing within the
question itself a very full statement of it (the theme here is to be understood in terms
of the theme of the major part of the RCs as well as contributing towards the overall
theme or topic of the discourse in question). Sometimes, however, that introduced
theme runs for a substantial portion of the texts in question, or for the text as a whole
as is the case of the rhetorical questions posed in the first and second paragraph of text3 of the English corpus.

7.3.5 Marked & Glossed Themes

As discussed in chapter 3 (cf. 3.6.2.1) and illustrated above, the marked theme
in English involves the displacement of one of the elements of the RC constituents
(SPCA) from its typical slot in the syntagm, as in the case of verb-as-theme and
object/complement-as-theme illustrated above (cf. 7.3.2 & 3) respectively. According
to Halliday (1985, p. 40), object-as-theme is the most extreme case of marked theme,
because it could have been the subject of an active declarative clause (and subject of
the passive RC), and hence an unmarked theme. Thus, the object is the least likely to
become a marked theme (more frequent are adjuncts and conjunctions; see below). In
the American linguistic tradition, this resource of marking the theme by giving it
prominence, is called `topicalization', which Halliday totally rejects, because it only
implies one type of theme, that is 'glossed or topicalized theme'. Marking the thematic
structure is a resource quite often used in both English as well as Arabic, especially in
spoken discourse. Marked themes, according to Halliday (1967c, 1985 & elsewhere)
represents the foregrounding of the speaker's point of departure, and its meaning
appears from its tendency for association with a particular information unit. With
unmarked theme, there is no particular tendency for the theme to be in a separate
information unit, but such a tendency is noticeable in marked themes.
Sometimes, however, as Halliday (1985, p. 40) points out, the theme is
announced explicitly, by means of some expressions such as 'as for . . .', 'for
'with regard/respect to. . .' , 'about . . .', etc. Usually it is only nominal themes that
are introduced by a locution of this kind. The theme is then picked up later by the
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appropriate pronoun. This 'picking up' of the theme by a pronoun may happen even
when the theme is not explicitly introduced (e.g. Halliday's reference theme: cf. 3.6.4.3;
or left-dislocation in the American linguistic tradition).
Marking the theme necessarily involves some break from the single declarative
RC which corresponds to the unmarked strategy, on the part of the speaker, and merely
background expectation on the part of the listener (Halliday, 1967c, p. 219). Since, as
mentioned earlier, the declarative RC is the most neutral and unmarked realization, it
follows that, in English, the subject is the least marked theme. It can, however, be
marked for its referential content, thus introducing increased assumptions by the speaker
about the what the hearer will accept without challenge_ through defmitisation and
pronominalization. These resources have to do largely with specification of the subject
referent; only to a minor degree do they increase any assumptions with regard to
thematic status, as such. Since the subject is already in theme position, the only way
to mark it as theme is to reiterate it or to gloss it.
In analysing the English corpus, only 16 RCs (2% of the overall total of RCs;
cf. table 7-1 of Appendix E) were identified in which the thematic structure is glossed,
and in all the glossed theme is announced 'explicitly' using either 'For . . .' , 'with
respect. . .', or `As for. . .'. Furthermore, in all J6 RCs the discourse function of the
glossed theme is either that of contrastiveness, marking the introduction of a 'new or
novel' theme/topic into the discourse or reintroducing an old one, or bringing into focus
a prior proposition or a referent with prior proposition. These functions can be
illustrated, respectively, from the corpus as follows:
7-21 #For the right [1]/, this [0=the cold war] was a conflict between freedom and
totalitarianism.# #For the left[1]/, this was a conflict between capitalism and
socialism.# Alternatively[1], for both[2]/, this was a form of great power
rivalry#. (Text 3: 5-5)
7-21A #bi-nisbati li-l-yamin [11, lanat [0=1-harbu 1-bdridatu] §ir gan baynal-hurriyyati
wa V isticbäd.# ' ammä bi-nisbati li-l-yasdrif11, fa-kanat §irgan bayna
r-ra "asimaliyyati wa V i gtirakiyyal War-31 "ammd bi-nisbati li-kilayhimar21
macan[11, fa-qad kanat Kaldan mm ^ aglali tanafusi 1-quwa 1-cuzma.#
7-22 #As for the Palestinians [1]/, US planners had no doubt in the assessment of the
Israeli government specialists in 1948 that the refugees would either assimilate
elsewhere or 'would be crushed'.# (Text 1: 23-1)
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7-22A #" amma bi-nisbati l-lfilastinivvin111/, fa-lam yakun lath 1-muxattilina 1. amrikiyyina . ayyu sababin li-t-takilci bi-taqyimi 1-hukumati V isre iliyyati
lahum canna 1948, wa huwa 'arum ha 'Ma . i l-läjr Ina sayatajammdana fi
makanin " axar, aw sayushaqan.#
7-23 #With respect to the Soviet Union[1]/, policy divided along two basic lines, both
aiming to incorporate the USSR within the grand area_ which, for most of the
region, meant returning it to its pre-1917 status as part of the third world.# (Text
1: 6-1)
7-23A # "amma bi-nisbati 1-1" ittihadi s-sufvitivilV, fa-qad "inqasamat as-siyitsatu
bi§a'anihi " ila qismayni ra "Isiyyayni hadafa kullun minhuma " ila clammi
jumhhuriyyati-hi s-sabiqati ila 1-mantiqati 1-kubra, 1- "amru allaii sawfa yuciduh
"ila wacri ma qabla cama 1917 wa . ictibariha juz "an min duwali 1-calami
t-talit.#
7-24 #Answer[1]/: Kuwait is a banking system without a country,# #and the US is
a country without a banking system.# (Text 1: 18-6 & 7)
- - 1Y fa-huwa " anna 1-Kuwayta nizamun bankiyyun bidawni
7-24A tr amma Haw W
dawlatin# #waill 'alma "amarivkar21 dawlatun bidawni nizamin bankiyy.#
In 7-21, the writer 'kills two birds with one stone': by glossing the themes of the three
RCs, and by placing these themes in separate information units marked in writing by
commas, he achieves prominence of the themes of these RCs and he also achieves a
sense of contrastiveness between the two propositions in question: the position of the
Eastern and the Western Blocs with regard to the cold war. In doing so, he also makes
use of another linguistic device, that of parallelism, which, to some extent, has the
ability to concentrate the attention of the reader on both the glossed theme and the
contrastive propositions. As for the second example (7-22), the writer manages through
the glossed theme, to introduce a new, 'novel', theme/topic (which can be taken as the
topic of the paragraph in question) in addition to the list of topic/themes already
introduced in the previous discourse. In 7-23, a relatively given theme/topic is
introduced from among a list of topics that has already been introduced up to that point
in the discourse. The writer thus succeeds in bringing a prior proposition with its
referent (theme/topic) into focus (to the highest spotlight of the stage) again to integrate
the additional information with what the reader already possesses in his data base about
that particular referent (in this example the status of the old Soviet Union's Republics
in the view of the new US policy). The last example represents a glossed theme
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without using an explicit glossing phrase. However, it is still a glossed theme, since
it can be represented as a separate information unit separated from the rest of the
predication by a colon, which, for Halliday and Hasan (1976, p. 17), is a signal of
cataphoric reference to the interrogative clause that follows. I believe that the function
of glossing the theme in such examples is to introduce new information or comment on
the part on the writer on the previous running theme or topic. It can also be interpreted
as a means of orienting the reader to what to except next.
Similar to the above type of thematic structure exemplification, though glossed
explicitly, is the following:
7-25 #For him[1]/, the Gulf War is no more than the challenge of a criminal to
society.# (5: 2-1)
7-25A #bi-nisbati lifukuviunall/lam takun tiarbul-xalij "aktara mizi tatiaddii mujrimin
li-mujtamac.#
By using the glossed theme 'for him' (the third personal pronoun which refers back to
Fukuyama), which is spelled out in the Arabic translation, the writer was able to
reintroduce him as theme/or topic of this RC. From this perspective, 'for him' is
introduced as a separate information unit, although, according to Halliday (1967 and
elsewhere) anaphoric elements are rarely focused. I believe the purpose behind glossing
'him', is a way of managing the argument in the discourse. Firstly, the writer
introduces Tukuyarna' (as third personal pronoun glossed theme) and then quotes his
view regarding 'the superiority of the West'. Secondly, he counter argues and rebuts
Fukuyama's view, and manages to replace it by a 'more sensible' one of his own. This
is evident in the first RC of the following paragraph: 'This is more than just crass'.
In the examples cited above (7-21 through 7-25), the contrastive element is
present throughout, although it is only made fully explicit in the first one. In this
respect Chafe (1976, p. 49) (cf. 4.3) believes that "the so-called topic is simply a focus
of contrast that has for some reason be placed in an unusual position at the beginning
of the sentence." This is probably why he (loc. cit.) proposes to call such topics not
topics but "cases of contrastiveness" (Chafe points out that other linguists, like Halliday,
call them 'themes'; and Dik (1978 [1981]) uses these terms in exactly the opposite way
to Chafe [cf. 4.5.1.2]).
Halliday (1985, pp. 40-41) has discussed very briefly two kinds of simple
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thematic structure: those consisting of one element and 'complex ones', consisting of
two noun groups or two phrases joined by 'and'. He points out that although the
second type consists of more than element it is still a simple theme. He does not go
any further in explaining what he means by 'simple' theme. Looking at some of 'the
structured' examples which he provides such as `#The Warlus and the Carpenter/ were
walking close at handW, one feels that he means by simple theme syntactically simple,
in the sense that it does not contain any embeddings that require additional 'internal'
analysis into theme and rheme structures within the main clause complex, and does not
contain any recursive thematic structures. Halliday's formulation on this issue,
however, can be extended to include longer themes which are syntactically more
complex, thematic structure that consist of various thematic types (adjuncts, dependent
clause, conjunctions, appositive constructions, and serve cases where certain themes are
recursive)13.
I believe that it is reasonable to assume that longer thematic constituents make
greater demands on the reader/hearer's short-term memory (RAM in computer jargon),
and on his processing strategies, and are, therefore, at least in one sense, more marked.
However, this does not mean that short simple themes are necessarily easy to process
(especially with a new referent being introduced into the world of discourse).
In analysing the corpus, a considerable number of long or extended themes were
identified, though not counted. The most extreme case are examples like the following:
7-26 #The fact that we have bombed Iraq, a rather small Third World country, back
into the 19 th century or even earlier; the likelihood of continuing violence in the
Middle East; the possible lebanization of Iraq and Kuwait; the increasing
difficulty in finding a solution to the Palestinian problem; the increased threat
of terrorism; the erosion of democracy_ all these issues [1]/ will stimulate
opposition of a long-range North-South confrontation.# (Text 3: 34-2)
7-26A ^ inna 1-hagioata bi "annanä gad oumna bi-g_asfi al- cirdqi (dalika 1-baladu min
buldäni 1-11ami t-talit) wa - icädatihi ila 1-qarni t-tAsici car aw hatta li-ma qabla
dalik wa ' ihtimäli ' istimräri ' a crnali al-cunfi fi mantiqati §-§arqi 1- ' awsati wa
labnanati s-siraci 1-kuwavti - 1-cirdqjyyi wa s-sucubati 1-mutazdvidati fi liddi
hallin li-l-qadivvati 1-filistinivvati wa zivädati t-tandidi bi-1- a cmäli 1." irhäbivvati wa nhisdri d-dimuqrätivvati-- dalika kullihi--f 11/ sawfa yu§ajjicu ttayyirati 1-mulradati li-muwäjahati tawilaii 1- - amadi bayna g-§amäli wa 1janilb.#
It is important to point out, however, that we are never aware of the theme in its
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unmarked expression as the subject of a simple declarative RC. The only time we
realize this, and appreciate such a form as an unmarked theme is by observing the
relationship that it highlights through its marked identification; this, I believe is the
essence of systemic linguistics.
As for the rendition of marked and glossed themes in translation into Arabic, it
was complete, as can be shown in the examples above. This complete rendition of the
glossed theme, for instance, whether explicitly or implicitly announced, was, first and
foremost, due to the availability of Arabic syntactic devices such as ' "ammä . . . fa.
. .' , bi-nisbati li . . . fa . . .' , 'amma bi-nisbati li . . . fa-qad . . .' , etc., which are
equivalent to those listed above for English. The Arab native translator not only
renders the exact structure of these glossed themes, but was also able to render the
scalarity of thematic prominence in examples like 7-21, where there are three glossed
thematic structures in three consecutive RCs. In fact, the translator has rendered as
glossed thematic structures into Arabic more RCs than the English ST's originally
contain (cf. Appendix E, tables 7-1 & 7-1a). I believe this has to do with nature of
argumentation in Arabic, which tends to be more emotive than English. Generally
speaking, this also has also to do with the high degree of emotiveness of an Arabic
political discourse of this type, where the Arab reader rarely finds such a line of thought
in the Western media. Another reason for this 'extra' emotiveness in rendering into
Arabic more glossed themes than are contained in the ST is the fact that the translator,
editors and proofreaders of the Arabic translated texts seem to have similar attitudes
towards the Gulf War as those of the Western writers.

7.4 Optional Theme Selections in the English SLTs

Under this sub-section, optional theme selections based upon the findings of the
analysis of the English corpus will be discussed. These thematic selections,
predominantly having the subject-as-theme, include the equational RCs of identification
and pseudo-/wh- clefts), predicated theme (it-clefts), in addition, theme in existential
RCs with 'there', and RCs and substituted/extraposed/delayed (right-dislocated) theme
(cf. Appendix E, table 7-2").
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7.4.1 Theme of Identificational and Pseudo-/Wh-Cleft RCs

Halliday (1967c & 1985; cf. 3.6.3) points out that, by means of this option, any
clause may be organized into a cleft sentence with an equative form, and in a number
of possible arrangements. This can also be regarded as a particular means of organising
information in the clause in a way that it:
enables the speaker/writer to shift some of the component elements of
a sentence [clause] to different positions, in order to make them more
prominent, and to make the sequence of elements in the sentence
conform more closely to the sequence of ideas in the text of which the
sentence is a part (Fichtner, 1993, p. l's).
In this respect, the thematicity of the subject qua subject can be highlighted
through a different type of marking than the one discussed in 7.3.5 above and 7.9.5
below. By nominalisation, the subject and its verb can be thematised into a single
nominal subject constituent, which Halliday calls identification (cf. 3.6.3). A clause
like:
7-27 #John/ saw the play.# (Halliday, 1967c, p.223)
is turned into an equative clause consisting, on the one hand, of a wh-form that
nominalises the side of the equation which is 'to be identified', and, on the other, of a
noun phrase which corresponds to the wh-element, the identifier:
7-27a #What John saw Memel/ was the play [rheme].# (or)
7-27b #The one/the person who saw the play [theme]/ was John [rheme].# (or)
7-27c #The thing that John saw [theme]! was the play [rheme].# (or)
7-27d #The play [theme]/ was what John saw [rheme].#
Halliday (1967c, p. 223) also points out that "this is a highly favoured clause
type in modem English, not least in informal conversation"; and, while the nonidentifying clause specifies a process and participants, he (loc. cit.) says, "the
identifying clause adds the further information that one of the participants is definable
by participation in the process" (cf. 3.6.3 for Halliday's beer slogan). From a thematic
perspective, identification (wh-clefts) exploits as a thematic option the resources of this
particular type of transitivity pattern, and as in other equative clauses, the sequence is
free: "either the identified or the identifier may be thematic" (Halliday, op. cit., p.224).
Furthermore, (and this is the most important aspect of identification) "what is significant
is that, whichever of the two comes first, the whole of that element is thematic" (cf.
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examples 7-27a-e).
Contrary to Halliday's expectation, identificational RCs are not frequent in the
English corpus. In analysing the corpus, only 20 RCs (2% of the overall RCs of the
corpus) were identified, and only 7 of these are of the 'pure' wh-cleft type, so to speak.
The rest of these RCs are of various forms of equative constructions (some are nonidentified like 7-28) such as:
7-28 #In 1958[1], Kuwait[2]/ was the particular concern.# (Text 1: 16-1)
7-28A #fi carni 1958111 kinat al-kuwavtur21 mawcli ca qalaq.#
7-29 #All that is necessary[1]/ is "a strong link to be guaranteed by the five permanent
members of the Security Council that we have to solve all the problems in the
Gulf, in the Middle East and especially the Palestinian cause."# (Text 1: 35-3;
paragraph final RC)
7-29A #wal.21 kullu ma huwa matlabf11/ huwa (pronoun of separation) rabil-un
qawiyyun yadmanahu al- ' acda - u d-da ' irnana fi majlisi 1- "ainni d-duwaliyyi
yatamattalu bi-halli kaffatil-ma gäkili fi manliqatayil-xliji wa §-§arqi al- ' wsal.#
From a discoursal perspective, identificational RCs, whether of the pure wh-type
or any of its variants, or even of the type exemplified in 7-28, have one main function,
which is, as Halliday (1967c & elsewhere) points out, to highlight the theme in the way
the speaker/writer wants. Moreover, paragraph initial identified RCs usually announce
a highlighted theme that can be developed throughout the paragraph in question, the
following ones, and sometimes, a large portion of the text (possibly the whole text?) (cf.
text 1, paragraphs 16-18). On the other hand, paragraph final identified RCs quite often
sum up the paragraph in question and probably some of the preceding ones (cf. text 1,
paragraph 35). Furthermore, such RCs often indicate the speaker's/writer's perspective
and show a type of comparison he draws, in the sequence of his argument, between the
reality of the situation at hand and another possibility, where the wh-cleft RC is brought
in as a 'solution' to a problem raised earlier. This latter discoursal function is best
illustrated by 7-29, which sums up all the "diplomatic possibilities" exerted to attain a
peaceful solution to the Gulf Crisis. After 7-29 (or after the paragraph 36, to be
precise), Chomsky, a linguist and a well-versed political writer, abandons the
idea/theme/topic in question (the diplomatic attempts for a peaceful solutions, after he
summarized it in paragraph 36), and moves into a new topic with paragraph 37 (the US
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claims of unwillingness to reward aggressors). In all this, I believe that the wh-cleft,
with its theme summing up the previous proposals for peace Call that is necessary'),
and providing a solution in the rheme (is a strong link. . .'), serves as a turning point
in the text.
What applies to equative RCs like 7-28 and 7-29 applies to the 'pure' type of
wh-cleft RCs, whether they are initial, medial or final in the paragraph or the text in
question. The following examples from the corpus illustrate the three positions:
7-30 #This unthinkable predicament of modernity in the Orient[1]/ is what now
confronts the West in the Gulf.# (Text 5: 20-1)
7-30A #'inna ma ' zaqa 1-hadatatif11/ huwa (the pronoun of seperation) lladi yuwajihu
1-garbu fi miniaqati 1-xalij.#
7-31 #. . .; what is important to note[1]/ is that such resolutions have been passed by
the General Assembly and the Security Council, yet the situation on the ground
has become worse as time has gone on.# (Text 2: 12-5)
7-31A # ' ammal- ' amrul-muhinunu wal-mulfitu li-1- ' intibahi[11/ fa-huwa ' anna mitla
tilka 1-qararatu qad §adarat cani j-jardiyati Vamati li-1 umammi 1-muttaktidati
wa majlisi 1- "amni wa ma c a dalik fa ' inna 1-wacra cala 1-tabrati qad 'izdada
sa an maca murari 1-waqt.#
7-32 #What cannot be tolerated[W is the monster that pretends to modernity.# (Text
5-21: Final RC)
7-32A # 'amma 1-' amru 1-ladi lavumkinu 'ihtimalahf11/ fa-huwa 'iddi ca "u hada 1watigu li-lhadata.#
In 7-31, the writer, a member of the PLO executive committee and a professor
of political science at a university in the USA, uses the wh-cleft RC to draw a
comparison between the 'keenness' of the US with regard to the Gulf crisis and its
'slackness' regarding the application of UN resolutions regarding the Palestinian issue.
The identified theme, 'what is important to note', comments on and highlights the
'keenness' of the US, and its negative attitude towards the Palestinian cause, which is
reflected in the RCs following the wh-cleft, and which starts with the adversative
conjunctions 'yet the situation . . .', the modal adjunct 'certainly', and finally the open
if-clause, which ends the paragraph.
In the case of 7-32, the Wh-RC represents the climax of 'the predicament of the
West' regarding 'the Oriental modernity' represented by Saddam Hussein. This climax
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is gradually built up by assigning the theme function to Saddam Hussein in the past two
paragraphs (20-21). Thus, the wh-cleft, here, serves also as a turning point in the text,
where the writer moves into discussing aspects of Saddam's 'oddness and peculiarity'.
With regard to the rendition of identificational RCs (Wh-clefts and its various
forms) into Arabic, the Arab native translator has done this in one of two ways. Firstly,
the translator opted in translating such RCs for a nominal sentence with the pronoun of
separation (damir a1-fa§1) separating between theme (whatever the leftmost constituent
in the SLT is, be it identified or identifier; cf. 7-30 & 31). By using this method, he
is able to preserve the thematic structure of the original RC as well as the information
structure and its focus which, according to Halliday (1967c, p. 227), always falls on the
identifier whether thematic or rhematic. In translation, the information focus is
maintained by means of using a nominal sentence with the emphatic particle C inna),
and by placing a pronoun of separation in Arabic between the theme and the rheme of
the TL RC (cf. 5.4). Secondly, the translator opts for a more emotive structure, while
preserving the thematic structure and giving it prominence by glossing it ( mamma . . .
fa; cf. 7.3.5), although of course, he does not maintain the cleft structure as whole. By

using a glossed thematic structure (cf. examples 7-31 & 32), the translator is able to
make explicit the points that the two writers are trying to make, namely, the 'double
standard' with which the US is treating the world issues, and the fact that 'Saddam
Hussein' is not, after all, as 'bad' as the West says. This, the writer explicitly spells
out later (Text 5-28) when he says:
7-33 #What distinguishes us from Saddam[2]/ is our superior, perhaps supreme, ability
to screen out the death and mutilation.# (Text 5: 28-4)
7-33A # - inna mä yumavvizunä can Saddam Husavnf 11/ huwa (pronoun of separation)
cun§uru tafawwuqind aw rubbamä qudratin5 1-faiqatu cala tamwthi l-mawti wa
d-damär.#
Again, as in 7-31, the translator, by the use of an emphasized nominal sentence and a
pronoun of separation, is able to maintain the cleft construction, its thematic structure
as well as the focus intended by the writer.
7.4.2 Predicated Theme (It-cleft RC)
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Halliday (1967c, p. 236) points out that the predicated theme "maps the function
identifier on that of theme giving explicit prominence to theme by exclusion" (cf.
3.6.4.1). In the examples he provides, Halliday (loc. cit.) claims that the thematic
meaning, in examples like 7-34 below, is "John and nobody else is under
consideration":
7-34 #It is JOHN [theme & new]/ who broke the window [rheme & given].#
Halliday (loc. cit.) also differentiates between the theme of the identified/ wh-cleft
clause discussed above (cf. 7.4.1) and the theme of the it-cleft regarding the type of
prominence and exclusion involved. In the former, he points out, it is cognitive, while
in the latter it is thematic: "John and nobody else is the topic of the sentence."
In this respect, Halliday identifies two options associated with the predicated
theme. The first option has to do with the structural formula 'It/There + Be + NP +
That-Clause', in which, according to Halliday (1967c, p. 238), "it and there, being
cataphoric (or anticipatory/dummy 'it & there', to use Quirk et. al's [1985] term),
correspond, respectively to the definite article and the indefinite article" (cf. 7.4.3 for
existential clauses with 'there' below). The second option has to do with structural
formula `NP + it/There + Be + That-Clause', in which, according to Halliday (loc.
cit.), the structure 'it + be', following the 'marked theme', "explicitly asserts the
thematic status of the NP". I believe, extending Halliday' s tectratlation, that it alsz.
asserts the thematic status of the 'unmarked new theme' in the first option.
It-clefts clauses are more flexible than wh-clefts, regarding what can be fronted
to a thematic status. It is for this reason, I believe, that Quirk et. al. (1985, p. 1384)
emphasize that this construction is convenient in writing, since it provides an "unerring
guidance to the reader in silently assigning appropriate prosody." This flexibility,
however, does not include the verb or the value in Halliday's relational process, such
as 'the leader is John', where 'the leader' cannot be predicated.
As is the case of Wh-cleft RCs, but, this time, contrary to Quirk et. al's (1985)
expectations, it-clefts were not found to be very frequent in political discourse. In
analysing the corpus, only a total of 13 RCs (1% of the overall total) were identified.
The function of these RCs in the corpus lies mainly within the same general outline
given by Halliday (1967c & elsewhere), namely, to steer the hearer/reader to interpret
the proposition the way it was intended by the speaker/reader. This has also been
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shown, quite recently by Jones and Jones (1985, p. 10), when they suggest that cleft
sentences are used to "highlight the theme in the given segment of discourse'. In
this respect, it-clefts have this effect, because the clefting process adds a feature to the
underlying sentence which that sentence lacks, i.e., polarity, and what the clefting
process does is to express this feature of polarity overtly in the surface structure of the
sentence and not merely by means of intonation patterns, which can, of course, be
inferred from the context, but perceived only in actual speech. Furthermore, almost all
contextual functions, illustrated in discussing wh-clefts, also apply, to a greater extent,
to it-clefts. These can be illustrated here, by the few examples of it-clefts found in the
corpus:
7-35 #The general assumption[l]/ was that "it is not Russian military power which
is threatening us,# #it is Russian political power" (0 = which is threatening
us.# (Text 1: 7-2 & 3; the second RC)
7-35A #. . . wa "innamä ouwwata-hu (hu=" ar-ras)111 as-siväsiva (0)(=hiya llati
tuhaddidu-nd).#
Here, the writer highlights 'Russian political power', the theme of the second RC, in
contrast with 'Russian military power', which constitutes part of the rheme of the first
RC. The translated it-cleft also sums up the topic that develops through the two
preceding paragraphs, namely, 'the role of states of the former Soviet Union' in the
what the US administration calls 'the grand area'. It also represents the turning point
in the text after which, the writer, having spelt out his perspective on the matter, moves
on to discuss another idea (present another sub-topic in the overall development of
discourse, or the text at hand). In this case, Chomsky moves on to discuss the role of
the third world in the so-called 'grand area'.
In developing the topic in political discourse, the writer usually sums up his
argument by laying down a proposed solution to the problem at hand, which represents
the climax of what he tries to convince his reader of up to that point in the discourse
(text). This climax, which also represents the turning point of his argument, usually
follows after highlighting what we can call 'the winning topic', as in:
7-36 #Therefore[1], it was the offensive school[2]/ which won the procurement
battle,# #and[1] it is these new offensive technologies[2]/ which are being used
in the Gulf war.# (Text 3: 19-3)
7-36A #waf311i-häda1 1 fa inna 1-madrasata 1-huifunivvata121/ hiya (pronoun of
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separation) 1-lati fazat bi-§-§afqa,# #waf11 'inna tilka t-tagnivata 1huiUmivata 1-hadithatif2Vhiya (pronoun of separation) 1-lati tamma
istixdamuhi fi harbi 1-xalrj.#
Here, the writer sums up the argument of the two opposing schools of thought, which
emerged after the Second World War, regarding the post-war strategic calculations.
These are the defensive school and offensive school of thought. After arguing their
opposing views regarding the post-war era, Prof. Kaldor concludes her argument by
highlighting the idea that the 'offensive school' and its 'offensive technology' (the
focused themes of the two RCs; cf. 7-36) won the argument, which she develops two
paragraphs earlier.
With regard to polarity, alluded to above, Fichtner (1993, p. 25) says:
the polarization of the sentence -- its separation into two zones -- implies
opposition, and opposition, particularly between elements in the same
structure, frequently suggests contrast. Moreover, the designation of a
specific element as focus of the cleft draws attention to that element, and
increases the reader's awareness of any difference between information
presented in the cleft sentence and that in or suggested by the context.
This quotation suggests two discoursal function of cleft sentences: (1) contrast
of propositions and (2) focusing/highlighting a certain element, which, in turn, also
serves the contrastive purpose. Both functions have already been illustrated and
discussed with regard to wh- and it- clefts. One major function which was just
mentioned in passing, at the beginning of this section, when we noted that it-clefts
represent an inconsistency regarding Halliday's theme, being always initial. In fact, it
is not initial in the sense of a topical theme, and the it-cleft construction is one way of
overcoming the limitation imposed by the rigid SVO word order in English. It-cleft
RCs make it possible for the writer to escape this rigid word order, and place, in the
thematic slot, any element required to have a special prominence, as in:
7-37 #ft is this historic, national link[1]/ that makes Iraq an antagonist in the
Palestine/Israel/Arab conflict.# (Text 2: 16-4)
7-37A # 'inna-hu (hu= clamft a4-§a 'an) cialika r-räbitu t-tirixiyvu wa 1-clawmivvuf11/
1-ladi jacala mina 1-cifa-qi tarafan xa5man fi
1- "isrir iliy - 1carabiy.#
With regard to the preservation of their thematic structure when translated into
Arabic, the Arab native speaker was able to achieve this by rendering both the wh-clefts
and the it-clefts into equivalent-cleft constructions (cf. 5.5). This was done as already
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mentioned in 7.4.1 by translating such constructions as emphatic nominal sentences, by
using a combination of emphatic particles Cadawat at-tawkid like ^ inna), the pronoun
of separation (damir al-fa§1), and, in the case of it-clefts, the 'pronoun of status' (damir
ag-§a ^n).

7.4.3 Thematic Structure of Existential RCs with 'There'

With regard to the thematic structure of clauses that begin with 'there' as an
initial element (grammatical subject), Halliday only mentions such clauses in passing
when he discusses predicated thematic structure with it-clefts (cf. 7.4.2). In this respect,
he only says: "with 'there' it [the theme] is described (non-uniquely specified)", and
that, "it' and 'there' are cataphoric, corresponding, respectively to definite and
indefinite articles" (Halliday, 1967c, p. 238). This was said in reference to examples
of predicated themes that have a structural formula like:
7-38 There + be + proper name/definite NP + that-clause
In his model of thematic structure, Halliday never mentions, other than these two
occasions, the status of the 'there' clause, as, for example, an 'existential' clause, let
alone providing illustrative examples to demonstrate its thematic status or syntactic,
semantic or pragmatic characteristics.
I believe the main reason which prompts Halliday to mention clauses with
'there' as their initial (thematic) element is the fact that such constructions, in addition
to it-clefts and substitutive thematic structure (cf. 7.4.2 & 7.4.4), constitute types of
construction where the theme, in the sense of 'what the RC is about', is not an initial
element, and types of constructions where the speaker/writer places the information
focus (the weighty part of his message) in a position other than the final lexical item
in the RC.
From a syntactic perspective, Quirk et. al (1985, pp.1402-1414) divide clauses
with existential 'there' into two main categories: (1) bare existentials (sometimes called
'ontological') which simply postulate and asserts the existence of some entity or
entities, and (2) there-clefts (in Halliday's formulation) which resemble cleft clauses
with regard to their thematic structure and its rhetorical motivation. Quirk et. al. (loc.
cit.) also discusses other sub-categories of the first type, but they don't seem to have
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the same 'awkwardness' alluded to above, except for 'there-constructions' in which
'there' is followed by a verb other than 'be' (be is frequently preceded by one of the
auxiliary verbs), and in which the notional (cognitive) subject could be either definite
or indefinite". These verbs represent three categories of intransitive verb-types. The
first category is what Quirk et. al. (1985, p. 1408) call "the verbs of motion", or "of
appearance on the scene", to use Firbas's (1964 & 1966) terms (cf. 2.1.5 & 2.2.1). This
category include verbs like 'arrive, enter, pass, come, etc.' The second category
includes the verbs of inception/creation like 'emerge, spring up, etc.' The last category
includes the verbs of stance such as 'live, remain, lie, etc.' The two main categories
of 'there' RCs can be illustrated from the corpus, respectively as follows:
7-39 #In fact[1], there[2]/ is a very close similarity between these studies and top-level
government planning documents of later years.# (Text 1: 4-3)
7-39A #waf31 fi haqiqati l- • amr111 Icina hunAkal2l tadbuhun kabirun bayna hädihi
d-dirdsati wa watiViqi t-taxgli 1-huldirniyyati Iliyyati 1-mustawA li-s-sanawAti
1-muqbila.#
7-40 #Whatever the substance of the case against him[1]/, there[2] still remains some
thing fundamentally obscurantist in the demonisation of Saddam.# (Text 5: 8-2)
7-40A #fa-mahmä vakun fahwa l-oadivvati 1-mutarati didda Saddam Husaynf11/ lã
• •
.....
.•_•
yazalu hundlca 2 amrun gamidun aa a ta§wirihi ramzan li-i-§arr.#
7-41 #There are also new analyses, German and American[1],/ which suggest that we
are leaving such a world, not entering it. . .# (Text 4: 6-2)
7-41A #fa-1.31 tammata tahlildtun iacffdatun • avdan -- • almdnivvatun wa ^ amarikivva--/
mafaduha • annanki nuwaddi cu dalikal-Ilama wa lasnä filariqinä li-d-duxfili fili.#
From a semantic perspective, a number of linguists suggest a close relation
between possession and existence. Duff (1993), for instance, points out that "the
universe (a location, the grand setting) could be construed as the ultimate
possessor/container of all, and domains within the universe are other potential local
settings and thus possessors as well (Duff, 1993, p.2' 8). Furthermore, Clark (1970)
posits that possessive/existential constructions are subsumed in a 'potentially' universal
configuration, under the overriding semantic category of "locationals" because they
share the same basic conceptual properties. Therefore, each existential clause contains
a [+definite] locative phrase and a [± definitive] nominal. In addition to the semantic
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element (+1ocational), Clark also identifies other cross-linguistic similarities among the
various categories of existential clauses such as word order (e.g. copula, auxiliaries and
other types of verbs) and definiteness of nominals involved. In this respect he says:
psychologically, it would appear quite plausible to argue if an object is
in some place, and the place is actually an animate being, the object is
possessed by that "place". In other words, it is the [+animate] feature
added to the locational feature that transforms it into [POSSESSORANIMATE], (Clark, 1970, p. 319)
In this respect, there are several proposals by Lyons (1968) on existential
sentences, and from which the following examples are extracted:
7-42 Lions exist in Africa.
7-42a There are lions in Africa.
7-43 A book is on the table.
7-43a There is a book on the table.
7-44 Coffee will be here in a moment.
7-44a There be coffee here in a moment.
These clause pairs are obviously related. However, Lyons admits that he finds it hard
to distinguish existential 'there' clauses like 7-42a from 'there' clauses like 7-43a. The
former has a lexical paraphrase "exist", which speaks for a classification of existential
clauses; the latter has a lexical paraphrase is "is located", which, in a sense, speaks of
a classification of existential clauses as well.
What is of interest is Lyons' interpretation of 'there' in locative clauses.
Expletive 'there' in locative clauses like 7-43a & 44a which extends to existential
clauses like 7-43a receives the following explanation:
Although 'a book is on the table' is acceptable in English, it is a less
common sentence than 'there is a book on the table'. Let us therefore
say that what is sometimes called the expletive ('dummy') use of 'there'
in locative sentences is a syntactic choice of English for 'anticipating'
the locative phrase in the surface structure. It is noteworthy that the
expletive 'there' is not generally found in locative sentences with a
definite subject (e. g. the book is on the table); and it also serves in
'existential' sentences, which we have related to indefinite locatives
(Lyons, 1968, pp. 39320).
Thus, it is obvious that Lyons views expletive (dummy) 'there' as anticipating the
locative phrase and not replacing it (cataphoric in Halliday's 1976 cohesive terms).
This seems to mean that expletive 'there' in locative clauses has stronger deictic force
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than, for example, in clause like 'there was no one missing'. Therefore, expletive
'there' in locative clauses takes more of the local meaning of the locative than in other
types of 'there' clauses. Expletive 'there', however, remains the subject of the clause.
Furthermore, Lyons (1968) points out also that in a number of Indo-European
languages, the existential clause, whether of the verb `to be' type or not, include
remnants of what was originally a locative element. In this respect, he says:
'Existential be-copula' does not normally occur in English without a
locative or temporal complement [examples 7-43a & 45a respectively];
and it might appear reasonable to say that all existential sentences are at
least implicitly locative . . . . Khan (1966, p. 258) [quoted by Lyons]
has argued this view in relation to Greek and also more generally, as he
[Khan] observes, both pre-Socratic and the ordinary Greek of Plato's
days took it as axiomatic that "whatever is, is somewhere; whatever is
nowhere, is nothing" (Lyons, 1968, pp. 390-391) [my ellipsis].
The question of existential 'there' and its meaning has also been analysed, in a
way, that is adequate in the present context by Milsark (1977) who proposes that 'there'
indicates a predication of existence of the referent of the focus NP, to which the further
predication of a property of that referent, (e.g. its location/possessed state) is, in some
sense, subordinate 21 (cf. the above quotations from Lyons' 1968). This is presumably
a reversal of the more commonly recognized case, in which existence of the referents
of indefinite NP's is entailed by predication of properties, provided they are true. On
the basis of this view, clauses like 7-42 and 7-42a convey different information, even
though their truth conditions ultimately fall together. However, the difference lies,
according to Woisetschlaeger (1983, p. 139), "in what each of these clauses
foregrounds, and what it backgrounds. . ."; clauses like 7-42a "foreground an existence
claim."
Milsark (1977) as well as Woisetschlaeger (1983) point out that definite NP's
(or quantified NP's as Milsark calls them) carry a presupposition with regard to their
referents, whereas indefinite NP's do not. Put another way:
The difference between the two cases can be expressed in these terms:
existence of the referent of a definite NP is a precondition for an
utterance containing that NP in a referential position to have a truth
value, while existence of the referent of an indefmite NP is an entailment
that the utterance in which it occurred was true (Woisetschlaeger, 1983,
p. 140).
Woisetschlaeger (1983) also points out that existential clauses with 'there'
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followed by a definite NP are "typically marginal", and one way of making their
marginality explicit is to say that their users are confined to "list contexts", (whether
it is an explicit or an implied/contrastive list), and it is customary to indicate what 'list
contexts' are by providing bit of connected discourse to which clauses like:
7-45 A: Is there anything to drink?
B: Well, there is the leftover wine from last night.
This, according Woisetschlaeger (1983, p. 140), could occur in the following context:
a couple of roommates have been imbibing and, having come to the apparent end of
their supply of alcoholic beverages, one of them might ask, 'Isn't there anything left to
drink in this joint?'; the other, with a sly grin spreading over his face, might say: 'Well,
there is . . . .'
With regard to the marginality of existentials which contain a definite NP
following 'there', Woisetschlaeger (loc. cit.) points out that such marginality comes
from the fact that such clauses foreground an existence claim of an entity whose
existence is presupposed in the discourse, which seems an odd thing to do. What is
more intriguing according to him, is why there-constructions of this type are used in
discourse at all, if they are 'odd'. In response to this he lists a number of discoursal
functions such clauses may serve:
(1) The listener/reader may know of some entity that it exists, and yet he may not have
that fact "before his mind": he may have momentarily forgotten, in which case the
speaker/writer may remind him.
(2) The listener/reader may simply not be thinking of the entity in question in some
specific connection, in which case the speaker may cooperatively suggest that the entity
might be relevant by simply reaffirming its existence.
(3) In certain cases, also, the speaker/writer may not be certain whether an existential
presupposition that was valid in the past is still valid now, in which case he may, by
means of a suitable question, invite his listener/reader to confirm its continued
existence.
With these three discoursal functions of the existential clause with 'there'
followed by a definite NP, we come to the pragmatic functions of such constructions,
which relate to their thematic structure in discourse. Following Abbot (1993, p. 40),
I believe that the main predication in an existential is one of existence with a secondary
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predication possible23. However, it must be noted, as I indicated above, that the
existence in question here is not necessarily ordinary, real world existence. It is of a
broader concept, or as Kartunnen (1969 [1976]) calls "discourse existence", and which
includes the possibility of actual existence as a special case.
Linguists seem to disagree with regard to the origin of the existential meaning
of the 'there' clauses. To mention just a few, Woisetschlaeger (1983) attributes
existential meaning to the word 'there'; Bolinger (1977, p. 199; cf. Lyon's quotation
above) holds the view that 'there' still has some remnants of a locational meaning, and
Abbot (1993, p.41) does not think that the word 'there' itself in existential clauses
means anything; that is to say, "it is a purely dummy element (cf. Quirk et. al 1985 &
Lyons 1968).
Abbot (1993, p. 41) claims that the function of existential clauses is to draw the
addressee's attention to the existence and/or location of the entity or entities denoted
by the focus NP. She also claims, following Bolinger (1977) and Hetzom (1975), that
positive there-clauses have essentially a presentational function, and that negative
existentials call the addressee's attention to the absence of some entity or entities.
I believe that this function follows naturally from the syntactic and semantic properties
described above. Thus, the postponing of the focus NP puts it into a position similar
to that occupied by the direct object, which in the unmarked case convey new
information, to use Halliday's (1967c) term. And the assertion of discourse existence
allows either literal presentation of an actually existing entity, or the (somewhat
metaphorical) abstract presentation of a hypothetical or otherwise unreal discourse
entity.
In this respect, it seems to follow automatically from the foregoing that NP's
which do not presuppose the existence of their referents should be perfectly natural in
the focus position of an existential, and of course this is the case. Furthermore,
provided that they are otherwise suitable, existentials with indefinite NP's such as 7-39
& 42 are of this type. On the other hand, NP's which do presuppose existence require
special contextualization, and their existentials cannot initiate a discourse in contrast
with the ones with indefinite NP's; existentials with definite NP's such as 7-45 are of
this type. It is this latter type which Woisetschlaeger (1983) calls 'list' existentials, and
it is for this type that he assigns the three functions outlined above. From a contextual
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perspective, Abbot (1993, pp. 42-43) calls the existential clause with an indefinite NP
in focus a 'non-contextualized existential clause (NE)' and Woisetschlaeger (1983)
existentials (with definite NP in focus) `contextualized existential clauses (CE)26'.
As I see it, the most salient difference between NE's and CE's is that the focus
NP in an NE typically has a locational or other predicative phrase following it, whereas,
proper names and anaphoric defmites in CE's do not. Thus, the predicative phrase is
a separate constituent in 7-46 and is part of the focused NP in 4-47:
7-46 #There is a book[1]/ on the table.#
7-46a #hundka kitabunf11/ Cala liäwila.# [nominal clause] (or)
7-46h #yajadu kitabunill cala t-lawila.# [verbal clause]
7-47 #There[1] / is the book on the table.e
7-47a #dfinaka (xucl) CO= anta) 1-kitaba lladi cala liawila.# (imperative clause)
With proper names and anaphoric definites, the predicative slot must be fixed
before they are introduced. Since the referents for such NP's are, by definition, part
of the discourse context, it is only appropriate to include them in an existential which
has the kind of a reminding function noted above. But this presupposes some purpose
or issue for which the entity in question might be suitable. Rarely is mere existence
of a member of some category (such as `a book' in examples like 7-46 above) of
interest on its own. People need to know of the existence of entities of certain types
in order to do something with them, and for that they need to know their location or
some of their salient characteristics.
From a thematic perspective, the function of `there' is to introduce the referent
of the NP, of which it is a constituent, as a 'new' theme of the discourse. In all
relevant clauses, the NP, dominating the existential `there', has occurred in the position
of theme (although non-initial). It is possible, however, for either a locative phrase or
a manner adverb to occur as what Halliday (1967c & 1985) calls `marked theme' (and
which I call marked-scene-setter-theme).
As has been extensively discussed above, we explain the raison d' etre of 'there'
by either modifying Halliday's account of thematisation, or by abandoning the above
description of the function of `there be'__ although it seems substantially sound. A
choice of solution, perhaps, would be totally ad hoc if we did not already require a
more sensitive statement of theme than Halliday provides. In order to accord, for
instance, some thematic status to the subject of a declarative clause containing a marked
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theme, and indeed to the grammatical function (surface) subject itself, marked themes
are indicated not only by preposing of a clause constituent, but also by a number of
prosodic features, and these often indicate variation in the underlying structure
concealed by surface syntax; thematisation may, therefore, be a much more complex
phenomenon than Halliday suggests.
If an unspecified existential clause is directly dominated by an NP, it would as
a whole constitute the theme of the clause dominating the NP. Thus, the theme of a
clause like 'There is a book on the table' cited above, is not 'a book' as would be
suggested by Halliday (1967c), but rather 'there is a book', which expresses an assertion
of the existence of 'the book'. It is intuitively satisfactory that the theme of an
existential clause can be shown to be the assertion of the existence of the object
(referent), be it real or unreal (hypothetical or discoursal). If, however, thereconstructions do not include additional (or secondary predication, to use Abbots (1993)
terms, as is frequently the case with there-constructions where the 'be' is followed by
a definite NP (indicating an implied contrast), 'there' will be treated as the theme of the
clause (the dummy surface grammatical subject) and the rest of the clause will be
rheme. In this case I consider 'there' to assert the existence of the entity in contrast
with an implied list of entities that are either present on the scene, or in the addressor's
mind.
In analysing the English corpus, 39 existential RCs were identified (4% of the
overall total; cf. table 7-2 of appendix E). The majority of such RCs (29; 74%) are
found to be of what Quirk et. al. (1985; cf. above) call 'bare existentials', and only
lORCs are of the 'cleft-type' which corresponds to Halliday's predicated theme (cf.
7.4.2). There are also 15 embedded/dependent clauses within main RCs that act either
thematic or rhematic depending on the field they occcupy within the syntagm of the
RC.
In addition to the discoursal functions of 'there' RCs (NE's and CE's), there are
some other functions identified when analysing the corpus. Thus, besides asserting the
existence and location/ or the absence of the entity or entities realized by the focused
NP, beside drawing the attention of the addressee to the NP in question (hence the
'there' RC presentational function), and beside the 'reminding function' of the focused
NP (when definite), 'there' RCs appear to serve the following additional functions in
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political discourse:
1. To introduce a discourse (or part of a discourse) topic, which is usually developed
throughout the overall text or a portion of it (a paragraph or a section?). In the latter
case, such a newly introduced topic may contribute in the overall macro structure of the
overall topic of the discourse as a whole.
2.

To substantiate a proposed thesis/hypothesis of an argument in the text, by

introducing or presenting and asserting the existence of a new topic/theme realized by
the focused NP, which adds new evidence in support of the argument that is being
developed.
3. To introduce or substantiate a counter argument to a proposed thesis/hypothesis.
Again this is also done by introducing a new theme/topic realized by the focused NP,
which may constitute piece of evidence for the invalidity of the proposed thesis.
4. To sum up or conclude an extended discourse argument or simply conclude a subargument which extends to one or two paragraphs and prepare the addressee (hearer or
reader) for a new topic with a new sub-argument.
The corpus examples cited above (7-39 through 41) as well as the ones that will
follow later in this section_ all illustrate the various functions suggested by these
linguists, whose contribution towards explaining the various aspects of there RCs is
outlined above. In this respect, almost all 'there' RCs found in the corpus either assert
the existence of the focused NP (when indefinite), or 'a reminder' of its existence, if
the NP is definite. As for the location of the focused NP, which is taken for granted
since it exists, it is also asserted if realized in the surface structure of the RC, as in:
7-48 #There has been reluctance in western Europe, up to now,[1]/ to support the
Anglo-American position in the Gulf.# (Text 3: 32-3)
7-48A #kam'af31 "annahu hattä hädihi 1-lalizar21 kina hunâka cadama raitbatinfll min
janibi duwali urubbäl-garbiyya li-dacmil-mawqifil- anjlu- amarikiy bi-ga
t-tadaxxuli fi mantiqati 1-xalij.#
Each of the four additional discourse functions of there RCs, which were
formulated during the analysis of the data can be exemplified respectively (each by two
examples) from the corpus as follows:
1. Function Type 1:
7-49 #There are also important changes in the world[1]/, to which this strategic
conception must be adapted.# (Text 1: 1-2)
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7-49A #kama121 "anna-hu (pronoun of status) yfijadu ^aydan Ladadun mina t-

takavvurati 1-hammati fi lcalami111 tafriclu cala hada 1-mafhami 1- istratijiyyi
t-takayyufa macaha.#
7-50 #There had been diplomatic possibilities[1]/ for resolving the crisis since August,
including Iraqi offers described by high U.S. officials as "serious" and
"negotiable."# (Text 1: 34-1)
7-50A #laqad IcAna hundka111/ majmfi catan min 1- • illtimälati d-diblumAsiyyati li-ttawa§uli • ila lallin lihadihi 1- • azmati mundu indilacihA fi Kafiri • ugustus ( •ãb)
min bayniha cartIdun ciraqiyyatun wa§afaha mas "ulfma "amaniciyytina cala
mustawan Cain bi 'annaha "jiddiyyatun" wa "qabilatun li-t-tafawucl".#
1. Function Type 2:
7-51 #There is no reason[1]/ to expect changes in the principles that guide policy.#
#There are no significant public pressures[l ]/ for policy change.# (Text 1: 45-2)
7-51A #fa-131 laysa tamata ma(= amrun)illyadTma ila tawaqqu ci hudati tagayyuratin
fi 1-mabadr i 11a3i taqadu dilika n-nahja s-siyasiy.# #wa-121 la tfijadu dukCitun
ga`bivvattnifll tudIcaru litagyiri dAlika n-nahj.#
7-52 #There is another way[1]/ of understanding the cold war, not as a conflict but
as a kind of collusion, although the term 'collusion' perhaps implies too much
conscious purpose.# #There were two distinct systems[1]/ in East and West: the
Fordist variant of capitalism, and the stalinist or post-stalinist variant of
socialism.#(Text 3: 5-8)
7-52A #wal.21 tammataf11 wasilatun • uxrä li-fahmi hadihi 1-1arbu wa dalika laysa
bi-wa§fiha §ira'an bal namatan min anmati t-tawatu "i, Cala r-rgmi min "anna
ilãIa t-tawatu "i yumkinu an yantawi cala qadrin kafin mina 1-qasdi 1-waci.#
#laqad kana hunakaf11 nizarnayni mutamayyizayni fi §-§araqi wa 1-garbi:
awwaluhuma n-nizar-nu 1-fuwrdiyyi wa taniyhuma n-nizamu s-staliyniyu wa
ma ba`da sttaliyniyi li-1- 'igtirakiyya.#
3. Function Type 3:
7-53 #But[2] there[l]/ is a disturbing feeling about that.# (Text 3: 24-1)
7-53A kzavraf21 "anna-hu ydjadu ihsasun muz9iunf11/ tijaha dalik.#
7-54 #There is a sense[1]/ in which the existence of nationalism, or more accurately,
of old-fashioned nation-states on the periphery, can be convenient to hegemonic
power-blocs.# (Text 4: 8-4)
7-54A #fa-I21 hunakarl V 'illsasun br aruia wujada §-§dfui 1-qawmiyyi aw bi-macna
"adaqq 4ukumati
t-tacilidiyya yumkinu • an yakilna
iman libaymanati §-§uliati 1-cuzma#
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4. Function Type 4:
7-55 #As noted earlier[2], there are real changes in the world system[1],/ with a
number of important consequences: (1) . . . . (2) . . . . (3) . . . .# (Text 1: 42-1)
7-55A #waf21 kama "aKarna mundu 1-bidavai21 yfijadu cadadun mina t-takavvurati 1haqiclivyti fi n-niz arni 1-calamiyvifll tamaxxada canha majmficatun mina ntiata iji 1-hammati 1-lati yumkinu "ijazuha bima yali: (1) . . . . (2) . . . . (3) .
. . . .#
7-56 #There is, then, little reason[1]/ to anticipate a shift in U.S. rejectionism.# (Text
1: 45-7)
5-56A #lida[2] yujadu ' amalun delfunfli bi-tawaqqu ci hudati tagyirin fi mawqifi rrafcli 1- " amaiy.#
7-49 & 50 illustrate respectively the first function. In 7-49, for example, the
asserted (focused) indefinite NP 'important changes', the 'new' theme/topic of the 'there
RC' is developed, through the writer's argument and counter argument up to
approximately 42 paragraphs of the text, throughout which additional sub-topics are
introduced to supplement it. Sub-topics like 'the new world order', 'LatinAmericanization of the disintegrating Soviet Unions' republics', 'the grand area' 'the
role of the Third World within that area', among others, are developed in the context
of developing the 'main discourse topic', which is introduced by the 'there-RC'.
Example 7-50 represents one of these sub-topics, in which the new theme/topic
('diplomatic possibilities'), introduced as the theme of initial the there-RC of paragraph
34, is developed throughout the two following paragraphs (35 & 36), by the
substantiated RCs in the case 'The last (0= diplomatic offer) made public . . . .', 'US
officials describe the offer . . . .', 'A State Department for the ME described the
proposal. . . .', 'Iraq would withdraw . . . .', among others.
The second function identified above can be illustrated by RCs 7-51 & 52. In
7-51, there-RC substantiates the newly introduced thesis/hypothesis realized by the
rhetorical question posed at the beginning of the paragraph, which can be interpreted
like "there will be no change in the US policy towards the Middle East' (cf. text 1
paragraph 45). The first there-RC presents a very general type of hypothesis by
introducing a negated and abstract (general) NP 'no reason', as a new theme of the RC.
In the second substantiative RC, the focused NP becomes more specific `no significant
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public pressure', which in turn, is made more and more particular by introducing a
regular declarative RC, where '2/3 of the public express support for international
consensus'. Example 7-51, which consists of two consecutive RCs, illustrates an
opposition to the substantiation given for the proposed hypothesis (the cold war as a
way of organising global relations), by the first RC, and provides an alternative
substantiation of the same hypothesis. In this respect, it seems that the implicitly
rejected substantiation reflects the dominant world view, while the alternative
substantiation seems to reflect the writer's own view.
As for the function of introducing or substantiating a counter argument to a
proposed thesis, examples 7-53 & 54 are respectively selected to illustrate this. 7-53
introduces a counter argument to the proposed hypothesis set forth in the previous
paragraph, namely, 'the change of foreign policy in the UK, following the disintegration
of the Soviet Union'. The there-RC, starting with an adverse conjunction 'but', and
having an indefinite new theme 'a disturbing feeling' stands in opposition to 'winding
the business down and going into something more profitable'. This counter argument
is further substantiated by the RCs following the there-RC; clauses that have their
thematic structures moving from a general to a more particular theme: 'something
irreversible', 'the fear that Britain's long stay in the international sun', and then to 'a
sense of hope'. On the other hand, RC 7-54 substantiates a counter argument
introduced at the end of the previous paragraph (Tut the matter is more complicated').
The there-RC substantiates this counter argument by the fact that there exists 'a sense
that nationalism can be convenient to hegemonic power-bloc', which is further
supported by providing examples like the `Bantustan' shadow governments in South
Africa, and some other states in South America.
The fourth and final discourse function of there-RCs, that of summing up an
extended or short argument in the text, can be illustrated respectively by examples 7-55
& 56. Example 5-55 sums up the discourse argument developed in the first 42
paragraphs. This was done by using the special adjunct phrase 'as noted above', which
acts as a marked-scene-setter-theme, and by using the there-RC, with its focused NP

'real changes', as the new theme (originally introduced as 'important changes'; cf. 749), and which summarises these changes, as being three (cf. 7-55). Summing up a
short portion of the text can be illustrated by 7-56, which provides a concluding RC of
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the preceding argument presented in the paragraph in question. Whether it is an
extended or a small portion of the text, there-RCs sum up such a portion and prepare
the reader to start with a new sub-topic with its substantiated and/or counter argument.
With regard to maintaining the thematic structure of there RCs when translated
into Arabic, the rendition was partial. In the occurrences where the thematic structure
is not preserved, the reason goes back to the flexibility of Arabic language and thus to
the various stylistic methods adopted by the native Arab translator, following the
development of the text the SLT. However, the translator was able to maintain the
status of the focused NP with regard to definiteness or indefiniteness, whether that NP
remains thematic or is downgraded into the rhematic sphere of the translated RC. The
other two features of 'there' RCs were also preserved. First, the assertion of existence
and location of the entity realized by the focused NP were both preserved by translating
the 'there' RC into a nominal sentence, with the demonstrative pronouns 'hunaka'
(here-be/there), `tammata' (there-be) and some other words, asserting existence and
indicating location. The second method by which the assertion of existence is preserved
is by translating such RCs into declarative passive or active clauses, where the passive
verb `yfijadu' (exist) or the active verb (yatawajadu), which asserts the existence of the
focused NP which, in turn, act as the theme of the translated RC ('surrogate subject'
(naib facil) for the passive and the grammatical subject (al-fa cil) for the active).
Whether it is active or passive, the verb, which asserts the existence of the entity
realized by the focused NP of the SL RC, joins the rhematic field of the TL RC. That
the locational status of the focused NP is preserved by translating the 'there' RC into
a verbal sentence is taken for granted, since according to Lyons (1968; cf. quotation
above), "whatever is, is somewhere".
There are, however, some of the translated examples in which the 'there' RC is
translated into an active declarative clause which, while thematising the focused NP of
the SL RC, seems to lose some of its assertiveness. Nevertheless, such TL RCs still
preserve the presentative function of the SL RC by using what Arab grammarians call
'arid a§-§urac29 ', or 'verbs of inception', to use Quirk et. al's. (1985) term, as in:
7-57 #There are some of the contours of the planned new world order[1]/ that come
into view as the beguiling rhetoric is lifted away.# (Text 1: 50-1)
7-57A #waf21 qad badat tazharu bacdu 1-xutfiti r-ra Isivvati li-muxattati n-nizami al-
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Itilamivvi l-jadidif11/ lAama tawaqqafa t-ta§duqu 1-baydniyyu 1-muclalil.#

To sum up the question of translating the two major types of there-RCs (bare
existentials and there-clefts), the following two points may be mentioned:
1. If a there-RC is translated into a verbal sentence in Arabic (passive or active), and
depending upon the discoursal function of that there-clause (in this case it is either
description or substantiation of a proposed hypothesis/thesis), the definite or indefinite
focused NP following the VP is the theme of the RC, in the sense of 'what the RC is
about'. In such case the assertion of existence, originally realized by `there+be' is now
downgraded into the thematic sphere, since it is done by the verb, which in Arabic, is
the core of predication (cf. 5.3).
2. If a there-RC is translated into a nominal sentence in Arabic, introducing a counter
argument to a proposed thesis or substantiating a counter argument, the NP, following
the demonstrative pronouns 'hunalca' (here/there, for closer entities) and `tammata'
(there; for far entities) which assert both existence and location, is downgraded to a
rhematic position and thus is treated as the rheme of the RC. In this case the
demonstrative pronouns act as the theme of the RC. In a word, the verbal existential
RCs in Arabic correspond, more or less, to those of English that are of the 'bare' and
the `cleft' type, whereas nominal existential RCs do not, since they rhematise their
focused NP.

7.4.4 RCs with Substituteci/Extraposed/Delayed Theme

Halliday (1967c, pp. 239-241) points out that substituted theme is one of the
instances where the theme-rheme sequence is reversed (cf. 3.6.4.2). To this, I add, as
I have already mentioned earlier (cf. 7.4.2 & 3), that substitution is one of the methods
of evading the rigid SVO order of English. The most frequent type of substitution, as
indicated by Quirk et. al (1985, p. 1391) who calls it 'extraposition' following the
generative grammarians, is the one where a subordinate nominal clause (acting as a
subject) is moved to the end of the sentence, and the normal subject position is filled
by an anticipatory/dummy' pronoun (or a cataphoric pronoun, to use a Hallidayan
cohesive term). In this respect, the most frequent pronoun used in the subject slot is
the dummy 'it' 30 .
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Although Halliday (1967c) and Quirk et. al. (1985) look at substitutive clauses
from different perspective (the former's is discoursal/textual; the latter's is syntactic),
they identify four different types of substituted/exstraposed clauses with 'it' as the
dummy subject. Since the approach I am using in treating thematic structure in Arabic
and English is Hallidayan, I will stay within Halliday's formulation in identifying these
four types.
Before listing and illustrating types of substitutive clauses, I would like to add
that Halliday (1967c, pp. 240-241; cf. 3.6.4.2) points out that it might seem that the
structural shape or simply the length determines the preference for substituted form.
These two factors, according to him, play some role, but the main factor is not the
presence of nominalization, but its structural role:
1. If the nominalization is of the class 'thing', and thus functioning as a participant in
the transitivity structure of the clause, the substitutive form is still the marked one as
in:
7-58 #It[1]/ excited him,// what he saw [1]# (= the thing he saw)
7-58A # • acjaba-hufll mA (= • a.4-§ay • 1-ladi) ra • d.#
2. If nominalization is of the class 'fact', having the structural role of information, the
substitutive form, is the unmarked one, as in:
7-59 #But[3] it[1] will be very difficult/ to construct a new post-fordist (as opposed
to new-fordist) global order that has some chance of stability[1].# (Text 3: 37-1)
7-59A #gayra • anna-hurll (pronoun of status) sayakfmu mina §-§ati • in • u
jadidin lihaabati ma bacda 1-fiirdivvail 1 yalctinu lahu ha.-zu 1- • istiqrar.# •
3.

Nominalization of conditional dependent clauses which act as a postponed

subject31 , hence thematic, as in:
7-60 #It[1] hurts me/ when (if) you get angry[1].#
7-60A # • inna-huIll (pronoun of status) yu

Aagabuk111.#

4. Nominalization of a 'report', which Halliday does not consider as a substitute form
at all_ let alone as nominalization. The justification he presents for his decision is
based upon the fact that when the message contains an element whose structural role
is that of 'fact' such an element is likely either, if fully recoverable, to be referred to
by an anaphoric demonstrative, or, if not. to be delayed, as partially recoverable, after
the cognitive content of the message. Therefore such substitution is not obligatory; but
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if the theme is a nominalization of this type, non-substitution is the marked option, as
in:
7-61 #It[1] has been clearly understood/that such bilateral or multilateral attempts at
unification and integration are consistent with the broad principles of Arab
cooperation and unification and meet an important Arab aspiration[1].# (Text 2:
5-5)
7-61A #wa[3] laqad tamma t-tawclilp bi- 'mina milla tilka 1-muhilwal5ti t-tuna-ivvati
känat am mutdaddiciati 1- "atrafi min "ajli 1-wandati aw d-damiiill tansajimu
maca 1-mabädi "i Variclati littacãwUni 1-carabiyyi wa 1-wa1idawiyyi wa ta "ti
talbiyatan
qawmiyyin carabiyyin /ifunm.#
In analysing the corpus, 28 RCs (3% of overall RCs) were identified as having
'it' as their cataphoric/anticipatory (impersonal) pronoun, and a substituted clausal
subjects being postponed, as their 'notional subjects', which according to Halliday
(1967c) act as themes of these RCs. The majority of these RCs (25) are of the type,
where the nominalized NP (the clausal noun subject, in Quirk et. al.'s syntactic terms)
are of the 'information' type (Halliday's second type above), and only 3 are of the
'report' type (Halliday's fourth type), with no occurrences of a 'conditional', a
'participant' or the type where a personal pronoun occupies the formal subject slot.
As for their discoursal function in political discourse as an argumentative text
type, analysis of the corpus reveals two major functions:
1. Postponement of an extended clausal (propositional) theme to the end of the clause,
where it receives more emphasis, by constituting a separate information unit with its
own end focus. At the same time, the rhematic element (the verbal phrase and
whatever follows it) will be initial, and in such a case the addressee's attention will be
concentrated on both the theme and the rheme. This function can be illustrated by
almost all occurrences of this type of RCs, especially by those RCs in which the
nominal clausal subject consists mainly of 'that- clause' or an infinitive construction,
as in:
7-62 #It[2] is unlikely/ that the West could have done anything, at that stage, to
prevent the communist takeovers in the late-1940s[1].# (Text 3: 10-3)
6-62A #waf31 "anria-huf21 (pronoun of status) mina 1-mustab cadi an yalciina fi
maqdiiri 1-garbi 1-aivämu bi "avvi §ay in li-man ci t-tawassuc i §-§uytii9v111.#
2. Possible answers to questions the speaker/writer implicity poses for himself, as a
means of trying to conclude an argument after he has become certain that he has
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convinced his listener(s)/ reader(s), and after he has reached a point, where he has to
give a solution to a certain problem (thesis) he has raised earlier. This can be best
exemplified by a' it+ be + adjective + that clause', as in:
7-63 #In general[3], "it[2] is better/ to have a strong regime in power than a liberal
government if it is indulgent and relaxed and penetrated by Communists."[1]#
(Text 1: 8-8)
7-63A #waf51 cala 1-c umarnf41 fa-131 ' inna-huf21 (pronoun of status) min V afdali
wujadu nizamin tacassufivvin cala suddati 1-hukmifll min wujadi /jukamatin
labiraliyyatin xu§4an "ida kanat mutasamihatan wa mutma - irmatan wa
muxtaraqatan min jänib §-guyuciyyln.#
7-63 follows two RCs, in which Chomsky quotes G. Kennan who was one of
the most influential figures of the post-2nd World War planning staff for the US
administration. The latter outlines measures for protecting 'THEIR' resources, ("such
resources happen, by geological accidents, to lie in other lands", and that "police
repression by local government" and "harsh government measures" are part of his
scheme, which is obviously working very well until now!). In this respect, Chomsky
poses himself the following question: 'how can the police role of local governments be
accomplished?', and 7-63 comes as an answer to his query.
As for the rendition of the thematic structure of these substituted RCs into
Arabic, it was partial simply because, depending on their discoursal function, some
sentences were rendered as verbal with various types of emphatic devices in Arabic (cf.
5.5.2), and others were rendered as nominal, in which the cataphoric 'it' is translated
as 'pronoun of status' (4amir a.§-§a'n), hence giving the RCs more emphasis, and
assisting in preserving the thematic structure more fully than a verbal sentence, in which
grammatical subject, whether in its unmarked position following the verb or marked
(when preceding it), is the theme of the RC.

7.5 Minor Themes in the English SLTs

Unlike the participant major cognitive themes, minor themes can co-occur in
many combinations. This distribution, established as a result of my analysis, applies
to Halliday's adjuncts-as-themes, and to some types of dependent clauses-as-theme (i.e.,
participial, conditional, relative, etc.). Another characteristic of minor themes, which
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applies to adjuncts-as-themes only, is the fact that they can be either cognitive or noncognitive, and often a cognitive minor theme (with external meaning or content) can
take on one or more discoursal (internal) meanings by extension. Because of this
lability, they are sometimes ambiguous.

7.5.1 Adjunct-as-Theme

Halliday (1967c & 1985) identifies two types of thematic adjunct. First,
cognitive circumstantial adjuncts which indicate the temporal, spatial, causal, manner,
accompaniment, matter and role relations that are attendant on any type of process (cf.
3.6.2.4). Second, noncognitive adjuncts which are either of the discoursal (textual) type,
with the function of relating various parts of the text to each other, or of the modal
(interpersonal) type with the function of expressing the speaker/writer's attitude towards
the propositions he is presenting or with the function of signalling a marked mood, as
in the following 'structured' example borrowed from Halliday (1967c, p. 222).
7-64 #And[1] perhaps[2] yesterday[3]/ John saw the play.#
In analysing the English corpus, all various types of cognitive adjuncts were
identified. The result of the analysis of circumstantial cognitive adjuncts, registered in
table 7-3, shows the various occurrences of each type: temporal 59, spatial 22, causal
17, matter 15, manner 13, accompaniment 7, and role 1 (cf. table 7-3 of Appendix E).
No ratio of occurrence in relation to the overall RCs of corpus was attempted, since
adjuncts can be more than one occurrence per RC.
As already been argued in chapter 3 (cf. 3.6.6), I disregard cognitive
circumstantial adjuncts, together with attributes of Halliday's relational process, as
topical themes in the sense that they are 'what the RC is about'. Nevertheless I still
consider them marked theme in the sense that they are initial elements of the RC, hence
the term 'minor theme' is given to them.
The way cognitive adjuncts-as-themes are treated and illustrated in this study is
similar to Chafe's definition of topic (cf. 4.3). For me, cognitive thematic adjuncts are
initial elements that set "the spatial, temporal or individual framework within which the
main predication holds" (Chafe, 1976, p.50). In this sense, they act as "frameworks',
or 'marked stage setters', which account for them as marked ideational points of
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departure for the clause as the message, but, as I said earlier, not as what the message
is about. The incongruent/metaphorical (see illustration below) use of adjuncts-asthemes will be an exception to this generalization.
Most temporal expressions in English, especially those which express a point of
time or period, are not tied to initial position in the RC, but can occur in other
positions, typically either medially after the subject or clause finally. But when chosen
as initiators, hence marked ideational thematic scene/stage setters, they have a definite
discourse function: they mark a temporal discourse span (frame) which holds until a
new span is established. This temporal span, called by Lowe (1987) 'time setting' may
coincide with one clause32, as in:
7-65 #As late as 1973[1], the ugly controlled about 90% of the Japanese oil.#
#After the oil crisis of the early 1970s[1], Japan[2]/sought more diverse energy
resources and undertook conversation measures.# (text 1: 11-13 & 14)
7-65A #wa131 bi-ddlika141 faqad §aytaratl-wilavatu 1-muttallidatur11 wa li-gAyati Cana
1973 cala hawälay 90% min "ihtiyajiti 1-yabäni mina n-naft.# #waf3l bacda
"azmati n-nafti 1-lati hadatat fi bidAvati s-sabinati111 da "abat 1-yabAnu fi 1bahti can magdira badilatin li-t-tAqati kamd laja" at ila nizArni t-taqnin.#
Sometimes, however, an event in time constitutes an agentive subject, derived
by 'metaphorical' realization from a congruent adjunctive expression, and hence serves
as a topical theme, as in:
7-67 #The Second World War[l ]/ had solved the problems of the 1930s depression.#
#It resulted . . . .# (Text 3: 8-1 & 2).
7-67a laqad hallatl-harbu 1-`A1amiyvatu t-täniyatufllmakiläta r-rukfidi 1- a iqtigdiy fi
t-talätinat.#
In this example, 'the second world war' is an event in time, which acts as an agentive
of the current RC, as well as the next one which starts with the coreferential pronoun
'it', and thus acts as theme in both RCs. It also serves to introduce another time setting
and bring to an end the period implied by 'the Second World War', when the two RCs
are followed by a third one starting with: `And immediately after the war. . .'.
Frequently, however, the initial temporal introduces a longer discourse span,
which may cover several sentences, or even larger portions of the text, as in:
7-68-1 #In 1958[1], Kuwait[2] was a particular concem.# (Text 1: 16-1)
7-68a #fi carni 1958111, lanat 1-Kuwavtu121 mawdi ca qalaq.#
The temporals seen so far all make the time reference explicit independently of
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the preceding context, In other cases, however, the time reference is "retrospective"
(Lowe, 1987, P. 14) and can only be understood by referring back to the previous
context, as in:
7-68-2 #At the time[1], a main concen421/ was that the Gulf oil and riches being
available to support the ailing British economy.# (Text 1: 18-1)
7-68a #fa-f31 fi Mika 1-waqtif 11 Lana 1- "ihtimdmu r-ra "isivyuf21yakmunu fi tawaffuri
n-nafti wa tara i duwali 1-xliji li-dacmi iqti§adi Barilanya 1-mutadahwir.#
In this RC, the temporal 'at the time' cannot be understood in isolation without
reference to 'in 1958', which was introduced two paragraphs earlier (cf. example 7-68
above).
As illustrated above, temporal adjuncts-as-themes either mark a point of
departure of time or refer to a period of time. Refilling somewhat Werlich's description
(Werlich, 1983, p. 34633 ), it would seem that when the speaker relates events to
utterance time he uses zero-point expression of time: 'tomorrow, yesterday, in the end
• . . etc.'. When event time is not related to utterance time but to some assumed
temporal axis, he uses dates. In both cases, these can be replaced by adverbial clauses
of time introduced by temporal subordinators such as, 'when, as soon as, before, . . .
etc. The third type of temporal expressions in English is the one which demonstrates
the temporal frequency of a process. This type can either be definite such as, each
time, every other day, etc., or indefinite such as, generally, often, rarely, never,
repeatedly, whenever, etc.
As for spatial adjuncts as marked thematic ideational stages setters, they serve
to establish the location in space framework, within which processes/events (with their
participants) take place, as in:
7-69 #In the Middle East[1], the experience of modernity and modernisation[2]/ could
only be negotiated in the context of a long history of colonial and missionary
activities.# (Text 5: 16-3)
7-69A #waf31 fi §-§arai 1- "awsatifll la yumkinu munailakt-u mas "alatavi 1-hadAtati
wa t-tatawwurif21 illa fi siyaqi tarixin tawnin mina 1- "isti cmari wa 1" an§itati
t-tab§iriyya.#
Spatial adjuncts, together with the temporal ones, constitute a spatio-temporal
point of departure for the clause as a message, but, again, they are not what the RC is
about. This can be illustrated from the corpus by:
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7-70 #Day after day[1], in military exercises, scenarios, games of espionage and
hostile rhetoric[2], both sides [3]/ behaved as though the second world war had
never ended.# (Text 3: 6-4)
7-70A waf21 vawman bacda yawminfll yata§arrafu t-tararanif31 cala
bi 'alma 1-harba 1-`iilamiyyata t-aniyyata lam tantahi ba`d wa Mika min xildli
1-munawaräti 1-caskariyyati wa tasalsuli "a4däti 1-muwajahati wa dmäli
t-tajassusi wa t-taxribi wa xutabi 1-harbi r-randna[0].#
Adjuncts of manner, as a marked stage-setting theme, set the stage in terms of
the means whereby a process takes place, in terms of the quality which characterizes
the process in respect of any variable that makes sense, or in terms of a comparison
between the various participants in the process, or various topics/themes in the previous
discourse. These three aspects of the adjunct of manner-as-theme can be illustrated,
respectively as follows:
7-71 #With our moral rectitude our modernity and military science[1], we[2]/ look set
to prevail against the evil Saddam and his ramshackle modernity.# (Text 5: 29-6)
7-71A #fa-bi-sticarnatina 1- axlaqiyvati wa hadAtatind wa cilmund Vaskarivyiflln-abdu
(0=nahnu)121/ jähiyina li-t-tagalubi cala Saddam Husayn wa hadatatihi 1mutadAciyya#
outcome][3]/ would not have established the lesson that
7-72 #But[1], crucially[2],
the world is to be run by force, the US comparative advantage.# (Text 1: 33-5)
7-72A #kavra . annall1 ahamma min Mika kullihif21 huwa[pronoun of separation]
annahu lan yakfma fi maciddri tilka 1-muhassilatif31 talqinu 1-citlami darsan
mafaduhu 'arum "idärata hädal-kawni satattimu Cantariqil-quwwatil-lati hiya
fi alilii 1-wiläyäti 1-mutta1lidati nisbiyyan.#
7-73 #Like Frankenstein's creature[1], Saddam Hussein[2]/ must be banned from
civilisation.# (Text 5: 26-2)
7-73A waf31 kawah§i FrankigtAvnf11 yajibu main). SaddAma Husavninf21 min rakbi
1-hadAta.#
Circumstantial causal adjuncts, as marked stage-setting themes, set the stage by
presenting the reason for which a process takes place (e.g. what causes a certain
process), by presenting the purpose, for which the process takes place, or by presenting
the entity, typically a person, on whose behalf or for whose sake the action takes place.
These can be illustrated ( the 'behalf' function is not available in the corpus) from the
corpus respectively as follows:
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7-74 #Because[1] military spending[2] absorbed scientific and technological
resources[1],/ it[1] contributed to the decline of competitiveness of American
products and, hence, a decline in the US ability to manage the world economy.#
(Text 3: 13-6)
7-74A #waf31 nazaranfl 1 li • anna
infaqa 1-caskariv121 - imta§p 1-mawArida 1mMiyyata wa t-taqaniyyata/ faqad • ashama (0= al- • infaau 1- caskarivvu 111) fi
• uffili §ibgati t-tangfusi canl-muntajätil- • amariykiyyati wa bi-t-tAli • ila zawäli
qudrati 1-wilayati 1-muttahidati cala t-tabakumi fi
iqti§adi 1-11amiy.#
7-75 #In the pursuit of Arab unity[1], both Egypt and Syria[2]/ achieved a voluntary
unification of their states in 1958.# (Text 2: 10-1)
7-75A #fa-131fi muwäsalati sa`vi-hima li-tahqioi 1-wandati Varabiyyatifll haqaqqat
kullun min misra wa sfirivva wandatan law`iyyatan baynahumA fi cAmi 1958.#
Circumstantial accompaniment adjuncts, as marked stage-setting themes,
represent a form of joint participation in the process, where one of the participants (a
minor participant, which is either an abstract or a personal noun group) sets the stage
for the other participant which represents the actual 'doer of the deed' (the actor in
Halliday's functional grammar terms), hence, the theme of the RC, as in:
7-76 #With U.S. support[1], Israel[2]/ had long blocked any opportunities for
economic development in the occupied territories.# (Text 1: 47-6)
7-76A #faf31-mundu zamanin bacidinf41 waf51 bi-da`min mina 1-wilayati 1muttatiidatifll saddat • isralluf21 Hariqa • amdma • ayyati fura§in
iqtisddiyyi fi 1-mandtiqi 1-muhtalla.#
Halliday (1985, p. 142) points out that "one way of underlining a Theme is to
express it as a circumstance of matter." As indicated above (cf. 7.3.5), the thematic
noun group is presented as a circumstantial element, with locution like As for. . . etc.,
in order to give prominence and introduce it as an element conveying new information
(cf. 7.3.5, examples 7-21 through 25). Role, Halliday's last type of circumstantial
adjunct, as a stage-setting theme, represents the meaning of 'be' (attributive or identity),
but in a marked sense of being preposed using the prepositional phrase 'as', as in (the
only example in the corpus):
7-77 #As a huge block of population and economic strength[1], the Community[2]/
will be formidable.# (Text 4: 4-3)
7-77A #. . . 1-lati[0] yuinkinu an tu§biha quwwatan mueibatan nazaran li-kafgati
suldanihd wa quwwatiha 1- • iqti§ädiyya[0].#
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This example, among many of the occurrences of adjuncts-as-marked stage setting
themes, represents not only a case where the translator rhematises the theme of the
original RC, but also, for stylistic reasons, makes the SL's RC a relative clause
modifying a rhematic noun group of the Arabic RC (cf. Appendix B, Text 4A,
paragraph 4, the second RC).
If one agrees with Halliday (1985, pp. 142-143) that the prepositional group is
a kind of "a mini process" (and therefore verb-like), and that the nominal group "stands
to a preposition in some recognizable transitivity function (Halliday, as usual leaves
ambiguous what type of transitivity function it may have: actor, goal, beneficiary or
what?), then the preposition is always thematic since it is initial (it will not be, of
course, what the clause is about). This violates what he says about the 'matter
circumstantial adjuncts', which represent a glossed noun phrase as theme. Could be that
'As for John . . .' consist of three themes?. I don't think so! Therefore, it is more

sensible, I believe, to treat the prepositional phrase that constitutes the circumstantial
cognitive adjunct as thematic, as whole, in the sense of being a marked 'stage setting'.

7.5.1.1 Noncognitive Adjunct-as-Theme

Discoursal as well as modal adjuncts, Halliday (1985, p.51; cf. 3.6.2.4) says:
"tend to be given thematic status, and so typically occur in first position, but this not
obligatory, since they can come elsewhere in the clause (cf. chapter 3, notes 84 & 85
for lists of both types). This, however, was not exactly Halliday's stance regarding
them in his earlier writings (Halliday 1967c, p. 220), where he says: "an item occurring
obligatorily in initial position WILL NOT, IN THIS SENSE, BE THEMATIC; and
a corollary to this, is that thematic variation in the clause is possible, following such
items" [my emphasis]. (The examples he gives illustrating this point include 'however'
[discoursal adjunct], and 'perhaps' [modal adjunct], in addition to all classes of
conjunctions). If the distinction between the two types of adjuncts is based on the
concept of cognition (content adjuncts versus non-content ones), and the latter type (the
noncognitive) allows thematic variation (hence the concept of multiple theme), and
given that cognitive obligatory themes (subject, verb, complement) are exclusive, why
is it that Halliday allows cognitive circumstantial adjuncts like 'yesterday' in the
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following example preceding a marked mood like a polar interrogative?
7-78 Yesterday[1] did John[2]/ see the play?
In this respect, I believe that excluding adjuncts the status theme in the sense
of what the RC is about, though not the status of a point of departure for the clause as
a message, is justified. It is further justified by the fact that they merely serve as
'marked stage-setting themes'.
With regard to occurrence, discoursal and modal adjuncts as 'initial themes' in
English occur quite frequently in my corpus (34 of the discoursal type and 39 of the
modal type; cf. table 7-4 of appendix E). They are not, as noted by Halliday, restricted
to initial position, but occur freely in medial as well as in final positions of the RCs.
Of interest to this study, however, is their occurrence as initial elements, where they
were 'saturated' [my term] with what Halliday (1985) calls 'thematic flavour'. As
initial elements in the RCs of political texts (and many other types of texts), modal and
discoursal adjuncts as theme, serve, respectively, (1) to foreground the attitude of the
writer towards what he is presenting, and thus create an interpersonal relationship with
the reader, and a feeling of solidarity between them, and (2) to highlight the cohesive
ties that link the discourse of what has gone before to the overall situation, and thus
present a cohesive text that matches, within the world of discourse, the coherence of
events, actions, processes, that took place in the real world outside the text. The two
discoursal functions outlined above, can be illustrated, respectively, from the corpus by:
7-79 #Surely[1], this war[2]/ is doing greater damage to global oil supplies than a hard
tuffency Iraq would have done.# (Text 3: 3-8)
7-79A #mina 1-mu "akkadifll "anna hadihi 1-harbuf21 tultfiqu d-ciarara bi- 'imdAdAti
n-nafii Valamiyyati "aktara bi-katirin minunä sayultiiqahu cirrtqun
mutdatinun 1-1cum1ati §-§acba.#
7-80 #In that case[1], the Jewish Lobby[2]/ would be ineffective as it was in 1956,
when Eisenhowar and Dulles, on the eve of a presidential election, ordered Israel
out of Sinai.# (Text 1: 21-10)
7-80A #wa[1] fi tillca 1-IAlati[2] sayafqidu labi s-sahyunivyif21 facitliyyatahu
tamdman Lima 1?adata ca 1956 cindamd wajjaha "Ayzinhawar wa Dalas
"awdmirahumä li-isräila bi-1-"insitiabi min sind".#
In Halliday's systemic terms, the adverb 'surely' in 7-79 explicitly expresses the
writer's stance regarding the proposition she/he is presenting. In this respect, I will go
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a step further than Halliday and say that, from the political discourse perspective, the
modal adverb helps the writer to also sum up the overall argument of the whole
paragraph and enforce his own view. Therefore, such modal adverbs usually occur with
the closing RC of some paragraphs, in which the writer comments on what she/he is
saying. In example 7-80, on the other hand, the prepositional phrase 'in that case',
relates back to the previous RC (the proposition of 'ditching Israel'), and, as a result,
links the two propositions together, and, at the same time, to the overall 'sub-topic' of
the paragraph (US interests versus those of the Israelis), in a way that match their
occurrence in the real world, outside that of the world of discourse. I believe this is the
main reason which motivates de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981) to include cohesion
(the relation/linkage between propositions in the world of discourse) and coherence (the
relation between propositions in the real world) as two of their basic seven standards
of textuality34.
With regard to the translation of adjuncts into Arabic, the translator manages,
to some degree, to maintain the various types of adjuncts as marked thematic settings,
although, for stylistic purposes, he is sometimes forced to 'sacrifice' this marked setting
and to downgrade the adjuncts to a thematic slot (cf. example 7-77 above). This
generalization applies to both types of adjuncts (cognitive and non-cognitive). The
frequency of the sacrifice of the thematic structure is more noticeable in the noncognitive than the cognitive adjuncts, since the former, especially the interpersonal type,
can be expressed in Arabic either initially, medially or fmally without affecting the
overall mood type of the RC.

7.5.2 Dependent Clauses-as-Themes

Under dependent clauses-as-minor themes in the RC in English, I will be
discussing three main clause types: participial, conditional and adverbial, plus some
others. These three types will be considered as types of thematic 'frameworks' within
which the main proposition takes place, thus 'setting the stage' for what follows.
Furthermore, an analysis of some examples of what Halliday (1985, p. 63) calls minor
clauses "clause without themes" will be presented. Under each type of dependent
clause-as-theme, I shall also discuss whether, from the cited examples, the translator
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was successful in preserving their thematic structure when rendered into Arabic.

7.5.2.1 Participial Clauses-as-Themes

Participial clauses-as-themes include three main types: past participle and present
participle, and the verb-to-infinitive purpose clause (the 'in order' type). As initial
elements such initial dependent clauses, while being neither participants (in the sense
of what the clause is about), processes nor adjuncts, nevertheless set up a situational
framework which, in some way, provides a point of departure for the clause as message
for an ensuing stretch of discourse. In the corpus, the number of participial dependent
clauses as 'scene setters' is relatively small compared with the overall RCs of the
corpus. There are only 11 occurrences: 5 infinitives ('to' plus the verb), 3 present
participles (-ing) and 3 past participles (-ed) (cf. Appendix E, table 7-3).
Past participle dependent clauses are inherently of the agentless passive type, and
can occur in an initial, medial and final slot of the RC structure. When initial, these
dependent clauses tend to focus on some action or state which affects (or conditions)
a main participant, and which stands as the theme of the RC in question, as in:
7-81 #Masked by the cold war[1], it (=nationalism)[2]/ has in practice fulfilled that
function for a long time.# (Text 4: 8-3)
7-81A #war31 tahta qinaci 1-harbi 1-bdridati111 m addat 1-qawmivvatuf21 camaliyyan
ddlika d-dawri wa li-waqtin lawil.#
In addition, as Lowe (1987, p. 16) points out, these past participial dependent
clauses often sum up the relevant part of the preceding context in which these actions
or states have been produced. At the same time, they provide a point of departure for
something new, be it a proposition or even a new theme or topic. In the following
example, the writer uses the past participial clause to summarize the content of the
preceding paragraphs, which dealt with "the British sense of loss after the cold war",
as in:
7-82 #Simply put[1], the fear[2]/ is that. . . Britain's long day in the international sun
may be waning; that we shall be forced to spend less time basking on summit
slopes and more times digging the national allotment.# (Text 3: 24-3)
7-82A waf31 bi-saratin ' absatfl I yartabilu hada V amruf21 bi-l-fazdi min manna
nandra garitänya i-tawilati taljta g-gamsi d-duwaliyyati bath m a yattajihu nattwa
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1-gurtibi wa "annahu yatawajabu calayna qada "u waqtin "aqalla fi t-tasakkdi
cinda munhadarätil-qimami wa qadd'u waqtin "alwala fi 1-bahti can 1-hiyazati
al-wataniyya.#
In contrast with the past participial clause, the present type is active in meaning,
and, like the former, represents a relationship of dependency with the main clause, and
is tied to the participant (theme) of the main clause, whether this clause comes initially,
medially or in final position. When initial, however, its contribution to the discourse
is that of expressing economically an action or state auxiliary to the main situation and
in which the main participant or theme (actor in Halliday's systemic terms) is directly
involved, as in:
7-83 #Speaking the other day to the Catholic Institute of International Relations[1],
Noam Chomsky[2]/ argued that the impact (of the cold war) was entirely
negative.# (Text 4: 1-5)
7-83A #bil "amsi[31 hadara[0] nawam §umskif21 fi 1-machadi 1-katulikiyyi li-l-gilaqati
d-duwaliyyati wa waddaha bi" anna ta"tira-hd(= l-harbu 1-bArida) kina gala
darajatin caliyatin mina s-salbiyya.#
Halliday (1985, p 218) treats examples like 7-83 as non-finite hypotactic clauses of
extension and enhancement within the clause complex, in which the semantic
relationship holding between the two clauses is not made explicit. However, in RCs
like 7-83, we may feel justified in detecting a relationship of 'means', while in others
like 7-84 below, we may also feel justified in detecting a 'causal', or rather a
'conditional relationship:
7-84 #Following the advice of the business press[1], they (= the UK & the USA)[2]/
may try to turn their countries into mercenary states, serving as the global mafia,
selling "protection" to the rich, defending them against "third world threats" and
demanding proper payment for the service.# (Text 1: 49-2)
inna-huma
7-84A #wal31 "ida ma ttabacta nasihata s-sahafati t-tilarivvati111,
(huma= 'the UK & the US') satulAwilani tatiwila baladayhima ila dawlatayni
murtazaqatayni tacmalani cala xidmati 1-mgya 1-calamiyyati wa cala bay`i 14irnayati li-1 atriya i wa d-difaci canhum didda tandidi §ticabi duwali Valami
ajri 1-munasibi liqa^a tiLka 1-xadamat.#
t-täliti wa talabi
In contrast with both past and present participial dependent clauses which refer
to some situation which, respectively, has already happened or is happening now, the
'to-infinitive' refers to a situation which has not yet happened but is possible. As such

it can be considered as non-factual. The situation the 'to-infinitive' dependent clause
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names is not only possible, but represents a goal to be achieved by the agentive
participant or the theme of the main clause. When this 'purpose clause' is initial,
Thompson (1985) points out, it names a goal and raises expectations about the means
used to attain it35 . This can be illustrated from the corpus by:
7-85 #To deflect the nationalist threat[1] , Britain[2]/ decided to grant Kuwait nominal
independence, following the prescriptions designed after the Second World War
when the imperial managers realized that British rule would be more effective
behind an "Arab facade" so that the "absorption" of the colonies should be "veiled
by constitutional fictions as a protectorate, a sphere of influence, a buffer state,
and so on."# (Text 1: 16-6)
7-85A #war3l min "aili murawaAati §-§ucari 1-qawmivyi[11 qarrarat Baritanya121
manta 1-kuwayti "istiqlalan "ismiyyan bu cayda nihayati 1-ljarbi 1-ea1axniyyati
t-taniyati wa dalika cindama ' adrakat ad-duwalu 1- "imbiry "liyatu 'arum 1haymanata 1-britaniyyata yumkinu an takana "aktara fa caliyyatan "ida ma
marasathfi min xildli "wajihatin carabiyyatin" billaytu tatimmu camaliyyatu
"imtig§i tarawati tilka 1-mustacmarati tahta gita ' in mina g-§arciyyati 1wahmiyyati wa jacliha mahmiyyatin aw manaliqa nufadin aw duwalan fa§ilatan
wa hakada.#
Here, the goal is 'the deflection of the nationalist threats', and all that follows in the
main clause provides the means of its attainment.
Lowe (1987, p. 9) believes that the considerations for having or not having an
initial purpose clause have to do, to a great extent, with what he calls: "competition for
initial position". He also points out that if a new individual framework is introduced
which establishes a new local theme or topic, this takes precedence, with the result that
spatio-temporal, purpose and participial expressions are not chosen to set up an initial
framework. On the other hand, if topical/thematic continuity is maintained, in Givon's
(1983a) terms, a non-individual framework (a scene setter) may be set up. Although
this is partly true and applies to 4 of the 9 occurrences of the thematic participial
dependent clauses that are identified in the corpus, Lowe (1987) does not provide an
explanation of counter examples like 7-83 & 85 illustrated above. Therefore, his
proposition needs more validation among various text types, since the examples that
support and those that counter argue his hypothesis are relatively few in the corpus.
There remains one point worthy of mention regarding 'to infinitive' dependent
clauses. This has to do with cases when, according to Quirk et. al. (1985, p.995) there
is "no referential link with the nominal phrase be discovered in the linguistic context."
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In such cases, Quirk et. al. point out, either an indefinite subject may be inferred, or
else the `I' of the speaker is introduced as the subject. Among the 5 examples of the
preposed 'to infinitive' dependent clause, that are identified in the corpus, 4 are of this
type. But all, except one with impersonal 'it', show that the subject is intended by the
political writer to be of an indefinite subject or personal pronoun 'we', in order to
appeal to anyone who reads it (or appeal to `us'), and thus create a 'feeling of
solidarity' with the writer's views, and which constitute one major characteristic of
political discourse usage of personal pronouns (cf. chapter 6, note 44). This can be
exemplified from the corpus by:
7-86 #To see him (=Saddam Hussein) as the embodiment of irrationality[l ]/ is to be
certain of our own rational cause and motives.# (Text 5: 9-1)
7-86A # "an narä (0= we, `nahnu) fi §axsi Saddämi Husayni taisidan li-Ilcaqlaniyyatifll
huwa t-ta"kkudu min dawafi cina V axlaqiyyati wa "asbabina 1-`aqläniyya.#
In this example, the translator's decision to use the 'implicit plural personal pronoun
we' (ad-clamir al-mustatir: nahnu) supports the above proposition; and is one of the
examples where translation helps in understanding the thematic structure of the SLT.
One more example, in which the translation renders a similar service to the reader is
that of 7-84 above, in which a sense of conditionality was felt in the present participial
dependent clause, following Halliday's (1985, p. 218) formulation (cf. 7-84), and where
the translation into Arabic renders the participial clause as a conditional one. As for
the rest of the illustrated examples, the translator, for stylistic purposes, did not fully
preserve the thematic structures of the original RC. An obvious example is 7-83, where
the present participial dependent clause is converted into a declarative RC in Arabic,
with Isloam Chomsky', subject and theme of the main clause in the SL's RC, becoming
the theme of the translated RC, and with the participial verb 'speaking' being
downgraded to a rhematic slot. As is the case with adjuncts, the participial dependent
clauses, as part of the thematic structure of the clause in English, are, partially,
`vulnerable' when translated into Arabic.

7.5.2.2 Conditional Clauses-as-Themes

In discussing the thematic structure of the complex clause which consists of a
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preposed conditional clause followed by a main or matrix clause, to use Quirk et. al's
(1985, P. 1088) term, Halliday (1985, pp. 61-62; also cf. 3.6.2.5 & 6) points out that
in complex clause like, 'If winter comes, can spring be far behind?', the conditional
clause `if winter comes' is the theme of the clause. However, one part of that theme
is the 'if, which expresses the nature of the clause's relation to some other clause "in
the neighbourhood, and the other part is 'winter' [the topical theme] which has the
function both in the transitivity system as 'actor' and in the mood system as 'subject'."
As will be illustrated from the corpus below, the term 'neighbourhood' is critical
in the above quotations, but, unfortunately, Halliday does not explain or elaborate any
further on this point in his discussion. To expand Halliday's formulation further, one
can, following Quirk et. al. (1985, pp. 1089-1093), divide conditional clauses into two
main types, depending on the types of 'situational setting or framework' they provide
for the ensuing matrix clause. The first type is usually called 'direct conditional' which
refers to a situation which is possible but unrealized, and which, while it does not
establish a goal, presents a situation in the main clause which is directly contingent on
that the of conditional clause. In other words, as Quirk et. al (1985, p. 1089) put it:
"the truth of the proposition in the matrix clause is a consequence of the fulfilment of
the condition in the conditional clause". Direct conditional are either 'open' (sometimes
termed 'real', 'factual', or 'neutral', as in: 'If you go, I'll go'), or 'hypothetical'
(sometimes termed 'closed', 'unreal': either (1) non-factual, as in, 'If you went, I'd go
too', or (2) counter-factual, as in, 'If you had gone, I'd have gone too'). Open
conditionals are termed neutral because, according to Quirk et. al., they leave
unresolved the question of the fulfilment or unfulfillment of the conditional, and that
the speaker intends the hearer to understand that the truth of the predication depends
on the fulfilment of the condition.
Hypothetical conditionals are termed thus because they convey the speaker's
belief that the condition will not be fulfilled for 'future conditions' (i.e., 'If he changed
his opinion, he would be a more likeable person'), is not fulfilled for 'present
conditions' (i.e., 'They would be with us, if they had the time'), or was not fulfilled for
'past conditions' (i.e., 'If you had listened to me, you wouldn't have made so many
mistakes'). In this respect, the precise formulation of the speaker's belief depends on
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the time reference of the conditional clause. For future reference, the condition is
contrary to expectation; for present reference it is contrary to assumption; and for past
reference, it is contrary to fact.
The second type of conditional, the indirect, are also open condition, but they
depend on an implicit speech act of the utterance, as in the conventional expression of
politeness ('. . . ,if I may say so'), in which the speaker is making the utterance of the
assertion dependent on obtaining permission from the hearer, though the fulfilment of
that condition is conventionally taken for granted. This type of conditional will be not
explained any further, since none of the conditional RCs found in the political texts
selected contain such a type.
In analysing the corpus, 27 conditional RCs (3% of the overall total) were
identified (cf. Apendix E, table 7-3). In these RCs, the initial conditional clause
functions as a point of departure for an unreal situation (situational setting), which they
provide. The term 'neighbourhood' can now be illustrated with regard to conditional
RCs found in the corpus. In almost all these RCs, the ideational theme in the
conditional clause (its topical theme), is either coreferential with a previous situation,
(involving a thematic or rhematic participant), or cataphoric with the ideational theme
of the matrix clause. This is, sometimes, achieved by using a deictic ('this' or `that'),
a third personal pronoun, ellipsis, substitution (i.e., 'so'), or by repetition of the same

referent. Sometimes, however, the ideational themes of both clauses are not the same;
in such a case, the one in the conditional clause is not 'new', but merely re-introduced,
while, to use Prince's 1981 terms (cf. 4.4), the one introduced in the matrix clause is
a 'brand new' theme. In political discourse, as may be the case with other discourse
types, the conditional clause, as theme, represents an explicit or an implicit contrast
between its unreal situation and that of the matrix clause. This, I believe, helps to
present a cohesive and a coherent argumentative type of discourse, applicable, in this
case, to political texts (cf. example 7-90 & 91 below). In some instances, also, the 'ifclauses' in the RC clause consist of more than one dependent clause. In such a case,
beside functioning as 'an extended' theme of the RC in question (cf. 7-91) the
conditional clause also sums up the situation of either the previous RC, or the previous
paragraph(s) of the text in question. These various discoursal functions can be illustrated
from the corpus as follows:
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7-87 #However[1] one[1]/ weights the factors (0= the influence of American interests
& the Jewish Lobby)//, both[1]/ are there.# (Text 1: 21-7)
7-87A #waf31 malundfll qayyama l-maruIll hädayni 1-camilayni,// fa-f21 inna
kilahimal ii mawjfidun.#
7-88 #And[1] iff2] it (=Iraq)[3]/ were to invade Saudi Arabia,// it[11/ would control
44% of the oil reserves.# (Text 3: 3-6)
7-88A #wafll 'idd121 qama (0= 1-9räqu)1-31 bijtiyähil-carabiyyati s-sacUdiyyati// fa-f21
inna-huf31(=l- cirita). sawfa yusayliru cala 44% min dalika
7-89 #I1[1] this hypothesis[2]/ is true//, then[1] the enormous coalition against Iraq[2],
under American leadership,/ is the end of an epoch not the beginning of a new
one.# (Text 4: 6-4)
7-89A #fa-131 'Mill §ahhat hädihi 1-maqulatuf21// fa-ill "lima t-tandlufa d-dawlivvi
1-wasici
1-munahicli 1-1-9räai bi-oivädati 1-wiläväti 1 2muttahidati 1' arnrildyvatif21 huwa nitayatu haqbatin 'aktaru mm kawnihi biddyatan
7-90 #1111] Saddam's third-World modernity[2]/ is contaminated by a direct and
brutal violence,// the military exploits of post-historical modernity[1],/ are, by
contrast, clinical, surgical and sanitised.# (Text 5: 28-1)
7-90A # idäfll känat hadatatu Sadd,71m Husavn al-lati tantami ila 1-c a1ami t-tälitif21
mabii "atan bi-cadwa 1-`unfi 1-watt§iy// fa-121' inna 1-ma 'atira 1-caskartyvata
li-haddtati ma bacda t-tärixifllkinat bilmuqabii cildjiyyatan wa jir5hiyyatan wa
tathiriyya.#
7-91 #If[1] occupation[2] is illegal in both cases,/ if[1] invasions[2] are condemned
in both areas/ and[3] if[1] annexation[2] violates both international law and
United Nations' Resolutions,// then[1] clearly[2] those measures pursued with
such alacrity in the Gulf War[3] ought to be pursued in the Palestinian/Israel and
Arab conflicts.# (Text 2: 12-11)
7-91A #fa-131 idaf11 ki7ana 1- ihtilälu 2 gayra §arciyyin fi kila 1-hdlatayni waf31
' la qad 'udina 1-Aazwuf21
1-mantiqatayni waf31 'idafll Una
idãill lcAt
ijra- 'u d-darnmi 'intihäkan d-duwaliyyi wa qararati 1- 'umami 1muttahidati//, fa-[1]'inna-huf21 yatawajjabu tatbiquf21 nafsi 1- 'ijra 'Ata 1-lati
tammat mutabdatuha bi-jaddin wa na§atin 'ibbäna harbi 1-xaliji bi-nafsi r-rfitti
li - fai n-nizZaci
- 1- "isra"iliyyi 1-carabiy.#
With regard to preservation of the thematic structure of the conditional RCs in
translation, the translator was completely successful in rendering the conditional clause
with its thematic status in all the occurrences of such RCs in the ST. The reason, I
believe, as will be shown in the analysis of the Arabic corpus, has to do with the
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similarity of the pragmatic functions of conditional clauses in such RCs, and namely
the presentation of an unreal situation whose fulfilment also decides that of the matrix
clause. Another reason has, probably, to do with the fact that this linguistic
phenomenon is common to most languages (cf. 7.11.2.2). The final point to be said
about these RC conditional clauses in political discourse is that the writers have kept
an equilibrium between open conditionals and hypothetical ones: the writers do not
promise any significant changes in the current political situation, and they do not resort
to retrospection, which might induce cynicism.

7.5.2.3 Other Clauses-as-Themes

Under this subheading, various other types of initial adverbial clauses, as themes,
will be discussed and exemplified. These will include some temporal clauses with
subordinates like 'as & when' clauses of concession and contrast with 'although',
'whereas', 'irrespective of, etc.', and clauses of reason with 'because & since'. There
also will also be a brief discussion of what Halliday (1985) calls "clauses without
theme'. Concurrent with the discussion of these clause types, there will be some
comments on how each type is rendered into Arabic.
In analysing the corpus, 30 RCs (3% of the overall total), mainly of the types
mentioned above, were identified. As regards temporal clauses, they are merely another
version of temporal adjuncts (cf. 7.5.1), and, as indicated earlier, the latter can be
replaced by a clause of time. Therefore, temporal clauses-as-themes are, by analogy,
marked scene setters for the ensuing rhematic matrix/main clause which will follow
with its own process and participants, and consequently, its own thematic structure,
which, in reality, is what is the overall RC is about, as in:
7-92 #As[1] the U.S. and Britain[2]/ lose their former economic dominance,//
privileged access to the rich profits of Gulf oil production[1]/ is a matter of
serious concern.# (Text 1: 18-3)
7-92A #waf31 cindamaf11 faqadat kullun min 1 - wildvati 1 - muttahidati wa Baritanvaf21
saytaratahumä 1- - iqti§ädiyyati s-sabiqa// ' sbaha haqu 1- " imtiväzi fi 1-wusfili
ilal-mar5bihal-wafirati Ii " intaii n-nafftifllmas ' alatan bäligatal- ' ahammiyya.#
•
Sometimes, however, temporal clauses may be recursive. In such cases, they
constitute an extended temporal thematic setting for the main process which is realized
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by the main clause, and which, in the real world, takes place after all 'auxiliary'
processes, which are realized by the subordinate clauses of time preceding it:
7-93 #Just at the moment[1] when[2] the establishment figures on both sides of the
Atlantic[3] were talking about substantial cuts in military spending,/ when[1] the
role of the hawkish political leaders[2] was being eclipsed,/ when[1] the United
States[2] seemed to be floating away from its international role,/ and[1] new
self-confident Europe[2] seemed to be on the verge of creation,// Iraq[1] invaded
Kuwait.#
7-93a #fa-131 fi 1-fatratif11 1-latif41 Karda filia 1-mas"ulfina fi mu 'assasäti s-sultati
janibavvi 1- atlantivf31 fi 1-haditi can taxfidätin jawhariyyatin fi 1- • infaqi
1-caskariyyi waf31 fi hinif11 'axada dawru s-sucifiri s-siväsivvina 1muta§addidina121 yaxbu bacda §-ay waf31 fi hinilil badat 1-wilavatu 1muttahidatuf21 wa ka'annaha taciimu bacidan can dawrila
wa[3] fi
1-lahzatif11 1-latif41 "a§bahat fihi 'urubba 1-iactidatu 1-watioatu min nafsihdf21
qdba . qawsayni aw 'adna mina 1-wiläda// 'aqdama 1-9raq-uf11 cala gazwi 1kuwayt.#
Concessive clauses, on the other hand, indicate that the situation in the rhematic
matrix/main clause of the RC is contrary to expectation in the light of what is said in
the concessive clause, which if initial, acts as a point of departure for the RC as a
message. Furthermore, concessive subordinate clauses, as initial elements, provide a
contrastive situation to that expressed by the rhematic main clause. In other instances,
however, those concessive introduced by 'while', the contrast is muted, although it
arises from a contrary expectation. These three thematic functions of the concessive
clause can be illustrated, respectively, as follows:
7-94 #Whereas[1] the linkage issue[2]/ was both advocated and denied,// the precise
understanding of what constituted linkage[1] was not made clear by the
protagonists.# (Text 2: 2-1)
7-94A #bi-r-ratni minfll 'annah-u (u= damir as-sa an) ntildiya bimas
r-rabtif11
waf31 birrugmi minfll 'annah-R[11 tamma rafduhd// Aavrafll "arm 1-fahma
d-daoloa li-lcan5sira 1-mukawwinati lihadihi 1-mas alatifl 1 lam yu cti-hã tarafd
n-nizAci ljaqqaha fi 1-wudiih.#
7-95 #. . . whereas[1], at the time of Korea[2], there[3]/ was a dollar shortage, and[1]
increased spending by the United States[2]/ merely stimulated the American
economy,// at the time of Vietnam[1], increased spending[2]/ led to inflation and
a trade deficit.# (Text 3: 12-7)
7-95A #. . . faf41 ba_ynam51. 11 kAna hundkaf31 nacwin fi
atnä a 1-11arbi 1kfiriyyati[0] waf 111am yu§ajji` infäoul-wilavätil-muttallidatil-mutazdvida siwa
1- " iqti§ada 1- 'amrAiy// 'adda Mika 1- " infdouf111-mutazdyidu "aina 'a tiarbi
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fiyatami ila t-tadaxxumi wa 1-cajzi t-tijäriyyin.#
7-96 #While[1] Iraq[2] acquired modern weapons and gained military experience in
the course of its war with Iran,// Israel[1] had played a most important role, not
only in supporting the Shah and providing the imperial army with weapons and
other forms of support, but also in pursuing similar politics during the reign of
Ayatollah Khomeini.# (Text 2: 19-5)
7-96A #waf31 fi 1-waqtif11 lladif41 4a§al fthi 1-9rdauf21 cala • aslihatin hacfftatin
wa ktasaba minxilãiitiarbihi clidda • iyran xibratan caskariyyat•n wasfa// ldibat
• isräIluFll qabal Mika bi-katirin dawran alctara • ahamiyyatan tamattal
§-ãh wa tazwidi jay§ihi 1- • imbiryäliy bi-1- • aslibati wa kaffati :anwffi d-ddmi
wa • istamarrat cala nafsi n-nahji s-siyäsiyyi • ibbäna hulcmi • Ayatu 1-1ähi 1Khumayniy.#
As initial thematic clauses within the RC, clauses of reason convey basic
similarities of relationship to their rhematic main clause. In other words, there is
generally a temporal sequence such that the situational framework in the subordinate
clause of reason precedes in time that of the main clause. In this respect, the term
'reason' is a superordinate one for such clauses. These clauses either express the
perception of an inherent objective connection with the real world (cf. 7-74), express
the speaker's/ writer's inference of a connection or combine reason with a condition that
is assumed to be fulfilled or about to be fulfilled, and, thus, they express a relationship
between a premise in the subordinate thematic clause and the conclusion in the rhematic
main clause. The last two functions can be illustrated, respectively, from the corpus as
follows:
7-97 #For[1] if[2] the principle[3]/ is valid in one case,// it[1]/ must clearly be valid
in all similar cases.# (Text 2: 8-9)
7-97A #fa-fll • idaf21 Una 1-mabda • u131 mulziman fi hälatin mä// fa • inna-Ing3]
1-mtgabiha.#
yajibu • an yakfma mulziman fi jamri
7-98 #Since[1] the main threat to our interests[2] is indigenous,// we[1] must, (#he[1]
explained in secret#), accept the need for "police repression by the local
government."# (Text 1: 8-5 & 6)
7-98A #waf31bima • annafllt-tandida r-ra • isivya li-masälihindf3fma4alliyyunft fa-Ill
n-na-hu yanbagi calay-nd(nä= nahnu)f21 (#kamaf11 Waddana Kinanf21
bi-sirriyatin tämma#)1-qubfilu bi-mabda • il-lgjati li • dmälil-qam`i 1-bulisiyyati
1-lati tumärisula • anzimatu 1-hulcmi 1-matialliyya.#
With regard to what Halliday (1985) calls "clauses without themes", a total of
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5 RCs were identified in the overall corpus. Although, I called these non-thematic,
following Halliday, and for the simple fact that they are enclosed between two full
stops, I, however, believe, that they consist of two sub-types. The first sub-type is nonthematic in the sense that it is no more than an extension of the preceding RCs rheme.
I also believe that the reason behind enclosing this kind of thematic clause is to give
it prominence, in the sense of being a separate information unit with its "end-focus"
(Quirk et. al. 1985). The second sub-type is non-thematic, in the sense that theme is
presupposed, and hence ellipted, from the preceding RC. A further difference between
them lies in the nature of their pragmatic function: whereas, as mentioned above, the
first type is merely an extension of the previous RC rheme, the second comments on
that preceding theme, and shows the writer's attitude towards it. This function is
realized both by giving prominence to this comment by presupposing its thematic
element, and by using some interpersonal elements, like 'indeed', 'certainly', etc.
These two functions can be illustrated from the corpus, respectively, as follows (Note
highlighted RCs):
7-99 #With[1] the war[2] now raging in the Middle East/ we[1] are tempted to
question such certainty.# #Not Fukuyama.# (Text 5: 1-4 &5)
7-99A #illa 'arum-hall bi-ndila ci 1-harbir211-lati vadfiru randha 1 . dna fi mantiqati
§-Karqi 1- awsati31 talida-na(=nahnu [41) ragbatan jämitiatan li-munaqa§ati
hada 1-yaqini 1-qati ci wa laysa Fukayämä.#
7-100 #For the first time[1] the UN[2] would be able to operate effectively as the
guarantor of a low-bound international order, with the US acting as its
enforcement arm against aggressors.# #A new world order, indeed.# (Text 4:
5-3 & 4)
7-100A #fa-131 1i awwali marratin1.21 Una fi maadEri
umami l-muttahidatir21 11-calamiy bi-musacadati 1camalu bi-fdaliyyatin kaclamin
wiläyati 1-muttabidatil- amrilciyyati --sa cidiha t-tanfidiy r-rddici
#haqqan
la-nizimun calamiyyun jadid!#
The translation into Arabic of examples like 7-99 & 100 shows that the process
of translation can, to some extent, be a helpful tool in understanding some RCs'
thematic structure in English. In 7-99, for example, the translator does not separate the
the second 'non-thematic' RC from the first, but conjoined it with its rheme. More
valid to such a decision, though, is the restriction imposed by the pragmatic rule of
organizing an RC in Standard Arabic (SA), namely that a RC in SA should be complete
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in the sense that it must benefit its receiver (cf. 5-2). By contrast, the highlighted RC
in 7-99 cannot serve this purpose, if when translated, it is enclosed by two full stops.
On the other hand, when the translator renders the second RC of 7-100, he renders it
as rhematic, in the sense that its theme is presupposed in the verbal situation that is
built up to that point in the discourse. That the second RC of 7-100 acts as a writer's
comment on the preceding RC(s) can be judged by the use of the interpersonal adjunct
`indeed' (preposed in the Arabic translation), by presupposing the theme (it could have
been a personal pronoun 'it= the new world order') which is spelled out explicitly in
the Arabic translation by the linking pronoun (hu= IV), and by the use of two Arabic
emphatic particles ( inna & `lam t-tawkid').
With regard to the rendition of the three types of RCs discussed and illustrated
in this section, I believe the translator, aided by the flexibility of word order of Arabic,
was able to maintain their thematic structure in translation. In this respect, one is
obliged to repeat briefly what has been mentioned earlier in this study (cf. 5.2.1), that
in constructing verbal sentences in SA (and this is how most types of the three
discussed RCs are translated), the sentence will always remain verbal no matter how
many adverbial clauses (minor processes) precede or follow verb of the main clause (or
the main process).

7.6 Thematic Structure of Metaphorical RCs in the English SLT

When discussing the notion of the clause-as-theme, Halliday (1985, pp. 56-59;
cf. 3.6.2.5) points out that there is "one special circumstance that leads to the situation,
where something that is itself a clause functions as a theme.'" This, he calls the
phenomenon of grammatical metaphor. What happens here is that one type of clause
is expressed metaphorically as another, or to put it more correctly, a semantic
configuration that would be represented "congruently" (non-metaphorically) by one type
of clause process is represented metaphorically by another, or as Halliday puts it,
"metaphor is variation in the expression of meaning." (Halliday, op. cit., p. 318).
Staying within the bounds of his 3-dimensional functions of language (the
ideational, the interpersonal and the textual), Halliday (1985), as pointed out in the
previous note, identifies two types of grammatical metaphor, the ideational and the
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interpersonal (the textual being an "enabling function" to Halliday; cf. 3.5). Under the
ideational type, he considers incongruent any process type that can be realized
congruently; this is why he considers equative RCs incongruent, since they can be
realized congruently (cf. note above). As for the interpersonal type, he also considers
as incongruent clauses that express modality (realising the attitude of the speaker writer
towards the proposition in question), since such attitudes can be realised congruently
through an interpersonal adjunct (cf. 3.6.2.5). In this study, following Halliday, our
analysis, exemplification and discussion of grammatical metaphor will be limited to its
significance in determining the thematic structure of the RC in English as well as in
Arabic, and the effort exerted by translator to preserve such thematic structures when
translating from one language into the other, and vice versa.
In analysing the corpus, a total of 37 RCs (4% of the overall total) were
identified as metaphorical RCs of a type which, I believe, has some impact on the
selection of their thematic structure. There are, of course, other metaphorical RCs in
the corpus whose structure, I believe, does not affect the selection of theme, but are
used because a writer wants to bring into focus some semiotic/cultural values (some of
which are comparable, in one way or another, with some Arabic semiotic values), and
which characterise some aspect of the culture, where language is one of its main
mediums of expression. Another reason for discarding such RCs from the analysis
related to thematic structure is that fact that, according to Halliday (1985, p.321), such
metaphorical representations have become the "the norm". In fact, this is a natural
process of linguistic change, which always, from a diachronic perspective,
`demetaphorizes' such incongruent representations37. Put another way, Newmark
(1988, p. 85), when he says:
Gradually, when the metaphor is repeated in various contexts, the
emotive effect subsides [Newmark believes that one purpose of using
metaphor in language is to express certain emotiveness], and a new term
that describes reality most closely been created,e.g. etenne [French]
which in a seventeenth-century text might be translated as 'thunder
struck', but is now translated as 'astonished'38.
In what follows, there will be a brief discussion and exemplification, from the
corpus, of the two types of metaphor, but before leaving this introduction, I found it
appropriate to illustrate, what Halliday (1985, p. 325) calls "the unmarked theme" of
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circumstantial adjunct which, to me at least, is the only type of theme (or topic) as
adjunct, which combines both of Halliday's definition of theme as the "initial element"
and "what the clause is about":
7-101 #The 1980s[1]/ suggested that new scarecrow-targets were being constructed to
take the place of the Soviet Union.# (Text 4: 7-5)
7-101A #waf21 laqad ' awhd caqdu t-tamäninatifll bi ' anna 1- ' ahafal-wahmiyyata qad
tamma ' inn aha li-tahilla mahalla 1- ' ittihadi s-sfifyatiy.#
7-101 is a typical example of an ideational metaphor. In examples of this type,
the translator maintains the original theme of the English RC when he renders into
Arabic, although, as a mental process, 'the 1980s' should, according to Halliday's
formulation, be an animate participant (a participant "endowed with consciousness").
Yet, and for the reason of this process becoming "the norm" in political writing, both
the writer of the article, in which the RC is picked out, and the translator, uses this
"incongruent" structure in the typical or unmarked sense.

7.6.1 Ideational Metaphor.

The clause in its ideational function (here the RC), says Halliday (1985, p. 321),
"represents or realizes a process." Irrespective of the type of process selected, there are
three steps involved in the realisation of any meaning, which represent the core of the
systemic linguistic theory (Halliday's socio-semantic model; cf. 3.4). The first step
involves the selection of the process type (material, mental or relational) with its various
intermediate and secondary types. This is realized as (2) a configuration of transitivity
functions: actor, sensor, manner, etc. representing the process, its participants and any
circumstantial elements, and this is, in turn, is realized as (3) a sequence of groups or
phrases (nominal, verbal group and adverbial groups, and prepositional phrase, etc.).
When using such a framework, as a way of getting from the meaning to the
wording, we make the assumption that there are typical (unmarked) as well as marked
ways of realising one and the same meaning. As is the case with all aspects of
development of language, I believe, joining forces with Halliday, that language starts
with congruent modes of representation and gradually begins to elaborate them until it
reaches a stage, as in 7-101, where this elaboration becomes the norm in many of its
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registers or genres. As with the case of marked thematic constructions (cf. 7.3.5) and
any other language phenomena also, one starts thinking of congruent representations of
meaning, of course, when incongruent ones like 7-101 and the following develop:
7-102 #Popular psychological accounts in the press[1]/ tell of a child who was beaten
by his step-father and who turned into a self-important, paranoid and sadistic
adult.# (Text 5: 3-4)
7-102A #. . . tabaddatat at-tahlilätu s-saykuluiivvatu %bra s-sahafatifll Can
§abiyyin ' Nada zawjti ' ummihi cala darbihi,1- 'arnrul-lada hawwalahu ila fatan
muctadin bi-nafsihi sadiyyi Han wa mugbin bi-junfmi 1-`4ama.#
With regard to process type, What applies to 7-101 above applies to this
example, and like any incongruent (metaphorical) structure, although this process
becomes the norm in political news reporting, it can be reparaphrased congruently.
Example 7-102, for instance, can be rephrased to read: Tsychiatrists[1]/ talkethreported
through the press of a child . . .', or, `it[1]/ was reported by psychiatrists in the press
that a child . . ., where the theme, respectively, becomes a 'conscious participant',

'Psychiatrists', and the impersonal 'it', (had the writer in the second case opted for a
very objective stance). Although both representations are plausible representations of
the same 'state of affairs', they are not synonymous, in the sense of the fact different
encodings all contribute to the total meaning. They are potentially corepresentational.
It has to be pointed out, however, that there is no clear line to be drawn between
congruent and incongruent structure, because much of the history of every language is
a history of "demetaphorising", to use Halliday's (1985, p. 327) term, of expressions
which starting from the child language (which undoubtedly is non-metaphorical), to
adult language and discourse, which is saturated with metaphors of various kinds, and
then to normalise these metaphoric expressions, and make them the norm rather than
a marked linguistic phenomenon.

7.6.2. Interpersonal Metaphor

As indicated above, interpersonal metaphor is the speaker/writer's opinion or his
'stamp' regarding the possibility that his observation is not coded as a modal element
within the clause, which would be, in this case, its congruent realization, but as a
separate, projecting clause in a hypotactic clause complex, as in:
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7-103 #I[1] think, by the way,// that[1] we[2] can dismiss the idea of a new, competing
superpower in the shape of the European Community of the future.# (Text 4: 42)
7-103A #fa-cala sabti al-mifflif21 ' ac taoidu ( ' andll)// bi- ' anna-nd(=natinuf11) nastatru
§arfa n-naz,ari can fikrati qiyämi quwwatin cupnä jadida munafisatan cala
hay 'ati majmficati ' firubiyyati mustaqbaliyya.#
7-104 #It[1] is unlikely// that the West could have done anything, at that stage, to
prevent the communist takeover in the late-1940s[1].# (Text 3: 10-3)
7-104A #waf21 'inna-hufll mina 1-mustalfad[1]/ an vakfma fi maul:Kiri 1-garbi 1qivamu bi 'avvi gay ' in fi tilka 1-marhalati li-mari ci 1-havmanati §-uyucivvati
fi ' awdxir I- 'arbainivvät111.#
In 7-103, the dividing line between theme and rheme is the boundary between
the two clauses, each clause, according to Halliday (1985), also has its own thematic
structure, in the sense of its point of departure of that clause as a message. As for the
second part of the definition of theme (what the clause is about), I believe, in 7-103,
for example, it is about the initial `interpersonal clause' [my term]. e.g., what `I, the
speaker/writer, think/believe', and the rest of the RC, that is its rheme, tells the
hearer/reader, the core of the message: 'that we can dismiss . . . .' By comperiwn
with 7-103, 7-104 can be treated as a sort of an 'interpersonal-impersonal' metaphorical
RC, with the first dependent clause acting as the theme of the RC, in the sense of being
what that RC is about: 'the likelihood of a European superpower being able to stop
communism in the forties.'
These two examples illustrate two types of attitudes on the part of the writer
towards the proposition, the first, as illustrated by 7-103, is subjective (note the use of
the first personal pronoun T), and the second, illustrated by 7-104, is objective (note
the use of the impersonal `it'). A comparison of the distribution of these two types of
'interpersonal thematic' clause in the corpus, shows that the number of subjective
interpersonal RCs found in the corpus was quite few (only 6 RCs) in comparison to that
of the impersonal ones (21 RCs; some of which have now become the norm). We thus
we come to the conclusion, that in political discourse it seems that whenever the writer
wants to intervene and project his point of view in the overall 'facts' he is presenting,
he will either, if he has the 'guts', use 'imperfect clauses' in Quirk et. al's (1985)
terminology, like 'I believe', or if he does not, he will hide behind the
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impersonal/dummy pronoun 'it', and use imperfect clauses like 'It is unlikely'. In this
respect, our main concern in this study is the subjective type, since this is the type that
Halliday (1985; chapter 10) considers with regard to thematic structure (cf. 7.4.4 for the
thematic structure of the other type).
In rendering ideational metaphor from English into Arabic, the translator can
render the thematic structure of the RC as long as "there is a 'strong' cultural overlap",
to use Newmark's (1985, p. 305) term 39. Furthermore, the numerous examples of
metaphorical forms and "congruent" rewording could, according to Newmark (1988, p.
295) "sensitise a translator to the need for frequent recasting." Saying this, I believe
that in political discourse, (and viewing the overall turbulent world nowadays),
languages, in general, have developed a sense of universality towards the rendition of
"noncongruent structure" congruently.
With regard to the rendition of interpersonal metaphor in the English corpus into
Arabic, it is complete. The translator manages to achieve this by using a type of verb
called by Arab grammarians call 'verbs of disbelief' ( afäl al-ruhin wa z-zann),
which, through their structural and discoursal natures, can render this incongruent
structure from English into Arabic, while expressing the writers 'stamp' on the
proposition of the ensuing dependent clause°.

7.7 Conjunctions-as-Initial-Themes in the English SLTs

As discussed in Halliday's thematic model (cf. 3.6.2), Halliday (1967c, 1985 &
elsewhere) draws a distinction between non-cognitive adjuncts (the discoursal/textual
& modal/interpersonal type), on the one hand, and coordinating conjunctions (the pure
and the portmanteau/combined) and subordinating ones (subordinating conjunctions have
already been illustrated in the discussion of dependent clauses-as-themes, being the first
initial elements in such clauses: items like 'if, when, with, etc.'; cf. 7.5.2.2 & 3 above).
Halliday's distinction is based upon two major differences. First, non-cognitive
adjuncts, according to Halliday, are integral part of the clause; whereas conjunctions,
according to him are not: "they are in any case best regarded on other grounds as not
being part of the clause." (Halliday, 1967c, pp. 219). Second, conjunctions are
inherently thematic, since "they have as it were floated to the front of the clause and
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stayed there." (Halliday, 1985, P. 51); whereas noncognitive adjuncts tend to occur
anywhere in the clause. But when they occur in initial positions, and hence become
thematic, they either relate the clause to the preceding text (if they are of the discoursal
type) or express the speaker's judgment regarding the relevance of the message (if they
are of the modal type). In both cases, however, they, like conjunctions, act as the point
of departure of the clause as a message.
In the Halliclayan model, the categories of discourse and modal adjuncts include
a number of forms ('therefore', 'nevertheless', 'however', etc.) that might otherwise
be dealt with as conjunctions. As a result, the conjunctions are limited to a small
list41 . Beside their function of joining clauses within the complex clause, whatever
type of relation that might conjoin them, be it paratactic or hypotactic, conjunctions, as
thematic elements, signal that an inference is to be drawn or some other connection is
to be made with the preceding discourse. Therefore, from a thematic perspective at
least, I think, there is no need to separate non-cognitive discourse adjuncts from
conjunctions, since if initial, both function in relating the current clause to the preceding
and following discourse, by being part of the textual component language. This is also
supported by the fact that Halliday (1985, p. 50) has explained the meaning of discourse
adjuncts by reference to that of conjunctive adjuncts (cf. chapter 3, note 84).
Halliday (1976, pp. 226-227) also points out that, from a cohesive perspective,
conjunctions "express certain meanings which presuppose the presence of other
components in the discourse", and that the conjunctive relation is "a specification of the
way in which what is to follow is systematically connected to what has gone before".
Although he says this, he (Halliday, op. cit., P. 238) insists that conjunctive relations
that are expressed through cohesion "are not the SAME as the elementary logical
relations that are expressed through the structural medium of coordination". He,
however, admits (op. loc.) that the `additive relation' with 'and' and 'or' are the closest
to coordination, and that, in general, a conjunctive relation is a textual one. Once
more, I believe that conjunctive and coordinate relations, at Halliday's clause complex
level, (here at the RC level) are intertwined because, from a thematic point of view (at
least), they work hand in hand to present not only cohesive text, but a coherent one as
well.
In analysing the corpus, conjunctions with their various `cohesive functions'
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were abundant. A total of 114 were identified (cf. table 7-4 below). This, of course,
does not include the number of discourse adjuncts (34 occurrences; cf. 7.5.2.1 & table
7-4), which, as I will argue below, share a similar thematic function: 'they simply
relate/ connect the current clause with the preceding discourse'. Like adjuncts (cf. 7.5),
no ratio was calculated, since there could be more than one occurrence per RC. Among
the many occurrences in the corpus which express various types of textual relations, the
following are selected to express a temporal textual relation:
7-105 #The collapse of the Soviet Union[1]/ adds several dimensions.# #First[1], new
pretexts[2] are needed for Third World intervention, a serious challenge to the
educated classes.# #Second, . . . .# #Third, . . . .# (Text 1: 3-4,5 & 6)
7-105A #kamaf 21 aclafa inhivaru 1- ittihadi s-sufvativvf 11 abcadan jaclidatan.# kana
awwaluhaf111-hajata ila "ijadi arä ica jad "datin li-t-tadaxxuli fi uUni
duwali Valami t-taliti 1- 'amru 1-ladi Lana bi-matabati tahaddin tiaqIqiyyin li-ttabaqatil-mutaqqafa.# #wa121 , 1Cana tanivuhafll
.# 4twaf21 kana tälituha 1
. . . .#
7-106 #The new social movements of the 1970s and the 1980s[1]/ emerged outside the
formal party structures precisely because of the way in which the parties of the
Left, which should have articulated new emancipatory concerns, were caught up
in the compromises of the 1940s.# #Yet[1] these movements[21/ undoubtedly
have had a profound influence on Western political culture, especially in
Germany and southern Europe where cold war attitudes are less deeply em
bedded and political processes have been more decentralised.# (Text 3: 33-4 &
5)
7-106A #faf21 1-haralatu 1- iitimaciyvatu 1-haditatu llati 'inbatagat fi sabindt wa
tamaninatf11 imtadat xarija niiaqi 1- - 4-zabi 1-haykaliyyati llati waqacat min
xilãlthã'atizabu 1-yasari climna taswiyyati Vrba cinat wa llati kana yanbagi
c alayha 1-qiyyamu b4iyagati masaratin taharuriyyatin jadidatin.# #kavra
'annahufll bilã alcf31 kana lihadihi 1-harakatif21 ta'tirun camiqun
t-taqafati s-siyasati 1-garbiyyati xu§asan fi al-manya wa duwali janabi 'urabba
flaytu kanat 1-mawaqifu mina 1-harbi 1-baridati aqalla rusaxan wa cumgan wa
sayraratin siyasiyyatin aqalla markiziyya.#
The second RC in each example has a textual relation of a temporal kind with
that of the preceding RCs. This relation can be expressed in the sense of `nextriess',
but it is, rather, different in each example. In 7-105, this relation is realized by the first
RC and three RCs following it. It is a relation of events, where one thing happens and
then another. By comparison, there are no physical events in the second RC of 7-106
(no material process, in Halliday's systemic terms, but rather a `stative/relational
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process); or rather, there is no 'linguistic events', and the time sequence is in the
writer's organization of discourse. In this respect, we can say that the time sequence
is in the 'argument', provided the 'argument' is understood in its everyday rhetorical
sense and not in its technical sense in logic. Thus, in 7-106, the two RCs are related
as steps in an argument, and the meaning is rather 'first one move in the speech game
is enacted, then another.' In fact, the distinction in the textual-temporal relation is
related to the basic functional organization of language (cf. 7.3.2). In 7-105, the
temporal-textual, or rather cohesion, has to be interpreted in terms of the experiential
function of language; it is a relation between meaning in the sense of representations
of 'content' (the writer's experience of) external reality. In 7-106, on the other hand,
this relation has to be interpreted in terms of the interpersonal function of language,
which is a relation between meanings in the sense of the speaker's/writer's own 'stamp'
on the situation_ his choice of speech role and rhetorical channel, his attitudes and his
judgment (Halliday, 1976c, p. 240).
With regard to the rendition of conjunction-as-initial theme from English into
Arabic, the native Arabic translator seems to have a freer hand in this aspect of the
thematic structure than he has when translating major and minor themes (cf. table 7-4a).
He even inserts additional conjunctive elements-as-initial themes, in some translated
Arabic RCs, which do not exist in the SLT. The reason may have to do with either that
Arabic uses more conjunctive devices as cohesive tools in the Arabic texts than English,
or that conjunctive cohesive devices are easier to use for the Arabic translator than all
other devices such as reference, substitution, ellipsis and lexical cohesion, or it could
be both. This subject, however, lies out the main concern of study, and requires a more
detailed study in order to come up with any definite generalization.

7.8 Multiple Theme in the English SLTs

Halliday (1985, p. 53; cf. 3.6.2.4) proposes the principle of 'stacking' multiple
thematic elements in the complex clause as follows: "if the initial element does not
function as 'Subject, Complement, or Circumstantial Adjunct' (other than modal or
discoursal adjuncts), then the subject, complement or adjunct next following is still part
of the theme." The modification suggested to Halliday's thematic formulation in
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chapter, section 3.6.6, and consequently to his stacking principle, does not, in any way,
affect his concept of multiple theme; on the contrary, it enhances it, by adding a new
dimension to that concept. With regard to exclusiveness of cognitive themes, it was
argued earlier, however, that circumstantial adjuncts should be treated like discoursal
and modal adjuncts, in the sense that they are not exclusive (cf. 3.6.6 & 7.5.1). This
was suggested on the basis of the fact that they do not serve the two parts of Halliday's
definition of theme (in being an initial element and in expressing what the clause is
about). Since they do not fulfil the second part of that definition, it is better to regard
them as 'marked scene setters', to the actual theme/topic of the clause that follows,
which can be a marked subject or an 'extremely' marked object.
In this respect, Halliday (1985, p. 53) proposes that the sequence of the
unmarked thematic structure of the multiple theme of a declarative clause runs follows:
"textual A interpersonal "ideational" (A= followed by; also called composite theme in
Halliday, 1967c, p. 220). In this sequence, the textual elements (conjunctions and
discourse adjunct) and interpersonal elements (modal adjuncts) are optional, and
language users (as will be illustrated below) can have various arrangements of these two
set of elements. Ideational elements of the clause structure (SPCA) as themes always
constitute the rightmost elements preceding the rheme, with the subject, as the
unmarked theme; and either the object or the metaphorical use of adjunct as marked
theme (what the RC is about).
Halliday's above formulation with regard the above sequence of thematic
elements within the multiple thematic structure raises more than one question. One can
ask: do initial elements-as-themes have a special thematic meaning, and are themes that
are lower in the 'stack' less thematic? Do outer themes bracket inner themes, when
looked at from both a thematic as well as a discoursal perspective? At what point are
they actually downgraded to the status of rheme? These questions will be returned to
and answered after illustration from the corpus.
The concept of multiple theme becomes more clear and more enhanced if the
notions of initial, minor and major themes are taken into account. The major theme,
i.e. subject, object, a metaphorical circumstantial adjunct, or a main verb (in English),
is, as mentioned above, the rightmost element in the 'thematic sphere', in Svoboda's
(1981) terms (cf. 2.2.4.1), after which the rest of the clause complex (the rheme)
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follows. In this respect, I say that the rightmost thematic slot, like any other thematic
slot in the syntagm of the complex clause, is assigned to major themes and has the
specific function of specifying the cognitive referent (that what the clause is about), or,
as Halliday (1970 & elsewhere) puts it, "the hook" on which the rest of the message
is hung. The medial slot is assigned for minor themes that create a "setting". The
leftmost slot is usually assigned, in a well cohesive and coherent discourse, to initial
thematic elements like conjunctions, modal and discoursal adjunct that link the clause
complex in question (in this research the RC) as a whole to the rest of the discourse.
Generally speaking the leftmost slot is a 'shared slot' that can be occupied by any
thematic element, acting as the point of departure of the clause as a message, but not
always expressing what the message is about.
In analysing the corpus, over one-third of the total number of RCs of the corpus
have their thematic structure consisting of multiple themes (229 RCs. or 34% of the
overall total of the corpus RCs; cf. table 7-4). Bearing in mind Halliday's ordering
formulation of the multiple thematic structure, I observed, in analysing both the
English and Arabic corpus as well as their translation, to some extent, that there were
more possible combinations to take into account, in both languages, which Halliday
(1985) merely mentions in passing, without any further illustrations from real texts,
apart from his structured examples. I also noticed that the leftmost item, in many cases,
seemed to be more thematised, and that its occurrence in that position had to do not
only with predictable ordering, but also with the writer's wish to highlight that
particular thematic relationship. This leads me to wonder, as inquired earlier, about the
status of such initial thematic elements, in comparison with the rest of the thematic
elements in the 'thematic sphere' (Svoboda, 1981). In what follows, there will be
illustrations, from the English corpus with their Arabic translation, of some of the
various types of sequences or combinations of the multiple theme structure, and an
attempt to answer the questions raised earlier in this section:
7-107 #But[1] of course[2], this 'new order'[3]/ may not be monopolar at all.# (Text
4: 6-1)
7-107A #kavra "annafll hada n-nizama 1-iadidaf31 qad lä yakfinu bi-tabiati 1-halif01
- uhadiyya 1-quiubi cala 1- ^ itlaq.#
7-108 #And[1] once again[2], of course[4], it is up to cette vielle Europe and its
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civilizational offspring, America[5],/ to slay the dragon, to vanquish the alien.#
(Text 5: 5-3)
7-108A #wa111 marratan ^uxra121 bila galck131 yatawaqqafu cala hãdihi lcai Uzi'unibba
wa walidatihal-hadarivvati 'amarilcar41 'amru dabhi Mika t-tinrin- wa dahri
Mika d-daxil#
7-109 #And[1] so[2], as so often before[3], we[4]/ have the encounter of good and
evil.# (Text 5: 5-1)
7-109A #warll hakadaf21 waf51 kama huwa 1-halu fi s-sabig131 §ahad-na(=nahnu=
we=141) "i§tiaama 1-xayri bi-§-gar#
7-110 #But[1] let us[2]/ not stop here in our excoriations.# (Text5: 7-1)
7-110A #lakinill dacnaf21/ IA natawaqqaf fi 'istinkarina hada cinda hada 1-hadd#
7-111 #0r[1] rather[2], the most that one can predict[3]/ is that the 1990s will be a
period of yet more bumps and twists, swerves and U-turns, and unexpected
developments. (Text 3: 38-2)
7-111A Einna iulla ma vumkinu li-l-mar'i t-takkahunu bihi[31 vaainanf21 huwa
(pronoun of separation) "alma haqbata t-tielnati satakanu fatratan li-mazidin
mina K-Kaddi wal-jadbi wa n-naglati n-nawc iyyati wal-mudatafatil-mulkisati
wa t-tatwurrati gayri 1-mutawaqqa`a#
7-112 #And[1] so[2] the 'smart' technologies of Western reason[3]/ are now being
mobilised to smash the 'other'.# (Text 5: 26-4)
7-112A #waill li-hadaf21 tanunat al- an tdbi "atu t-taaanivvati d-dakivvati
li-1
_
caolanivyati li-sahqi 1-mugayir#
7-113 #But[1] more importantly[2] the reaction of the people of region[3]/ was clear
from the outset of the conflict. (Text 2: 8-5)
7-113A #war41 iäkinnaf 11 Vahamma min &Vika kullihif21 huwa (pronoun of
separation) 'anna radda ic
f ili§taibi 1-mantivatil. 31 Una waclihan murk&
indilãci
7-114 #And[1] if[2] it[3] were to invade Saudi Arabia) it [=Iraq= 1] would control
44% of the world's oil reserves.# (Text 3: 3-5)
7-114A #wa[ 11 ida ma qama(0= huwa= 1-ciraq1-31) bi-jtiyahi s-sacadiyya/ fa "inna-hu
(1-ciraa=111) sawfa yusaytiru cala 44% min (Mika Vihtiyatiy 1-calamiy#
Let us now try to answer the three questions posed above, guided by the
illustrative examples 7-107 through 114. As for the last question regarding the
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downgrading of theme to a rhematic status, or rather, by rewording that question: 'are
themes that are lower (rightmost) in the thematic sphere less thematic and thus more
vulnerable to becoming rhematic? I believe that the answer to this question is no,
because each theme has its own function and the thematic slots, with the elements they
contain, merely follow cognitive degrees of marking from left to right. So, while the
leftmost slot is typically occupied either by conjunctive elements, discoursal or
interpersonal adjuncts, which are non-cognitive, the medial position is usually occupied
by cognitive circumstantial adjuncts, and the rightmost is a subject (when unmarked),
an object/complement or even a verb (when marked), which are all highly cognitive
elements of the clause structure (cf. examples 7-108 & 110). Thus, except for the
cognitive-noncognitive difference in the multiple theme elements, there is no hierarchy
of themes in the sense of that type is higher or lower in thematicity than the other.
Each does a different job (i.e realising one aspect of the functional components of
language: the textual, the interpersonal and the ideational).
With regard to the second question, which inquires about the possibility of outer
themes bracketing inner ones, I believe the answer is 'yes', so long as the thematic
structure of the RC follows Halliday's proposed sequence and any of its possible
variation, as illustrated in any one of the examples above (cf. theme in dependent
clauses; and examples 7-112 & 114, for a different multiple thematic configuration).
Thus within the multiple thematic sphere, the leftmost slot typically occupied by
conjunctions, discoursal(cognitive/noncognitive) or modal adjuncts, bracket the medial
slot typically occupied by cognitive circumstantial adjuncts which, in turn, bracket the
major themes (subject, when unmarked, object and metaphorical adjuncts (when the
latter is marked).
The answer to the final question, regarding the special meaning of the thematic
elements occupying the leftmost initial slot, is a qualified 'yes'. The theme that is
chosen as the initial element in the RC establishes the main perspective (or framework,
to use Chafe's (1976) term; cf. 4.3) within which the rest of the clause develops or
rather proceeds. If it is a conjunction, for example, the relationship expressed is either
that of additive, adversative, causal or temporal (cf. 7.7, and the examples 7-107
through 114), which gives a special 'motif' to all other experiential meanings that
realized by the RC. The same will be true of interpersonal adjuncts, which engage the
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speaker/writer and the listener/reader in a particular relationship for the duration of the
RC and beyond. Discourse adjuncts establish an attitude. Cognitive adjuncts create a
setting. Whichever comes first sets the tone for the rest of the RC. The other themes
in the 'composite' structure are still themes, but they are not like that of the initial slot.
As for rendition of multiple thematic structure into Arabic, rendering with the
same ordering was not total, although it will be seen from table 7-4a in relation to 7-4,
that the total number of multiple RCs in the TLS is, by far, greater. Therefore, and
despite the meaningfulness of such thematic structural ordering in English in examples
like 7-112, for instance, the translator, for stylistic purposes, dropped the conjunctive
initial theme ('or') and postponed the interpersonal theme ('rather') after the cognitive
theme of the translated RC (a nominal Arabic RC).
In general, however, I did not observe that the translator was particularly
responsive to the order of thematic presentation of the original text (in example 7-107,
the interpersonal theme ('of course') is downgraded into the rhematic sphere).
Therefore, one can say that the result of rendition was rather inconclusive, and that this
was an area of in which relatively great liberty in translation was taken.

7.9 Major Theme Selections in the Arabic SLTs

7.9.1 Subject-as-Theme

As in English, when analysing the Arabic corpus, the predominant theme (290
occurrences) in the RCs (382) is the subject (77% of the overall total; cf. appendix F,
table 7-5). In these RCs where the subject is thematic, it is either the subject (al-facil)
of the verbal sentence, or the predicand (al-musnad illayhi/al-mubtada") of the
nominal sentence, whether the latter has a verbal predication (an SVO-type word order)
or whether it has a nominal predication (a 'pure' nominal construction: SP word order
; cf. Appendix G, tables 7-9 & 10). The result of analysing the Arabic corpus also
tallies, more-or-less, with Givon's (1979b) analysis of English (cf. 7.3.1).
As is the case in English, the thematicity of the grammatical subject (whether
or predicand) is determined by the same four criteria, which I have suggested for
the English (cf. 7.3.1). However, one of these criteria, that of the necessity of subject
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being an NP, can be bypassed without disturbing the grammatical rules set by the
various schools of grammar. In fact, all of these schools interpret the structural
elements of the RC following 'an & 'arm al-masdariyya' as the subject of the RC
in question (cf. 5.2). Examples of this type of thematic structure from the Arabic SLTs
, where the 'interpreted verbal noun-as-subject' (al-masdar al-mu "awwal min ^ ann wa
ma baccland), include those that are typical of the following:
7-115 #vaiibu ^ an 15 vufhama mimma taciaddam (=1- ' amru= themer11) // 'anna
1-wil5yAti 1-mutthahidati[11/ kanat tactamidu "ictimddan kulliyyan cala "isr5"il
fi "isträtijiyyatihd "ad-diffiyyati fi mantiqati §-Karqi V awsat# (Text 7:6-1)
7-115E #None of this[l y should lead us to the conclusion that the US has been
completely dependent on Israel for its defence strategy in the Middle East.#
In 7-115, the verbal phrase 'an 15 yufhama' can be interpreted to a grammatical
subject '`adamu 1-fahmi', and hence the theme of the RC as whole.
With regard to the maintenance of the thematicity of the grammatical subject
when translating from Arabic into English, one comes to the conclusion, when looking
and comparing tables 7-1 & 7-1A of appendix E with tables 7-5 & 7-5E of appendix
F, for Arabic, that the translator renders the exact percentage of the occurrence of
grammatical subject as theme in the SLTs, bearing in mind that there is a difference of
13 RCs between the SLTs and TLTs. However, the translation from Arabic into
English renders more grammatical subjects than the translation from English into
Arabic. This is due to the fact that there must be certain constraints and properties that
are inherent in each language, and prevent the translator, no matter how well-informed
he is in both languages as well as in the semiotic values of both cultures, from
rendering a one-to-one correspondence of subjects in the two languages, even if he is
capable of surmounting the lexical, semantic, or the textual equivalence in both
languages".
As is also the case in English, the main discoursal function of subject-as-theme
is to introduce either the overall topic of discourse or a sub-topic that substantiates it,
whether proposing the hypothesis in order to convince the reader of it or to counterargue it and eventually refute it and propose another. In both cases, the topic
introduced will be developed, either by managing or monitoring of discourse, until the
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writer's goal (the solution to the proposed problem/thesis) is attained". This major
function can be illustrated from the corpus as follows:
7-116 #laqad kanat maslahatu 1-wivlavati 1-muttahidati ma ca isra "il mustamaddatan
ittihadi s-safyatiy xilali fatrati
ila 4addin kabirin min §iraciha 1-marir maca
1-barbil-barida.# fa-Ill min tanaqudati hadihil- cilaoatif21 "anna . .. .# #wafll
la yajadu maslahatun li-d-dawlatif21 . . . .# # warn qad xalaqat hadihi 1haol-qtuf21 . . .# (Text 7: 1-3)
7-116E #America's shared interests with Israel/ derive largely from its bitter conflict
with the Soviet Union during the cold war. #0ne of the contradictions of this
conflict/ was . . . .# #There could be nothing of sufficient importance/ to . . .
.# #This situation/ gave rise. .. .# #This/ is particularly borne out by . . . .#
In 7-116, the writer introduces the discourse topic as the theme of the first RC:
'America's shared interests with Israel', which he develops throughout the article (cf.
appendix C; text 7) until he reaches the conclusion that such interests with Israel have
declined at the strategic deterrence level, since the Soviet Union does not exist any
more, and US interests with Israel lie now in the latter's "normalizing its relations with
its neighbours. . . in order to become a normal state capable of importing, exporting
and investing capital and participating in regional political alliances", and hence reduce
the financial burden on the US. (This is, in reality, what is taking place in the Middle
East at this time!).

7.9.1.1 Thematic Structure of Passivized RCs

In analysing the Arabic corpus, 11 passive RCs are identified, which constitute
about 3% of the overall total of the whole corpus. Among these passivized RCs, 10 are
found to be of the agentless type (cf. appendix F, table 7-5). The total number of 11
passivized RCs does not include those dependent RCs, which constitute part of the
rhematic field of the independent RCs.
As is the case in English, the occurrence of agentless passive RCs is far higher
than that of agentive ones. This not surprising, since we are dealing with the analysis
of political discourse in which, as indicated earlier (cf. 6.5), 'objectivity' and selfdetachment', among some other things, are among its salient features. In contrast to
this, the translator has rendered more passive RCs in the English TLTs than the ones
identified when analysing the Arabic SLTs (11 RCs in the SLTs versus 29 in the TLTs;
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compare tables 7-5 with 7-5a of appendix F). As I have already ascertained from the
analysis of both the SLTs and TLTs, there are three reasons for this: one minor and two
major. The minor reason has to do with the difference in the number of RCs between
the SLTs and the TLTs. However, this difference does not result in too many
additional passivized RCs in the TLTs (only one was counted). Therefore, this reason
is ignored altogether, and no standard deviation calculation was attempted because the
difference is only 13 RCs more when translating from Arabic to English, and, by
coincidence, the same number when translating from English into Arabic, with Arabic
being less in both cases (cf. note. 4 above).
The first major reason for having more passivized RCs in the English TLTs than
the Arabic SLTs is the frequent occurrence of Arabic transitive verbs which are of the
inflectional patterns I tafrala and tafaccala' followed by inanimate subjects. These
verbs seem to be of on 'active' type if looked at from 'the surface structure'
perspective, but of a 'passive' type if looked at from a deep structural level, to use the
generative grammarians' terms'''. Therefore, verbs of the type `takarrara', 'tasarda',
`talcatara', among others, can be exemplified from the corpus by:
7-118 #waill mundu 1-lahzati 1-lati natacta fihd 1-maystru 1- "amarildv bidalikf21
takatarat al- g-aawalu l-mumatilatu wa 1-migabihatu[31 min qibali kullil-cazirma
cala n-nagmati n-na§azi siwd" un kanu ula ika 1-la4ina yantazimana climna ttaxti l-musiqiyi nafsihi aw "ula
1-ladina yantazimfina climna 1-kawrasi 1muwäkib.# (Text 10: 1-2)
7-118E #Since the Americans first orchestrated this campaign, similarly discordant
notes have been struck by all the minor players, whether they were actually
members of the alliance or merely stood by applauding US actions.
The second major reason, which has been alluded to in passing in the previous
section and explained in some detail in sections 3.6.2.2 and 5.3.1.1, has to do with the
inherent characteristics of the Arabic and the English languages. By comparison with
English, Arabic can 'activize' any passive RC provided that there exists an anaphoric
pronoun (damir Ca id) which is linked to the verb in question, and is coreferential with
the preposed NP which acts as the theme of the RC. Therefore, whereas 7-119 below
is active is a coreferential pronoun is present (the underlined 'ha' [it] in the verb
`yaksubu' [win])) and is coreferential with the NP 'al-harbu' (war), it is English
translation is a passive rendition because of this inherent constraint on the English
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7-119 #warll 1-harabuf21 ida na§abat131/ fa-111 l budda an yaksabahaf21 fi
n-nihayati tarafun mahma kanat xasa iruhu.# (Text 6: 11-1)
7-119E #The war, if it should start/, will inevitably in the end be won by one side, no
matter how greati)he loses that side suffers.#
Following Halliday, who in turn follows on the steps of the Prague School linguists (cf.
3.6.2.2), English tends to passivize in order to thematise the object of the active RC,
and either place the subject of the active RC in the unmarked focus position or delete
it altogether if its unnecessary or irrelevant.

7.9.2 Verb-as-Theme

In analysing the Arabic corpus, 4 imperative RCs (1% of the overall all number
of RCs), were identified. These represent what Halliday (1967c & 1985) regards as
RCs which either have the addressee's personal pronoun or the verb as theme. In either
case, Halliday considers the theme unmarked (cf. 3.6.2.1 & 7.3.2). As has been argued
earlier, the verb in Arabic is the core of predication. In the VSO word order (the
declarative mood of the verbal RC), the verb presents the subject as the unmarked
theme of the RC, whereas, in the imperative mood (including first person and third
person imperatives), following Sunner (1982; cf. 7.3.2), the verb presents the
grammatical subject-as-theme as 'marked' (in contrast with Halliday's formulation),
since it is a constituents of a marked mood. Thus, the 'covert pronoun' (ad-damir almustatir) of the imperative RC in Arabic acts as its marked theme. In this case the
imperative verb serves as a 'tray', to use Sunner's (1982) term (cf. 7.3.2), in presenting
the theme, but not as part of it:
#wa
7-120 #fa-l-nurakkiz (0= nahnu: 'we'= theme) calal-mafhiimi
nada% (0= nahnu: 'we'= theme) amama acyunina durasa t-tarbc.# #wa an
natadakkar "alma. . . # (Text 9: 17-6, 7 & 8)
7-120E #Let us[1]/ therefore concentrate on the comprehensive concept of power;# let
us[1]/ learn the lesson of history and remember that. .. .#
A predominate feature of all the examples of imperative RCs in the corpus is
the use of the covert pronoun 'we' (nahnu). This is natural, and represents a salient
aspect of political discourse, where personal pronouns like `natinu and "anta', among
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others, render a feeling of 'solidarity' with the reader and a sense of 'objectivity' on the
part of the writer, with regard to what he proposes and what he tries to convince his
reader of.
In translating the imperative RCs from English to Arabic, the translator not only
renders the exact number of those RCs in the SLTs, but also translates other RCs as
imperative. This demonstrates that this aspect of political discourse sometimes seems
to be more explicit in English than Arabic, and that translation can be considered as a
tool in uncovering such feature in the SLTs. An example to illustrate this 'implicitness'
of solidarity can be found in 7-121, taken from his Majesty, King Hussein's letter to
President Saddam Hussein (cf. appendix F, text 5). Although his Majesty has pointed
out, explicitly and implicitly, through the various methods which he has adopted in
managing political discourse, the injustice that President Saddam Hussein has done to
the Kuwaiti people (though not to the ruling regime), and to both regional and
International Laws, (those of the United Nations and the Arab League), there still is that
feeling of implicit solidarity in RCs like:
7-121 # 'actaaidu (0= 'anä: T121) ' an bi- ' imk7ining11/ an nagmahä wa nabniya wa
nua " ssisa calayhä ' idd ma tawagalnd ' ila taswiyatin silmiyyatin fi " iprin
carabiyyin taqbaluhd al- ' aträfu 1- carabiyyatu 1-macniyya.# taswivatunfl1 . . . .#
#taswiyatunfll . . . .# (Text 6: 12-11, 12 & 13)
7-121E #Let us[l ]/ suppose that we are able to achieve a peaceful resolution within the
Arab framework_ a resolution . . . .# #If we are able to do all this[1]/ I
believe that it is within our capacity to protect and build on these
achievements.#
In 7-121, The mood of the RC is not that of an imperative type to signal a covert
'solidarity type-pronoun' as the theme of the RC, or the "royal we" as Quirk et al.
(1985, p. 351). However, there is enough evidence in the RC itself (the `na' in 'bi" imkäni-na', na-§fmah5 wa na-bniya wa nu- 'assisa) and in the preceding RCs to
suggest that implicit feeling of solidarity with Iraq as part of the Arab nation, which is
made explicit by the use of parallel structure throughout the whole paragraph (cf. Text
6, paragraph 12).

7.9.3 Complement-as-Theme
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As indicated in 7.3.3., Halliday (1985) and Quirk et. al. (1985) use the general
term complement to refer to all elements of the meaning/content of the clause complex,
whether looked at from a functional perspective in the case of Halliday, or from a pure
syntactic one in the case of Quirk et. al. The complement in Arabic is treated in almost
the same way, and Arab grammarians (al-Antäki, 1975) and rhetoricians (cabbas, 1989)
believe that if it is not a 'musnad "ilayhi' (theme/topic) or a 'musnad' (rheme/
comment), then the NP acting as complement must be either a complement of the event
(or the process realized by the verb, to use Halliday's systemic term) or a complement
of a NP which refers to a certain entity in either the discoursal or the real world. In
other word, as al-Anpki, (1975, vol.3, p. 375) puts it:
"the phrase as a complement is either 'a servant' of the process, or a
servant of another NP, and what grammarians call 'at-ta cliq (reference
to) and rhetoricians call 'mutacalliqät 1-fiT (reference to the verb) are no
more than an illustration of who serves what [my translation].
From a syntactic and a functional perspective, Arab grammarians and rhetorician
both agree that a complement is either an adverbial clause serving only the process, by
showing its spatio-temporal dimensions, or a prepositional phrase which, in addition to
the service rendered by the adverbial clauses, can also render other dimensions of the
process, including those mentioned by Halliday (1985; cf. 7.5.1). An explicit realization
of these dimensions, however, can be rendered also by the 5 main types of objects that
are frequent as complements in verbal RC (cf. 5.2.1).
From a thematic perspective, and following both the Arab grammarians and
rhetoricians, who, to some extent, have a similar approach to treating them as thematic
structures, the various types of complements can occupy initial positions in the RC in
Arabic. In this respect, al-Antal. (1975, vol.3, p.374) points out that, with regard to
adverbial and prepositional phrases in Arabic, the Arabic language is extremely flexible
with regard to their position within an RC; they can be placed initially, medially and
finally. This is strikingly concordant with what both Halliday (1967c & 1985) and
Quirk et. al (1985) say about adjunct in English. These Arabic 'adjuncts' by analogy
with English will be discussed, illustrated and exemplified from the Arabic corpus in
section 7.10.1 below.
As for the various types of objects as themes in the Arabic RC, the only type
that is found in the corpus is that of the grammatical object (al-marfil bihi). In
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analysing the corpus, only 9 RCs (2% of the overall total) were found to have this type
of marked theme. They are marked, following both Arab grammarians and rhetoricians,
in the sense that they refer to an ellipted verb of 'saying' ( "aqfilu), where they act as
a preposed, and thus a marked thematic element, after the ellipted verb. The RC
(verbal or nominal) following them can also have its own theme-rheme structure
following Halliday (1985), but, at the same time, it acts as an explication of what is
said about the theme which is usually a serial number like ' "awwalan, tAniyan, etc.
(first, second, etc.), as in:
7-122 #Canivan111/ inna - imtind ca I- "urduruii can 1-mugärakati yacni fi l-galibi
cadarna mu§arakatil-filiginiyyina li- "annal-mu§arakatal-filisiiniyyata lan takiina
mumkinatan ' illa min xildli mazalatin "urduniyyatin kama huwa macriifun
mimmä yallrimu 1-filisgniyyina min tatiqiqi "iradatihim kamd cabbar canhä
mumattilahum fi 1-mu ' tamari 1-wataniyyi 1- "ax1r.# (Text 9: 9-1)

7-122E #Secondly[1], Jordan's refusal to participate in the peace conference[2]/ would
almost certainly mean that the Palestinians will not participate either, because,
as is well-known, their participation will only be possible under a Jordanian
umbrella.# #Therefore[1], if[2] Jordan[3] refuses to participate,// the
Palestinians[1] will be deprived of the opportunity to fulfil their desire, as
expressed by their representatives in their most recent National Assembly.#
By comparison with 7-122, the first RC of 7-122E renders the object-as-theme in
Arabic as and a marked adjunct-as-theme in English_ marked in the sense of being a
cognitive element of the RC and constituting a separate information unit (cf. 3.6.1), and
not, in English only, of 'what the RC is about', as I argued earlier. Therefore, whereas
such marked-object-as-theme in the sense of 'what the RC in Arabic is about', in
English, however, it turns out to be a marked-scene-setter-theme, for the following
predication which has its own cognitive theme, in an ASPC word order, which is one
of the frequent styles, according to Halliday, in formal genres of English.

7.9.4 Interrogative RCs

As in English, the typical intention of asking a question in Arabic, whether of
a yes/no type or a wh- one, is to elicit information (known/unknown). This information
is either an assertion of a given proposition or a request for a piece of missing
information (cf. 3.6.2.1, 5.3.2 & 7.3.4). In analysing the Arabic corpus, 29 interrogative
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RCs were identified (7% of the overall RCs of the corpus; cf. appendix F, table 7-5).
In addition, there were also identified 7 dependent interrogative clauses which either
constitute part of the rheme of an imperative RC or the rheme of a conditional RC,
(jawdb a§-§art; the' protasis').
Unlike English, however, the predominant occurrence of interrogative RCs,
whether of dependent or independent type, of a yes/no or wh- type, is the rhetorical
interrogative type rather than the "real" one, to use Beekam and Callows' (1974) term,
who point out, like Halliday (1985) and many others, that real question are posed by
the speaker/writer with the intention of "obtaining information"; whereas rhetorical
question (here, Halliday has nothing to say) are asked "to convey or call attention to
information and to express the speaker's attitude, opinion, etc." In this respect they
point out that real questions, in the Hallidayan thematic perspective, present no problem
in translation, and consequently in preserving their thematic structure in translation,
since their use is almost 'language universal'. On the other hand, rhetorical questions
are not so straightforward as appears from their interrogative form, especially when it
comes to translating them from a language like Arabic to English, and when efforts are
made by the translator to preserve their thematic structure.
In revising the analysis of the Arabic corpus, 23 RCs (79% of the total
interrogative RCs) were found to be of the rhetorical type, and only 6 of the real type.
Furthermore, the 7 dependent clauses that were identified as interrogative are also of
the rhetorical type as well. The fact that the rhetorical questions are asked without the
intention on the part of the writer to request information, but rather to provide it, is
supported by the definition given by Arab rhetoricians to such interrogative
constructions. cabbas (1989, p. 198), following al-Jurjäni (1988), defines the rhetorical
question (al- ^ istifham al- . istinkäri) as a Type of speech act which is "performative in
utterance, but propositional in content', e.g. the truth of such questions can be
challenged as if they were 'actual' statements.
The following are examples from the corpus, followed by a general discussion
of their discoursal function and thematic structure in discourse, with all types being
exemplified and discussed. Later, there will also be a discussion of the analysis of the
thematic structure and whether it is preserved in translation or not, and whether this
rendition from Arabic to English also preserve the pragmatic/discoursal functions that
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are intended by the writer. First of all, the examples:
7-123 #ma hivafll talabatu 1-9raqi 1-muhaddadatu wa 1-ma cqiilatu wa 1-maqbillatu
mina 1-kuwayt, siwa un bi-n-nisbati 'ila 1udüdihi macalia wa hajatihi 'Ha
mamari 1urin1-1-miyahil-camiqati
aw . .?# (Real wh-question; Text
6: 7-3)
7-123E #What/ are the specific, reasonable and acceptable demands of Iraq from
Kuwait, either with regard to its borders and Iraq's need for access to the deep
waters of the Gulf, or . . . .?#
7-124 #fa-131 half21 tasmacu ( "anta= vouf11) nida 'T wa nidd " a kulli carabiyyin qabla
fawat 1 - awan?# (Real yes/no question; Text 6: 15-3)
7-124E #Will you/ listen to my call and the call of every sincere Arab before it is
too late?
7-125 #fa-131 half21 yuwaffiqund lldhuf11 jamran fi awni hadihi 1-muktasabat?#
Itna'am.# (Rhetorical yes/no question; Text 6: 12-9 & 10)
7-125E *Will Allah/ help us all in protecting these achievements?# #The answer/
is yes.#
7-126 #waf31 half21 junna r-ra 'isu 1- " amanicivvufll kay yactaqida "anna "ahla
hadihi 1-mintaqati 1- 'islamiyyati sayaqiffina ila janibihi didda carafat?#
(Rhetorical yes/no question; Text 8: 3-8)
7-126E #Is the US President/ mad enough to believe that the Arab and Islamic peoples
of the Middle East would support him against Arafat?#
7-127 #tummaf31 mataf21 yatahawaru n-nasu wa d-duwaluf11 ya zaima 1- calami 11-ladi callama n-rasa fiyma tatuman faw "ida 'ad-daylfij?# #a-laysa
§ahihan 'annahum yatahawarfma cindama yaxtaliffma wa yatagraciin?#
#'amf21 tarah-umf11 (= an-nsu wa d-duwalu) yabda 'Una 1-11iwara cindama n
yakfmana muttafiqin?# #haqqanf 21 inna amra r-ra "ha l- " amrilcivvif 11 cajibun
wa garib.# (Text 8: 4-7, .8, 9 & 10)
7-127E #When is it[1]/ that people and countries engage in dialogue?# #This/ is
a question to be addressed to the leader of the 'free world', the man who -so
he claims- teaches people the benefits of dialogue and negotiation.# #Is it not
true/ that people negotiate when they are in dispute with one another? #0r[1]
do they/ do so when they are already in full accord?# #This US President's
situation/ is a quite extraordinary one.
7-128 #. . . manfll huwa
1-jayyid?# #min iihatihim111/
1-jayyidu huwa
lacudiyydna:
1-mayyit.# fa-f31
mada[2] taqalu ya siyadata r-ra 'is? 'axalaka (0= 'and =I111) taq51//: alfilistinivvu 1-iayyiduf11/ huwa
1-xä'mu 1-filistiniyyu 1-
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kambdavidiy.# (rhetorical wh-question; Text 8: 6-8, 9, 10, 11).
7-128E #. . who/ are the good Palestinians?# #As far as the Likud are
concerned,/ the only good Palestinian is a dead Palestinian.# #What[1]/ do
you think Mr. President?# #I[1]/ believe// that[2] you[1] would say that the
only good Palestinian is a perfidious Palestinian, a Camp David Palestinian.#
7-129 #wa131 inf21 wajad 1-filistinivvfma111 mazallatan carabiyya
uxra//, 'a-121
Ian yu addi hadd111 'ila cazli 1- urduni carabiyyan wa calamiyyan fi zilli 1' ijmaci 1-carabiyyi
hada 1-mawcific.# (Text 7: 9-6
& 7).
7-129E #M2] the Palestinians[1]/ manage to find an alternative umbrella,// will KW
not result in both the regional and international isolation of Jordan, in the light
of the unanimous agreement of the Arabs and the world regarding this
matter?#
7-130 #marll huwa d-dawru 1-mustaqbaliyyu 1-ladi melt 'ilayhi 'isra
mantiqa?# (Real wh-question; Text 7: 19-1)

fi 1-

7-130E #What/ future role will be sought by Israel in the region?#
To start with, RCs of the types illustrated in 7-123 & 124 represent the typical
Hallidayan examples, in which Halliday (1967c & 1985) considers 'ma hiya' (what) the
theme of 7-123, where the question is requesting the exact Iraqi demands in Kuwait,
in the sense that these 'demands' are what the RC is about. In 7-124, it is the polarity
of the RC that is the main concern of the RC. But I am inclined to include the
grammatical subject al-facir (if the RC is verbal), the surrogate subject 'nä ib
in a passive RC, or the predicand `al-mubtada • ' as also part of the theme of the RC.
This inclination tallies with Halliday's formulation regarding the thematic structure of
the yes/no interrogative RCs. In this respect, the RC will be requesting the polarity of
the process (realized by the verb in the verbal sentence) or of an attribute (realized by
the predicate (al-xabar) in the nominal sentence, with relation to the subject, the
surrogate subject or the predicand. This new proposition adds a new thematic element
to the yes/no interrogative RCs discussed in chapter 5 (cf. 5.3.2.2).
With regard to the discoursal function of interrogative RCs in Arabic, the
analysis of the Arabic corpus identifies four main functions. Three of these functions
will mainly be illustrated by rhetorical RCs, since rhetorical questions constitute the
majority of occurrences in the corpus, compared with real questions.
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Firstly, rhetorical questions may assert the underlying proposition of the
statement that is transformed into a rhetorical question to acquire more vividness and
call for more attention. In this respect, this rhetorical question can be transformed
back to an assertive RC by using one of the empathic particles in Arabic. 7-126 is a
typical example of this type which can be transformed into an emphatic declarative RC
preceded by 'gad'.
Secondly, rhetorical questions may express the writer's incertitude regarding a
certain proposition. In this respect, the rhetorical question represents a state of mind
which may be entered into after seeing that the evidence provided to support a certain
proposition does not lead to a firm conclusion. This can be best illustrated by example
7-128 where the second RC answers the rhetorical question in a form of a grammatical
metaphor (cf. 7.6.2), expressing the deep doubt and sarcastic attitude of the writer, a
Palestinian academic, towards Bush's bias and double standards.
Thirdly, rhetorical questions may be used to make a statement of evaluation
(approval or disapproval) regarding some ethics, values, states, or persons. Such
judgments are usually accompanied by emotional overtones and frequently imply an
obligation on the part of the reader to respond with an appropriate action (cf. example
7-125 and the rest of the paragraph from which this example is extracted). In such
contexts, it seems that the question form, especially the rhetorical type which is
immediately followed by the answer of the inquirer himself, is used for a more polite
or less direct way of a blame, a rebuke or even a command, and hence acts on the
reader in a way that would persuade him and maintain the social relationship by
balancing the reader and writer 'face' needs. Or as Frank (1990, p. 738) puts it:
The value of rhetorical questions lies in their capacity to serve a dual
purpose; by strengthening assertions and mitigating potential threat to
face, they enable people to win an argument (short term), while not
jeopardising a relationship (long tenn)ta.
It should be emphasised that rhetorical questions that evaluate (7-127) differ from those
that express certitude (7-126) in that the former expresses an opinion as to whether an
action or an attitude is right or wrong, good or bad.
The last discoursal function identified is that of introducing a new topic to the
discourse (cf. 7.3.4) or a new aspect of the current overall topic of discourse or portion
of that discourse. A clear example for illustrating this function is 7-130 in which
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"Israel's future role in the region", a new aspect of the overall topic of the text
(America's shared interest with Israel) is introduced as the initial RC of paragraph 19
of the text 7 of the corpus, and is developed throughout the remaining portion of the
text.
In all these functions, the question form itself seems to have an implication in
the Arabic SLTs as well as their English TLTs (cf. note 47); it is, as indicated earlier
more vivid, more vocal and demands more attention on the part of the reader
With regard to translating Arabic interrogative RCs into English, the rendition
was complete, including the preservation of the thematic structure of such RCs. This
seems natural since, as we indicated earlier, the interrogative form with its two main
types is a universal linguistic phenomenon that exists in all languages (compare tables
7-5 with 7-5E, appendix F).
However, there is a possibility of losing some of the sense/content of a number
of Arabic rhetorical questions, if they are rendered by mistake as real ones. This
process may result in losing some elements of the implicit intended meanings of the
writer. The division of the first RC of 7-127 into a rhetorical RC in an it-cleft
rhetorical form which highlights the cataphoric theme 'it' (= people and countries), and
a statement with theme being the anaphoric demonstrative 'this', has lessened the
element of scorn and ridicule, which constitute the dominant sense and intention of the
writer, and are well expressed by the use of the vocative particle `yd' (standarly used
to informally address someone who stands at a close distance from the speaker') to
address the President of the most powerful nation on Earth. Apart from examples of
this nature, the rendition of rhetorical RCs into Arabic and the preservation and
highlighting of the their thematic structure by using a corresponding it-cleft question is
nearly complete, although this typically results in losing some of their underlying
motivations.

7.9.5 Marked and Glossed Themes

Among the three basic grammatical methods of emphasising a proposition in
Arabic, namely the 'pure' nominal RC, the emphatic particles and the nominal RC with
a verbal predication (cf. al-Hashmi 1978, al-Jurjäni 1988 & cabbäs 1989), only the latter
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and the emphatic particle "ammd' (as for, with regard, as far as . . ., etc.) will,
respectively, be considered with regard to marked and glossed themes in Standard
Arabic (SA). With regard to nominal RCs with a verbal predication/rheme (SVO word
order), c abbas (1989, p. 121) points out that the preposed NP (a mubtada a/predicand)
in such a sentence is a 'WU min hayti 1-ma cna ('a subject in meaning/content', e.g.,
'the one who does the deed' in Halliday's systemic terms). In this respect, SVO word
order in Arabic, in which the preposed NP acts as fg il bi-l-ma crila' (subject-inmeaning), a`nd 'ib fäc il' (surrogate subject) or even a 'maf-fil bihi' (first, second or third
object in other marked word order of Arabic like OVS and SOY, which are rare in
formal written genres of Arabic) can be considered as the theme of the RC in question,
in the sense of 'what the RC is about'. As for ' 'ammä', (called ' "ammä g-sartiyya'
'the conditional' by grammarians and rhetoricians alike), the NP accompanying it will,
as already been discussed earlier and will be illustrated in more detail below (cf. 7.3.5),
be considered a glossed theme 50.
In analysing the Arabic corpus, 98 nominal RCs (26% of the overall total) with
a verbal predication (rheme) and 9 other RCs (2% of the overall total), predominantly
of predicate-subject (PS) and other types word order, were identified, in which the
preposed subject-in-meaning NP acts as its marked theme (cf. appendix G, table 10).
This view is not only supported by rhetoricians, as indicated above, but also the Kufan
grammatical school (cf. 5.2.2). In following the argument and the methods by which
each of the writers of the corpus manages these political texts, most of these RCs are
used to substantiate proposed hypotheses. This is to be expected, since substantiation
has to be more emphatic than the proposed hypothesis because a substantiative RC has
to be stronger to stand the challenge of its validity, or truth (a hypothesis of an
argument in Arabic is usually presented in a 'plain' verbal sentence: plain in the sense
that it does not contain any strong emphatic particle). In this respect, I believe that an
RC with a marked theme will resist that challenge more than merely a 'plain' verbal
RC. In this sense, the challenge may be weakened further, if such substantiated RCs
are being structured in a parallel pattern, as in:
7-131 # "actaqidu (0= an'
' =1=111) 1/ 'an bi- mkani-nd(=nakinu=111) 'an nasUnand wa
nabniya c alayha 'idd tawa§§alnd ila taswiyatin silmiyyatin fi ' iprin carabiyyin
taqbaluhä 1-' aträfu Varabiyyatu 1-mdniyya# #taswivatunf 1 l/tuhtaramu Ma .
. .# #taswiyatunil 1 /tu ' akkidu . . . .# #taswiyatuni tubayyinu . .. .# (Text 6:
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12-11, 12 & 13)
7-131E #I[1] believe// that[1] it[2] is within our capacity[2] to protect and build on
these achievements if we are able to achieve a peaceful resolution within an
Arab framework_ a resolution which is . . . , a resolution which. . . a
resolution which . . . .#
As for the translation of marked RCs from Arabic to English, the rendition is
complete because the SVO word order, while marked in Arabic, is the unmarked word
order of English. Thus, the situation is normal in English, since we are dealing with
a word order that starts with the grammatical subject, unless, of course, the word order
of the Arabic language is other than SVO (SOV, OVS, for example), which, in such a
case, will be translated as marked in English as well.
With regard to glossed theme, 10 RCs (3% of the overall total) were identified
as having such a thematic structure. As is the case with English (cf. 7.3.5), the glossed
theme serves a contrastive purpose by being highlighted, and contrasted with either a
prior NP that constitutes part of the rhematic field of a preceding RC, or with a another
theme/topic being introduced and developed throughout the preceding portion of the
text. These two contrastive functions can, respectively, be illustrated from the corpus
by 7-132 and 7-133:
7-132 #waf111-harbuf21 "idaf31 na§abat// fa- la budda an yaksabahaf21 fi nnihayati larafun maluna känat xasa 'iruh# #'ammarli 1-xasiru 1-haqiqivuu
fthaf21//fa-sanakfinu nahriu 1-carabu,l-mu minima bi-haqi ummatina
siwa - un kunna fil 1-ciraqi aw fi 'ayyati buq`atin min walanina. 1-carabiyyi 1kabir# (Text 6: 12-1 & 2)
7-132E #The war, if it should start,/ will inevitably by won in the end by one side, no
matter how greatly the loses that side suffers.# #But the real loser in this war/
will be ourselves, the Arabs, who believe in our nation's right to live, whether
in Iraq or in any part of our great Arab nation.#
7-133 # "ammdf111-macnd 1- 'adaaau wa 1- 'agmalu li-mafhilmi 1- istratiiiyvati
s-sivasivvatif21/ fa-huwa "ixtiyaru 'ansabu andafi 1-lati min §a'niha
xklmati ma0abati d-dawlati climna ma yatawaffaru laha min "imkanatin wa
aimna ma huwa qã "imun min mulayatin fi d-duwaliyyi min fura§in
yumkinu istiglaluha aw cawa'iqa yajibu qubaluha aw yumkinu taxattiyha#
(Text 9: 5-1)
7-133E #In contrast to this[1], political strategy in its more precise and comprehensive
sense[2]/ is the selection of the best available objectives to serve national
interests within the state's capabilities, and the existing international situation,
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including opportunities to be seized and obstacles to be either acknowledged
or avoided.#
In 7-132, the glossed theme in the second RC (` ammal-xisirul-haqiqiyu rtha';
'But the real loser in this war') is used by his Majesty to contrast with that of 'al-taraf'
(the side/party) which will in the end win the war, presented part of the rheme of the
preceding RC. Thus, by drawing this contrast, his Majesty was trying, among the many
methods he adopted in managing the discourse as realised by his letter, to persuade
President S. Hussein not to go on with this adventure, which, in either case (whether
he loses or 'wins') will result not only in the destruction of Iraq but of the Arab World
as a whole. In 7-133, on the other hand, the glossed theme ( "ammal-ma`nd adaqqu
wa agmalu li-mafhÜmi 1- "Isträtijiyyati s-siyäsiyyati; In contrast to this, political
strategy in its more precise and comprehensive sense) contrasts with an earlier theme
which has been developed over the preceding two paragraphs, and namely 'al-ma`nd
clayyiq li-mafham 1- isträtijiyyati s-sydsiyya' (the narrow concept of political strategy).
All these sub-topics are finally integrated into one whole conclusive solution to the
problem presented as the theme of the first RC of the text (cf. example 7-116), which
is spelled out as the theme of the initial RC of the last paragraph of the article:
lalununu ma§labatu "isrd "Ilu 1- culyä idan fi tatbici cildqatiha maca jiränihä . . . .#
Compared with the 'over-rendition' of Arabic RCs with glossed theme when
translating from English, the rendition of English RCs when translating from Arabic
was marginal because, out of the 10 Arabic RCs, only one is rendered into English with
a typical glossed theme form like 'As for. . .', or As far as . . . etc. (compare tables 7-1
& 7-1A of appendix E with table 7-5 & 7-5E of appendix F). However, although the
English rendition of the Arabic RCs has 'cooled down' the emotive element which is
made more explicit in Arabic political discourse through the use of ammä', the
element of contrast, as a major function of glossed themes in both languages, is
maintained by other means than glossing the theme in the TLTs. As indicated earlier
(cf. 7.3.5), the only time such glossing of thematic structure of English RCs as a SL is
when the writer wants the reader to get involved in order to 'solidify' the writer's view
point. Thus, Chomsky and Kaldor (cf. table 7-1) seem to be more emotive, and 'downto-earth', and thus 'more interactive in style' , in their appeal to the readership than the
other three writers of the English corpus. In Arabic, on the other hand, it seems that
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the emotive element is virtually an inherent characteristic of Arabic political discourse,
and consequently of the Arab mentality, especially in such a topic like the Gulf war.
In this respect one dares to say that Arabic political discourse sounds more interactive
in style and more down-to-earth than that of English. This proposition is supported
by the fact that out of 875 RCs of English, only 16 RCs with glossed theme were
identified, whereas out of 382 RCs of Arabic 10 RC were identified, and in the number
of translated RCs into the TLTs of English and Arabic (again compare tables 7-1 & 71A of appendix E with Tables 7-5 & 7-5E of appendix F51).
Thus, whereas the elements of emotiveness in the Arabic RCs with glossed
themes are not rendered in the English TLTs, the elements of contrastiveness are almost
completely rendered into English via textual means. These means include adversative
conjunctions such as 'but' and 'however', explicit contrastive and discoursal/textual
adjuncts like 'on the one hand', 'on the other', 'in contrast tolwith"meanwhile' , etc.
There is, however, one occurrence of a glossed thematic structure in Arabic that
has been rendered by the translator as a glossed theme in English. This is:
7-134 #min jihatihi-m 1111 yaqrdu I- isrA iliyUna 1-likudiyyunat . anna
1-jayyida huwa 1-filastiniyu 1-mayyit# (Text 8: 6-9)
7-134E #As far as the Likud are concerned[1]/, the good Palestinian is a dead
Palestinian.#
In 7-134, the translator rendered both the emotive and the contrastive elements of the
Arabic RC. This is because the translator, whether a native speaker or even an Arab,
is facing a situation in Arabic similar to what Halliday (1967c & 1985) calls
substitutive theme (cf. 3.6.4.2), where a NP (usually a subject) is introduced as a
cataphoric pronoun (they= the Likud in 7-134) and then picked up later in the
main structure of the RC as its theme.
The only RC in the Arabic corpus with a glossed theme in which neither the
element of contrastiveness, nor that of emotiveness or even the theme, is rendered in
translation is the following:
7-135 # 'amma 1-ma§1allatu t-täniyyatu fi quwwati "isra 'CV fa-takmunu fi taculdi
• ayyati dawlatin carabiyyatin yaktimu land tumattul-buritzi kadawlatin qä
aw tasca ila imtildkil-qudrati cala tagyiril-wacril-qd imi aw tandidil-wujfid
aw 1-ma§dliha 1- "amrilcyyati fi 1-mintaqati wa fi idcAfi hädihi 1-quwwati aw
darbihd cinda 1-luzfim# (Text 7: 5-7).
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7-135E #Americai also had an interest in maintaining Israeli power[0], because this
allowed it to constrain and weaken any Arab state which aspired to regional
leadership and tried to acquire the military capability to change the status quo,
or to threaten the US or its interests in the region, by attacking that Arab state
if necessary.#
As I see it, one reason that might have prevented the translator from rendering the
elements of emotiveness, contrastiveness, and to some extent, the glossed theme as a
whole, and consider this RC as additive to the one preceding it has to do with the
argument technique which the writer of the SLT adopted in managing the discourse, e.g
a through-argument" (Hatim & Mason 1990; cf. 6.2.1), and which, the translator was
trying to follow. Another reason, however, is the difficulty of finding a lexical
equivalent of the Arabic verb `takmunu' (this point was extensively discussed with a
well-informed Arabist). According to this technique of argumentation, in which a
hypothesis is proposed and then substantiated, the main hypothesis of the article is
'America's shared interest with Israeli military power' is supported by two
substantiating interests: that of waging a 'proxy' war a gainst the former Soviet Union,
and that of the contents of 7-135 above. But this does not ignore the fact that the
theme in the Arabic RC is 'America's second interest in the Israeli military power'
which has been down graded into the rhematic field of the TL RC, and only the NP
'America' is shown as the theme of 7-135E. Thus, it seems that the translator allows
himself the freedom of sacrificing the thematic structure of the SLT in order to follow
the argumentative technique adopted in the SLT.

7.10 Optional Theme Selections in the Arabic SLTs

As is the case in English, a number of Rc's in Arabic provide a choice of
selecting a certain element as its theme, in the Hallidayan sense of 'what the clause
about'. The predominant optional thematic selection in such RCs is that of subject-astheme. Like English also, these optional RCs constructions in Arabic include
identificational and wh-cleft equivalents, it-cleft equivalents, existential RC equivalents
and RCs with substituted/extraposed/delayed (right-dislocated) theme. Halliday's
reference (left-dislocated) theme is not considered because, as is the case in English,
none of the RCs in the Arabic corpus was identified as having such a thematic
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structure. This is, of course, natural, since written political discourse is a very formal
genre in both languages.

7.10.1 Theme of Identificational and Pseudo/Wh-cleft Equivalent RCs

In analysing the Arabic corpus, a total of 16 RCs (4% of the overall corpus)
were identified as either of Halliday's identificational or wh-cleft equivalents (only 3
RCs of the latter type). These types of equational RCs were identified and determined
on the basis of the following criteria: 5 RCs by the presence of the 'pronoun of
separation' (damir a1-fa0), 10 RCs by the presence of the verb `to be' (kna) and 1 by
the presence of the highlighted demonstrative particle 'this' C ism al- ' i gara: 'hada') (cf.
5.4., 5.5 & 7.4.1).
As is the case in English, identificational and wh-cleft RC equivalents in Arabic
have the discoursal function of highlighting the theme in the way the speaker/reader
intends. The RC having such a thematic construction can be identified in various
positions of the text or portion of it, e.g. a paragraph. When in final position, such RCs
sum up the preceding argument, either within that paragraph or of the text as a whole,
as in:
7-136 #waill hada ma ' arighu min121/§amimi fu ' adi# (wh-cleft equivalent; Text 6:
14-2)
—
7-136E #From the bottom of heart[1], I [21/ hope for your response.
In 7-136, his Majesty, king Hussein, sums up what he needs to say to President
Saddam Hussein, in a very emphatic and emotional tune, regarding the latter's positive
response to his Majesty various 'real and rhetorical questions' posed throughout the
letter, particularly the one posed preceding this RC. Through this wh-cleft equivalent
with its highlighted theme, the demonstrative particle, which according to Halliday
(1967a, 1967c), rarely occurs as focused, unless contrastive (in this context it is
contrastive; cf. 3.6.1), his Majesty was able to highlight the positive polarity of a
'hoped-for' response.
When this type of equational RC occurs within the main body of the text or
portions of it, it usually substantiates a proposed hypothesis suggested by the writer, by
placing some aspect of it in a thematic position, and thus highlighting and supporting
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this hypothesis, as in:
7-137 #laqad takag§afat 1- azmatufll Can haqd"iqa katira# # käna "aktaruhd
mararatan 'lila n-nafsi[1]/ ma t-tadaha li min "alumni wa baladi kunni farisatan
li-camaliyyati dassin raxi§atin lada cadadin min "aiqqa"ind# #wa[1] qad kana
"abtalu camalivvati d-dasi hädi121/ cadadan min " ixwäninA l-carabi mimman
känti mawclica t-tiqati wa t-taqcrui bi-mu garalcati 1-baccli min xariji 1-mintaqati,
1- " amru 1-ladi fassara land l-katira min l-mawdqifi 1-mitädiyyati lana# (Text 6
:14-1, 2 & 3)
7-137E #This crisis/ has revealed many facts, the most bitter of which was that my
country and myself were the victims of cheap intrigues carried out by our
brothers.# #The 'heroes' of these intrigues/ were a group of our brothers in
collaboration with others from outside the area_ something largely explains
the hostile attitudes towards us.#
In 7-137, the second RC, a wh-cleft equivalent, is used by his Majesty to substantiate
the hypothesis proposed in the initial RC. Although this RC is of the unmarked VSO
word order in Arabic, it is emphatic due to the presence of the emphatic particle 'gad'
(cf. 5.5.2).
The most emphatic type of equational RCs, whether identificational or whequivalent, is the one accompanied by the pronoun of separation (damir al-fa§1). From
the corpus, this can be identified as follows:
7-138 #al-haoioatu 1- "515{11/ hiya (pronoun of separation) - arum 1-quwwata lam Wild
tuqasu bi-l-qudratil-caskariyya# #war11-hadaf21/ huwa (pronoun of separation)
"ahammu m5 yustaxlgu min durasi §-§iraci bayna §-garqi wa 1-garb# (Text 9:
14-1)
7-138E #First of a11[1], power[2]/ cannot be measured solely in terms of military
might.# #This/is the most important lesson to be drawn from the East-West
conflict.
With 7-138, the writer starts wrapping up his previous argument and drawing his
conclusion. For this reason he starts this paragraph with a nominal RC which is
emphasized by the pronoun of separation (damir al-fa.51), and follows this RC with
another RC which has the same emphatic effect. These two identificational RCs were
substantiated by a number of nominal rather than verbal RCs to provide the reader with
more convincing evidence (cf. text 9:19).
From a translation perspective, the rendition, and hence the preservation of the
thematic structure of the SL RCs is partial because only 12 out of the 16 equational
RCs were rendered in the TLs (compare Tables 7-5 with 7-5E, Appendix F). The
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remaining 4 RCs were rendered with a logical or spatial adjuncts as marked theme,
which I consider as marked-scene-setters, followed by the grammatical subject as their
unmarked theme in the sense of Halliday's concept of theme as 'what the RC is about'.
(cf. 7-136 & 138). One of these RCs, however, is rendered as a passivized RC (cf.
7.9.1.1):
7-139 #wafll 1-haoiqatu t-täniyatuf21/ hiya "arum isrd'fla ma czalatun can mutitihd
s-siyasiyyi 1-'iqlimiyyi aliyyan wa malyfimatan tamaman mina 1-xayäräti
s-siyasiyyati bi-sababi §-§ira ci 1-mariri maca d-duwali 1-carabiyyati wa 1- ictimädi cala 1-quwwati 1-caskariyya fi 'idarati hacIA §-§ia# (Text 7: 10-1)
7-139E #Secondly[1]/, as[2] things[3] stand//, Israel[1]/ is isolated from its regional
political environment, and is deprived of any political options as a result of its
bitter conflict with the Arab states, and its total reliance on military power in
dealing with this conflict.
Those four RCs that were not rendered as equational, and thus with less
emphatic and highlighted force than that of the SL (although the overall predication is
still emphatic by placing cognitive adjuncts in a marked position) are the ones that
contain the 'pronoun of separation' in Arabic (damir al-fa§1). In this respect, it can be
concluded that even in its equational equivalent form of RCs, Arabic (Standard Arabic)
is more emotive than English, although both can present a highlighted cognitive theme
by exclusiveness (cf. 3.6.3, 5.4, 5.5 & 7.4.1).

7.10.2 Predicated Theme (It-Cleft Equivalent RCs)

In analysing the Arabic corpus, 6 RCs (2% of the overall total) were identified
as equivalent to English it-clefts that have what Halliday (1985) calls a predicated
theme on the basis of both syntactic and pragmatic/discoursal criteria. From the
syntactic perspective, they are identified as such because of the presence of either the
emphatic particle inna' connected to the 'pronoun of status' (cjamir a§-§a an) in a
nominal sentence, or the presence of the pronoun of separation (Oink al-fa§1) which
separates the `mubtada7predicand (theme/topic) from the `xabae/predicate
(rheme/comment). From a pragmatic/discoursal view point, they function very similarly
to those of English, in highlighting the theme of the RC by exclusiveness, summing up
an argument and thus act as a turning point in the text, e.g. orient the reader to get
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ready to shift his attention from the current sub-topic to another. It is because of the
latter function, they usually come at the end of the paragraphs of the text. In all these
functions, they serve the reader by drawing his attention to interpret a certain
proposition, in exactly the same way the writer intends. The constructional and the
functional criteria can be illustrated from the corpus in the following:
7-140 #wafll hadaf2V ma yufassiru t-tawafuqa d-dawliyya wa wuqafal- calami ward 'a
1-wilayati 1-muttallidati 1-lati naclamu jamran 'anna laha 'agradan
mubayyatatan gayra hadafiha 1-mu clani bi-tal2qiqi 'insihabi 1-9raqi mina 1kuwayti wa cawdati §-garciyyati laha# (Text 6: 8-4)
7-140E #It is this/ which explains the widespread acceptance and support of the
international community for the position of the United States, which, as we all
know, has its own hidden agenda, which is quite different from its stated
objective of achieving an Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait and the restoration of
the legitimate govenunent.#
7-141 #fa[1] §-§acbu 1-filistiyniyyu 'huwa'(= pronoun of separation) ahibu 1-tiaqqi fi
. ixtiyari qiyadatihi wa fi ta§nifiha# (Text 8: 6-7)
7-141E #It is the Palestinians alone/ who have the right to choose, criticise, and
categorize their leaders.#
7-142 #waf31 bi-m cna 'axarfll fa- 'inna-'ha'(= pronoun of status) 1-xasaratun
ha ' ilatun li-s-siyasati 1- 'iqlimiyyati 1- "amraiyyati[2] an yakuna la-haf21
dawlatun halifatan muxli§atun tamliku quwwatan caskariyyatan claxmatan
tataliammalu 1-wilayatu 1-muttaiiidatu cib an 'iqtiadiyyan kat:gran li-dacmiha
lakinnaha mahrUmatan min 'isticmaliha fi 'ayyi dawrin 'iqlimiyyin faccal#
(Text 7: 11-6).
7-142E #In other words[1], American regional policy[2]/ is severely hampered by the
fact that its most loyal ally, Israel, possesses huge military power, and yet is
deprived of the means to use this power in settling any regional dispute.#
All three examples serve the discoursal functions outlined above. By placing
the focus of the RC on the demonstrative particle 'this' (hada) (cf. 7.10.1), the reader
(in this context President Saddam Hussein), is steered by the writer, his Majesty King
Hussein, to refer to the preceding context to explain what 'this' means to him, the
writer, and how he intends the reader to interpret it. In this respect, 'this' means 'the
principle of the inadmissibility of acquisition of territory by force', the 'dangers of any
negligence in complying with this international principle' in the Middle East, especially
with regard to Israel which, if this principle is neglected, will threaten 'the very
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existence of Jordan', in addition to the fact that it represents a breach of 'the Arab
consensus'. All these factors are summed up by 'this' in the exclusive sense: 'these
factors and nothing else are what his Majesty is taking about'. In addition to summing
up and concluding his Majesty's argument up to that point in the text, 7-140 also
orients the reader towards a new sup-topic, e.g. 'the fear of the Arab peoples for Iraq'.
With regard to the rendition of such RCs, and consequently their highlighted
thematic structure, this rendition is partial. The reason for this has also to do with the
same factor, inherent in Arabic political discourse, namely emotiveness and 'clown-toearth' style (cf. 7.9.5 & 7.10.1). This is the reason why the theme of 7-142 '1-xasaratun
ha ilatun 1" iqrimiyyati 1" amniciyyati' (the theme of the RC in the sense of
what 'we are talking about) is translated as an unmarked theme. However, there are
a number of rhetorical questions in the Arabic corpus (cf. 7.9.4) that were rendered as
it-cleft equivalent interrogative RCs. I believe this was done by the translator to place
the information focus on the NP to which the cataphoric 'it' refers to, as in
7-143 # * a-lysaf11/ salilhan // "anna-hum(= 'an-näsa wa d-duwalar11) yatallawanina
cindamä yaxtalihina aw yatagra`fin# (Text 8: 4-8)
7-143E #Is it[1] not true[1]// that people negotiate[1] when they are in dispute with one
an other?
Unlike identificational and wh-cleft equivalents, Arabic it-clefts equivalents are
translated into English it-clefts; they will maintain their Arabic emotive element through
the thematic contrastive focus of the theme in the TL. Like English, however, it-cleft
equivalent RCs are infrequent in political discourse.

7.10.3 Thematic Structure of Equivalent Existential RCs with 'There'

In analysing the Arabic corpus, 15 RC (4% of the overall total) were identified
as being equivalent existential to English RCs with 'there'. This was determined on the
basis of syntactic, semantic and pragmatic criteria. In addition to these 15 RCs, a total
of 6 dependent clauses were identified as having generally similar characteristics; these
either constitute the theme of that dependent clause, e.g in conditional RCs, or part of
the rhematic of field of the RC in question. From a syntactio-semantic perspective,
these existential 'there' equivalent RCs were identified for various reasons. Firstly, a
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verbal RC is identified in the corpus as being of the existential type either if starts with
the positive passive verb of existence 'yfijadu' (there is) which asserts both existence
and location (cf. 7.4.3), its negative counterpart (usually preceded by the negative
particle 'la ^an-nafiya' in Arabic), or by the presence of those verbs, which Quirk et.
al (1985; cf. also 7.4.3) semantically categorizes as verbs 'of motion/ appearance into
the scene (the stage), of inception/creation and of stance'. In all these instances, the
subject, definite or indefinite, (in this case the surrogate subject `na • ib al-facil', since
the verb is predominantly in the passive form or, to use Halliday systemic term in the
receptive mood) is made the point of focus and attention, by acting as the theme of
such RC, in the sense of 'what the RC is about'.
Secondly, a nominal RC is identified as being existential-equivalent by the
presence of the demonstrative pronoun 'hunaka' (there is) which asserts both existence
and location of the entity in question. This entity, realised as a definite or indefinite
NP, act as the rheme of the RC, and in this case, receives, what Halliday calls, "the
unmarked focus" of the information unit whether such RC consists of one or more such
units (cf. 3.6.1)
Thirdly, a few of these existential-equivalent RCs were identified on the basis
of having the existence of their focused entities asserted by a spatial adjunct (usually
realized as a prepositional phrase in which such entities are contained). These three
methods of realising existential-equivalent RCs in Arabic, and consequently their
marked thematic structure, can be respectively illustrated from the corpus as follows:
1. The First Type:
7-144 #kadälikalll ti1jadu daraiatun calivvatun mina t-tanaqudi fi 1-masalihi bavna
1-idnibi 1- • amrilcivvi wa 1- • isra • Eiyvif21/ nastatiu • ayclan • istiglalaha wa
tdmiqaha# (Text 9: 17-2)
7-144E #Furthermore[1], there is also a certain degree of conflict between the US and
Israel[2]/, which the Arabs can exploit and deepen.#
7-145 #fa-111 la yrijadu "it-tihadun silfiativunf21 yardieu • isra 'Ea wa yadcamu
1-juhada d-difaciy 1-carabiy# #wa-111 la aijadu quwwatun caskarivvatun
ciraqiyyatun kanat tuxifu • isra • E# (Text 7: 15-2&3)
7-145E #The Soviet Union/ is no longer present to deter Israel and to bolster Arab
defences,# #and Iraq/ no longer has the military power to intimidate Israel.#
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7-146 #waIll fi zilli hadihi 1- "ajwa waf31 maca bawakiri 1- " amali wa 1-wedi
l-iadidi[31 ta • ti azmatul-xaliii bi-§-galdil-ladi tatwwarat • ilayhif41 litamtahina
1-ealama fi tawajjuhihi wa nuzirih# (Text 6: 2-1)
7-146E #As this new situation[2]/ began to emerge, and with it[5] (0= emerges)/ the
first signs of a new era of hope and promise [3],!! the current crisis[5]/ erupted
in the Gulf, developing in such a way as to constitute the first real test of the
intentions of the world community.
2. The Second Type:
7-147 #wa kamãf 11 taclam(0) (= • anta= `you'121// hunaka 1 • ijmacun carabiyyun cala
t-tamassuki bi-hadal-mabda • 1-ladi yaqcg cadamal-qubali bi- "ijra" ati cj-dammi
wa bi-xanatan • ida • addat 'ila izalati dawlatin qa 'imatin cuclwin fil-jamicati
Varabiyyati wa 1- • umami 1-muttattida# (Text 6: 8-2)
7-147E #As[1] you[2]/ know,// there[1] is an Arab consensus regarding adherence to
this principle,[2]/ which states the unacceptability of the acquisition of territory
by force, especially if it leads to the elimination of a state which is a member
of the Arab League and the United Nations.
3. The Third Type:
7-148 #. . . wa[1] "arm

fi

1-munazzamati ba`da Havvidinf21 . . . .# (Text 8: 2-1)

7-148E #There[2]/ remained, however, some good people[2] within the PLO; .. . .#
7-149 *wall] fi t-tarixif 21 katirun min 1- • amtilatif31 cala l-fa ^idati 1-kabirati 1-lati
janatha duwalun • istatacat an tatdamala maca 1-c alami bi-waqiciyya# (Text 9:
6-6)
7-149E #There[3] are many example in modern history[2]/ of the great benefits gained
by countries which were able to deal with the world in a realistic and flexible
manner.
From a discoursal view point, all of the examples above serve, in addition to
confirming the existence of their focused entity realised as a NP whether theme or
rheme, to introduce a new topic into the discourse as the theme of the RC which is
introduced as a new hypothesis, and to substantiate that hypothesis. An illustrative
example of the latter function is example 7-145, in which the two existential equivalent
RCs substantiate the proposed hypothesis introduced as the theme of the first RC of
paragraph 15, text 7; namely 'the creation of a dangerous and unstable situation in the
Middle East, which comes as a result of the end of the cold war, and the abandonment
of Egypt of the struggle against Israel'. This hypothesis is substantiated by the two
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negative existential equivalent RCs of 7-145, which has the indefinite and focused NP
underlined in the example above: 'the Soviet Union and Iraqi military power which are
not present to deter Israel'. What applies to 7-145 applies to the first RC of text 9, (not
part of the illustration) where the verb la ghadu' (witness) is followed by two
substantiating nominal RCs starting with the demonstrative pronoun 'hunaka' (here;
there is).
In rendering this type of existential-equivalent RC into English, the translator
has a wider range, and hence more freedom to translate than he does with the
translation of English existential RCs into Arabic. Thus the rendition is complete with
regard to the various functions of such RCs, e.g. assertion of existence, location and the
various discoursal functions outlined in 7.4.3 above. There remains, however, the fact
that some of the existential RCs, mainly the nominal type, that contain 'there' in its
negative form, were not rendered with 'there' as the grammatical subject (hence the
theme) of the RC, as they were in the Arabic nominal RC. Instead, the focused NP,
which used to act as the rheme of the Arabic Nominal RC, is now upgraded to be the
unmarked theme of the TL RC, in a typical English SVO word order:
7-150 #fa-f 11 hunaka121 §ariliatun min n-nuwwAbi ttfaridu 1- incjimfuna a ha hadihi
1-mufawaciAt cala 'asasi " anna s-salama fi zilli zurfifi cadami takafu ' i fi mizani
1-quwa la yacni 'illa 1- " istislam# (Text 9: 1-2)
7-150E One group of MP's/ opposes Jordan's participation on the basis that the
imbalance of power between the parties means that such participation is
equivalent to surrender.
Thus, from a stylistic view point, it seems, that the translator ignores the
existential-equivalent 'there' of Arabic, and opts for the typical SVO word order, so
long as the semantic, the pragmatic, and the discoursal functions of the SL RC are
fulfilled (cf. the contrastive use of 'One group of MP's' in 150E); something which, I
believe, is restricted in Arabic.

7.10.4 RCs with Substituteci/Extraposed/Delayed Theme

In analysing the Arabic corpus, 11 RCs (3% of the overall total) were identified
as equivalent to the English formulation illustrated in 7.9.4 above. They mainly consist
of those RCs whose word order (WO) is neither the unmarked VSO WO of the verbal
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RC, or its marked SVO WO (from a syntactic perspective, SVO WO, as indicated
earlier, can also be considered that of a nominal RC with a verbal predication; cf. table
9 & 10 of Appendix G). Nor is the WO the unmarked SP WO of the nominal RC.
Rather, it is either that of the marked VOS of the verbal RC, or that of 'predicate subject' (PS) of the nominal RC. In either type of WO, however, the theme, in the
sense of `what the RC is about', is postponed to a later position, hence the similarity
with that of the English RCs. As in English also, the initial thematic slot is either
occupied, in the case of nominal RC, by the cataphoric `pronoun of status' ('damir a§§a • an'; usually annexed to the emphatic particle • inna), or unlike English it may be
occupied by the rheme itself in some cases of nominal RCs and most cases of verbal
RCs:
7-151 #mda • anna-hufll (pronoun of status) mina §-§a cbi jiddan wa s-sRbiqi
1-i • awänihi • at-tanabbu • u bimä sava • Ulu • ilavhi n-nizamu s-siyAsivvi fi
nihavati 1-mataff11// • illa • anna-hufll (pronoun of status) mina 1-mumIcini
• ibräzu majm5catin mina 1-hau5 . iqi wa t-tawabiti 1-lati 15 budda mina ttwaqqufi calay115 wa ttacamu1i macaha 11# (Text 7: 13-1)
7-151E #Although
is both extremely difficult and premature to predict what will
ultimately happen to the international world order111,// it[1] is, however,
possible to identify a number of well-defined facts which need to be discussed
and clarified111.#
7-152 #fa-[11 mina 1-wadihi • anna 1-mintaoata lam takun mak§5fatan tamdman . . .
.# (Text 7: 6-2)
7-152E #Itf 11/ is obvious that the region was not left completely exposed during the
cold war period[1], and . . . .#
7-153 #faf11 Una wäclihan li-l-jänibi 1- • ainaiyyi • anna • avva tadaxxulin min qibali
• isr5 • 11a min §a • nihi • an yu • addiva • ila natä
calc5ivvaf21 . . . .# (Text 7:
8-4)
7-153E #It[21 was therefore clear to the US that any direct intervention by Israel would
have serious negative consequences
111#
As outlined above (cf. 7.9.4), Arabic RCs with delayed themes serve the same
two discoursal functions as those of English. The first of these is the postponement of
a propositional theme, which I can now say is an additional salient feature of political
discourse, added to the ones proposed by the critical linguists (cf. 6.5.4), and thus
receives Halliday's (1967c & elsewhere) unmarked focus, as can be illustrated by
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almost all the occurrences of the corpus, including 7-151, 152, 153 & 154 below. The
second function, that of answering implied questions by the writer in the course of his
argument, can be illustrated from the corpus as follows:
7-154 #wat 11 fi häda s-sivaq121 bata (0= 'al 'amruf31) wadittan g 'anna r-ra 'isa
1-filastiniyva ---bi-§anyvatihi wa gac biyvatihi wa ctiddlihi--/ huwa (pronoun of
seperation) 1-mu 'ahahlu liqivadati ' awsaci adcidatin mumkinatin min ' abnä 'i
§ - gacbi 1-filastinivyi wa . . . .11-31# (Text 8: 6-4)
7-154E #[0] In this respect[2], it[3] is quite clear// that by virtue of his legitimacy,
popularity and moderation, the Palestinian leader/ is the best qualified
person to lead the great mass of the Palestinian people, and. . . .131#
In 7-154, the demonstrative pronoun (hard; 'this') of the adjunct phrase relates this RC
to the two preceding RCs, in which the former is a rhetorical interrogative question, and
the latter is the answer provided by the writer (cf. 7.9.4). In this respect, 7-154, can be
said to be functioning as a substantiation to the second RC, and hence an answer to an
explicit question. However, it can also be said, that it can also be an answer of an
implied rhetorical question: 'but who is the true representative (or head of state, if you
like) of the Palestinians?: and, in this case, the answer comes from 7-154 (It is Arafat
for the time being!).
Unlike in English, however, the formal function of a substituted RCs with
delayed themes (together with the cleft and existential RCs) is not meant to evade the
VSO, SVO or SP WO, as much as it is resorted to for stylistic purposes, e.g., to give
emphasis to certain elements of the RC. This is said in support of the assumption that
Arabic is a 'relatively' free WO language, that is to say, Arabic can invert the structure
of the WO, so long as it does not violate the rules of grammar, and so long as the
message is received by the addressee. This also explains the fact why it is a `down-toearth' language with regard to political discourse.
With regard to the rendition of these RCs and the preservation of their thematic
structure in English, the translator seems to have achieved this to a very large extent.
In fact, by comparing the number and percentage of occurrences of such RCs in the
SLTs and those of the TL (compare tables 7-6 & 7-6E of Appendix F), we find that the
translator seems to have 'over-done' this rendition. As I see it, the main reason for this,
in addition to evading the rigid SVO WO of English, is also stylistic. In this respect,
the translator even renders some of the dependent RCs (jumal §ugra)in the Arabic SLTs,
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which are mainly part of the rhematic field of the RC, into independent RCs in the
English TLTs; hence there are more RCs in the TLTs. I believe the main reason for
this is that the translator intends to give more emphasis to certain elements of dependent
clause (e.g. the relative clause in 7-155 below), and rids himself of the monotonous
style of recursivity by avoiding the multiple relative clauses, although this is accepted
in English. This can be illustrated from the corpus by:
7-155 #warll yac ni häd_a[21 anna Harafa 1-1adi xalaq wacl'an jadidan bi-galdin
mubägitin wa sarrin qad haqqaqa makäsiba kabiratin cala lisãbi Harafi 1- 'äxari
1-mujarradi min 1-xiyarati gayra xiyari 'istixdam 1-quwwati 1- easkaryyati 1-ladi
ya§cubu
a lahu li-mahadiri t-tafidi 1-lati dukirat a cläh# (Text 7: 2-2)
7-155E #That is to say/ that party which has moved to create the fait accompli will
have secured significant gains at the expense of its opponent, who is denied any
other option except the use of military force.# kitin would, however, be very
difficult to resort to such force because of the above-mentioned dangers of
escalationr11.#
In 7-155, the translator prefers to split the Arabic RC, which has three recursive relative
clause (starting with 'al-ladi' : which) rather than revert to the same recursive style
which, I believe, he considered monotonous. At the same time he was able to highlight
that part of the rheme the Arabic RCs (xiyari istixdäm 1-quwwati 1-caskariyya; 'the
resort to the use of force') by placing it as a delayed-`to-infinitive'-theme, with the
pronoun 'it' as its cataphoric reference. Most of the 'extra' RCs of this type in the
TLTs are of this type, and are rendered this way, by the translator, for the same stylistic
purpose.

7.11 Minor Themes in the Arabic SLTs

As is the case in English, non-participant type themes will also be called minor
themes. They, as we indicated earlier, can co-occur in many combinations, and in
various positions in the Arabic RC. Having the Hallidayan approach to their treatment
in mind, I will be treating them along the same lines, as I treated their English
counterparts (cf. 7.5).

7.11.1 Adjuncts-As-Themes
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In classifying the equivalent cognitive circumstantial adjuncts (az-zraf), Arab
grammarians (al-Antal, 1975; Hasan , 1975; & Dayf 1982) among many others, place
them under the two main categories which Halliday (1985) calls temporal and spatial
adjuncts (zurilf az-zmän wa 1-makan). However, they also identify the rest of
Halliday's cinnustantial adjuncts equivalents (the causal, the manner, the
accompaniment/ instrument, role and matter 52), (cf. al-AntAki, 1975, vol.3, pp. 122123) when they discuss the functions of the propositional phrase and the five types of
object in Arabic, which, as has already been discussed (cf. 7.5.1), constitute, with the
NP following them, Halliday's cirmustantial adjuncts, and the 'setting' for the main
predication. In this respect, al-Antaki (op. cit., p.129) defines circumstantial adjuncts
as "the container in which the process takes place" (zurrif wicd - un li-l-hadal).
In analysing the Arabic corpus for the purpose of identifying the circumstantial
adjuncts of Halliday's (1985) functional grammar, 13 temporal, 5 spatial, 5 causal, 1
accompaniment, 10 matter, and 1 role adjuncts were identified. As is also the case in
English, no percentage calculation was attempted since there can be more than one such
adjuncts per RC, and in different combinations (cf. table 7-7 & 7-7E of Appendix F).
As already been argued in 3.6.6, and elaborated and illustrated in 7.5.1 from
English, I still consider these adjuncts, following Chafe's definition (1976, p. 50; quoted
in 7.5.1; cf. also 4.3) as "frameworks within which the main predication holds."
(compare this definition with that of al-Antäki, 1975, quoted above). From a thematic
perspective, therefore, I will treat them the same way as I treated the English adjunctsas-theme, unless, of course, they are used in a metaphorical sense (cf. 7.5.1). In this
respect, they be looked at from the perspective of being marked-scene-setter-themes, in
the sense of being the initial element that set the stage, in terms of the framework either
of the temporal, the spatial, the causal, the manner, the accompaniment, the matter or
the role dimension of the RC in question (whether of material, mental or relational type
process), and consequently for part of the text or for the text as a whole. These types
of discourse function can be illustrated from the Arabic corpus as follows:
1. Temporal dimension, as in:
7-156 #wall fi kulli 1-häläti 1-mädiyaf21, karna31 fi 1-häläti r-rähinatif41, kam51-51
fi kulli l-hälati 1-mustaabalivyaf 61, Ian yajni "ddr u 1- carabi wa 1-carabu 1acdä . u c.ala hadin sawd '171 siwd hagda 1-faa1# (Text 8: 6-2).
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7-156E #This[8] is not the first time -- nor will it be the last--/ that our enemies[7] -be they Arabs or non-Arabs--[9] have tried to impose an alternative leadership
on the Palestinians.# #Every one of these attempts, whether past, present or
future,[2,4,6]/ is doomed to failure.#
2. Spatial Dimension, as in:
7-157 #fi 1-janibi 1- • islarnivyi 1-caricl111 wa121 1-carabiri 1- • adyaqf31 waf41 1filastinivvi 1-xass151 fa-161 'hula 1-mawqifa 1- • ainniciyyif71 yaqifu cdriyan min
tiyäbih# (Text 10: 3-1).
7-157E #The American govenunent[1]/ has been exposed, not only from the Islamic
perspective, but also from the narrower Arab and Palestinian perspective#.
3. Causal and Accompaniment Dimensions, as in:
7-158 #wafll fi zilli hädihi 1- - aiwa • if21 wa131 maca bawalciri haqbati 1-"amali wa
1-wa`di 1-iadidif41-ta • ti • azmatu 1-xaliiif51 li-tamtatiina 1-11ama fi tawajjuhihi
wa nuzficih. . . .# (Text 6: 2-1)
7-158E #As this new situation[2] began to emerge/, and[3] with it[2] the first signs of
a new era of hope and promise[4] (0= began to emerge as well),// the current
crisis[5] erupted in the Gulf, developing in such a way as to constitute the first
real test of the intentions of the world communityl
4. Matter Dimension, as in:
7-159 # • amma bi-nisbati hi-l-xatari 1- "iglimiyvifll fa-huwa (pronuon of separation)
bi-d-dariirati dd tabicatin mandada . . .# (Text 7: 3-9).
7-159E A regional threat, on the other hand,[1]/ would necessarily be of a limited
nature, . . . .#
5. Role Dimension, as in:
7-160 #dimna hamlatin • iclamiyvatin waiiahathã didda katirin mina d-duwali
1-carabivvvati wa 1-oadati 1-carab111 adlat 1-wilayätu 1-muttahidatu 1amaiyvatuf21 'arm Yäsir carafat qad faqad mi§däqiyyat a. hu li-•annhu
dahaba baidan fi ta yidi SaddAm Husayn wa 1-cirdq# (Text 10: 1-1)
7-160E #As part of its current media campaign against various Arab states and their
leaders[1], the US[2]/ is claiming that through his ill-judged and overenthusiastic support for Saddam Hussein, Yasir Arafat has lost all credibility.#
With regard to translating these adjunct-equivalents into English a comparison
of each type of circumstantial adjunct in the SLTs and TLTs shows that the number of
these adjuncts in the TLTs is higher than those of the SLTs (compare table 7-7 with 7-
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7E, Appendix F). The main reason is not that the translator renders these in the SLTs
plus others. In fact, he does not render all those adjuncts of the SL into equivalent
adjuncts in the TL, 7-157, among some others, being a case in question. In this
example, what the translator has done is to downgrade the marked metaphorical spatial
adjunct of the SL into a rhematic slot, and opt for an SVO word order with a passive
construction, with emphasis being placed on the 'deep' subject, in generative grammar
terms, by using the emphatic construction of 'not only. . ., but also. . . .' The real
reason for having more adjuncts, however, is the fact that the translator, for stylistic
reasons, has upgraded 17 extra circumstantial adjuncts (5 temporals, 5 spatials, 1 causal,
and 6 of manner; cf table 7-7 & 7-7E) from their positions as complements (part of the
rhematic field of the Arabic SLTs, and has placed them as marked scene-setters in the
TLTs. To illustrate from the corpus, the following example is selected:
7-161 #laqad • apba-ni(= • an5) wa 1- • urdunna mitlam5 • adba • ixwataka fi 1-yamani
darrun bäliun Ia vaqillu fi hiddatihi cammä • asaba-ka(=anta) wa • asAba Viraqa
1.-habib 1 # (Text 6: 15-1)
7-161E #Like Yemen[1], Jordan and myself[2]/ have suffered as badly as you and our
beloved Iraq.
By placing the theme of the RC in the marked position of an VOS word order,
his Majesty intends to emphasize the 'the terrible suffering' (darrun balig), the theme
of his RC, which was inflicted on the three parties (Jordan and its leader and both Iraq
and Yemen and their leaders). To match this, rather 'difficult-to-translate' RC with this
type of WO and comparison of the three parties (involving three participants in the
same process plus the inanimate participant, the theme of the RC, in Halliday's
systemic terms), the translator opted for preposing `mitlami • apba • ixwataka fi 1yaman', (like Yemen) as a comparison/manner adjunct-as-marked-theme-setting
(originally part of the rheme of SL RC), and thematised 'His majesty and Jordan',
rhematising 'Iraq and President S. Hussein' in order to achieve the contrast of the three
parties. This results in losing both some of the emotive and rhetorical aspects of the
repetition of the verb apba' (inflict) in SL; something which Arabic can achieve by
using particles of comparison like `mitlamr and `kä' (like), as well as by repetition of
emotive-type elements, e.g., verbs and others. For these two reasons, therefore, I still
believe, that, like translating from English into Arabic, adjunct-as-themes are partially
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rendered. As a result, adjuncts, cognitive and, to a larger extent non-cognitive
(discoursal and modal) are still vulnerable with regard to their thematic status in
translation into both languages.

7.11.1.1 Non-cognitive Adjunct-Equivalent-as-Theme

In analysing the Arabic texts, I have identified a total of 76 noncongitiveadjuncts-equivalent-as-themes (6 modal & 70 discoursal), in Halliday's (1967c & 1985)
sense of the term; these I call 'initial themes' (cf. 3.6.6). As is the case in English,
these serve either to show the writer's attitude towards what he is presenting (modal
adjuncts) or to relate the various parts of the text to each other conjunctively or
disjunctively (discoursal adjuncts), hence their cohesive function (cf. 6.3.2).
With regard to modal adjuncts, they, as indicated earlier (cf. 6.5.1.1), they can
come in any position in the RC in Arabic without disturbing the systemic mood of the
RC. On the other hand, discoursal adjuncts predmoninatly occupy initial position in
the Arabic text in order to be able to fulfil their cohesive textual function in the texts
by bringing together with other textual means (cf. Halliday, 1976) the various parts of
the text into one cohesive and coherent unit. These two types of noncognitive adjuncts
can be illustrated respectively from the corpus by the following examples:
7-162 #warll tab c anf21 natinuf31 lànacrif nawdyä r-reisi 1- "arnrilciyyi 1-haqiqiyya#
(Text 8:2-2).
7-162E #Of course[2], we[3V do not know the real intentions of the US President.#
7-163 #haoqan[11 " inna 'amra r-ra 'isa 1- "amrikiyyi cajibun cajib.# (Text 8: 4-10).
7-163E #The US President's situation[1] is a quite extraordinary one.#
7-164 #.. . wa la-ha(=ad-duwal 1- urabiyya wa 1-yabän) ma§laljatun "akidatun
fi t-tawajUdi fil-mintaqati mimmä yaralu hddd 1-xiyaru wäridan wa wäqiciyyan#
(Text 7: 15-11)
7-164E #Indeed[1], the fact that these powers have a demonstrable interest in being
present in the region[1]/ makes this option not only conceivable but also
realistic.
7-165 #waill min zäwiyatin "uxr51-21 lanat ad-duwalu 1-xaliiiyvatu131 tucaridu
d-duwala 1-yasariyyata t-tawriyyta wa wujilda 1- ittihAda s-sfifyatiyyi fi
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1-mintaqati min n-nähiyati n-nätijati can ta • tiratihd s-salbiyyati 1-mubairati
calayhá# (Text 7: 14-10).
6-165E #However[2], in terms of the direct negative influence the leftist states
exerted[4], the GAS's[3]/ opposed these states and Soviet presence in the
region.#
7-166 #.. . • idlfatan • ila ciug g lin daxiliyyatin mutazdAyidatin tunAdi bi-tax§i§i
1-mawarida 1- • ainrildyyati kulliha II- • agradin dailiyyatin mabclatin bacda
• intihä • i fatratil-tiarbil-bitridati wa nbi§Ar 1- • ittitädi s-sufyAtiy# (Text 7: 174).
7-166E #In addition[1], the end of the cold war and the falling a way of the Soviet
threat[2]/ have led certain interest groups within America to press for the
reallocation of all American resources for internal purposes.#
As is the case in translating cognitive-equivalent adjuncts, the translation of the
noncognitive is also partial, although the number of these in the TLT is far higher than
in the SLTs (compare tables 7-8 & 7-8E of appendix F). Again, the reasons for such
rendition, and the argument supporting them with regard to cognitive adjuncts also
applies here. Although the overall proportion of RCs of this type in the SLTs and the
TLTs is small (13 RCs in total), these extra RCs in English require cohesive devices
of some kind to relate them to the overall text, hence more discoursal adjuncts in the
TLTs. With regard to 7-166E, for instance, the adjunct constitutes part of the rhematic
field of the SL RC, and now since it has been separated and made an RC by itself, it
has to be textually related, in some way, to the previous RC in order to contribute to
creating a cohesive text. What applies to 7-166E applies to 7-164E; this time the
cohesion is achieved by inserting a modal adjunct 'indeed', which fits in the overall
context, and which implicitly hints at the writer's view point in the text regarding the
Gulf states ruling families' attempts to lessen 'their dependence' on the US, by 'a
process of rapprochement or even alliance' with Western Europe, who 'indeed' have
a very wide interest in area, and are thus ready to 'strike' such deals (the defence
agreements between the Al-Sabah of Kuwait and Britain, France and even Russia).
On the other hand, in examples like 7-163, the translator has sacrificed the
modal adjunct 'haqqan' (indeed) in an RC which sums up a paragraph of mockery of
the US administration, and Bush's political stance in particular. The only relative
compensation for such a loss, as I see it, is the implicit mockery imbedded in the
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attributive RC and the use of attributes like 'a quite extraordinary'. Yet the fact
remains that noncognitive adjuncts, like cognitive ones, are still partial in rendition and
can be lost, although new ones may be created.

7.11.2 Dependent Clauses-as-Themes

As is the case in English, dependant clauses-as-themes of the RC, in the sense
of a framework in which the main process in the main clause takes place, will be
analyzed and discussed under three major types: participial-equivalents, conditional and
adverbials. Other types of dependent/subordinate clauses will only be discussed if they
contribute to the thematic structure of the overall RC. Within each of the three major
types, the translator's efforts in rendering them into English will also be commented on.

7.11.2.1 Participial-Equivalent-Clauses-as-Themes

In analysing the Arabic corpus, there are only two occurrences that are shown
explicitly as having a 'means/causal' relation with the main process and its actor
(theme) of the RC (cf. 7.5.2.1):
7-167 #warll bin5" an c ala h5dal-fahmi wa t-tahlilil-ladi §dralcaniy "ivvahu al-maliku
1-Hasani t-tanT wa siyada
— tu r-ra "isi g-adliv bin Ldid[21 wa cala du ' i tatawwuri
1- "azmatrv-Va wacyinal-kämili bi-mudacafatih5 wa muktanafatihd llati dakartur 31
wa min muntalaqi hirsina cala 1-muhafazati cala salamati 1-ciragi wa ma
vumatilf41 faoad kullif-tu (= ^and= his fvlaiestv151) min qibalihim5 bi-tartii
s-su "ali t-tali c ala siyAdatikum kabidAyatin li-juhdin jameiyyin carabiyyin
muxli§# (Text 6: 7-1).
7-167E #0n the basis of this understanding and analysis which I share with His
Majesty King Hasan H and President Chadli Benjedid[2], in the light of the
development of the crisis and our full awareness of its complications and
ramifications[3], and given our heartfelt concern for the preservation of Iraq
and what it represents[4],/ 1[5] was entrusted by these two leaders to ask your
Excellency the following question, as the prelude to a new and sincere
collective Arab effort, . . . .#
7-168 #tummarl 1 "inna 1-wilavAti 1-muttahidatif21-- fi "a`qabi harbi 1-xaliji wa ma
w-akabaha min clugfitin li-tatbiqi §-g.arciyyati d-dawliyyati fi 1-qadiyyati
1-fi1asfiniyya—lam tudayyf "ayya waqtin li-t-taharrubi min tilka d-dugiiii min
xiläli siyasatin muwzdawajatin qiwamuh5 mawqifun lafziyyun yad'amu 1-
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filastiniyyina yatazärnanu maca mawqifin camaliyyin yadcamu "isrd "fla wa §§ahyuniyya# (Text 10: 7-2).
7-168E #Following this war, and the accompanying pressure to implement the
provisions of international law regarding the Palestinian question[1],/ the 1.1S[2]
wasted no time to in evading this pressure through a hypocritical policy which
combined verbal support for the Arabs and the Palestinians, with practical
support for Israel and Zionism.#
In 7-167 the participial-equivalent nominal dependent clause, (realized by the
last prepositional phrase in RC that act as a marked-scene-setter theme) demonstrates
the purpose of the action taken by the main participants (the theme) of the main passive
RC, e.g. His Majesty, the King, who is being 'entrusted to ask President S. Hussein a
question', regarding the latter's 'final, reasonable and acceptable demands of Iraq from
Kuwait', given the fact of the 'deep concern' of the three leaders towards Iraq and what
it represents. In 7-168, on the other hand, the explicit indications of an equivalent
present participial (active in contrast with past participials which are agentless; cf.
7.5.2.1) is the presence of both the conjunctive Arabic particle `tumma' and the
parenthetical temporal adjunct (fi "acqiibi harbi 1-xaliji wa mil wrikabahi min )ugatin
li-tatbiqi §-§arciyyati d-dawliyyati fi 1-qadiyyati 1-filastiniyya). With regard to the
former Arab grammarians call it a particle of 'tarn wa taraxi' ('and then/immediately
after'; a particle of sequence and arrangement; cf. chapter 6, note 24); the adverbial
adjunct following it gives the sense of an equivalent present participial framework for
the ensuing proposition.
In addition to these two explicitly shown purpose participial equivalent
dependent clauses, there were identified 8 additional ones that implicitly function in the
same way, e.g. towards developing the overall argument of the texts in question. They
are made more explicit when translated into English; hence this constitutes an area
where translation can serve as a tool in understanding the possibility of having some
structural elements of the clause in the SL (like Arabic) acting as thematic framework,
had the writer of the SLT opted for a different writing style. This can be demonstrated
from the SLTs and the TLTs, by upgrading some causal adverbial phases from a
rhematic position to a thematic one:
7-169 #waf11 half21 yastatru 1- . urdunnu taljamulla hadihi 1-cuzlati fi zilli 1-'awdaci
1- - iqtigdiyyati r-rähinati 1-lati namurru bihd?# (Text 9: 9-6)
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7-169E #Given its desperate economic situation[1], can Jordan[1] withstand this
isolation?#
In 7-169, had the RC been constructed otherwise, e.g. by upgrading the causal adverb
li zilli 1- "awcalac i V iqtigdiyyati r-rahinati 1-lati namurru biha' to a thematic position,
this RC would be a perfect match to RC 7-169E. In this respect, it must be concluded
that English political discourse uses more participial frameworks than the Arabic.
However, this area needs more investigation and research.

7.11.2.2 Conditional-Clauses-as-Themes

As is the case in English (cf. 7.5.5.2), the conditional construction in Arabic is
a construction in which the actual validity of a given statement is 'conditioned' by
another statement along with it, e.g. the statement presented in the main clause has no
validity in itself without the restriction imposed by the subordinate clause. The latter,
usually precedes the former, and, in this case only and as a whole, acts as the theme
of the RC, in Halliday's systemic formulation53.
In analysing the Arabic corpus, a total of 23 conditional RCs (6% of the overall
total) were identified, over half of which have the particle ` "ida' as the conditional
particle (14 RCs with 'kA', 5 with ` in', 2 with law', and 1 each with `kama' and
mahma'). The predominance of conditional RCs with Ida' in Arabic political
discourse, is explained by the public political expression dominant in the Middle East
regarding a number of policy making processes: 'given time it will be; it is just a
question of time.' This is especially true when a temporal circumstance is understood
as being essential or necessary for the actual occurrence of the action expressed by the
main clause. Or as simply put by Cantarino (1975):
The basic conditional significance of' "ida' normally remains so closely
related to its temporal one that even in its conditional use, it generally
introduces only a statement of something which is known through
experience and about the eventual occurrence of which there can,
therefore, no doubt (Cantarino, op. cit., p. 302).
This quotation can be clarified, if looked at from a discoursal perspective;
something which will also demonstrate the pragmatic function of such RCs in the
overall development of the text in question. The difference outlined semantically, for
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example, by Cantarino (1975) between ' • in' and • hid', can be illustrated from the
corpus by the following extract:
7-170 #fa-[11 • in gi - -turn (= • anturn/hadratukum=f21) wa haddad-tumf21 • ijabatakum
bi-gaklin • ijabiyyinll fa-Ill sa • atabarraku (0= • annaf21) 1-1^ iltiqa • i bikum wa
•axdi 1- • ajwibati mubag aratan# #wafll • ida121 • irta • av-tum
(="antum/hadratukum=f31) • an tursilaha ma c a rasalin minkumll fa-f11 •riu121
an yatimnia.dalika bi • asrdi waqtin yumkin# # • amma • ida • irta • avtum xildfa
dalikf11// fa-[1] Ia hawla wa lA quwwuata[2]/ ila bi-llah# (Text 6: 17-2,3 &
4).
7-170E #Should you[2] give positive responses,// I[1] will be pleased to meet with you
to receive them directly.# #0n the other hand[4], if[2] you[3] wish to convey
them through an envoy,// I[1] hope you will do so soon as possible.# #M2]
you[3] consider, otherwise,// then[1] there is "no power[2] except in Allah".#
In 7-170, following Cantarino (1975, pp. 312-313), 'in' (if) basically states a
fact or an event C in § • i-turn (= • anturn/hadratukum=121) wa haddad-tumf21 • ijabatakum
II

bi-galdin Ijabiyy). This eventual occurrence which his Majesty, the king, (the theme
of the main clause: `jawab ag-gart'; the apodasis) cannot be sure of is the positive
response of President S. Hussein, hence the use of • in'. In this respect, it seems that
his Majesty (as is always to be expected of his Majesty, in managing such a type of
discourse) feels very optimistic in securing a positive response, on the basis of the
dangers that threaten Iraq (dangers whose seriousness S. Hussein obviously never
realized). This is why his Majesty follows the first conditional RC with another (with
• ida) provides a sense of hope and optimism, e.g. implicating politely that it is only a
question of time (the temporal dimension indicated in the main clause) that may be
needed for S. Hussein `to come to his senses' and provide a positive response. This
RC is, in turn, followed by another conditional RC which has a glossed subordinate
conditional clause with • amma' (which can also be said to be recursive with • amma'
[translated as 'if in 7-170], if we accept the definition of 'amnia' as outlined in note
52 above). In the last RC of 7-170, his Majesty, out of politeness and prudence in not
expecting a negative answer to his question or no answer at al, glosses the 'protasis'
(ficl ag-g art; the theme), of the RC in order to steer S. Hussein's attention to the dangers
lying ahead if he provides a negative answer. This is also made clear in the main
clause of the RC, by citing the verse from the Holy Qura'n, usually recited in the time
of very destructive catastrophes, and by the rest of the letter.
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As is the case in English, the various types of conditional RCs (I say various
types in the sense of the different types of conditional particles used) serve, from a
discoursal perspective, to introduce a given participant into the world of discourse
which acts as the theme of the protasis, followed by a new proposition in the main
clause with a new participant as its theme; whereas taken as a whole, the protasis acts
as the theme of the new proposition introduced in the main clause. Secondly, the
conditional RC can also substantiate an introduced hypothesis (cf. 7-171), as well as
being a 'hypothetical' hypothesis itself, e.g., a hypothesis which can either be attained
(cf. 7-172) or not (cf. 7-173), depending on the conditional particle by which the overall
RC is introduced (Among the conditional particles, according to Arab grammarians as
well as Arabists, 'law' is especially used to introduce a hypothetical conditional state
of affairs; cf. note 53). In both functions, the conditional RC serves to maintain the
cohesion and coherence of the text in question by relating its various parts (cf. 7-174).
These discoursal functions can be respectively illustrated from the corpus as follows:
7-171 #rabi c anfll idaf21 kanat l-haiatur31 la talu qa"imatan li-man yaqiimu bidawri * isticrnalil-quwwati bi-n-niyabati// faIl 1, yufaalu an takfinalllhadihi
d-dawlatu juz an min n-nizami 1- • iqlimiyyi bal wa carabiyyatan cala wajhi ttax§i§# (Text 7: 11-1).
7-172E #Fourthly[1], if[2] there is still any further need [3]/ for a proxy use of force
by any state to serve the interests of the US,// it[1] is far preferable that this
state should be part of the regional order and specifically an Arab state.1-11
nafsi 1-qudrati fi
7-172 #fa-1 . 11 1awf21 qamat l-wilayatu 1-muttahidatuf31
1-mintaqati bi-gaklin mubagirin can tariqi inKä i 1-qawacida 1-jawwiyyati adirati// lakallafa-ha (.1-wilavatu 1daxmati wa 'irsali hamilati
11.. . .# (Text 7: 5-5).
muttahidatur31) &lam ad'itfa ma kanat tadfdahu
7-172E #Had the US[3]/ set about building a similar power base in the region through
the establishment of huge military air bases and the deployment of aircraft
carriers,// it[1] would have cost many times the amount it has paid over to
Israel. . .#
7-173 #bi-ma c na . axar[11 ida121 Lin g maslahatu l-wilavati 1-muttahidati131 fl-ma
iqlimiyyati mustamadatan min ragbatiha fi man ci tagyyiri
macla bi- '
l-wacri
fi mintaqati 1-xaliji cala wajhi t-tandidi wa man% buriizi
'ayyati dawlatin carabiyyatin takfmu qadiratan cala tandidi hada 1-wacici 1qa im,// fa-Ill inna nafsa
ictib5rätifll hiya (pronoun of separation) 1-lati
taralu 1-wiläydta 1-muttahidata mei li^iqamati tahalufatin badilatin maca
d-dawr# (Text 7:
'Warm carabiyyatin takimu . aqdara cala 1-qiyami
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11-2).
7-173E #In other words[1], if US regional interests with regard to Israel, previously
derived from an American wish to prevent any change in the status quo of the
Gulf region in particular, and to block the emergence of an Arab state capable
of threatening this status quo,[2]// these very same interests[1] now motivate
the US to look for an alternative among the Arab states better able to perform
this role than Israel.#
7-174 #wa-111 idaf 21 hadata hadaf31// faill sayakanu (0= hadVddlika121) karitatan
bi-n-nisbati lanä wa 1-1filastiniyyin# (Text 9: 9-4).
7-174E #lf[2] this[3]/ happens"! it[1]/ will be catastrophic for both the Jordanians and
the Palestinians, . . . .#
With regard to the rendering of these conditional RC into English, the rendition
is complete except in the case of 2 RCs which were rendered otherwise for stylistic
purposes (not part of the illustration; compare tables 7-7 with 7-7E, Appendix F). This
result is quite normal, since the conditional structure is a universal linguistic
phenomenon occurring in all languages (cf. Canatarino, 1975, al-Anal, 1975 & Quirk
et. al. 1985). It must be also concluded that this is one case in which the subordinate
clause with all its structural elements, including the verb, (which constitutes part of the
rhematic field of the subordinate clause, being the central of predication in Arabic),
constitute the theme of the conditional RC.

7.11.2.3 Other Dependent Clauses-as-Themes

Under this subheading, dependent clauses of the comment, adverbial, concessive
or any other type (found in the corpus) will be illustrated, discussed and exemplified
with regard to their own thematic structure and with regard to their role as themes in
the sense of 'stage setters' for the ensuing 'main' proposition in the RC. In one sense,
they can also be considered as 'auxiliary' processes that affect the development of the
main ones.
In analyzing the Arabic corpus, a total of 7 such RCs (2% of the overall total)
were identified. These include 4 comment RCs, 2 temporals and 1 concessive (cf.
Table 7-7). From a discoursal perspective, comment RCs are used to claim the reader's
attention, call for his agreement, express the writer's informality and warmth towards
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the reader, and thus express a feeling of 'solidarity' with him 54. Like temporal
adjuncts, temporal dependent clauses provide a temporal dimension/setting for the
ensuing main clause (cf. 7.5.1, 7.5.2, 7.11.1 & example 7-176 below). The one
concessive example in the corpus (cf. Cantarino 1975, p. 332) is of the adversative type
(cf. example 7-177) in which the stage-setting clause refers to a present event whose
actual occurrence has not "nullified" the content of the main clause 55. A common
feature of the three types of dependent clauses is the fact that most of them occur in
RCs which function as substantiative of an introduced hypothesis. Comment clauses,
in examples like 7-175 below, for instance, assume that the introduced thesis/hypothesis
is well-known to the reader, and His Majesty, King Hussein, merely draws S. Husseins'
attention to it, and consequently seeks his agreement. The dependent clauses link the
present RC with the overall verbal and situational context of the text, by having some
of its elements refer back to the preceding context or forward to the ensuing one. The
three types can be illustrated from the corpus as follows:
7-175 #waf11 Icarnd121 Lel= (0= anta=f31)// hunãka[11 ijma cun carabiyyun cala
t-tamassuki bi-hadal-mabda il-ladi yaq4i cadamal-qubfili bi ijra ati 4-clammi
wa bi-xanatn 'icra 'addat ila 'izalati dawlatin qã'imatin cud win fi 1-jämicati
1-carabiyyati wa 1- "umami 1-muttahida# (Text 6: 8-2).
7-175E #As[2] you[3]/ know,// there is an Arab consensus regarding adherence to this
principle[1]/, which states the unacceptability of the acquisition of territory by
force, especially if it leads to the elimination of a state which is a member of
the Arab League and the United Nations.#
7-176 #1i-dalikafll wa mdf21 'an 'intahat 1-harbuf3111 hattaIll wajad-nA (nalru=21
1-wilayati 1-muttatiidati 1- catidati tubadiru 'ila ixtiräci d-dard'ici kay taqfila
"ia" icliyyatan
f
fi mawdfici tatbiqi K-Katiyyati d-dawliyyati fi 1-qacliyyati 1filastiniyyati min xilãli iyagi "nacamin" al-lafziyya# (Text 10: 6-2).
7-176E However[1], no sooner[2] had the Gulf war[3]/ ended,// than[1] we[1]/ found
the glorious US looking for new excuses to reject the implementation of
international law in the case of the Palestinian, while still appearing to accept
it.#
7-177 #macafll anna-huf21 (Omit. Ka 'n) mm §-§acbi jiddan wa s-sabiqi awanih
at-tanabu - u bima say 'Ulu "ilavhi n-nizamu s-siyäsivvu d-dawlivvu fi nihavati
1-matTaffi' illafll anna-huf 21 (damir
n)
"ibrazu majmficatin
mina 1-haca 'iqi wa t-tawabiti 1-lati lä budda min t-tacarrufi calayhd wa ttalinulf meandf21# -(Text 9: 13-1).
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7-177E #Although[1] it[2] is both extremely difficult and premature to predict what
will ultimately happen to the international world orderf21,// itf21 is, however,
possible to identify a number of well-defuied facts which need to be discussed
and clarified111.#
As far as the rendition of such RCs into English and consequently the
preservation of their thematic structure is concerned, the rendition is complete. In fact,
for stylistic reasons, there are more of these dependent RCs in the TLTs than the SLTs
(compare tables 7-7 with 7-7E of Appendix F). The predominance of extra dependent
RCs in the TLTs are those of the temporal type, but none of the comment type (except,
of course, the ones translated from the SLTs). Although their total is marginal
(compared to none in the English corpus), the existence of comment-equivalent
dependent clauses within the structure of Arabic RCs supports an earlier conclusion, if
we accept Quirk et. al's (1985) syntactic categorization and my argument above, that
Arabic political discourse is, to some extent, less formal and more down-to-earth
(interactive in style), thus more emotive and appealing than that of English.

7.12 Thematic Structure of Metaphorical RCs of The Arabic SLTs

By comparison with Halliday's (1985, p. 318) concept and definition of
grammatical metaphor quoted in section 7.6 above, cabbas (1989, p. 129), among a
number of Arab rhetoricians, defines an utterance as being metaphorical when that
"utterance/expression is used to express a certain meaning which such an utterance is
not originally (or literally) meant to convey. In such an instance, the literal meaning
will not be 'pragmatically' the intended interpretation due to the existence of certain
elements in the co-text which will prevent such an interpretation" [my translation], or
as simply put by cabbas in Arabic: "al-majdz huwa 1-1a4u 1-mustdmalu fi gayri
wuclica lahu mda qadnatin tamndu "irdd 1-mdria
In this respect, Arab rhetoricians (al-Häshimi 1978, al-Jurjani 1988, cabbas, 1989,
among others) divide metaphor into two main categories: (1) 'rational' (ideational)
metaphor (majäz caq1i) and (2) 'linguistic' metaphor (majdz lugawi). The latter, in turn,
is divided into two sub-categories: (a) 'absolute' metaphor (majdz mursal) and (b)
`metaphor of transfer' ( istnra). Of interest to us in this study is the first type, the
rational metaphor. This type of metaphorical structure of the Arabic RC is considered
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with regard to its thematic structure and can be associated, to some extent, as we shall
see below, with Halliday's ideational metaphor, which is used, according to Halliday
(1985; cf. 7.6.1), to thematise certain elements of the clause complex whose meaning
is incongruently presented.

7.12.1 Ideational-Equivalent Metaphor

By comparison with Halliday's ideational metaphor (cf. 7.6.1), 'rational
metaphor' in Arabic is defined as "relating a verb phrase (the realization of process type
in Halliday's systemic formulation) or its syntactic equivalent to a process which
typically/congruently will not be associated with it" [my translation], or as cabbas,

(1989, p. 139) puts it: "isnadu 1-fi cli aw ma fi macnahu ila gayri ma huwa lah.57"
Unlike linguistic metaphor, the co-text (al-qarinah) in the case of rational metaphor, as
cabbas (1989, p. 140) points out, does not have to be linguistic (or textual; cf. note 56),
but rather abstract or experiential ( hl macnawiyya"), hence the equivalence between this
metaphor and Halliday's ideational metaphor (cf. 3.3 for Halliday's definition of the
ideational component of language).
In analyzing the Arabic corpus, a total of 22 RCs (6% of the overall total) were
identified to be of the ideational-equivalent type. They mainly consist of mental
process using an 'unconscious' participant, to use Halliday's systemic terms (cf. 7.6.1),
with the purpose of thematising that participant, in the sense of what 'the RC is about',
as in:
7-178 #warll yatacamalu (0=al-mafhamu 4-claviqu li-1- "istratiiivvar21) maca d-dawlati
bi-cuzlatin tammatin can mulgtiha d-duwaliy# (Text 7: 3-3).
7-178E #it[2]/ also treats the state in complete isolation from its international political
environment.#
Here, the 'narrow concept of political strategy' is, metaphorically, 'endowed
with consciousness' in the SLT and in the TLT in order to become the theme of the RC
(cf. 7.6). However, there are other examples in the Arabic SLTs that were
demetaphorized, as a result of becoming the norm in the TL. In either case, whether
it becomes congruent or not, the subject-as-theme in such RCs was rendered fully into
the TL, unless, of course, for stylistic purposes, the subject-as-theme is downgraded to
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a rhematic slot as in:
7-179 #. . .111 jä "at "azmatu 1-xaliii121 li-tra fihd d-duwalu §-§inYiyyati 1-furata
d-dahbiyyati li • i'ädati tanzimi lmintaqa . . # (Text 6: 4-1).
7-179E #Against this background, whose precise details I am sure no one can be more
aware of than yourself[1], there[3]/ erupted the Gulf crisis[0].
In comparing the numbers and percentages of occurrence of ideational
metaphorical RCs in the English and the Arabic corpus, and to a lesser extent their
translation, we find that the percentage of Arabic metaphorical RCs is higher than that
of the English (cf. 7.6.1). This provides further support for earlier arguments (cf.
glossed themes and their translations; cf. 7.3.5 & 7.9.5), and following Newmarks'
comment quoted in section 7.6 above, that Arabic political discourse is more emotive,
and thus more appealing than English.

7.12.2 Interpersonal-Equivalent Metaphor

About interpersonal metaphor, Arab rhetoricians do not have anything to say.
Thus, this type of equivalent metaphor remains in the realm of grammar. As indicated
in section 7.6.1, (cf. note 40), a group of Arabic verbs called "aral r-rujhan wa z-zan:
zanna wa "axawAtuha' (zanna 'and its sisters') render the service of putting the writer's
'stamp' on the proposition, he is presenting, in order to appeal to the reader/listener.
In analyzing the Arabic corpus, 10 RCs (3% of the overall total) are identified
as being of the 'interpersonal-equivalent metaphor'. Among those, there are 7
occurrences which are of the subjective ( 'I'/'we' believe that . . . ' )58; the other 3
objective impersonal-interpersonal 'it-seems' equivalent type (cf. 7.6.2). This is exactly
the opposite of English, where objective are more common than subjective (cf. 7.6.2);
something which, again, indicates the down-to-earth, interactive in style of Arabic
political discourse by having more direct interaction with the reader and by showing
what exactly the reader thinks or believes. The two types of interpersonal-equivalent
metaphors can be illustrated from the Arabic corpus as follows:
7-180 #wa[1] l actaqidu (0= ' an5121) // "anna-huilliclamir §an) yaxfa cala "axi
haima 1-mas"Ülivvati 1-mutarattibati cala jawäbih111# (Text 6: 17-2).
•
7-180E #I[1]/ do not believe// that[3] you[4]/ will ignore the weight of historic
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responsibility your response entails.
7-181 #yabd5 "anna namata t-tafkiri s-siväsivyi s-sä^ida lath mu caridi ndimarni
V firdunni li-camalivvati s-saldmirll yatapbaqu kulliyan ma ca n-narniidaji
V awwal l-mubayyani "a`lah# (Text 9: 7-1).
7-181E #It[1] seems// that[2] the prevailing pattern of political thinking amongst those
opposed to Jordan's participation in the peace process[11/ is in total accord
with the first model discussed above.
With regard to translating this type RCs and preserving their thematic structure,
the rendition seems to be complete (cf. tables 7-7 & 7-7E). In this respect, it is
appropriate to say that, in such RCs, the verbs of 'anna and its sister', in addition to
those of conditional (fi'l a.§- gart) and comment clauses (cf. 7.5.2.2 & 7.11.2.2 above)
constitute part of the thematic structure of the RC in question.

7.13 Conjunctions-as-Initial-Themes of The Arabic SLT

In analysing the Arabic corpus, a total of 258 occurrences of such conjunctions
were identified ; no attempt of percentage calculation was attempted, since, as we shall
demonstrate in the next section, there could be more than one conjunctive particle per
RC (cf. Table 7-8 of appendix F). By further investigation of the corpus, it is found
that the predominant conjunctive particles were as follows: `wa', 'fa', 'iummA', the
most widely used ('and' & 'and immediately after', 'and then'; called 'conjunctive
conjunctions'), `aw', 'am' ('oe; called disjunctive particles), 'bar and Takin' ('nor',
'or rather/even' and 'but', called adversative) (cf. 6.3.2 & note 27 of the same section).
From a discoursal perspective, the main function of these conjunctive particles
is to connect the various parts of the text (RCs, paragraphs in particular) into one
cohesive unit. As can be seen from the various names given to their various types,
which accord with their individual function in the text, (be it narrative, expository,
argumentative or legal) their main discoursal function remains the same, hence they
always occupy initial position(s) of the RC (cf. 7.7), and thus, I call them 'initial
themes' (cf. 3.6.6).
To illustrate these various types of conjunctions from the corpus, the following
examples are selected:
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1. The Conjunctive Type:
7-182 #wa[ll yakfmu lciräquf21 qad najaha fi 1-hirazi cala munjazatihi li-Iacbihi wa
ummatihi# wall] yakfmu 1-9idou121 qad lalla. .. .# #,wafll yakUnu
1914a- qui21 qad • aw§ala . . .# #wall1 yakiinu 1- c irdour21 qad haqqaqa. . . .#
#wafll yakfmu 1- c iràauf21 qad najaha . . .# (Text 6:12-3, 4, 5 & 6).
7-182E #Iraq[2]/ will have succeeded in preserving the achievements of its people and
the Arab nation,# #it[2]/ will have succeeded in. .. , and (0= Iraq) will have
solved. . . .# #It[2]/ will have established . . ., and (0= Iraq) will even have
gained. . . .# #Iraq[1]/will also have attained. . . , and (0= Iraq) will have
.#
succeeded.
7-183 #faf11 mädaf21 taqfilu • anta yA siyidata r-ra • is?# (Text 8: 6-10)
7-183E #What[1]/ do you think Mr. President?
7-184 #tummaf 11 salabat 1-wilayatu 1-muttahidatuf21 min cuqfilind baqAya 1- •amali
bi- • imkäniyyati cadlihd wa taxalliliä can siyasatiha dati 1-micyari 1-muzdawaji
wa 1-wifäqi s-siyasiyyi 1-munhizayni li • isrä • il cindamd .. .# (Text 10: 6-6).
7-184E #Then[1], the US[2]/ deprived us of any remaining shred of hope that it might
renounce its political double standards and its bias towards Israel and act
impartially, when. . . .#
2. The disjunctive Type:
7-185 # • amflliturd // • anna c ada • a r-ra
1- "amraiyyi 1-1-munazzama bi-sababi
dac mihd1-1-9rAqif21/qad wa§al ila darajatin • aclä min cadd • ihi lilCiraqidätih?#
(Text 8: 4-5).
7-185E #Is it/ the case// that the animosity of the US President towards the PLO on
account of its support of Iraq/ is greater than his animosity towards Iraq itself?
7-186 #waf11 yazidu (0= haclmu mi ãti 1- - uliifi mina 1-muhaiirina s-sfifvatf21) min
hajati-hã (= • isrA • 11) ila musgadatin • amraiyyatin aw yujbiru-hA ( "idA lam
tatawaffar hädihi 1-musradAtu bi-s-sur cati wa 1-hajmi 1-mal1iThayni) cala tax§i§i
juz • in mutazdyidin mina 1-mawäridi. . . .# (Text 7: 17-7).
7-186E #This[3]/ is taking place at a time when Israel's attempt to absorb hundreds of
thousands of Soviet Jews is putting increasing pressure on Israel's limited
resources, and greatly increasing its need for American aid.# #If[1] this aid[2]
is not made available swiftly enough or in sufficient amounts//, Israel[1] will
be obliged to reallocate an enormous part of its own resources, . . . .#
3. The adversative type:
7-187 4* . inna hädalllaysa ra • yi faqai# #balf11 huwaf21ra • yu jaldlati 1-1-Jasani t-täni
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wa r-ra "isi §-ddli bin Jadid

. .# (Text 6: 6-1 & 2).

7-187E #This[1]/ is not only my opinion.# #It[2]/ is also the opinion of his Majesty
King Hasan II and President Chadli Benjedid, . . . .#
7-188 #warl 1 läkinf21 rubbamdf31 "anna-hu (= JUrj Bu§f41) aräda t-tarajda . . Can
1-ma zaqi 1-ladi wacjacathu fihi taplatuhu 1- "axira . . .# (Text 8: 1-4).
7-188E #In getting himself into one predicament[5], George Bush[4]/ may in fact have
wanted to get himself out of another. . . one in which he was placed by his
statements. . . .#
These examples, along with many from the corpus, illustrate one common
discoursal functions, and that is cohesion, achieved by thematising the initial
conjunctive particle as the point of departure of the RC as a message. This particle, in
turn, shows, by referring to the preceding verbal context in conjunctions with other
cohesive devices (mainly by reference and lexical repetition in Arabic), the type of
relation that connects the various constituents of the text in question. In 7-182, for
instance, through the `wa' (and) relation in conjunction with the repeated parallel
structure of the RCs, especially the repetition of the cognitive-topical theme 'Iraq', his
Majesty, the King, was able to draw the attention of the reader (except President S.
Hussein himself to whom this political letter is addressed) of the equal importance of
each coordinated RC in a very emotive and appealing style. In 7-183, on the other
hand, the conjunctive conjunction 'fa' (and 'then'/'immediately after') implies an
arrangement of the text event/processes. It also refers to the preceding statement as a
necessary premise for the action of the second, and thus unites the two RCs through a
certain type of relationships, mainly causal, towards the effect, or fact, and its
consequences. By contrast with 'fa', `tumma' (then), in examples like 7-184,
emphasizes that the sequence existing between the two structurally independent RCs is
internal, which means that the action/process of the preceding RC has been completed
before introducing a new event/situation.
Disjunctive particles like am' (or), in examples like the interrogative rhetorical
RC like 7-185, provide an alternative to a preceding RC. In this respect, this particle
implies a condition of exclusion in one of the two RCs; whereas in 7-186, on the other
hand, the particle `aw' (or) relates between two RCs as being possible alternatives of
the same state of affairs: 'this or this are possible'.
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With regard to adversative particles, 'WI' (but) in 7-187, for instance, presents
a statement in adversative/corrective relation of the preceding RC. On the other hand,
in examples like 7-188, the adversative particle 'Min' (but) introduces an element
which implies negation of a preceding statement, e.g., 'I think, rather, I believe . . .
where it introduces a completely new opposing nominal RC.
As for the rendition of these Arabic conjunctive particles into English, table 78E of Appendix F shows that they are the least preserved in translation, and that the
translator almost has no restriction 'in sacrificing them' for stylistic purposes (cf. all
examples above except 7-184). In this respect, it seems that English political discourse
(and probably in other types of genres), as an argumentative text type, depends, for its
cohesion on other cohesive devices (especially anaphoric reference) more than
conjunctive relations (cf. 7.7 & Halliday, 1976). On the bases of this, therefore, it
must be concluded that Arabic political discourse (and probably in other types of
genres) 'overuses' conjunction particles, in addition to other cohesive devices
(especially lexical repetition), to the extent of monotony, in comparison with English
which uses very few, and thus sounds less monotonous, more sound, and has less
interaction with the reader (compare tables 7-4 & 7-4A of Appendix E, on the one
hand, with 7-8 & 7-8E of Appendix F on the other).

7.14 Multiple Theme-Equivalent-Structure of the Arabic SLTs

In analysing the Arabic corpus, 290 RCs (76% of the overall total) were
identified as having multiple theme structures, in the Hallidayan sense of the term (cf.
3.6.2.4 & 7.9). As is the case in English, I observed, by further examination and
investigation of such thematic structures, that, among the three functional components
of Halliday's systemic and functional grammar (the textual, the interpersonal and the
ideational) that are mapped onto the RC and realized by its various constituents, the
most common arrangement with regard to thematic structure is that of the textual
element(s) followed by the ideational element. The second most common is that of the
three functional elements being realized in the thematic structure (cf. example 7-187
above), followed by a third combination, consisting of the interpersonal element
followed by the ideational elements; this is relatively rare (cf. example 7-163, section
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7.11.1.1). Furthermore, the three questions posed in section 7-7 above, regarding the
Halliday's three functional components that typically contribute to the structure of the
multiple English RC and their discoursal status, also apply to the Arabic RC, if the
latter's multiple thematic structure follows the same pattern(s) set up by Halliday, which
in most cases it does. The most predominant type of pattern in Arabic can be
exemplified from the corpus by:
7-189 #warll cala • asasihiI21 garac-tu(= • anal-31) bi-l'amali 1-muclni badilan kulla ma
fi juhdi li-t-tawmuli ' ila ljallin carabiyyin min 'ajli 'illbaii ma yuradu li-lciraqi wa min bddihi li • ummatih# (Text 6: 10-2).
7-189E #I[3]/ personally realized this fact from the outset of the crisis, and I therefore
started working strenuously, and to the best of my efforts, in order to reach an
Arab solution and to thwart the plots against Iraq, and against the Arab
nation.#
With regard to rendering such RCs with their multiple themes, the preservation
of the thematic structure, apart from preserving the ideational element as theme, is
partial (cf. tables 7-8 & 7-8E of appendix F). The reason is that English political
discourse, as indicated in the previous section, depends more on the other cohesive
devices other than conjunctions; such knowledge motivates the translator to avoid the
'monotonous' style of using a lot of 'and's', for instance, and the rest of conjunctions,
whether modal or discoursa159. Thus, the rendition of such thematic structures was not
as frequent as it is in Arabic, whether in the SLTs or TLTs (again compare tables 7-4
& 7-4A of Appendix E, on the one hand, with 7-8 & 7-8E of Appendix F on the other).

7.15 Significance of Maintaining Thematic Structure
of the RCs of the SLT in Translation

Lyons (1977, p. 510) points out that translators are particularly 'attuned' to the
ways in which languages express their differences in thematic structure°. It is my
own awareness of the special importance of maintaining thematic structure in translation
that has been, as noted in the introduction to this study, the underlying motivation of
for the present study. Furthermore, I believe that the process of translation, unlike the
process involved in the production of speech and writing, e.g. in producing language,
is an interpretive process. In effect, it is an interpretation, in another set of linguistic
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systems, of the signals that were the components of the original message and of their
relative importance. In other words, translation makes a statement about the original
message qua message.
Becker (1984, P. 135) emphasizes that translation is a "necessary first step in
understanding a text. 61 " In this respect, he considers that the source of constraints on
a text is context (the non-linguistic aspect of language in Halliday's systemic model;
the social semiotic/culture), and that translation helps to show the ways in which
context constrains a particular language. This position contrasts with the view
(obviously a Chomskyan view) that language, as a linguistic phenomenon, is "built up
in a rule-governed way out of minimal bits" (Becker, op. cit., p. 136).
To illustrate this proposal, Becker (1984) proposes a model of contexts on the
basis of six types of relations: (1) 'structural' (parts to a whole), (2) generic (a text to
prior texts; (cf. intertextuality in de Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981), (3) medial (a text
to its medium; mode in Halliday's systemic term), (4) interpersonal (the text to the
participants in the text act; tenor in Halliday's systemic term), (5) referential, the text
to the world beyond discourse (coherence in text-linguistic terms) and (6) silential, the
text and that which is left unsaid or unsayable (inference/ implicature in pragmatic
terms). In this respect, Becker believes that the process of translation sheds valuable
light on all these relations. From my own point of view it really does.
The proposal in this study that translation can be used to advantage in the study
and understanding of thematic structure can also be extended to that of discourse as a
whole, since text is the exponent of the various genres of discourse (with its three
functional components, the ideational, the interpersonal and the textual, with the latter
being the enabling function of the first two, in Halliday's systemic formulation), and
especially for cross-language studies. In this respect, Stubbs (1983) identifies three
approaches that have been used to date in discourse analysis: (1) the inspection of
conversational data for surface organization and patterns (cf. Halliday, 1985, appendixA, regarding an analogous approach to analysing conversational data in thematic terms),
(2) the observation of ethnographic data for underlying functions (cf. 3.1.2) and (3) the
examination of 'aspects of language, which syntax and semantics have had difficulties
in explaining, e.g. the pragmatic aspect of language 62. Here, I venture to say that
translation can, to some extent, be used both in support of Stubbs' third approach and
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go even further and say as a fourth approach in its own right for the elucidation of
contextual relations, whether the latter is seen from a Hallidayan systemic perspective,
or as proposed by Becker (1984).
Given the strong association between translation and discourse (cf. Catford,
1965, Callow 1974a & b, Nida & Taber 1969 and Enkvist, 1978), translation can serve
as an independent tool for verifying whether or not the meaning values, in this case, the
system of thematisation, is typically captured by translators as part of the import of the
message.
Therefore, when assigning his priorities, the translator must support his linguistic
intuitions with explicit, conscious argument for and against a certain definite hierarchy
of criteria of equivalence. And the professional linguist's task is precisely to correlate
intuitions and 'meanings' with concretely verifiable features in the text. Although the
syntactic units of language function within the RC, the common creed of all the various
orientations of text linguistics is that the unit of communication is the text (as a
realization of a certain discourse genre) or a sentence-text, as the minimum text unit.
Thus communication takes place with the aid of strings of RCs which reveal certain
structural and linguistically describable patterns which lie beyond the confines of the
single RC. This, of course, can be tested because our linguistic intuitions can
distinguish between a well-formed, coherent text from inchorent, random strings of RCs.
This arrangement, ordering, and marking of cohesion is an obligatory concern for all
text linguists (cf. Halliday, 1976 & de Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981).
All these issues are relevant to the translator. In this respect, Enkvist (1978)
points out that
One obvious link between him [the translator] and text linguistics is the
extent of the translator's duty to maintain the clause and sentence
division of the source text. This problem has worried translators for a
long time; . . . . Should we in fact translate clause-by-clause and
sentence-by-sentence, or should we feel free to change the clause and
sentence division of our text and translate 'chunk-of-text' rather than
syntactic units? (Enkvist, 1978, p. 171 63) [my ellipsis].
One cannot provide an answer to such a sweeping question of this kind; such an answer
will predominantly depend on the rhetorical purpose of the SLT: its pragmatic functions
within the overall world of discourse (e.g. to narrate, describe, instruct, or argue).
In any case, a sensitive and a professional translator will evaluate the text,
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guided by his linguistic intuition and his sense of social and aesthetic properties, and
then provide such an answer. However, if, in the linguistic fashion, the translator
wishes to pin down and describe the factors that affect the organization of the SLT
rather than its RCs, text linguistics can offer him helpful ideas, principles and even
models to do so. One such model is provided by Enkvist (1978, pp. 171-173), who
tries to explain the production process of texts as combination/realization (to use a
Hallidayan systemic terrn), linearization and grouping of smaller underlying units, or
"atoms" as he prefers to call them.
In such a model, the unit at one end of the spectrum is that of the text, and at
the other end is the predication/proposition, or as Enkvist call it "atomic meaning",
since, according to him, they are not dressed up into proper sentences through
lexicalization and syntax. This input to the "text generator" consists of a set of
predications together with temporal, causal and other relations. The predications, in
turn, can be extracted out of a semantic network, and the same set of predications and
interpredication relations can be textualized in different ways, depending on the
strategies chosen. Such text strategies consist of principles of narrative and rhetorical
organization.
Like all strategies, text strategies too are realized through tactical solutions.
These tactical solutions involve all the linguistic or textualizing operations that govern
the grouping, linearization and linking of/predications into well-formed or acceptable
clauses and sentences. In a network model (similar to that set by Halliday for his
functional components; cf. 3.3) the strategy would be realized as a point of entry into
the network and the choice of path through the network. The tactical realization of
strategy would then involve the thematic and syntactic arrangements, conjunctions,
embedding or predications and the like.
Such a model ought to provide a method of splitting up the text-- here the SLT
of translation-- into analytical text units (RCs in my formulation). Such an analysis of
a text will reveal the strategic principles involved in its composition. These principles
can then be contemplated by the translator, who must decide whether to retain them,
or, perhaps, abandon them for considerations that have higher priorities on the agenda
of his criteria of translational equivalence. Among these principles, as I see it, is the
thematic progression line of the text (cf. 2.4).
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Such operations might be summed up as involving a control of the textual
functions of individual texts 'atoms' or predications: is, for instance, a certain
predication to appear as an independent sentence, as a conjoined clause, or as an
embedding? Is it to appear in the beginning, middle or end of the text? How should
the text signal the role of each predication as part of a speech act and as part of a
specific type of modality (such as statements, questions or commands)? In this respect,
text linguistics , and Halliday's systemic linguistics, to an extent, (cf. 3.3, 4 & 5) offer
potentially useful concepts in more restricted areas than those governing entire text
strategies at the macro-structural level, (e.g. text and discoursal levels). One area in
which these two schools have developed concepts useful in contrasting of structures in
the source and target languages is thematic structure of the RC, or FSP, or topiccomment articulation, to give just a few of these terms (cf. 1.2).
As we have noted throughout the various parts of this study, according to recent
linguistic schools, the role(s) of the various constituents of the RC (SPCA) has/(have)
been understood to be only the roles which these constituents play in the RC. How
many such roles and levels we wish to distinguish depends on the linguistic school in
question (cf. chapters 2 through 5). Such studies and sources are of great value, not
least to the translator. But they do not solve his problems; they merely provide him
with background information against which he shouid view his prohkstts an opt far
his solutions. In addition, thematic structural mechanism has been more and more
closely analyzed in the process of constructing grammar for individual languages. All
this provides an exceptionally important background to the translator.
From a systemic perspective, the translator should be aware not only of the
cognitive meanings (Halliday's ideational component) and syntactic structure of the RCs
comprising his SLT (Halliday's interpersonal component), but also of its information
dynamics, that is the thematic and information structure of RCs (Halliday's textual, and
'enabling' component). Such an awareness does not necessarily imply theoretical
sophistication in linguistics, or an ability to analyze such RCs into themes and rhemes,
because, even here, the translator must rely, to a greater extent, on his linguistic
intuition. But in situations where linguistic theories may be the only way of help, it
should not be avoided. Needles to say, as Enkvist (1978) puts it:
In many types of translation, such thematic contrasts ought to be
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captured and rendered with maximal accuracy. If they are contrasts, they
are by defmition functional. . . . A thematically strongly marked
structure may then be acceptable in a certain type of context, whereas it
may be unacceptable in another type of context (Enkvist, 1978, p. 181)
[my ellipsis].
As I see it, the most damaging effect occurs through not rendering as the same
thematic elements in both the SLT and the TLT those elements which I called 'the
obligatory/major participant-type themes', and their sub-category of the optional ones,
which are predominantly of the participant type. I say this because, following
Halliday's systemic formulation, these theme types constitute the ideational component
element that contributes in the construction of the theme. Therefore, it must be present
in the TLT and placed in its due slot in structure of the RC, depending on the WO of
the TL (cf. 3.6.2.4, 7.8 & 7.14).
There are certain cases in which only the degree of prominence of this theme
is lessened, following some stylistic options offered to the translator by the TL, but very
few cases in which, for reasons outlined above, the translator does not consider some
of these cognitive thematic elements as themes per se (e.g. in the case of verbs). In
such cases, he substitutes that cognitive element with a cognitive participant-type theme,
e.g. the grammatical subject. First, glossed themes in the Arabic SLT are not rendered
with the same prominence (or emphasis) when translated into English (cf. 7-190 below);
this also applies to some optional thematic selections when translating from English into
Arabic (cf. 7-191 below), although the translator in 7-191 tries to compensate for the
loss of 'there' by asserting the existence of the participant theme (he uses the emphatic
particle 'gad' in Arabic, although this does not provide as emphatic an assertion of
existence of the cataphoric 'there' in English). Second, most of the passive
constructions in the English SLT (whether agentive or agentless) have been nominalized
in the Arabic TLT (cf. 7.3.1.1 & exampe 7-192). Third, some moods have been altered
in the Arabic SLT when translated into the English TLT, for reasons that have to do
with aspects of political discourse. This applies to all three cases just discussed (cf.
example 7-193 below). These three cases including the one where the grammatical
subject replaces the verb as theme can respectively be illustrated from the corpus as
follows:
7-190 #

ammä 1-bucdu 1- " iglimiyvu fil-c aldoati

amrilivvatifllfaqad ala ila nafsi
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1-ma§ir# (Text 7: 8-1).
7-190E #Meanwhile[2], the regional dimension of the American-Israeli relationship[l ]/
has also suffered the same fate.#
7-191 #Theref11/ are some of the contours of the planned new word order// that[1]/
come into view as the beguiling rhetoric is lifted up.# (Text 1: 52-1).
1-11amiyyi 17-191A #waf21- qad bath' at tazharu 1-xutfitu 1-ra "isatu
iadidifll halama tawaqqafa t-taaduqu 1-bayaniyyu 1-mudallil.#
7-192 #France[1]/ was quickly excluded by legal legerdemain, leaving a US-British
condominium# (Text 1: 11-1).
7-192A #la qad tamma • istib`adu Faransafll bi-l-luja "i 'ila 1-11fiati 1-qanuniyya
tarikatan 1)i-Mika s-siyadatul-mukarakatu likullin min 1-wilayatil-muttahidati
wa Baritaniya#
7-193 #law nahnuf11 tajawazna li-latizatin-- • at-tarixa ilawfla 1-mu cadi 1-ladi
qadathu 1-wilayatu 1-muttahidatu clidda filastina wa munazzamati t-taluir wa
xu§a§an fi andi r-ra'isi Runald Rigan fi 1-fatrati ma bayna 1980-1988, wa
law nalruf11 tajawazna . . . wa law nahnuf 11 tajawazna . . mada121 casana
najid?# (Text 10: 2-1).
7-193E #Let us[1]/, for the moment, ignore the long history of US hostility towards
the PLO, most obviously during the period of the Reagan administration
between 1980-1988, . . . .# #Let us[1J also ignore the corresponding negative
statements periodically uttered against Israel.# #What[1] do we fmd?#
7-194 #And[1] Do not forget[2]/ his militant religion:# fanaticism and fundamentalism
can never be reconciled with (our) Reason, Truth and Enlightment# (Text 5: 4-3
&4)
7-194A #wa[1] tansa-w (= • antum= 111) caqidatahu 1-cudwaniyya 1-mutamattilata
bi-1-`a§abiyyati wa 1- • u§Oliyyati 1- 'islAmiyya 1-lati IA yumkinu an tattafiqa
mda mantiqinA wa haqiqatinA wa tanawurinii#
In examples like these, the translator was successful in maintaining the theme
qua theme of these various RCs, except that he had either reduced the emphasis/
prominence put on some of them (7-190 & 191), changed the syntactic structure of the
RC (7-192), changed the mood of the RC (7-193), or even changed the thematic
structure, example 7-194, in which the grammatical subject is the theme of the RC in
the sense of what the RC is about. The latter goes along with the conclusion reached
in the analysis cf. 7-16), and which is in line with Halliday's rather undetermined
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position in this regard (cf. 3.6.2.1.3).
One way of ensuring that the thematic structures (whether simple or
propositional) of the RCs, realizing a SLT or a portion of it (e.g. a paragraph, a section,
a chapter, . . .etc.) are maintained in translation, is to make two summaries of both the
SL and the TL texts and see if these two summaries match. If these summaries match
in terms of what Djik (1977a [1980] & 1977b) calls 'text macro-structures', then the
thematic structure of the SLT, in the sense of what the individual RCs are about is
maintained'''.
With regard to minor themes (especially cognitive adjuncts) and initial themes
(the non-cognitive discoursal and modal adjuncts as well as conjunctions), the degree
of their presentation depends mainly on the degree of their `cognitiveness' and secondly
on the stylistic methods of the translator. This explains why the rendition of cognitive
adjuncts proves to be somewhat partial between Arabic and English, and most of the
sacrifice in thematic structure was made in the area of rendering the initial themes,
especially when translating from Arabic into English. Thus initial themes are the least
damaging to the coherence of the text, followed by cognitive adjuncts, and fmally major
obligatory themes which, I believe, can draw the line between a coherent text and a
'non-text'. This also applies to cohesion, with the exception that when translating from
Arabic into English, the translator uses fewer conjunctions, and other means of cohesive
devices instead (cf. 7.13, 14 & 16).
The above argument regarding the significance of maintaining thematic structure
in translation can be summed up as follows: the difference between thematic structure
and syntactic structure in different languages often means that the translator faces a
choice. If he is maximally faithful to thematic and information structures he may be
unfaithful to something else; whereas if he is faithful to something else, say to the basic
syntactic patterns of the language, for instance-- he may have to be unfaithful to
thematic and information structures. In such a situation, thematic and information
structures should be counted as one of the criteria of translational adequacy/
equivalence, or as Enkvist (1978) explicitly puts it:
I am of course not suggesting that information dynamics [information
and thematic structures] should receive top priority, or indeed any
priority rating fixed a priori, among the various criteria of translational
adequacy. I am, however, arguing that information dynamics ought to be
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given those particular priorities it deserves in each particular situation.
And these priorities will be affected by the translator's conceptions of
his responsibilities towards the patterns of emphasis and the text strategy
[the text type focus] of the SLT (Enkvist, 1978, p. 181).

7.16 Summary and Conclusion

The major findings of this analysis that have to do with the frequency and
presentation of thematic structure, in its three main divisions (major, minor and initial)
and their rendition in translation will be summed up here with regard to both languages.
These major findings are:
1. The percentage of occurrence of grammatical subject-as-theme in the English SLTs
is the same as in the Arabic SLTs when adding the 3% occurrence of the 'surrogate
subject-as-theme' (nA" ib WIT) to the latter which is treated by Arab grammarians and
rhetoricians as a 'predicand/theme (musnad ilayhi; cf. al-Antäki, 1975, vol. 1, p 349).
Similarly, when translating from English into Arabic, the percentage of preserved
grammatical subjects-as-theme is nearly the same when rendering the English corpus
into Arabic (compare table 7-1 and 7-1A of appendix E with table 7-5 and 7-5E of
appendix F).
2. The verb-as-theme is rare in both languages; its rareness corresponds to Halliday's
(1985) ambiguous claim regarding its status as theme. My own view is that it is not
a theme, in the sense of what the RC is about, although it might be an initial element
in some systemic moods like the imperative or the yes/no interrogative (with regard
to the latter Halliday (1985) changes his former view (Halliday 1967c) by considering
auxiliary verbs like can/do/be, which form part of the question, the theme; he thus adds
the subject as part of it and does not provide a definite answer with regard to the
former).
From a comparative perspective, this view is supported from Arabic by both
Arab grammarians and rhetoricians who insist that the verb is the core of the
predication, no matter what type of 'mood' (§iga) of the clause is used. This is also
supported from English and Spanish (Quirk et. al. 1985 & Sunner 1982), and goes
along with Halliday's second functional component of the language, the interpersonal,
in which interaction between the interlocutors gains more 'ground' by preposing the
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verb, which seems to inform the addressee that 'you/we/they/(he) are/(is) the one/ones
I/we am/are talking about.' This also explains why in translating from both languages,
especially from Arabic into English, some conditional RCs are sometimes rendered as
a first-person imperative (with 'we', i.e. 'let us', being the theme) to explicitly illustrate,
in political discourse, the interaction between the writer and the reader, hence creating
a feeling of solidarity between the two.
3. The complement-as-theme, in the sense of a grammatical object, is rare in both
languages. The thematic status of preposed complements of Halliday's relational
process, in English, is undetermined. Two arguments have been presented: one in
favour of a Hallidayan approach (complements are themes conveying new information)
and another in favour of a Praguean approach (the postponed participant is thematic
because it is usually made definite by being preceded by a definite article 'the', and
contextually given information, by being mentioned in the preceding text; cf. 2.2.4 &
2.3). In this respect, this structure needs further investigation.
4. With interrogative RCs, The Arabic corpus has twice as many RCs of this kind as
the English. Whereas English has more 'information-seeking wh-questions' than
'polarity-seeking yes/no questions', Arabic has a roughly equal number of the two.
What is notably different between the two languages is the occurrence of rhetorical
questions. Whereas English has approximately 50% of its interrogatives as rhetorical,
Arabic has over 75% of these RCs as rhetorical. Although interrogative RCs render the
same discoursal services in both languages, and although their rendition in translation
from one language to the other is nearly complete, due to the universality of
interrogatives as a linguistic phenomenon, it seems that there is a sense of loss of some
of the pragmatic meanings of some interrogative rhetorical questions when translated
from Arabic into English, e.g. the element of ridicule (cf. 7.9.4).
5. The percentage of occurrence of glossed themes in the Arabic corpus is higher than
that in the English. This is also supported by the translation, where the translator overrendered the glossed themes when translating from English into Arabic, whereas only
one occurrence is rendered from Arabic into English. This finding proves beyond doubt
the emotiveness of Arabic political discourse and its down-to-earth style.
6. In two of the four optional selections of subject-as-theme, namely the wh-cleft and
the it-cleft, the proportion of occurrence of their equivalent constructions in the Arabic
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corpus is higher than in the English. Bearing in mind the major discoursal functions
of the two thematic selections in both languages, namely to highlight the subject-astheme, the higher percentage of occurrence in Arabic political discourse adds additional
support to the hypothesis of the emotiveness of Arabic. This is also supported by the
translation from English, which is complete, in comparison to that from Arabic which
is partial because, in some occurrences, the translator opts for a cognitive circumstantial
adjunct as a marked scene-setter-theme, followed by the subject whose thematic
emotiveness, in the sense of what the RC is about, is reduced.
7. With regard to Existential RCs, the percentage of their occurrence in both languages
is the same. Despite their similar discoursal function in both languages, and the
partiality of their rendition into both languages, the translation into English seems to be
freer regarding the status of 'there' as theme (or part of the theme) of the RC. In some
cases, the translator ignores 'there' altogether in favour of following the argumentative
line in the text, where the 'there' RC presents a contrast between two propositions, in
such case the subject-as-theme. In this respect, it seems that Arabic is more constrained.
8. As for RCs with delayed themes, the two languages are also equal in the percentage
of their use. Although they serve the same discoursal functions in political discourse
in both languages (mainly the postponement of a propositional extended theme), English
preserves the thematic structure of such RCs more than Arabic (which is more flexible
regarding word order); this is a result of the fact that English presents thematic structure
in this way to evade its typical and rigid SVO word order.
9. In both languages, the cognitive adjunct-as-theme, except when used metaphorically,
is treated as a marked-theme-setter, framework, or discourse dimension within which
the main proposition takes place, no matter what type of adjunct is present in the RC.
While in translating into Arabic, the translator manages to completely render them as
marked theme-settings, he seems to have overrenderd the number of RCs identified in
the Arabic corpus when translating into English. This, however, is not achieved by
rendering every thematic adjunct in the Arabic corpus into its equivalent in the TLTs,
but, for stylistic purposes mainly, when translating into English he downgrades some
adjuncts into the rhematic field of the RCs in question, and upgrades more adjuncts
from the rhematic fields into thematic ones. This indicates that English political
discourse (as well perhaps as other genres of discourse as well) prefers to use such
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adjuncts as marked-theme-setters more than the Arabic.
10. Participial dependent-clauses-as-theme in their various types occur more in the
English corpus than the Arabic, although they are infrequent in both. This represents
an area in which translation between the two languages can serve as a tool in
understanding the thematic structure of some RCs, especially in Arabic in which there
are some elements of the structure of the RC (mainly adverbial phrases) that could act
as initial dependent clauses, and thus set the required framework for the main
proposition to follow, had the writer opted for a different writing style. The latter
statement also accounts for their partiality in translation between the two languages.
11. The percentage of occurrence of conditional dependent clauses as themes (which
in addition have their own internal theme-rheme structure) in the Arabic corpus is twice
as high as it is in the English. In both languages, however, they serve the same
discoursal functions, and their rendition is complete. The latter finding is explained by
their similar pragmatic functions, and the universality of conditionals as a linguistic
phenomenon.
12. The percentage of occurrence of the various other types of dependent clauses as
themes (temporal, reason, concessive, comment, and themeless RCs) in the English
corpus is higher than in the Arabic (comment dependent clauses are found in the Arabic
only). Apart from their previously discussed discoursal functions, two types are
especially important in supporting two of the hypotheses set forth in chapter 1 (cf. 1.5).
The first is comment dependent clauses which, although infrequent in both corpuses (4
in Arabic versus none in English), supports the hypothesis that Arabic political
discourse is more emotive and down-to-earth (hence interactive in style) than the
English. The second is themeless RCs, which although infrequent in both corpses (5
RCs in English versus one in Arabic) support the proposition (in addition to other 'thin'
clues discussed in some of the above sections) that translation can serve as a tool in
understanding the thematic structures of some RCs; in this instance it is the
understanding of Halliday's (1985) "clause without theme."
Although their rendition in translating from the two languages seems to be
complete, English seems to overrender more of such clause types in comparison with
the Arabic corpus. This is understandable if we remember that adjuncts-as-themes
(temporal, causal, etc. cf . 7.6.1) can alternatively be expressed by a dependent clause,
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and this is what happens in the translation process from Arabic into English.
13. The percentage of occurrence of grammatical metaphor, in the Hallidayan sense,
in the Arabic corpus is higher than in the English. The difference in the percentage
between the occurrence of English ideational metaphor and its Arabic equivalent (37
RCs, 3% of the English corpus RCs versus 22 RCs, 6%, of the Arabic), between what
I call the subjective interpersonal metaphor (6 RCs, 1%, of the English corpus of the
RCs versus 7 RCs, 2% of the Arabic) and between what I call the objective
interpersonal metaphor (21 RCs, 2% of the English corpus RCs versus 3 RCs, 1%, of
the Arabic), in addition to their complete rendition in translation, add another piece of
evidence (to the ones already discussed) to the claim that Arabic political discourse is
more emotive than its English counterpart.
14. With conjunctions-as-initial-themes (be they non-cognitive adjuncts, discoursal or
modal conjunctions), the initial element(s) of Halliday's (1985) multiple theme
structure, we come to the area in translation the translator, especially when translating
English into Arabic and, to a lesser extent, Arabic into English 'regularly sacrifices'
conjunctive elements as initial themes. Considering the freedom of Arabic as a
relatively free word order language, the translator was insensitive to Halliday's sequence
of multiple theme, although he over-renders the occurrences of multiple theme in the
Arabic TLTs. On the other hand, when translating into English, the translator felt free
in enormously reducing the number of conjunctive particles used in the SLTs, by using
other methods of cohesion (cf. 7-13 & 14). This again supports the hypothesis that, by
virtue of being emotive and down-to-earth, Arabic political discourse tends to be more
interactive in style.
15. In study and analysis, translator's deletions and additions have been noted. But
there is more to a message, realised as a RC, than content involved; there is
arrangement of content, analyzed here from the theoretical perspective of thematic
organisation, originally laid down by Halliday (1967c) and modified by the author for
the purpose of this comparative study (cf. 3.6.6). However if thematisation means
anything-- and obviously I believe it does-- then alternation of themes is in some sense
alternation of the message. As a message, the content of a political text as SLT (Arabic
or English) is, qualitatively and quantatively, slightly different from the TLT, since
changing the theme of some RCs changes the point of departure for the RC as a
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message, especially when that point of departure is what the RC is about. Therefore,
I suggest that the analysis of thematisation offers a tool for the objective evaluation of
the fidelity of translation to its SLT. In this respect, I truly believe and strongly support
Dubois when he (1990, p. 44) says that "fidelity to thematisation is one criterion by
which to judge the quality of translation65".

CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

8.0 Layout of the Chapter

This chapter will consist of four sections. Section one will consider the status
of the six hypotheses proposed in the introduction to this study, in the light of both the
theoretical and the applied studies. Section two will discuss additional findings that
have emerged as a result of the analysis of data. Section three will outline the modified
Hallidayan thematic model which also emerges as a result of the analysis of data and
which might have value in a comparative thematic analysis, not only in presenting
thematic structure of RCs in political discourse prior to and after the process of
translation, but also for other genres of Arabic and English discourse, and may prove
to be useful for comparing the thematic structures of other languages. Finally, I will
list some areas for future research that could be carried out using the proposed thematic
model.

8.1 Review of Proposed Hypotheses

On the basis of the theoretical and the applied study that have been carried out,
the status of the proposed hypotheses of this study is as follows:
1. The first hypothesis, that Halliday's systemic and functional grammatical model of
thematic structure has a cross-language validity and can be applied to languages with
a non-SVO patterns of word order, is evident in both the argument presented in chapter
5 (cf. 5.3 & 5.8) and the analysis of Arabic data which is carried out accordingly (cf.
7-9 through 7-14). In this respect, it should be noted that Halliday never makes any
explicit claim beyond English either in his original formulation of thematic structure
(Halliday 1967a, 1967c & 1968), or in his re-formulation of the model (Halliday 1985).
The only shift of position noticed on the new formulation pertains to the thematic
structure of yes/no interrogative RCs and those of the imperative. For the former, he
adds the grammatical subject (the second constituent of the modal elements of the
clause) as part of the theme of the RC, and to the latter, he introduces an alternative
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analysis of imperative RCs under which the verb or the grammatical subject (usually
the first, the second and the third personal pronouns, singular or plural, that refer to the
addressee) are regarded as themes of such RCs. Both modifications are in line with the
19th century formulation of the theme, as the psychological subject, and with Halliday's
own formulation in terms of his definition of theme as what the RC is about. This
latter case is also in line with the traditional and modern Arab grammarians who,
together with Arab rhetoricians, emphasize that the verb is the core of predication of
the sentence in Arabic (cf. 5.2). Halliday's latest modification is also in line with the
modified model adopted in the analysis of the data. In this respect, all I made was a
slight modification of Halliday's systemic model of thematic structure (cf. 3.6.6 & 8.3
below) and applied this model to an extended analysis of data from both languages.
This proved to be sound and valid.
2. The second hypothesis, that of the universal applicability of Halliday's overall model
of language (cf. 3.5), is evident from the theoretical and applied arguments presented
in support of applying its three major components (the interpersonal, the textual and the
ideational) to languages like Arabic. With regard to the interpersonal function, Arab
rhetoricians have modified the formal moods (§iyag) of SA on the basis of the need of
the pragmatic need of the interlocutors, their speech roles and the overall speech
situation (cf. 5.3). The textual analysis carried out in chapter 7, on the basis of the
author's modification of Halliday's thematic model, suggests, despite some marginal
problems (cf. 7.3.3), the applicability of this model to written discourse (it might also
be applicable to information units of spoken discourse, had such an analysis is carried
out, where information structure, realised by the phonological level of the language, is
at full play). The ideational component was evident in the analysis of the various
process types and was most explicit in the analysis of grammatical metaphor, especially
ideational metaphor, in which the incongruent mapping and realisation of a process as
an RC in both languages is treated along the same lines in the thematic analysis of the
corpus (cf. 7.6.1 & 7.12.1).
3. The third hypothesis, that translation can be used as a tool in understanding aspects
of the thematic structure of the RCs of the SLTs, is evident in the process of translation
into the two languages. In this respect, I would like to say that for the past 15 years
I spent as a professional interpreter/translator, and before working on this study, I had
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been observing that successful translations managed to reflect in the TLTs the thematic
relations that are expressed at the start of the RC, and also the effect of the preceding
discourse on both these types of expressions. This hypothesis, therefore, was that
translation could be used as a tool for cross-language study of discourse, of the fidelity
of translation (cf. 7.15), and consequently as tool for understanding the thematic
structure of some RCs of the SLTs.
In particular, I was interested in seeing how the expression of thematic structure
was constrained by the need to deal with constructions that have no obvious
correspondent in the TL. In arriving at my conclusions, I made use of the comparative
analysis I have carried out. The constraints that I identified were mainly syntactic and
lexico-semantic, but there were others that have to do with register and/or genre (i.e.
social constraints, e.g., power relations in the case of political discourse), cohesion and
speech situations (e.g. the use of language as an arena for the practice of power, in its
various systemic moods). By far the most frequent syntactic constraint is the verbinitial construction in the Arabic RCs, for which no syntactic equivalent is available in
English. These cases account for 58% of the overall total of RCs in the Arabic SLTs
(cf. table 10 of appendix-G). What was impressive was that, in support of this
hypothesis, the corpus translator, editors and proof readers frequently found ways of
getting around this problem guided by the reformulation of the syntactic mood system
of Arabic along pragmatic lines, and thus they maintain the order of thematic and
rhematic spheres of the RCs of SLTs.
In this respect, it can be said that the objective results of testing the validity of
this hypothesis range from weakly significant cases (e.g. dependent clauses as theme,
especially purpose-type dependent clauses, and themeless RCs) to strongly significant
cases (e.g. those of the imperative RCs in both languages, where translation of political
discourse suggests that the actual theme of such RCs is far from being the verb, but the
personal pronoun referring to the addressee). However, despite the lack of consistency
and the marginality of findings to support this hypothesis, the fact remains that the
process of translation provides unique insights into the various ways in which different
languages (in this case Arabic and English) make use of the contextualising resources
of thematisation and information structure, and consequently assists researchers in
understanding the thematic structure of the SLTs in both languages. I also would like
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to add that had I not analyzed the thematic structure of the SLTs and the TLTs in both
languages with this hypothesis in mind and in the light of the various problems that it
posed for the translation of English and Arabic, I would not have been able to isolate
the many features that come together to characterise the system of message
constructions in terms of theme-rheme and information structure, or as Becker puts it:
Translation is a necessary first step in understanding a distant text;
necessary because it opens up for us the exuberance and deficiencies of
our own interpretations (Becker, 1984, p. 1351).
4. The fourth hypothesis, that Arabic is more capable of preserving and presenting
Halliday's multiple theme in translation than English, is evident from the fact that the
number of RCs rendered into Arabic is higher than those identified in the English SLTs.
The opposite is true: the number of RCs in the English TLTs is less than those
identified in the Arabic SLTs. However, it must be kept in mind that this finding
results from the fact that in the process of translating into Arabic, the translator was
insensitive to the significance of the way multiple themes are organized in the SLT: this
results in the over-rendition of multiple themes in the Arabic TLTs. On the other hand,
translator does not render the same number of multiple themes as in the Arabic SLTs
when he translates into English because the latter uses cohesive devices, other than
conjunction, (i.e. reference, substitution, . . . etc) in connecting the various types of
RCs.
5. The fifth hypothesis, that Arabic political discourse is more emotive (thus more
down-to-earth and more interactive in style) than English, is supported by the following
findings of the analysis:
(a) The percentage of occurrence of glossed themes in the Arabic SLTs is higher than
in the English. This is also supported in translation by the fact that the translator into
Arabic rendered more glossed themes in the Arabic TLTs than are present in the
original SLTs. This is also evident from the fact that, in translation into English, only
one RC with glossed theme is rendered into English with the same markedness effect;
the rest of the Arabic glossed themes are rendered as marked-scene-setters themes,
using cognitive circumstantial adjuncts.
(b) The number of occurrences of comment clauses in the Arabic SLTs (4 among 382
RCs) compared with (1 among 875 RCs) comment clause found in the English SLTs.
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(c) The percentage of occurrence of subjective interpersonal-equivalent metaphorical
RCs and ideational-equivalent metaphorical RCs is far higher in the Arabic SLTs than
in the English SLTs. On the other hand, the number of objective interpersonal
metaphorical RCs with 'it' is more frequent in the English SLT than those of the Arabic
SLTs. The result is more interaction between the writer and reader in Arabic political
discourse, and self-detachment and objectivity and consequently less interaction in the
English.
(d) The percentage of occurrence of first, second personal pronouns, singular and plural
('I', 'we' and 'you') is higher in the Arabic SLTs than the English (compare tables 11
and 12 of appendix-H). In addition to the fact that such occurrences add a new
dimension to the emotiveness of Arabic political discourse over English, they also
signal an important feature of political discourse, i.e. the feeling of solidarity generated
as a result of the interaction between the writer and reader, especially when the
referents of such pronouns act as themes in the sense of what the RC is about and the
power differential between readers and writers is relinquished.
6. The sixth hypothesis, that Arabic as source and as target language respectively
presents and consequently preserves the salient features of political discourse in
translation more than English, is not evidently clear and is only partially true2. This
is borne by the following findings arrived at as a result of the analysis of the corpus:
(a). With regard to vocabulary/lexical items used to express/code/realise ideological
beliefs, thinking or orientation and their experiential values in helping to create social
relationships in terms of power, both languages as source and target languages express
these aspects with almost the same frequency. Furthermore, such lexical items are also
lexically abstract in both languages as well as their translations; lexical items like
'nationalism' (al-qawmiyya) (text 1:12-2), `qawmajiyy' (pseudo-nationalist) (text 8: 73), ` "apla' (nobility of descent) (text 6: 13-1) , and 'gangster' (baliajiy), and their
equivalent translation, are used depending on the context, formal/informal, to express
some political concepts that are inherent in the culture of both languages. In both
languages, if an equivalent lexical item is not found to dress up a new idea, the
language will either coin a new term (e.g. `qawmajiyy') or borrow one from another
language.
(b) Lexical complexity, as indicated earlier (cf. 6.5.4), can be measured by (1) types
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of relations between clauses (dependent & main) constituting the RC (coordination/
subordination or paratactic versus hypotactic, to use Halliday's systemic terms) and by
(2) the number of words of each RC. The analysis of data demonstrates that both
languages demonstrate almost the same degree of lexical complexity with regard to the
latter, although, in some instances and for stylistic purposes, some of the Arabic SL
RCs are split into more than one RC in English due to the length of the former. On
the other hand, the hypotactic relation, 'a sublime type of relation', tends to be more
prominent in the English RCs (both as a source and target language); whereas the
paratactic, a 'naive' type of relation tends to be prominent in the Arabic RCs (both as
a source and target language), owing to the fact that Arabic use of conjunctions as
cohesive devices exceeds far that of English (cf. 7-13 & 14).
(c)

With regard to transitivity, Halliday's semantic realisation of the ideational

component, one of the choices of participants in the process is that of nominalization
within which a process can occur in a reduced form, i.e. with no tense or agent; so
there will be no indication of the timing of the process nor, often, of agent and/or
patient. In this respect there will be no indication of who does what to whom or when.
Both languages express this feature quite frequently either as SL or as TL, although
throughout the analysis Arabic seems to be using it more. This is justified by the fact
that the tense system in Arabic is not as complicated as that of the English (it only
consists of past, present and future tense; cf. 5.3). The other justification is clear from
the Arabic as a TL, where most occurrences of passive RCs in the English SLTs are
rendered in terms of nominalized process by using a 'verbal noun' (ma§dar; cf. tables
7-1 & 7-1A of appendix E)3. This is done due to the fact Arabic does not possess an
equivalent tense system to that of the English. The second justification is that the
morphological change resulting from changing active to passive verbs is not usually
shown by the grammatical case markers (fatha, damma, kasra) in all genres of written
Arabic discourse (cf. 5.3.1.1).
(d) Passivization (agentive or agentless), which I call 'the process of misleading the
addressee without overtly lying' and which is used as a manifestation of power relations
in languages, is more frequent in English political discourse than in Arabic. This is
also clear in the translation from Arabic into English where the number of passivised
RCs rendered into English exceeds the ones the Arabic SLTs originally have. It is also
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clear from the fact that only two passive RCs of the English SLTs are rendered into
Arabic (cf. 3.6.2., 5.3.1.1, 7.3.1.1 & 7.9.1.1). Regardless of the reasons that motivate
the English politician or political writer to use the passive, especially when it is
agentless (be they power, tact/politeness, self-detachment, objectivity, evading
responsibility for a certain action and drawing attention to the object as if he were the
doer of the 'deed', in addition to the inherent constraints of English word order, which,
unlike Arabic, cannot thematise any part of the RC), the fact remains that its frequent
non-use in Arabic political discourse (whether in original or in TL texts), does not, by
any means, make Arabic political discourse more explicit in spelling out 'who does
what to whom'. On the contrary, while English avoids explicitness by using agentless
passive quite often, Arabic does it more comprehensively through the process of
nominalization. Such a process, as indicated above, not only protects the agent by
deleting it, but also gets rid of the tense element which indicates the timing of the
action.
(e) Both languages, as source and target, equally express some aspect of experience
incongruently, i.e. through Halliday's grammatical metaphor, especially its sub-branch
the ideational type (compare tables 7-3 & 7-3A with 7-7& 7-7E).
(f) In both languages, as source and target, relational modality is expressed by modal
auxiliary verbs like 'can' , 'could', 'may', 'might', 'ought', 'have to', 'must', etc. and
their equivalents in Arabic like 'yumkinu' (may), 'yastatru' (can), `yajibu i (must),
`yatawaijabu' (ought to) and the rest. These modal auxiliaries in both languages either
express permission if positive or prohibition if negative (the first 4 of the English list
and the first 2 of the Arabic) or express obligation (the remaining auxiliaries of both
lists). In all their occurrence in the SLTs or the TLTs, the authority and power relations
on the basis of which producers of the text grant permission to or withhold it from or
impose obligation upon those the message is given to, are not made explicit. It is
precisely implicit authority power claims in both languages alike that makes relational
modality a matter of ideological interest.
(g)

Attitudinal/expressive modality, by which the writer expresses his authority

regarding the truth or probability of the representation of reality. As indicated earlier
this authority can be realised either by the subjective interpersonal metaphor or by the
use of modal non-cognitive adjuncts. In analysing the data, it was found that both types
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of modal expressions occur more in the Arabic SLTs (cf. 7.5.1.1, 7.6.2, 7.11.1.1. &
7.12.2).
(h) As indicators of power relations in political discourse, first (T & 'we') and second
('you') personal pronouns in English and their equivalences in Arabic have a relational
value (cf. 6.5.4, note 44). How politicians and writers select and distribute these types
of pronouns have to do with what I may call 'pronominal pragmatics', that is to say in
certain societies such a pronominal choice is affected by the perceived roles of the
speaker/writer. Therefore the choice of one over the other, especially as a theme of RC,
does not affect the fact that the speaker's/writer's basic intention of referring to one or
more than one audience/reader is not altered.
The distribution of 'I', 'we' and 'you' is clearly marked in political discourse
as a measure of power and authority. It is also noticeable (compare tables 11 and 12
of appendix-H) that Arabic political discourse uses these pronouns as means of power
more than English. This probably has much to do with the topic of the corpus in
question, the writer's political orientation, and/or the writer's personality. Furthermore,
the use of such pronouns as indicators of power is mainly meant to achieve apparently
two contradictory aims (i.e. assert the powerful status of the writer/speaker, and seek
solidarity to share responsibility of the reader/hearer). To accomplish these two aims,
the writer/politician has to relinquish some of his power in order to gain the addressee's
feeling of solidarity. This is mainly achieved by the use of 'we'. On the other hand,
'I' indicates no relinquishing of power, while 'you' is imperative.
(i) Implicature, as a feature indicating power relations in political discourse, involves,
as indicated earlier (cf. 6.5.4), two main points. First, implicature is an intentional act,
in the sense that political writer/politician cannot 'flout' Grice's (1975) principles of
conversation (known as 'maxims of conversations') unless he is socially powerful (cf.
2.3.3, note 43). If not, he will lose the spirit of solidarity with the reader; something
which he always aspires to win. Second, unless the 'implicated proposition'
enriches/updates the existing ideological beliefs of the reader, he will not only, (in this
case) lose the solidary feelings of the reader but also his own credibility, and will be
looked at as 'a bluffing dictator' if he is a politician, or 'a bluffing mercenary' if he is
a political writer. Throughout the analysis of the corpus, the implicature drawn by the
writers of the corpus prove to be of equal value for these two conditions.
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(j) With regard to speech acts, as indicators of power relations in political discourse,
directives (commands and requests) are of special importance. For a critical linguist,
the most direct forms of speech acts are legitimated only when the power differential
between participants is at its maximum level, in which case the imperative and
interrogative moods are used. On the other hand, when power differential is at its
minimum level, neutral declarative mood is used, in which case the only privileges of
power the addresser gains against the addressee is that of being 'a provider of
information' (cf. 6.5.4). This applies to the majority of RCs in political discourse in
any language. As for the interrogative and imperative speech acts, the analysis of data
shows that English, as a source and a target language, uses more imperatives and less
interrogatives than Arabic (compare tables 7-1 & 7-1A with 7-5 & 7-5A). Note that,
as indicated earlier, the majority of Arabic interrogatives are of the rhetorical type,
which means that the exercise of power was achieved, as in declarative utterances, by
providing information, rather than by seeking it from the position of power (cf. 7.9.4).
To sum up these arguments with regard to the validity of the above hypothesis,
I tentatively propose a modification to this hypothesis. This involves the fact that both
languages express power relations in every aspect of those ten features in different
degrees, to the extent that neither language seems to realise power relations more
explicitly than other. In this respect, I conclude that power relations of political
discourse depend mainly on the nature of each individual feature of the discourse, the
nature of the topic being discussed, the ideological orientation of the writer, and above
all the linguistic resources available to each language to express these relations.

8.2 Additional Findings

In addition to the findings listed in chapter 7 (cf. 7.16) three additional findings
are identified which are related to the overall motivation of this study. The first
additional finding has to do with what I called earlier propositional theme. This is
related to the lexical and syntactic complexity of RCs in English and Arabic political
discourse, both as a SL and a TL (cf. 7.9.4. & 7.10.4). I call a propositional theme any
thematic structure in which the obligatory participant cognitive-type theme is modified
by either one or more relative clauses, by a prepositional phrase, by apposition, or by
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another dependent clause. Propositional theme also consists of all recursive
'frameworks' that set the stage and which include all types of cognitive circumstantial
adjuncts and dependent clause that are usually followed by the major cognitive theme.
Such a theme is propositional in terms of the fact that it provides the reader with
additional information about the theme which he/she is not aware of. This additional
information is usually neither mentioned in the preceding verbal context, nor is it part
of the reader's world knowledge. The majority of occurrences of propositional theme
in the corpus are usually found among those substantiating RCs of a proposed
hypothesis/thesis in the writer's argumentative line of thinking or among RCs that
substantiate the writer's counter argument to a certain hypothesis. This can be
illustrated from English and Arabic respectively by:
8-1 #Historian Abraham Sachar, whose interpretation is particularly interesting
because he is custodian of the archives of Truman's influential associate David
Niles,[1]/ alleges that Truman's ultimate decision to support Israeli expansion was
based upon the Israeli military victory, which showed that Israel "could become
a strategic asset a kind of stationary aircraft carrier to protect the American
interests in the Mediterranean and the Middle East.# (Text 1: 22-3)
8-1A #yazcumu 1-mu arrixu Abraham agar al-ladi yu ctabaru tafsiruhu cala daraiatin
Ilivvatin min 1- ahammivvati nazaran annahu kana ad - iman cala maxtUtati
Dayfid Navlz a§§adiau 1-mutanaffidu ladaTrarnanfll annal-qarara an-niha iyya
li-r-ra - isi 1- amniciyyi Traman bi-da`mi t-twassdi 1- isra lam natijatan
inti§ari 1-caskariyyi 1-ladai - a7Mara haqiqata annahu yurnkinu - an tu§biha
isra - llu sanadan istratijiyyan aw hamilata ta'iratin tabitatin li-himayati 1ma§alihi 1- arnakayyati fi mintaqatayyi
1-mutawasiti wa §-garaqi
1- -awsat#
8-2 #wat 11 kadalikaf21 fa- inna 1-maffiftma 1-ladi yacnidu ila 1- ixtiyari min bayni
asälibi wa 1-furasi mA mm §a nihi tatiaiqu 1- ahclafil-mawdficati musbaqan wa
rafdi kulli 1-sivasati 1- uxra 1-lati IA tatandsabu mda tahcacti hadihi 1- -andaff31
yu - addi bi-d-clararati ila
kulli 1- - andafi 1- - aqalla tumatian wa 1-lati
ta§ubbu fi tattqiqi ma§lallati d-dwla# (Text 9: 3-6)
8-2E #Furthermore[1], this narrow concept which is designed to achieve certain
predetermined objectives [21/ will also result in the selection from the various
possibilities available of one option and ignore all other polices inconsistent with
the promotion of these objectives.# #It[2]/ will inevitably result in the
abandonment of all less ambitious objectives which might contribute to the
achievement of the state's interests.
It has also been noted throughout the analysis phase of this study, that this type
of theme is more common in the English SLTs. This of course is not surprising, since
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Arabic depends on conjunctions, as cohesive devices, more than English. This results
in Arabic having more coordinative relations (paratactic relations in Halliday's systemic
terms) than English. This is evident in the abundant use of `wa' and 'fa' ('and', 'and
then'/'then') in the Arabic SLTs as well as the TLTs (cf. 7-13, 14 & 16).
The second additional finding has to do with redundancy in translation.
Throughout the analysis of data, it was found out that English as a source and as a
target language is more redundant than Arabie. In this respect, I believe that, in
political discourse, redundancy occurs as a result of two main factors. The first is
inherent and has to do with the nature of some systemic grammatical options of the RC
as a message, such that some options are more dominant in one language and less
frequent in another. With regard to English and Arabic, for instance, passivisation is
more frequent in English than in Arabic (cf. 3.6.2.2, 5.3.1.1, 7.3.1.1 & 7.9.1.1). In
agentive passive in English, for example, the `by phrase' can be reduced in Arabic, be
it a source or a target language, by the use of a 'resumptive pronoun' (damir a id aw
isti "n5f), as in 7-132 above (repeated here for convenience; note highlighted pronouns
and compare the number of words):
8-3 #waf111-kiarbuf21 "ida131 nakbat// fa-111 la buddä an yaksabahrif21 fi n-nihdyati
tarafun mahmä kanat xasd'ir-uh# 4* - ammaill 1-xdsiru 1-haqicliyu fihfir21 // fasanakanu natinu Varaba, 1-mu 'minina bi-4aqqi ummatind fi 1-12ayati siwa"un
kunnä fi 1-c iräqi aw fi 'ayyati bufatin min watanina Varabiyyi 1-kabir# (Text
6: 12-1 & 2)
8-3E #The war, if it should start,/ will inevitably by won in the end by one side, no
matter how greatly the loses that side suffers.# #But the real loser in this war/
will be ourselves, the Arabs, who believe in our nation's right to live, whether
in Iraq or in any part of our great Arab nation.#
The second and more important factor is what I call 'conscious redundancy' or
lack of concentration, to use Enlcvist's (1978, p. 1725) term, which allows readers to
process texts (especially political texts) fairly rapidly and in ways that are, more or less,
in line with the writer's ideological orientation. This type of redundancy results from
the provision of many components (i.e. propositional themes) in the text that are
included for other reasons than to convey new information to readers. For example, the
writer must provide the reader with enough background to make the comprehension and
integration of new information possible and consequently to convince him of his point
of view. In a technical sense, components which prepare for and reinforce the
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transmission of new information might be called redundant, but they are nonetheless
indispensable for comprehension.
On the other hand, conscious low redundancy in political discourse (or probably
any genre of discourse) is likely to cause a wider spread of interpretation than would
apply to texts with high redundancy. The difference arises because, in this case, the
readers supply more out of their individually variable supply of world knowledge and
experience. Many actual obstacles to interpretation are directly caused by low
redundancy or, in more familiar terms, lack of explicitness.
With regard to translation, the translator must use restraint in dealing with
redundant SL features, whether they express inherent or background information, and
confine himself to pruning here and there, since, if he goes too far, he is sometimes
likely to find the whole SLT redundant, in which case he will find himself liable to
recreate a brand new TLT. Therefore, the translator should decide to what extent he
should retain the degree of redundancy of the SLT, because excessive change in the
degree of redundancy by ellipsis or any other means can also shift the emphasis of the
SLT and may alter its thematic structure and thematic progression scheme (cf. 2.5) and
consequently the distribution of new information among its constituting RCs.
The third additional finding has to do with what Hatim (1987a, 1987b, 1989 &
elsewhere) claims, on the basis of 7 TL clauses of English with no Arabic SL, that
nominal sentences are predominant in Arabic argumentative texts (cf. 1.1). In analysing
the word order of the Arabic corpus (Arabic as a SL and as a TL), the results of the
analysis of a total of 1244 RCs of Arabic shows a predominance of verbal sentences
(VSO word order) in relation to nominal sentence (with either SVO, OVS, SP & PS;
cf. tables 9 and 10 of appendix-G). This finding matches another study carried out by
Rosenhouse (1990)6.
My findings together with those of Rosenhouse (1990) demonstrate the
superficiality of Hatim's claims which ignore the many ways in which a verbal sentence
can be made evaluative like a nominal sentence (cf. 5.5.2). Hatim's analysis of the
theme-rheme structure of Arabic and English is also problematic in that it 'dangles in
the air' and belongs properly to no linguistic school, even to Halliday's systemic model
to which he claims to adhere (cf. 1.1).
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8.3 A Proposed Model For Comparative
Thematic Analysis

On the basis of the reasoning set forth in chapter 7 and which, in turn, was
based on arguments proposed earlier in this research (cf. 3.6.6 & 5.8) and supported by
the analysis of many RCs in the context of extended political discourse and their
translation in the two languages (English and Arabic), I have reached the conclusion
that thematisation is writer/speaker-based. In this sense it bridges the gap between the
writer's internal thought and the expression of that thought in the form of language.
In this respect, also, and since the beginning of my research, I have felt the need to
draw a distinction between what I called obligatory (participant-type) theme selections
and optional types (identification, predication, substitution and reference) which,
although predominantly of the participant-type, are invoked optionally by the originator
of the message with the purpose of illustrating how effectively the writers/speakers use
them in the expression of their intentions.
All would agree that the functions which Halliday associates with thematisation,
including the optional theme selections, and information structure are essential to the
creation of the message. In this respect, for all the investigations of the effect of
thematisation on the construction of messages, I believe that we still do not have a
complete picture of the message as entity in itself. This is why a modified model of
Halliday's thematic structure is proposed here, which will concentrate on the structure
of the message as such in order to understand its relation to the RC.
Each RC, as a realisation of a message within the overall text, consists of one
or more initial element (theme), and one or more terminating element (rheme). These
two elements specify the distribution of elements that 'stage' the message. In the
unmarked case, the setting is established by a simple element which corresponds to the
first element in the simple declarative clause of English, the 'predicand' (al-mubtada")
in nominal RCs and the grammatical/surrogate subject (al-facil aw nã "ib al-fIcil) in
verbal RCs of Standard Arabic (SA). The terminating element/s, in turn, is/are closely
related to the overall distribution of information content within the message, which
starts with reference to an antecedent, or else some mechanism for the 'newness' or
most 'informativeness' (cf. 4.4). In the unmarked case the culmination of the message
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coincides with the termination (rhematic sphere).
The proposed modified thematic model used in the analysis of data in chapter
7 is integrative. It brings together concepts that have been characterised 'rather loosely'
by Halliday (1967c, 1985 & elsewhere) under thematisation, and to a lesser extent,
information structure, the two systems constituting his "enabling" textual components
(cf. 3.4 & 3.5). This model also directs these two systems towards the prime function
of message formation, by specifying the overall structural frame of the message. In this
model, the thematic structure of the RC as a message specifies the patterning of
multiple theme to the cutoff point where the rheme begins. The writer has the choice
of which slot to fill in that thematic sphere and whether or not to enlist a marked
construction, be it of the participant or scene-setting type. In this respect, the RC, as
already indicated, contains one major cognitive theme plus anything else that may be
placed in the slots that are available to the left of it. As indicated in chapter 3 (cf.
3.6.3), chapter 5 (cf. 5.8) and chapter 7, I have concluded that major themes are
cognitive and mutually exclusive. They consist mainly of grammatical subjects
(congruent or incongruent/ metaphorical), complements/ objects, wh-elements the modal
elements in the yes/no questions, and the first and second personal pronouns (singular
and plural) of the imperative mood, and not the verb as Halliday proposes as thematic
alternative element. From this, it can be concluded that major themes must be one of
the defuiing characteristics of the RC.
Minor themes (i.e. circumstantial adjuncts and dependent clauses) usually set the
various types of framework for the main predication to follow. Cognitive adjuncts, for
instance, set the various types of dimensions (temporal, spatial... . etc.) for the main
process with its participants (one of which will be thematic) to take place, and can also
act metaphorically as participant-type themes. Dependent clauses, in addition to setting
various types frameworks for the main predication to ensue, can also have their own
thematic structure which is, in some way, related to that of the main clause.
Initial themes (conjunctions, modal and discoursal noncognitive adjuncts) can
occur freely with any number of cognitive adjuncts and dependent clauses in English
or Arabic. Thus the thematic structure of the RC that precede the major theme can
contain one or more cognitive adjuncts and/or dependent clause(s) and only one
conjunction or modal/discoursal adjunct, in a construction that looks like this:
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8-4 Initial theme(s) (followed by) minor theme(s) (followed by) major theme
(followed by) the rheme.
In this respect the function of the major theme is to establish the cognitive
setting of the message (realized as an RC) in terms of what the message is about. The
function of the minor theme is to establish the overall framework stage-setting of the
scene. And the function of initial theme (the noncognitive, discoursal and modal,
adjuncts and conjunctive) is to relate this message to the preceding one, to illustrate the
attitude of the message producer and his role in the speech situation and to illustrate the
type of logical relation to the immediate context (verbal or situational; additive,
adversative, etc.).
The rheme, of course, is everything that follows the theme (except in SA where
the verb, which typically precedes the subject, is rhematic). In this respect I would like
to believe that this model and characterisation of thematic structure, as analyzed in both
the SL and the TL texts of English and Arabic, is sufficiently general to apply to most
languages and at the same time specific enough to be useful in adding to our
understanding of the nature of the message (realised as an RC) and is applicable to
other genres of discourse in these two languages. In conclusion, also, the general
function of the thematic structure is to specify the distribution of the thematic elements
over the thematic sphere and those of the rheme over the rhematic sphere.

8.4 Areas for Further Study

At the close of this comparative study of thematic structure and the role of
translation in presenting this structure in political discourse, I find myself inclined to
consider the following as future areas of research in the same topic:
1. Testing the above model by using other discourse genres and by using other types
of texts, e. g. expository texts (descriptive and narrative) and legal texts.
2.

Testing the model against spoken political discourse. In such discourse the

phonological level of the source and the target languages will contribute greatly to the
thematic structure of each information unit (which can be less, equal or more than its
equivalent in a written RC). Furthermore, the salient features of political discourse (cf.
6.5.4) and the social constraints that determine their usage by political speakers or
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politicians (i.e. power relations, bias/prejudice, caution, ideological orientation, among
others) will be more pronounced than the corresponding features in written discourse
and will play a part in determining the future reputation of politicians, and those of their
interpreters/translators, if these politicians happen to be monolinguals.
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Notes! 1
Notes to Chapter 1:
1. In this respect, Yallop (1987), after discussing some of the existing theories of
translation, points out that it is important not to be persuaded by scientism to
downgrade practical knowledge to the level of causal intuition and mechanical
procedure. To support this proposal he draws an analogy between the 'gardener'
and the `botanist' on the one hand, and the translator and the theoretical linguist on
the other. In this respect, he emphasizes that skilled gardening may be oriented
towards practical tasks in an unanalytical way, but it is not, by any means, an
unthinking or unsystematic enterprise. In fact, the botanist's work is not
characterized by greater thoughtfulness, let alone superior intelligence, but rather
by analytical abstraction or concentration. If one wished to turn the tables, one
might argue that abstraction is in its own way also limited. Gardeners, it might
be said, are likely to have a more integrated sense of reality, since they deal with
plants in the broadest possible setting, and do not inevitably approach their work
from a botanical perspective. In a similar vein, translators may also think of
themselves in a wider context of, say, satisfying customers and delving into
different areas of `subject-matter', rather than necessarily adopting the linguist's
focal attention on language.
Yallop further points out that it is not right to make one kind of
knowledge superior to the other, but to see how they differ. If there is knowledge
that is professionally useful to translators and if translators can learn their job, then
it is legitimate to recognise a field of practical translation studies in which some
degree of systemization is possible. By the same token, I would say that a good
translator need not be a theoretical linguist, in the same way the gardener need not
be a botanist. In this perspective, Yallop's objection to the popular view that
anyone who knows two languages can translate competently is not so much that this
view denies the value of translation theory but that it denies the extent and
elaboration of practical knowledge.
Finally Yallop points out that if there is a gulf between theory and
practice in translation, it should be remembered that differences and distinctions
need not be divisive. Antagonism between practice and theory is fostered by
irreconcilable beliefs-- pragmatism on the one side and scientism on the other-- not
by differences alone. A legitimate distinction between the translator's practical
knowledge and a linguist's theoretical knowledge is no barrier to respectful
interaction and discussion between translators and linguists. Nor does it prevent an
individual human being from following Halliday's example and taking an interest
in both kinds of knowledge, given the fact that one of Halliday's many
contributions to linguistics is his interest in building `bridges' between linguistics
theory and professional practice, e.g. languages teaching and translation. For more
details, the reader is referred to:
C. Yallop, "The Theory and Practice of Translation", in Language Topics: Essays
in Honour of M. A. K. Halliday, vol.', (Eds.) R. Steel & T. Threadgold,
(Amsterdam: Benjamins Publishing Co., 1987) pp. 349-351.
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2.

For additional details regarding these quotations and Hatim's understanding of
the role of nominal and verbal sentences in the various types of texts, the reader
is referred to:
B. Hatim, "Discourse Texture in Translation: Towards a Text-Typological
redefinition of theme and rheme", in Translation in the Modern Language
Degree, (Eds.) I. Mason & H. Keith, (London: CILT: Centre for Information
on Language Teaching and Research, 1987) pp. 52-62.
, "A Text Linguistic Model for the Analysis of Discourse Errors:
Contributions From Arabic Linguists", in Grammar in the Construction of
Texts, (Ed.) J. Monaghan, (London: Francis Pinter Publisher, 1987) pp. 102114.

, "Text Linguistics in The Didactics of Translation: The Case of The Verbal
and Nominal Clause Types in Arabic", in IRAL, vol. XXVI112, May 1989) pp.
137-144.
3.

D. Bolinger, Aspects of Language, 2nd. Ed., (New York & others: Hercourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1975).

4.

P. Schlobinski & S. Schutze-Coburn, "On the Topic and Topic Continuity", in
Linguistics, vol 30, no. 1, pp. 89-121.

5.

F. Danes, "Zur Terminologie", in Papers on FSP, (trans.), P. Schlobinski & S.
Shutze-Coburn, (Ed.) F. Danes, (The Hague: Mouton, 1974) pp. 217-222.

6.

R. de Beaugrande, "Topicality & Emotion in the Economy and Agenda of
Discourse", in Linguistics, vol. 30, no. 1, pp. 243-265.

7.

For a detailed study of the concepts of `frames' and `schemes', the reader is
referred to:
T. V. Dijk & W. Kintsch, Strategies of Discourse Comprehension, (London &
New York: Academic Express, 1983).

8.

Under a more charitable reading, Givon points out that the terms 'vague' and
'mysterious' mean `not fully specified' in terms of a similar common scientific
practice, in which one is handed a blank cheque, with tacit understanding-- or at
least hope-- that future research will fill in the details. For detailed information
on Givons' topical formulation, the reader is referred to:
T. Givon, "Topic Continuity in Discourse: An Introduction", in Topic Continuity
in Discourse: A Quantative Cross-Language Study, (Ed.) T. Givon,
(Amsterdam/ Philadelphia: J. Benjamins Publishing Co., 1983) pp. 1-41.

9. T. Givon, "Pragmatics of Word Order: Predictability, Importance, and Attention",
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In Studies In Syntactic Typology, L. Hammond et. al. (Eds.),
(Amsterdam/Philadelphia: Academic Express, 1988) pp. 243-284.
10. This is said in spite of Newmark's warning that in respect of political texts, the
translators' "neutrality is a myth". He also points out that the main aim of the
translators may be as transparent as a glass in actual translation, but even more than
members of other professions, since their aim is to promote understanding between
nations, they have social and moral responsibilities to humanity as well as to
language. For additional details, the reader is referred to:
P. Newmark, "The Translation of Political Language", in Dimensione Linguistiche
E Distanze Culturi, 1986, pp. 43-64.
11 For a detailed study of cohesion and coherence from a text-linguistic and a
thematic perspective, the reader is respectively referred to:
R. de Beaugrands and W. Dressler, Introduction to Text Linguistics, (London &
New York: Longman, 1981), chapters 2 & 3).
M. A. K. Halliday & R. Hasan, Cohesion in English, (London & New York:
Longman, 1976).
12. Hatim (1990) provides more details regarding each of these three major problems.
Under the first one (the comprehension of the SLT) he lists: (a) parsing of text
(grammar and lexis), (b) access to specialized knowledge and (c) and access to
intended meaning. Under the second problem (transfer of meaning) he lists: (a)
relaying lexical meaning, (2) relaying grammatical meaning and (c) relaying
rhetorical meaning, including implied or inferrable meaning (pragmatic meaning)
for potential readers. And under the third problem (readability of the UT), he
lists: (1) readability, (2) conforming to generic and discoursal TL conventions, and
(3) judging adequacy of translation for specified purposes. For more details the
reader is referred to:
B. Hatim & I. Mason, Discourse and the Translator, (London & New York:
Longman, 1990), chapter 2.
13. N. Chomsky, "Deep Structure, Surface Structure and Semantic representation",
in Studies in General and Oriental Linguistics: Presented to Shiro Hattori on
his 60th Birthday, (Ed.) R. Jackobson, (Tokyo: Tec Corp., 1970) pp. 52-91.
14. M. A. K. Halliday, "Corpus Study and Probabilistic Grammar", in English
Corpus Linguistics, (Eds.) K. Aijmer & B. Altenberg, (London & New York:
Longman, 1991) pp. 30-43.
15. R. Fowler, Language and Control, (London & others: Routledge & Kegan Paul,
1979).
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Notes to Chapter 2:
1. F. Danes, "Methods and History in Linguistics", in Janua Linguarm, vol. 40., Ed.
P. L. Garvin, (The Hague and Paris: Mouton, 1970) pp. 132-146.
, "Functional Sentence Perspective and the Organization of the Text", in
Papers on Functional Sentence Perspective, Ed. F. Danes (Prague: Academia,
1974) pp. 106-128.
2. F. Danes, "Functional Sentence Perspective and Text Connectedness",
Discourse Connectedness, M. E. Conte, J. 0. Petofi & E. Sozer,
(Amsterdam/Philadelphia: J. Benjamin B. V., 1989) pp. 23
, "On Text-Constituting Semantics", in Language in Function,
(Budapest F. V.: Heczey Laszlone, 1983) pp. 71-76.

in Text and
(Eds.),
-31.
S. Rot, Ed.,

3.

G. Sampson, Schools of Linguistics, (London & Others: Hutchinson, 1980).

4.

This meeting took place in Mathesius flat in Prague, in the presence of Prof. H.
Becker, Jena university in East Germany at that time. For details and minutes of
that first meeting, the reader is referred to:
J. Vachek, The Linguistic School of Prague, (Bloomington & London: Indiana
University Press, 1966) Chapter II.

5. B. Tmka, "Linguistics and Ideological Structure of the Period", in The Linguistic
School of Prague, (Ed.) J. Vachek, (Bloomington & London: Indiana Press
University, 1966) pp. 152-165.
6.

The quotations taken form Vachek (1966), whether his own contribution and
comment or whether those of Trrika (1948), reflect two uses of the notion of
function of language: the one relating to the 'inner' function as an aspect of the
language system, and the second is the `outer' function_ that of communication.
The second type of functionalism is developed by Halliday (cf. chapter 3), while
the first has been developed as a `European functionalism' by Martinet and others.
For a detailed discussion of the latter, the reader is referred to:
A. Martinet, A functional View of language, (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1962).

7. F. Danes 8c J. Vachek, "Prague Studies in Structural Grammar Today", in Travaux
Linguistique de Prague (TLP1), vol. I, 1964, pp. 21-32.
8.

V. Mathesius, A functional Analysis of Present Day English on A General
Linguistic Basis, trans. L. Duskofa, & Ed. J. Vachek. (The Hague and Paris,
Mouton, 1975).

9.

The original terms coined by Mathesius were the `basis' of the statement and the
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'nucleus' of the statement. As a rule, however, they have ceded-- at least in the
English writings-- to the more conventional terms theme-rheme (for the first time
introduced by Firbas 1957, P. 94) which also have the advantage of providing more
feasible bases for derived adjectives (thematic-rhematic).
10. J. Vacheck, editor of Mathesius (1975), believes that the disadvantage of Mathesius
definition of the sentence is that it does not expressly cover those utterances in
which the main aim is not to function as pure communication but rather as
'expression' or 'appeal'. Undoubtedly the purely communicative function is
dominant in present-day languages but opposed instances, in which some of the
other two functions prevail, should not be overlooked. It appears to Vachek, then,
that Mathesius' correct basic standpoint will be served by the following adaptation
of his definition: "the sentence is an elementary expression of the standpoint,
implemented by lingual means, of the speaker or writer to some extra-lingual
reality" (Mathesius, 1975, p. 185 [footnote no. 70]). This definition, according to
Vachek, covers all articulated utterances and defines them functionally.
11. H. Weil, The Order of Words in Ancient Languages Compared with that of Modern
Languages, Koerner, E. F. K. (Ed.), (Amsterdam: J. Benjamins Publishing
Co., 1978).
12. The literal translation is not provided for examples 2-5 through 10 below, because
what is meant here in this approximate translation is to include additional words
that can be taken as thematic/ rhematic, and they involve more subtle distinction
of accent, contrastiveness and definiteness.
13. V. Mathesius, "On linguistic Characterology with Illustrations from Modern
English", in A Prague School Reader in Linguistics, (Ed.) J. Vachek,
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1964) pp. 59-67.
14. J. Firbas, "from Comparative Word Order Studies", in Brno Studies in English,
vol. 4, 1964, pp. 111-128.
15. V. Mathesius, "0 tak Znvnem aktualnim Cleneni Vetnem [On So-Praha Functional
Sentence Perspective]. In Slovo a Slovesnost (SAS), (Prague: Parha, 1939, pp.
171-174); reprinted in Cestina a Obecny Jazykospyt, 1947, pp. 234-240.
16. J. Firbas, "On Defining the Theme in Functional Sentence Perspective", in TLPI,
1964, pp. 267-280.
17. J. Firbas, "Some Aspects of The Czechoslovak Approach to Problems of
Functional Sentence Perspective, in Papers on Functional Sentence
Perspective, (Ed.) F. Danes, (Prague: Academia, 1974) pp. 11-37.
18. W. Chafe, "Language and Consciousness", in Language, vol. 50, 1974, pp. 111-
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133.
19. F. Travnicek, "0 tak Zvanem aktual cleneni vetnem" (On the So-called Functional
Sentence Perspective", tran., L. Valyiova, in Solvo a Slovenost (Praha), vol.
22, pp. 163-171.
20. Firbas (1974, p. 24), quoting Benes (1959, 216) in the latter's article entitled in
English, "German Sentences from the Point of view of FSP", points out that Benes
distinguishes between a 'basis' and a theme. He applies the term 'theme' to the
phenomenon defined by Firbas himself as the element(s) carrying the lowest
degree(s) of CD; Benes, according to Firbas, also understands by the 'basis' the
phenomenon that "as the opening element of the sentence links up with context and
the situation, selecting from several possible connexions one that becomes the
starting point, form which the entire further utterance unfolds and in regard to
which it is oriented".
21. F. Danes, "A Three-level Approach to Syntax", in TLP1, 1964, pp. 225-240.
22. According to Cruttenden (1986), stress itself is said to involve four main factors.
These are (1) melody (pitch change), (2) length of syllable, (3) loudness and (4)
pause. For more details about the factors affected by stress and intonation, the re
ader is referred to:
A. Cruttenden, Intonation, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986).
23. Following in the steps of Bar-Hillel (1952 [1970]) and J. Lyons (1977), Levinson
(1983) points out that the distinction between sentence meaning and utterance
meaning is of fundamental importance to both semantics and pragmatics.
According to Levinson, "a sentence is an abstract theoretical entity [i.e., a type]
defmed within a theory of grammar, while an utterance is the ISSUANCE of a
sentence [i.e., a token], a sentence-analogue, a sentence fragment, in actual
CONTEXT" (Levinson, 1983, p. 18) [my emphasis]. In addition, the relationship,
which he draws between utterance and a corresponding sentence may be quite
obscure (e.g. the utterance may be elliptical, or contains sentence fragments or
'false starts'), but he asserts that it is customary, following Bar-Hillel, to think of
an utterance as a pairing of a sentence and context, namely the context in which the
sentence was uttered. Moreover, Levinson emphasizes the fact that it is empirically
essential, to maintain this distinction all the time in the study of meaning, although
he admits that is difficult to do so in practice. One aspect of the difficulty is that
one may note that linguistics frequently oscillate between assigning notions like
presupposition, illocutionary force or truth conditions to sentences or utterances,
although important theoretical consequences follow from the choice. Levinson also
claims that the confusion results from the need for further distinction. This is why
he advocates for further distinctions like the one between text-sentences, which
Lyons defines as "context-dependent utterance signals (or part of utterance signals),
tokens of which may occur in particular texts" (Lyons, 1977, p. 622), and system
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sentences as "an abstract theoretical constructs, correlates of which are generated
by the linguist's model of language-system in order to explicate that part that is
covered by the notion of grammaticality" (op. loc.). By the same token, Lyons also
distinguishes between 'sentence-type and `sentence-token', 'utterance-type' and
'utterance-token'. As a result, Levinson comes to the conclusion, following in the
steps of Bar-Hillel again, that an utterance, when it stands in contrast with a
sentence, it is a sentence (or sometimes a string of sentences) paired with context
(cf. Mathesius' definitions of sentence: 2.3.2 above). In this respect, one can say
that Levinson uses this argument to support his proposal that "semantics is
concerned with sentence meaning and pragmatics with utterance meaning"
(Levinson, op. cit., p. 19). For a detailed discussion of the distinction between
sentence and utterance, the reader is referred to the following:
Y. Bar-Hillel, "Indexical Expressions", in Aspects of language, (Ed.) Y. BarHillel, (Amsterdam: J. Benjamins Publishing Co., 1970), pp. 69-80.
J. Lyons, Semantics, 2 vols., (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977, vol.
2) chapter 14.
S. C. Levinson, Pragmatics, (Cambridge & Others: Cambridge University Press,
1983) pp. 18-19.
24. J. Firbas, "On the Concept of Communication Dynamism in the Theory of
Functional Sentence Perspective", in SMFPPUB A19, 1971, PP. 135-144.
25. J. Firbas, "On the Interplay of Prosodic and Non-prosodic means of Functional
Sentence Perspective", in The Prague School of Linguistic and Language
Teaching, (Ed.) V. Freid, (London: Oxford University Press, 1972) pp. 77-94.
26. Firbas (1964a) gives additional consideration to the effect of semantic structure on
FSP. Among these examples is the sentence "He bought a new book yesterday",
where the adverb 'yesterday' conveys a mere temporal setting of the event
expressed by the verb 'bought', and the object 'book'; whereas in the sentence
"Chaucer lived in the 4 th century", the semantic structure causes the adverb to have
greater prominence. In this respect, Firbas says:
The verb expresses existence, the adverb element the time
of existence. If the subject 'Chaucer' is thematic and the
rest of the sentence is non-thematic, then, from the point
of view of communication, the statement of time of
existence is more important than that of existence itself.
The adverbial element even becomes the rheme of the
sentence (Firbas, 1964a, p. 115).
27. J. Firbas, "A Note on Transition Proper in Functional Sentence Perspective", in
Philologica Pragensia 8, 1965, pp. 170-176.
28. A. Adjemian, "Theme, Rheme, & Word Order: From Weil to Present-day
Theories", in Historiographia Linguistica, 1978, vol. 3, pp. 253-273.
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29. N. Francis, "Review of Brno Studies in English, vol. 4", in Language, vol 42,
1966, pp. 142-149.
30. A. Svoboda, "On Two Communicative Dynamisms", in Paper On functional
Sentence Perspective, (Ed.) F. Danes, (Prague: Academia, 1974), pp. 38-42.
31. Svoboda (1974) also proposes a method of measurement of the contextual
dependence by setting symbols denoting the values attached to the elements on the
ground of measuring and testing both kinds of contextual dependence on the three
levels of syntax proposed by Danes (1964b). He points out that after this is done,
he "arrives at a set of various patterns displaying the distribution of contextual
dependence in a language" (Svoboda, op. cit, p. 41). He also indicates that these
patterns reveal certain laws according to which the utterance is organized and that
these laws hold good not only for utterances within a certain context but also for
those standing in isolation or initial position of the discourse, where there is hardly
any context or contextual dependence.
32. J. Firbas, "On the Thematic and Non-thematic Section of the Sentence", in Style
and Text: Studies Presented to Nils Erik Enkvist, (Ed.) H. Ringbom et. al.,
(Stockholm: Spraforget Skriptor AB, 1975) pp. 316-334.
33. J. Firbas, "A Functional View of 'Ordo Naturalis'", in Brno Studies in English,
Vol. 13, 1979, pp. 27-59.
34. D. L. Bolinger, "Linear Modification", in Forms of English, Ed. D. L. Bolinger,
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1965) pp. 279-307.
35. P. Sgall et. al., Topic, focus and Generative Semantics, (1Cronberg Taunus:
Scriptor Verlag Gmbh & Co. KG, 1973).
36. E. Benes, "On Two Aspects of Functional Sentence Perspective", in TLP3, 1968,
pp. 267-274.
37. F. Danes, "Some thoughts on the Semantic Structure of the Sentence", in Lingua,
vol. 21, 1966, pp. 55-66.
38. Svoboda (1968) points out that the distributional fields are provided by explicit and
implicit predication. The explicit distributional fields are exemplified by a sentence,
or a clause or a subordinate clause, whereas tile implicit predication (an attributive
constructions) is an example of the implicit predication. This also entails the
necessity of regarding the sentence elements (subject, Verb, object, complement
and adjunct) to act as communicative units, or carriers of CD. The creation of this
hierarchy of distributional fields of CD, Firbas believes, makes it necessary to split
up the verb into two communicative units: one constituted by the notional verb, and
the other by the its auxiliary. For more details on the distributional units and fields
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of CD, the reader is referred to:
A. Svoboda, "The Hierarchy of Communicative Units and Fields, as Illustrated
by English Attributive Constructions", in BSE 7, 1968, PP. 49-101.
39. J. Firbas, "Non-thematic Subjects in Contemporary English", in TLP2, 1966, pp.
239-255.
40. J. Firbas, "On the Concept of Scene and Perspective in Fillmore's Approach and
in that of Functional Sentence Perspective", in Language in Function, (Ed.)
S. Rot, (Budapest F. V. :Leczey Laszlone, 1983) pp. 101-108.
41. J. Firbas, "Scene and Perspective", in Brno Stduies in English, vol. 14, 1981, pp.
37-39.
42. In his analysis of the constituents of the broad scene (both thematic and nonthematic elements), Svoboda (1981) believes that these constituents will eventually,
through the development of discourse or text, become prospective members of the
narrow scene. He divides these elements into three kinds according to the criterion
of how well they are established in the broad scene. They are: (1) eternal themes
(potential hyperthemes related to any kind of text); they include (a) the speaker (I,
we), (b) the listener (you), (c) "man" in general (general subjects), and (d) "nature"
on general (impersonal pronouns). These elements are well established in the broad
scene of the overall discourse that they need not be introduced as rhemes first in
order to become themes later on; they can be introduced as themes right away.
They can also operate as rhemes if signalled by the appropriate WO, semantic
structure and the immediate context. As for the second type, which Svoboda calls
"long-lived themes", they include all the elements that are introduced initially as
rhemes and later on become themes, and even constitute hyperthematic strings. This
is why Svoboda refers to them as "potential hyperthemes related to the given text"
(Svoboda, 1981, p. 176). As for the third type which Firbas (1983) refers to here,
is what Svoboda (1981) refers to as "short-lived themes". This type consists of
non-thematic elements that are expected to become prospective themes. For
Svoboda, this type consists of the transitional and rhematic elements of a given
clause that is introduced onto the broad scene and becomes one of its members,
because it may play the role of thematic elements in the subsequent clauses and
therefore prospective members of the narrow scene. According to Svoboda, some
of them become part of the narrow scene at the next clause of the text
development, some remain "latent" and join in the narrow scene at a later stage of
the text or discourse development. However, the length of the time that these nonthematic elements which have not entered the narrow scene of (at least) one of the
following six or seven clauses appear later on, not as thematic but as transitional
or (more often) as rhematic elements. This means that they have to be reintroduced
onto the broad scene again. For more details and exemplification on each type, the
reader is referred to:
A. Svoboda, Diatheme, (Prague: Univerzita J. E Purkyne V Brene, 1981) esp.
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pp.166-184.
43. Grice (1975) suggests that there is a general cooperative principle between speaker
and hearer, which, roughly, controls the way in which a conversation may proceed.
He distinguishes four categories under each of which there are several maxims.
These are:
A. Quantity:
(1) Make your contributions as informative as required (for current
purpose of the exchange).
(2) Do not make your contribution more informative than is required.
B. Quality: Try to make your contribution one that is true.
(1) Do not say what you believe to be false.
(2) Do not say that for which you lack evidence.
C. Relevance: Be relevant.
D. Manner: Be perspicuous.
(1) Avoid obscurity of expression.
(2) Avoid ambiguity.
(3) Be brief.
(4) Be orderly.
For more details on Grice's cooperative principles, together with their underlying
maxims, the reader is referred to:
H. P. Grice, 'Logic and Conversation', in Syntax and Semantics vol 8: Grammatical
Relations, (Eds.) P. Cole, & J. M. Sadock, (New York & London: Academic
Press, 1977) pp.41-58.
44. Oscillation is a term given by Svoboda (1981) to mark the changes of the various
thematic elements in the what he calls the "thematic sphere". In this context the
elements exchange positions 'horizontally' between `diatheme' ("the centre of the
theme", or the most dynamic element in the theme sphere") and what he calls
"theme proper" ("the least dynamic element"). Moreover, The theme elements
oscillate also between explicit and ellipted theme proper, being slightly
foregrounded and backgrounded within the background of the scene. Such changes
in the narrow scene (the thematic sphere of the clause): taking elements from the
centre to the background of the scene and visa versa is called "internal
oscillation" compared with "external oscillation", where the thematic elements leave
the narrow scene and become non-thematic (as the example of second instance
sentences), and either return to the narrow scene of the next clause or disappear
altogether. For more details on the concept, the reader is referred to:
A. Svoboda, Diatheme, (Prague: Univerzita J. E. Purkyne, 1981) esp., pp. 94-99.
45. K. Hausenblas, "On Characterization and Classification of Discourse", in TLP1,
1964, pp. 67-84.
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46. Danes (1974, pp. 115-117) also points out that the composed utterances result from
composition, by which two (or more) simple utterances are combined in a single
sentence frame (i.e. involve coordination); if the themes or the rhemes of the two
utterances are the same (from the semantic point of view), they will be mentioned
only once. The condensed utterances are based on fusion: if two subsequent simple
utterances share a common FSP-element, they may be fused into a single condensed
utterance, either by way of thematisation or rhematisation of one of the utterances
(i.e. involve subordination). The two possibilities, of course, depend on the type
of thematic interrelations obtaining between the two utterances. Moreover, the
processes of composition and fusion, as can be seen from the examples below, are
manifested or realized by means of grammatical devices on the level of the
sentence,such as coordination, apposition, some nominalization, some relative
transformation, etc.
47. F. Danes, "Functional Sentence Perspective and Text Connectedness", in Text and
Discourse Connectedness, (Eds.) M. E. Conte et. al., (Amsterdam: J. Benjamins
Publishing Co., 1989) pp. 23-31.
48. Danes (1983) distinguishes between two principally different layers of text
structure: (1) layer of text cohesion, (2) layer of the communicative articulation of
text (FSP). He also points out that both layers are interrelated. In this article,
Danes discusses the various (classes) types of cohesive semantic relations,
which he divides into three main types: (1) isotopic relations, (2) logical relations
and (3) the compositional relation. He defines the isotopic relation as "the relations
between two or more semantic text-components which may be interpreted by the
listener as 'the same', 'identical', 'semantic equivalent or as semantically affmed"
(Danes, 1983, p. 71). He also asserts that isotopic relations can be treated in terms
of 'known' (old) or 'text-given' information, familiar in studies from the domain
of FSP. He further points out that two semantic components (Cl) and (C2) in a
given text form an isotopic pair, "if C2 represents such a piece of information, that
the speaker evaluates, with respect to Cl, as already known" (Danes, op. cit., p.72).
He divides the isotopic relations into two major subsets:
1. semantic relations based on referential identity (co-referential).
2. semantic relations of mere (intentional) affinity.
For a detailed discussion of each type of relation, the reader is referred to:
F. Danes, "On Text-Constituting Semantic Relations", In Language in Function,
(Ed.) Sander Rot, (Budapest: dr Heczcy Laszlone, 1983), pp. 71-76.
49. M. A. K. Halliday, "Functional Diversity in Language as Seen From a
Consideration of Modality & Mood in English", in Foundation of Language, no.
6, pp. 322-361.
50. P. Sgall et. al. Topic/Focus Articulation of Czech Sentences, (Prague: Academia,

1980).
51. P. Sgall, "The Position of Czech Linguistics in Theme-Focus Research", in
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Language Topics: Essays in honour of M. Halliday, (Eds.) R. Steele & T.
Threadgold, (Amsterdam & Philadelphia: J. Benjamins Publishing Co., 1987)
pp. 47-55.
52. J. Firbas, "The Why's and How's in my Research into Functional Sentence
Perspective", in Thirty Years of Linguistic Evolution: Studies in Honour of
Rene Dirven on the Occasion of his Sixtieth Birthday, (Ed.) M. Putz,
(Amsterdam & Philadelphia: J. Benjamins Publishing Co., 1992) pp. 335-357.
53. J. Firbas, "On Two Starting Points of Communication", in Language Topics:
Essays in honour of M. Halliday, (Eds.) R. Steele & T. Threadgold,
(Amsterdam & Philadelphia: J. Benjamins Publishing Co., 1987) pp. 23-46.
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Notes to Chapter 3:
1. J. Monaghan, The Neo-Firthian Tradition and Its Contribution to General
Linguistics, (Tubingen: Max Niemeyer Verlag, 1979).
2.

C. S. Butler, Systemic Linguistics Theory and Applications, (London: Batsford
Academic and Educational, 1985).

3.

In his dictionary of phonetics and linguistics, Crystal (1985, p. 32) has defined
behavioursim in linguistics as the influence of the school of psychology (the study
of observable and measurable behaviour) in the work of the American Linguist L.
Bloomfiled, and the latter's insistence on rigorous "DISCOVERY PROCEDURES",
and most notably in his behaviourist account of meaning in terms of observable
stimuli and responses made by participants in specific situations. The limitations
of behaviourist or ('mechanistic') account of LANGUAGE were criticized by N.
Chomsky in the late 1950s, in writings which anticipate the development of
MENTALISTIC ideas in linguistics. For a detailed discussion of the term and the
overall movement, the reader is referred to:
J. Lyons' Semantics, Vol. I., (London & Others: Cambridge University Press,
1977) chapter 5.

4.

Crystal (1985, pp. 192-193) has defined mentalism in linguistics as the influence
of this school of thought (that mental states and processes exist in independently
of their manifestations of behaviour, and can explain behaviour) on the works of
N. Chomsky, especially in his notion of "COMPETENCE and INNATENESS", and
his general views of the relationship between language and mind. In this respect
mentalistic linguistics is opposed to the "BEHAVIOURSIM" of the earlier
psychological work in language. For a detailed discussion of the term and the
overall movement, the reader is referred to:
J. Lyons' Semantics, Vol. I, (London & Others: Cambridge University Press,
1977) chapter 5.

5. Crystal (1985, p. 112) defines this term as a term introduced into linguistics by de
Saussure to refer to a state of language when looked at as at a particular point in
time, regardless of its antecedents or subsequent history. An etat de langue is
therefore the primary subject matter of synchronic linguistic study. For more
details, the reader is referred to:
J. Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1968).
6.

M. A. K. Halliday, "Systemic Background", in Systemic Perspectives on
Discourse, Vol. 1: Advances in Discourse Process, series XV, (Eds.) J. D.
Benson & W. S. Greaves, (Newjersy: Ablex publishing corporation, 1985) pp.
1-15.
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7.

L. Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, (Oxford: Blackwell, 1953).

8.

B. Malinowslci, "The Problem of Meaning in Primitive Languages", supplement
to C. K. Ogden & I. A. Richards, The Meaning of Meaning, (London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1923).

9. B. Malinawslci, The Coral Gardens and Their Magic, vol. 2., (London: G. Allen
& Unwin, 1935).
10. J. Lyons, Semantics, vol. 2., (Cambridge University Press, 1977).
11. G. R. Kress, Halliday: system and Function in Language, (London: Oxford
University Press, 1976).
12. G. Sampson, Schools of Linguistics, (London & Others: Hutchinson, 1980).
13. M. A. K. Halliday, Language as Social Semiotic, (London: Edward Arnold,
1978).
14. M. A. K. Halliday, "Context of Situation", in Language, Context and Text:
Aspects of Language in a Social-Semiotic Perspective, by M. A. K Halliday
& R. Hasan, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989) pp. 3-14.
15. J. R. Firth, "Ethnographic Analysis and Language with Reference to Malinowski's
View", in Selected Papers of J. R. Firth 1952-1959, (Ed.) F. Palmer, (London:
Longman, 1968) pp. 137-67.
16. J. R. Firth, "Personality and Language in Society", in Papers in Linguistics 1934-1951, by J. R. Firth, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1957), pp. 177-189.
17. J. R. Firth, "Applications of General Linguistics", in Selected Papers off. R.
Firth 1952-1959, (Ed.) F. Palmer, (London: Longman, 1968), pp. 126-136.
18. T. F. Mitchell, Principles of Firthian Linguistics, (London: Longman, 1975).
19. J. R. Firth, "The Techniques of Semantics", In Papers in Linguistics 1934-1951,
by J. R. Firth, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1957), pp. 7-33.
20. J. R. Firth, "A Synopsis of Linguistic Theory", in Selected Papers off. R. Firth,
(Ed.) F. Palmer, (London: Longman, 1968), pp. 168-205.
21. J. R. Firth, "Modes of Meaning", in Papers in Linguistics 1934-1951, by J. R.
Firth, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1957), pp. 190-215.
22. J. R. Firth, "General Linguistics and Descriptive Grammar", in Papers in
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Linguistics 1934-1954, (Ed.) J. R. Firth, (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1968) pp. 216-230.
23. F. Palmer, Selected Papers of J. R. Firth 1952-1959, (London: Longman, 1968).
24. Crystal (1985, p. 323) has defined value as "a term introduced into linguistics by
F. de Saussure to refer to FUNCTIONAL identity of an entity when seen in the
context of a RULE-governed SYSTEM. In his view, LANGUAGE is a system of
independent terms, in which the 'value' of each term results solely from the
simultaneous presence of others, related through the notion SYNTAGMATIC and
PARADIGMATIC association" [original emphasis]. For more details of the concept
of values, the reader is referred to:
F. Saussure, Course in General Linguistics,
(trans.) W. Baskin, (London:
Peter Owen, 1960).
25. J. Culler, Saussure, (Sussex: The Harvester Press, 1976).
26. M. Berry, Introduction to Systemic Linguistics: vol. 1, Structures and Systems,
(London: Batsford, 1975).
27. For a detailed discussion of Firth's view of language, the reader is referred to:
C. S. Butler, Systemic Linguistics: Theory and Applications, (London: Batsford
Academic and Educational, 1985) pp. 9-13.
28. M. A. K. Halliday, "Some Notes in Deep Grammar", in Halliday, System and
Function in Language, (Ed.) G. Kress, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1976),
pp. 88-98.
29. N. Chomsky, Current Issues in Linguistic Theory, (The Hague: Mouton, 1964).
30. For Chomsky (1964 & elsewhere), the term deep structure or deep grammar is used
in contrast with 'surface structure'. Deep grammar is the abstract syntactic
representation of a sentence_ an underlying level of structural organisation which
specifies all the factors governing the way the sentence should be interpreted. This
level, according to Chomsky, provides information which enable language users to
distinguish between the alternative interpretations of sentences which have the same
surface form (i.e. they are ambiguous), e.g. 'flying planes can be dangerous', where
'flying planes' can be related to two underlying sentences 'planes which fly . . .,
and 'to fly planes . . .'. It is also a way of relating sentences which have different
surface structure forms but the same underlying meaning, as in the relationship
between active and passive structures, e.g. 'The panda chased the man' as opposed
to 'The man was chased by the panda'. The various grammatical relations in such
sentences can then be referred to as the 'deep subject', 'deep object', etc.
(contrasted with 'surface subject', etc.) It is also possible to compute the 'depth'
at which transformation operates, by referring to the number of stages is a
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derivation before it applies.
Halliday (1966) adopts a different concept of deep grammar, although he
seems to be influenced by Chomsky's formulation, hence the use of the same term.
For Halliday (1966), a representation involving the concepts of 'class' and
'sequence' may be said to be a representation of surface structure. Here, the
ordering, if each pair of brackets is said to enclose an 'ordered set' of classes, is
interpreted in the usual sense of the word, as 'linear successivity', or 'sequence'.
This interpretation does not, according to Halliday (1966), preclude discontinuity
or fusion of constituents, nor is it affected by the depth of the bracketing imposed:
both the more copious bracketing of immediate constituents type representation and
the much sparser type can adequately specify the relation of sequence in the surface
structure.
31. M. A. K. Halliday, "Syntax and the Consumer", in Reading in Systemic
Linguistics, (Eds.) M. Halliday & J. R. Martin, (London: Batsford, 1981) pp.
21-28.
32. M. A. K. Halliday, "Linguistics Function and Literary Style: An Inquiry into the
Language of William Golding's The Inheritors", in Explorations in the
Functions of Languages, by M. Halliday, (London: Edward Arnold, 1973) pp.
103-140.
33. M. A. K. Halliday, "The Functional Basis of Language", in Explorations in the
Functions of Language, by Halliday (London: Edward Arnold, 1973), pp. 22-47.
34. M. A. K. Halliday, "Language Structure and Language Function", in New
Horizons in Linguistics, (Ed.) J. Lyons, (London: Benguin, 1970) pp. 140-165.
35. M. A. Halliday, "The Place of Functional Sentence Perspective in Linguistic
Description", in Papers on Functional Sentence Perspective, (Ed.) F. Danes,
(Prague: Academia, 1974) pp. 43-54.
36. M. A. K. Halliday, "Notes on Transitivity and Theme in English: part 3, in Journal
of Linguistics, no. 4, 1968, pp. 179-215.
37. In his definitional system, Hjelmslev (1947), in a translated version, considers
function as the starting point of the analysis, or " a dependence that fulfils the
condition for analysis" (Definition-8). It [function] is a relation necessarily
composed of two terms, each of which is a functive, or "an object that has a
function" (Definition-9). The functive, therefore, is closer to the function in the
traditional-mathematical sense. In Hjelmslev's system, functives may or may not
be subject to further decomposition in the particular place of analysis. An entity
(Definition-11) is the derivate (Definition-21) of a functive that is not subject to
further derivation. Functives, when they are subject to further analysis, become, in
turn, functions in their own right, and their derivates are once again functives. This
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picture is similar to Chomskyan phrase structure i.e. the tree with its nodes,
branches and terminal string, to which no further branching applies. The influence
of Saussure's dichotomy of signifier and signified is obvious on both, especially
when Saussure inquires about the nature of his dichotomy and the answer leads
him, according to Culler (1975, p.23), to the conclusion, which in itself is an
important principle: "both signifier and signified are purely relational or differential
entities because they are arbitrary, they are relational". For more details on this
issue the reader is referred to:
L. Hjelmslev, Prolegomena to A Theory of Language, (trans.), F. J. Whitfield,
(Madison: Wisconsin University Press, 1947).
38. The term etymology is traditionally used for the study of the origins and history
of forms and meaning of words. The linguistic form from which a later form
derives is known as etymon. A folk etymology occurs when a word is assumed to
come from a particular etymon, because of the association of form and meaning,
whereas the word in fact has a different derivation, e.g. spit and image, becomes
spitting image. The etymological fallacy is the view that an earlier (or the oldest)
meaning of a word is the correct one (e.g. that history means investigation, because
this was the meaning the etymon had in classical Greek). This view is commonly
held, but it contrasts with the attitude of the linguist, who emphasizes the need to
describe the meaning of modern words as they are now, and not as they once may
have been in some earlier state of the language ( the oldest state, of course, being
unknown). In this context, Lyons, (1977, 551) says: "In so far as etymological
meaning of a lexeme differs from its usual synchronic meaning is stylistically
relevant, this can be taken into account in the analysis of texts". For a detailed
discussion of the term 'etymological', the reader is referred to:
D. L. Bolinger, Aspects of Language, 2nd. Ed. (Harcourt Brace Javanovich. 1975)
chapter 10.
39. J. Vachek, The Linguistic School of Prague, (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana
University Press, 1966).
40. M. A. K. Halliday, "Functions of Language", in Language, context, and Text:

Aspects of Language in a Social-Semiotic Perspective, (Eds.) M. A. K. Halliday
& R. Hasan, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989), pp. 15-28.
41. R. de Beaugrande & W. Dressler, Introduction to Text Linguistics, (London:
Longman, 1981).
42. R. Jackobson, "Closing Statement: Linguistics & Poetics, in Style and Language,
(Ed.) T. A. Sebeok, (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press & Wiley, 1960), pp. 350377.
43. D. Morris, The Naked Ape, (London: Jonathan Cape, 1967).
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44. J. Britton, Language and Learning, (London: Penguin & Hannondsworth, 1970).
45. According to Halliday (1980b, [1989, p. 17]), shaded areas represent uses of
language not covered by the author in question.
46. M. A. K. Halliday, "Text as a Semantic Choice in Social Contexts", in Grammars
and Description, (Eds.) V. Dijk & J. Petofti, (Berlin & New York: de Gruyter,
1977) pp. 176-225.
47. F. Danes, A Three-levels Approach to Syntax, in TLP1, 1966, pp. 225-240.
48. M. A. Halliday, "Options and Functions in the English Clause", in Readings in
Systemic Linguistics, (Eds.) M. A. K. Halliday & J. R. Martin, (London:
Batsford, 1981) pp. 138-145.
49. M. A. K. Halliday, An Introduction to Functional Grammar, (London & Others:
Edward Arnold, 1985).

50. M. A. K. Halliday, "Transitivity and Theme in English: Part 2", in Journal of
Linguistics, no. 3, 1967, pp. 199-244.
51. J. R. Firth, "The Techniques of Semantics", in Papers In Linguistics, by J. R.
Firth, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1957), pp. 7-33.
52. M. A. K. Halliday, "Language in A Social Perspective", in Explorations in the
Functions of Language, By Halliday, (London: Edward Arnold, 1973) pp. 4871.
53. M. A. K. Halliday, "Language and the Social man: Part 1", in Language as
Social Semiotic, by Halliday, (London: Edward Arnold, 1978) pp. 9-35.
54. In Mitchell's article "The language of Buying and Selling in Cyrenaica: A
Situational Statement", Mitchell has provided an instance of a well-defined setting,
where one can speak of 'text', which may be defined, according to Halliday (1973,
p.80), as "language in setting". For more details, the reader is referred to:
T. F. Mitchell, "The Language of Buying and Selling in Cyrenaica: A Situational
Statement", in Principles of Firthian Linguistics, Ed. T. F. Mitchell. London:
Longman Group Ltd, 1975) pp. 167-200.
55. M. A. K. Halliday, "Towards a Sociological Semantics", in Explorations in the

Functions of Language, by Halliday, (London: Edward Arnold, 1973), pp. 72102.
56. Halliday (1978, pp. 40-41]) was asked by Parret to explain what he means by this
same quotation, because it sounds 'very peculiar to anybody who has the least
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amount of background of the notion of realization in systemic linguistics_ which
is a 'move' from the more abstract to the more concrete or to the more specific.
But it turns out that Halliday does not mean this by his use of the quotation above.
His answer to the question tallies with what has been said in his (1972) article.
This time, he takes an example from the context of cultural transmission: the
mother controlling the behaviour of her child (cf. 3.4.2 below). In trying to do so,
the mother may choose, among different forms of control_ a simple imperative
mode, a positional appeal, a personal appeal or the like, as Bernstein's (1971) work.
When this choice is encoded in language, what the mother is doing is deriving a
set of linguistic categories from the options in the social system. These linguistic
categories, however, will be very general: forms of transitivity, for example.
Halliday believes that, in order to get these general grammatical categories, we have
to go through a network of behavioural options which become very highly specific.
A linguistic category such as 'clause type: material process, benefactive' appears
(among other things) as the expression of some behavioural option that is highly
specific in terms of the social theory, such as 'threat of loss of privilege'. Thus the
sociological categories which these linguistic ones realize will in relation to the
social system be very particular and deriving from particular social contexts. This
is probably why Halliday rejects the notion raised by Kress (1976) earlier (cf.
3.1.4 above) that the problem of relating social contexts and settings to the
linguistic system has to do with the "macro" scale of society to the "micro" scale
of Language. Instead, he suggests that the problem has to be put another way: not
as a problem of size but that of abstraction, and that what, for language, are abstract
and general categories have been seen as realizing highly concrete and specific
notions in the social structure.
57. Halliday (1978, pp. 39-40) in answering Parret of whether 'can mean' is a form
of 'can do' or not, repeats the assertion made in his 1971a article, namely that 'can
mean' is on the same order of abstraction as 'can do'. The difference this time is
that he explains it in terms of the text, "in what people actually do and mean and
say". Thus, he defines text as "an actualized potential"; it is the actual seen against
the background of the potential, but he insists that "the actual and the potential are
at the same level of abstraction" (Halliday, op. cit., p.4.0). Furthermore, he also
says that this is what makes it possible to relate the one to the other; moreover, they
are at the same level of coding within the system, so that any text represents an
actualization at each level: the level of meaning, the level of wording and the level
of saying, to use folk linguistic terminology. This looks very interesting from my
point of view. Halliday (1980a & elsewhere) has defined text as "a semantic unit",
which realizes options the speaker has selected from a higher-level semiotic. He
calls this level "behavioural system", and refers to it by different names: the social
context, social system, culture, and some others. If Halliday uses the term
'abstraction' in the sense of realization, where the lower stratum in language
realizes the one above it, then it could be argued that the 'pure potential' or the
'can do' is more abstract than the 'actualized potential ','can mean' or 'texe_ since
the latter is what happen in the real world; whereas the former is simply what might
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happen or might have happened. It could not be argued that Halliday uses the term
"abstraction" in any other sense, because in both (Halliday, 1971a & 1978), he has
made it obvious that "the key concept is that of realization" (Halliday, 1978, P. 39).
58. D. Hymes, On Communicative Competence, in Sociolinguistics, (Eds.) J. B. Pride
& J. Holmes, (Hannodsworth: Penguin, 1972) pp. 269-293.
59. Halliday (1972 & 1978) explains the term 'reductionism' in relation to the highly
idealized linguistics of Chomsky and philosophical linguists. According to Halliday,
many behaviourally significant variations in language are 'ironed out, and reduced
to the same level as 'stuttering, false starts clearing the throat and the like.'
Moreover, these very things which are left out of consideration by Generative
Grammarians are precisely of interest to those linguists who are concerned with the
sociological study of language. Halliday's position on the question of idealization
is to: "accept the 'mess' that is ironed out and build it into a theory" (Halliday,
1978, p. 38). As a result, he does not accept any distinction between what is
'grammatical' and what is 'acceptable'. In a note about reduction, mentioned in an
article written at the end of 1977 but not published until 1984 (Halliday 1984, p.
5), he says: "people talk, what is more, they talk to each other, and the linguistic
theory which ignores these facts ends up by painting itself in into a corner". For
more details on this last quotation, the reader is referred to:
M. A. K. Halliday, Language as Code and Language as Behavioural", in Current
Papers in Systemic Linguistics, (Eds.) R. P. Fawcett et. al., (London: Batsford,
1984) pp. 3-35.
60. Peter Geach (1969, p. 23) raises the issue of idealization in his article "Should
Traditional Grammar be Ended or Mended-II", which was published in The State
of Language: Educational Review, Vol. 22.1, pp.18-25). His argument is, that in
order to understand the logical structure of sentences we have to 'iron out' a lot of
the differences that occur in living speech: "idealization which approximates slightly
less well to what is actually said, will, by the standards of logical insight into the
structure of sentences, pay off better than some analyses that try to come closer to
what is said."
61. G. T. Turner, "Social Class and Children's Language of Control at Age Five and
Age Seven", in Class, Code and Control 1: Theoretical Study Towards the
Sociology of Language. vol 4, (Ed.) B. Bernstein, (London: Routledge and
Kegan Paul, 1973) pp. 135-201.
62. For a detailed discussion of the example, the reader is referred to:
M. A. K. Halliday, Explorations in the Functions of Language, (London: Edward
Arnold, 1973) pp. 72-102D.
63. These numbers represent the delicacy of the semantic options open to the mother
based on the threat behavioural network on the previous page (cf. figure 3-4). Each
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that

one of these options can be accompanied by an explicit condition like 'if you do
again'.

64. In this example, Halliday looks at the semantic network from the point of view of
its relation 'downwards', and tries to see how he gets from it into grammar. In
particular, he considers the extent to which the grammatical and lexical properties
of sentences, used by the speaker in a speech situation, can be `predicted' from the
semantics of behaviour, which is a semantics based on social context and setting.
Halliday, however, provides no justification for choosing these categories other than
the fact that these features are not marginal areas of grammar but categories of the
most general kind and are justified by general linguistic theory. Every clause in
English makes some selection in these systems, and Halliday is able to relate
the choice to the social function of an utterance. But when it comes to adopting
the categories established by Roget, Halliday's only justification is: "we have not
been able to specify the exact lexical items, but we have been able to narrow down
many of them fairly closely by using the notion of a lexical set as exemplified on
Roget's Thesaurus" (Halliday, 1971a, [1973, p.91]). This, however, sounds a weak
justification because the categories established by Roget's Thesaurus are purely for
the purpose of convenience in presenting synonyms and near-synonyms.
65. The notion of language and ideology is further developed by G. Kress and R.
Hodge (1979). These two authors take languages, in general, as systems of
categories and rules on functional principles and assumptions about the world.
These principles and assumptions are not related to or determined by thought: they
are the thought by itself. Whorf has called these fundamental organizing
assumptions a "science", and a "metaphysic", that is, a systematic account of reality
and a priori assumptions on which that account rests. Such assumptions are
embodied in language, learned through language and reinforced in language use.
For Kress and Hodge, language typically is immersed in the on-going life of a
society, as the political consciousness of that society. They call this consciousness
ideology, defining the latter as a "systemic body of ideas, organized from a
particular point of view." Thus, ideology is a subsuming category which includes
sciences and metaphysics, as well as political ideologies of various kinds, without
implying anything about their status and reliability as guides to reality (cf. 6.5.4
below).
66. For a detailed discussion of account of Saussure's linguistic ideas of the
concept of sign (signifier/signified), the reader is referred to:
J. Culler, Saussure, (Sussex: The Harvester Press Ltd., 1976).
67. M. A. K. Halliday, Learning How to Mean: Explorations in the Development of
Language, (London: Edward Arnold, 1975).
68. M. A. K. Halliday & R. Hasan, Cohesion in English, (London : Longman, 1976).
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69. R. Hasan, "Text in the Systemic functional Model", in Current Trends in Text
Linguistics, (Ed.) W. Dressler, (Berlin & New York: de Gruyter, 1978).
pp.228-246).
70. M. A. K. Halliday et. al., The linguistic Sciences and Language Teaching,
(London: Longman, 1964).
71. M. A. K. Halliday, "Register Variation", in Language, Context, and Text: aspects
of language in a social-semiotic perspective, by Halliday & R. Hasan, (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1989) pp. 44-51.
72. For a detailed study of the contrast and comparison between register and dialect,
the reader is referred to:
M. A. K. Halliday and R. Hasan's Language, Context, and Text: Aspects of
Language in a Social-Semiotic Perspective, (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1989, esp. pp. 41-43. (OR)
M. Gregory & S. Carrol's, Language and Situation, (London, Henley and Boston:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1978) chapters 2 & 6.
73. M. A. K. Halliday, "Sociological Aspects of Semantic change", in Language as
a Social Semiotic, by Halliday, (London: Edward Arnold, 1978) pp. 60-92.
74. R. Hasan, "Code, Register and Social Dialect", in Class, Code and Control, vol.
2: Applied Studies towards a Sociology of Language, (Ed.), B. Bernstein,
(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1973) pp. 253-292.
75. B. Bernstein (Ed.), Class, Code and Control, vol. IV: Applied Studies towards a
Sociology of Language, (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1971).
76. T. Givon, On Understanding Grammar, (New York: Academic Press, 1979).
77. M. A. K. Halliday, "Some Aspects of the Thematic Organization of the Clause",
In Halliday: System & Function in Language, by G. R. Kress, (London: Oxford
University Press, 1976), pp. 174-188. [printed in part under the heading
"Theme and Information in the English Clause].
78. Throughout this study, focused items in English and some other languages
will be capitalized and highlighted.
79. It might argued that all aspects of an utterance are 'speaker selected' (the speaker
chooses what to say and what not to say). In this respect, I believe, here, that
Halliday fails to say that any utterance (its theme or rheme) is speaker-oriented
whether the listener does know before hand what is he going to speak about, since,
in his model, Halliday himself, and contrary to the views of the traditional
Pragueans, introduces the possibility of the theme being either given or new
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information.
80. In splitting this sentence/clause into two information units, I do not believe that
Halliday has any justification other than the sentence has been taken from
spontaneous speech, and is thus unmarked. He, however, admits that in unmarked
sentence, the boundary between given and new is undetermined, although theme is
a 'given element', and only in marked cases can the boundary between given and
new can be drawn (cf. 3.6.1). Even in marked cases the boundaries between given
and new been disapproved of and argued against with some counter examples by
Grimes (cf. 4.2).
81. J. Svartvik, On Voice in the English Verb, (The Hague: Mouton, 1966).
82. Halliday (1985, p. 51) has divided the conjunction into two categories: coordinators
(items like and, or, but, etc.) and subordinators (items like when, before,if, etc.).
In his earlier writings, however (Halliday, 1967c, p. 220), Halliday calls the former
types "pure coordinates" and the latter one "portmanteau items". For a detailed
discussion and classification of conjunctions, the reader is referred to:
M. A. K. Halliday, An Introduction to Functional Grammar, (London & others:
Edward Arnold, 1985) chapter 3.
83. Halliday (1985, p. 52, table 3-5) has also divided relatives in two types:definite
relatives (items like which, who, etc.) and indefinite relatives (items like whatever,
whoever, etc.). For more details see reference to Halliday in the previous note.
84. Halliday (1985, pp. 50-52) has divided the textual elements that participate in the
construction of the theme into three types: conjunctive adjuncts (table 3(2), p. 50),
conjunctions (table 3(4), p. 51) and relatives (table 3(5), p. 52). Below is an
adaptation form those three tables (see next page):
Conjunctive Adjuncts (discoursal Adjuncts)
No.
I

Type

Meaning

Examples
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I

II

III

appositive
corrective
dismissive
summative
verifactive
additive
adversative
variative
temporal
comparative
causal

'i.e.', 'e.g.'
`rather'
'in any case'
'in short'
'actually'
'and'
`but'
'instead'
'then'
'likewise'
`so'

conditional

`(if...) then'

concessive
respective

`yet'
`as to that'

that is, in other words, for instance, etc.
or rather, at least, to be precise, etc.
in any case, anyway, leaving that aside, etc.
briefly, to sum up, in conclusion, etc.
actually, in fact, as a matter of fact, etc.
also, moreover, in addition, besides, etc.
on the other hand, however, conversely, etc.
instead, alternatively, etc.
meanwhile, before that, later on, next., etc.
likewise, in the same way, etc.
therefore, for this reason, as a result, with this
in mind, etc.
in that case, under the circumstances, otherwise,
etc.
nevertheless, despite that, etc.
in this respect, as far as that's concerned, etc.
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I

II

III
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'rather'
'in any case'
'in short'
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'and'
'but'
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'then'
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conditional

'(if...) then'

concessive
respective

'yet'
'as to that'

that is, in other words, for instance, etc.
or rather, at least, to be precise, etc.
in any case, anyway, leaving that aside, etc.
briefly, to sum up, in conclusion, etc.
actually, in fact, as a matter of fact, etc.
also, moreover, in addition, besides, etc.
on the other hand, however, conversely, etc.
instead, alternatively, etc.
meanwhile, before that, later on, next., etc.
likewise, in the same way, etc.
therefore, for this reason, as a result, with this
in mind, etc.
in that case, under the circumstances, otherwise,
etc.
nevertheless, despite that, etc.
in this respect, as far as that's concerned, etc.
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Conjunctions (Discoursal)
Type

Examples

Co-ordinator

and, or, nor, either, neither, but, yet, so, then.

Subordinator

when, while, before, after, until, because, if, although, unless, since,
whether, that.
even if, in case, supposing (that), assuming (that), seeing (that), given
that, provided that, in spite of that, in the event that, etc.
e a Ives iscoursa

Type

Examples

definite

which, who, that, whose, when, where, (why, how).

indefinite

whatever, whichever, whoever, whosoever, whenever, wherever,
however.

85. The complete list of modal adjunct themes as listed by Halliday (1985, P. 50), is
as follows (see next page):
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Modal Adjuncts (Interpersonal)
No.
I

II

Type

Meaning

Examples

probability

how likely?
how obvious?

usuality

how often?
how typical?

opinion

I think

probably, possibly, certainly, etc.
perhaps, maybe, of course, surely, obviously,
etc.
usually, sometimes, always, never, etc.
for the most part, seldom, often, etc.
in my opinion, from my point of view,
personally, to my mind, etc.

admissive
assertive

I admit
I assure you

presumptive
desiderative

how
presumably?
how desirable

tentative

how constant

validative

how valid?

evaluative

how sensible?

predictive

how expected

frankly, to be honest, to tell you the truth,
honestly, really, believe me, seriously,
without any doubt, etc.
evidently, apparently, no doubt, presumably,
etc.
(un)fortunately, to my delight, luckily,
regrettably, hopefully, etc.
initially, tentatively, looking back on it,
provisionally etc.
broadly speaking, in general terms, on the
whole, objectively, strictly speaking, etc.
wisely, understandably, foolishly, by mistake,
to my surprise, as expected, amazingly, by
chance, etc.

86. Halliday (1985, pp 64-67) has carried out a text analysis on the basis of dividing
the text into five paragraphs, and has selected a sentence from each paragraph
(mostly the first sentence) as the topic sentence of that paragraph.
87. Halliday (1985, chapter 10) identifies two types of grammatical metaphors:
ideational and interpersonal. He defines metaphor, in general, as an incongruent
representation or realization of a semantic representation in the lexicogrammatical
level of language. He considers, as an example, the thematic equative structure in
sentences like:
a. What the duke gave my aunt was a teapot
as incongruently represented in lexicogrammar in contrast with the nonmetaphorical structure of the same sentence as in:
b. The duke has given my aunt a teapot.
88. Nominalistion, as defmed by Crystal in his dictionary of linguistic terms (1985) as
a term used in some grammatical descriptions as a substitute for noun (e.g. nominal
group for a noun phrase). It refers to the process of forming a noun from some
other word classes (e.g. red+ness) or, especially in generative grammar, the
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derivation of a noun phrase from an underlying clause (e.g. 'his answering of the
letter . . .' from' he answered the letter'. For a detailed discussion of
nominalization, the reader is referred to:
R. Quirk et. al., A Comprehensive Granzmar of the English Language, (London:
Longman, 1985) chapter. 17.
89. M. A. K. Halliday, "Functional Diversity in Language as Seen From a
Consideration of Mood and Modality", in Foundation of Language, no. 6.3,
pp. 322-361.
90. Huddleston (1988, p. 56) points out that the grammar of English makes use of no
specific markers to identify the topic, except for the expression as 'as for' and 'as
regards' in examples like 'As for Zeid, he was killed in the Gulf War' and 'As
regards health insurance, they are proposing to retain the present scheme), which
serve to mark the topic status of `Zeid' and 'health insurance' respectively, the first
coinciding with subject, the second not. Huddleston also cites examples ('nothing
will satisfy you') to claim that subject picks the topic, since we must say that the
topic is about 'you' rather than about 'nothing'. For more details on the notion of
topic in the sense exemplified above, the reader is referred to:
R. D. Huddleston, English Grammar: An Outline, Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1988).
91. R. A. Hudson, "Review of Halliday 1985 and Butler 1985", in Journal of
Linguistics, no. 24, 1986, pp. 791-815.
92. A. Downing, "An Alternative Approach to Theme: A systemic-Functional
Perspective", In Word, vol. 42, no. 2 (August, 1991), pp. 119-143.
93. J. Muir, A Modern Approach to English Grammar: An Introduction to Systemic
Grammar, (London: Batsford, 1972).
94. T. Givon, "Topic Continuity in Discourse", in Topic Continuity in Discourse, (Ed.)
T. Givon, (Amsterdam & Philadelphia: J. Benjamins Publishing Company,
1983), pp. 1-42.
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Notes to Chapter 4:
1. The terms combiners and separators are given to these two linguistics schools and
their adherents by Fries (1983). (c.f. next section).
2. J. Firbas, "On Defining the Theme in Functional Sentence Perspective", in TLP1,
1964, pp. 267-280.
3.

P. H. Fries, "On defining the Theme in English: Argument from Discourse", in
Micro and Macro Connexity of Texts, (Eds.) J. S. Petofi & E. Sozer,
(Hamburg: Buske Verlag, 1983) pp. 116-152.

4.

Chafe (1976) believes that the initial position in the clause is determined by other
factors such as `giveness', `subject', `definiteness', topic, contrastiveness and point
of view, and that it does not contribute independently to meaning of the clause. For
more explanation of this, the reader is referred to section 4.3 below and to:
W. Chafe, "Giveness, Contrastiveness, Definiteness, Subjects, Topics and Point of
View", In Subject and Topic, (Ed.) N. C. Li, (New York, San Francisco &
London: Academic Express, Inc., 1976) pp. 25-56.

5. J. E. Grimes, The Thread of Discourse, (The Hague, Paris & New York: Mouton
Publishers, 1975).
6.

According to Grimes (1975), much of the content of discourse is expressible in
terms of predicates whose arguments are related to them in a small number of
conventional ways called `role' or `case' relationships. The predicate whose
arguments involve role specifications directly are the ones Grimes calls "lexical";
the one that underlies English eat is an example. Those whose arguments are
related in other ways Grimes calls "rhetorical"; the one that underlies English
because is an example. For a detailed study of lexical and rhetorical relationships,
the reader is referred to chapters 8 and 14.

7.

These paradigms are originally adopted by Grimes (1975) from Halliday's (1967
& 1968) articles. In each one, he gives the unmarked theme for the 'mode' in
question and within that thematization, he gives various options for the placement
of the information centre. Beside the unmarked information centre that corresponds
to that `mode' (Halliday's mood) the subject, the object, the modal, the verb and
the pronoun may be marked information centres. All the given examples in these
paradigms consist of single clauses that are unmarked with respect to information
blocking; that is one clause, one block. Below is part of the exemplification of
the declarative 'mode':
7-1 Unmarked theme: John saw the PLAY.
7-2 Subject as marked theme: JOHN saw the play.
7-3 Verb as marked theme: John SAW the play.
7-4 Object as marked theme: (ambiguous with unmarked centre).
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For a detailed discussion of these various types of paradigms the reader is referred
to:
J. Grimes, The Thread of Discourse, (The Hague, Paris, & New york: Mouton
Publishers, 1975, pp. 329-331).
8.

According to Grimes (1975), the agentive abstract predicate adds an action
component and corresponding agent role to a process. In English, there is a process
predicate 'break', for example, as in the 'the rope (predicate] broke'. It has an
agentive counterpart, in this case phonologically identical, that gives an actionprocess as in 'the minor [agent] broke the rope' [predicate]. The process to which
the action is added may itself be the result of a semantic derivation like the
developmental, as in 'the chef (agent] reddened the frosting (predicate]. The
agentive abstract predicate adds the possibility of an instrument as well as the agent,
along with force in the normal way, so that we can best consider that the agentive
derivation adds the whole agentive role complex: 'the chef! agent] reddened the
frosting (predicate] with the pomegranate juice (instrument)', and also 'the
crocodile's blood [force] reddened the water (predicate .

9. P. Clements, "The Effect of Staging on Recall from Prose", in New Directions in
Discourse Processing, Ed., R. 0. Freedle, (Norwood, New Jersy: Ablex,
1979) pp. 287-331.
10. C. Fillmore, "The Case for Case", in Universals in Linguistic Theory, (Eds.) E.
Bach & R. Harms, (New York: Holt Rheinhart & Winston, 1968) pp. 1-88.
11. A. Hendricks, "Review of Grimes' Thread of Discourse", in Language, no. 53,
1977, pp. 956-959.
12. W. Chafe, Meaning and the Structure of Language, (London & Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1970).
13. Chafe's use of the terms 'consciousness' and 'memory', where information is
preserved, is similar to the method in which computers process input data. In my
opinion, consciousness, for Chafe, is analogous with what is called in computer
terminology 'random access memory' (RAM) where all data that is received from
the end user (the speaker in Chafe's case), or in some cases retrieved from the longterm memory (the hard disk), Chafe's memory, is processed and printed (in the case
of consciousness organized in chunks of information units and uttered). One can
also think of Chafe's terminology, as he himself mentions (Chafe, 1974), in terms
of the well-known staging metaphor of Grimes (1975) and Svoboda (1981).
Information that is present in the addressee's consciousness is similar to that fronted
on the stage, while unknown or new information that has to be said about it is still
in the 'dressing room' [my term]. For more detailed on Chafe's use of the terms
consciousness and memory, The reader is referred to:
W. Chafe, "Language and Consciousness", in Language, no. 50, 1974, pp. 111-
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133.
14. M. A. K. Halliday, Transitivity & Theme in English, part 2, in Journal of
Linguistics, no. 3, 1967, pp. 199-244.
15. Chafe (1970, p. 224 footnote, 3) has indicated that perhaps the contrastive sentence
should not be thought of containing the specification 'new' at all, but rather other
specifications, which he calls "focus". In that case, according to him, 'new' and
'focus' would be in complementary distribution, the former occurring only in noncontrastive sentences, the latter only in contrastive ones.
16. Perfetti and Goldman's (1974) experimental research can be summarized as
follows: (1) they constructed a pair of paragraphs, in one of which a certain referent
(the serfs) is mentioned frequently and another referent (the baron) is infrequently
mentioned. In the other pair the frequency is reversed, while the final sentence in
both paragraphs reads as follows: 'The serfs rebelled against the baron', then (2)
the referents 'the serfs and 'the baron' were tested for their effectiveness as prompts
for the retrieval of this final sentence. In the first paragraph, where the
predominant subjects are the 'serfs', the 'serfs' were the a more effective prompt
than the 'baron'. In the second paragraph, the effectiveness of the 'serfs' and the
'baron were equal, although the 'baron' was subject of all sentences of the passage
except the 'target sentence', where 'the serfs' was the subject. For the two
linguists, as well as for Chafe, these results suggest that its the subjects which
provide a particularly effective prompt for a sentence, even when the preceding
context has been predominantly about something else. According to them, the fact
that this [target sentence] is about 'the serfs' was all that is needed. For a
detailed study of their experiment, the reader is referred to:
C. A. Perfetti & S. R. Goldman, "Thematisation and Sentence Retrieval", In
Journal of Verbal Learning & Verbal Behaviour, Vol.13, 1974, pp. 70-90.
17. In order to prove his point with regard to his criticism of Chafe is this respect,
Fries (1983, p. 146) extracts a paragraph from Chafe's (1976, p. 34), which consists
of seven independent clauses, that follow an initial sentence, say 'topic
sentence' and tests them for contrastiveness. Five of these seven clauses begin with
adverbial elements. Among those five, only one (7) is clearly the focus of contrast,
while the other four (1, 2, 5, & 6) begin with information which picks up and
continues information given in the previous context. From this test, Fries comes
to the conclusion that these initial adverbials are not the focus of contrast as Chafe
(1976) claims. For more details on Fries appraisal of Chafe (1976), the reader is
referred to:
P. H. Fries, "On the Status of Theme in English: Argument from Discourse, In
Macro and Micro Connexity of Texts, Petofi, T. S., and E. Sozer (Eds.)
(Hamburg: Helmut Buske Verlag, 1983,) pp. 116-153, esp. footnote 2.
18. W. Chafe, "Integration and Involvement in Speaking and Writing", in Spoken and
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Written Language: Exploring Orality and Literacy, 1982, (Norwood, New
Jersy: Ablex) pp. 33-53.
19. W. Chafe, "Cognitive Constraints on Information Flow", in Coherence and
Grounding in Discourse, Ed. R. Tomlin, (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1987),
pp. 21-51.
20. W. Chafe, "Grammatical Subjects in Speaking and Writing", in Text, Vol. 11-1,
Ed., T. Van Dijk, (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1991) pp. 45-72.
21. Chafe (1991) defines the other type of non-functional subjects as those type of
subjects that combine with their predicates to express single, conventionalized ideas,
thus failing to express subjects that function independently. In these cases the
meaning of the entire subject-predicate combination functions as a unit: it has been
lexicalized. Many of these are called 'discourse markers', which signal the discourse
role of the phrase to which they are attached such as the following lexicalized
phrases:
9-1 I mean. .
9-2 you know . .
For a detailed study of such discourse markers, the reader is referred to:
D. Schiffrin, Discourse Markers, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987).
22. Chafe (1991) has carried out an experiment to compare the occurrence of subjects
as new information in conversational English in the one hand and in written English
on the other. For written English, he selected excerpts from a short story written
by E. Hemingway and another one from one of N. Hawthome's novels and a report
from Time magazine. In analysing the three types of data, he found that only 3%
of the nouns in the conversational data convey new information, whereas, in the
written data, the results were strikingly different from one another: Hemingway's
passage contains only 10%, whereas the Times and Hawthorne's contain 27% and
30% respectively. For a detailed discussion of the mechanics of Chafe's
experimental research, the reader is referred to:
W. Chafe, "Grammatical Subjects in Speaking and Writing", in Text, Vol. 11-1,
Van Dijk, T. (Ed.), (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1991), pp. 45-72.
23. W. Chafe, "Writing in the Perspective of Speaking", in Studying Writing
Linguistics Approaches, (Eds.) C. R. Cooper & S. Greenbaum, (Beverly Hills:
Sage, 1986), pp. 12-39.
24. E. W. Prince, "A Comparison of Wh-clefts and It-Cleft", in Language, no. 54,
1978, pp. 883-906.
25. A. Alunajian, "On Deriving Cleft Sentences From Pseudo-Cleft Sentences", in
Linguistic Inquiry, no. 1, 1970, pp. 149-168.
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26. D. Bolinger, That's That, (The Hague: Mouton, 1972).
27. Prince (1978, pp. 885-886, footnote 3) has pointed out that if the verb of the whcleft is not selectionally restricted to human objects, then a focused human object
noun phrase is in fact acceptable, as in:
What I need is you.
a. I don't need money
Beside this exception, she also shows other cases where the wh-cleft can focus on
animate noun phrases. These cases include:
1. non-referential noun phrases, as in:
b. What he wants to be when he grows up is the POPE.
2. Wh-clefts include those cases where they are used to disambiguate the wellknown ambiguity in sentences like:
c. John wants to marry a Norwegian.
where 'a Norwegian' may either be specific or non-specific. Only the latter may
be focused in a formally-defined wh-cleft, as in:
d. What John wants to marry is a NORWEGIAN. She should have long hair.
Prince, however, admits that the situation with focused subjects noun phrases
is trickier, because it seems, according to her, that the focused human subject must
be non-agentive, as in:
e. John made me laugh
f. What made me laugh was JOHN.
In 'e', 'John' may be read as agentive or non-agentive (instrumental may be?), but
only the non-agentive reading is possible in 'f'. This is in contrast with the
situation in cleft-sentences with lexical heads, where agentive readings are also
possible, as in:
g. The one that made me laugh was JOHN.
28. H. P. Grice, "Logic and Conversation", in Syntax and Semantics, no 3, (Eds.) P.
Cole and J. L. Morgan, (New York: Academic Express, 1975) pp. 41-58.
29. Prince (1978) believes that the Halliday's criteria in assigning the status of 'given'
and 'new' to a constituent are not very clear. Her justification in saying this comes
from the fact that Halliday (1976c, p. 206) states that "anaphoric items are
inherently 'given' in the sense that their interpretation depends on the identification
within the preceding text". Prince's confusion underlies the question of whether an
anaphoric item in a sentence with an unmarked focus is to be independently marked
as given or not. But in any case, she believes that Halliday's notion of givenness
does not depend directly on what the speaker takes to be in the hearer's
consciousness, although Halliday always emphasizes the fact that most of the time,
given is represented to the hearer as derivable from previous discourse or the
situation.
30. Firbas (1964b & elsewhere) defines theme as the element having the lowest degree
of CD. This definition combined with Halliday's (1967c) notion of the fact that
given information is optional might give good results with stressed-focus it-clefts
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in which it, being dummy, certainly has the lowest degree of CD and would mark
the sentence as 'themeless'. However, as Prince proceeds with her discussion of
the other type of it-clefts, the informative presupposition type, where the focus may
be the theme, but where it would necessarily still have the lowest degree of CD.
31. The term 'performative' is used by the philosopher J. L. Austin (1962) in his book,
How to Do Thing with Words. It is used now in grammatical and semantic
analysis to refer to a type of sentences where an action is performed by virtue of
the sentence having been uttered, e.g. 'I apologize. . . I name. . .', etc. The
original distinction was drawn between performative and causative utterances: the
latter are descriptive statements which can be analyzed in terms of truth-value
terms. Performative verbs (apologize, etc.) have a particular significance in speech
act theory, as they mark the illocutionary force of an utterance in an explicit way.
Some transformational analysts even proposed a performative analysis of sentences,
such that a performative verb is present in the underlying structure, e.g. an
underlying (deleteable) verb such as 'I assert that. . .', but the advantages of
adopting such a procedure have still to be fully explored. For more details on
performative verbs and speech act theory, the reader is referred to the following:
S. Levinson, Pragmatics, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), chapter,

5.
J. Lyons, Semantics, vol.2, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977),
chapter, 16.

R. Huddleston, An Introduction to English Transformational Grammar, (London:
Longman, 1975), chapter, 9.
32. This statement by Prince seems to be in line with Bolinger (1977, p. 68) statement
that "a factive verb implies the actuality of its complement in the mind of the
hearer, not the shared knowledge of it between the speaker and hearer". For more
details on this topic, the reader is referred to:
D. Bolinger, Meaning and Form, (London: Longman, 1977).
33. In this experimental research, Hornby (1974) presented his subjects with a series
of 60 pre-recorded sentences, each followed by a picture, and asked them to say
whether each picture accurately depicted the preceding sentence. Of these 60
sentences, 20 were simple. e.g. 'The girl is petting the cat'; 20 were it-clefts, e.g.
`It is the girl that is petting the cat'; 20 'akin' to wh-clefts, e.g. 'The one who is
petting the cat is the girl'. Each of the 20 sentences, 10 were active, 10 were
passive. Of each set of 10 sentences, five were followed by pictures which
misrepresented their presupposition, and 5 by pictures which depict them correctly.
The results, as depicted by Hornby, show the percentages of times that the subjects
failed to note the misrepresentation, i.e., said the picture was an accurate depiction
when it was not. Below is the table of Hornby's results (see next page):
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1.
2.
3.

SIMPLE SENTENCES
IT-CLEFTS
WH-CLEFTS

ACTIVE
15.6%7
30.6%
44.6%

PASSIVE

11-77a-m
48.0%
55.2%

AVERAGE TOTAL
28.2%
39.4%
50.2%

For more detailed discussion of this experiment, the reader is referred to:
P. A. Hornby, "Surface Structure and Presupposition", in .TVLVB, vol. 13, 1974,
pp. 530-538.
34. E. W. Prince, "Towards a Taxonomy of Given/New Information", in Radical
Pragmatics, (Ed.) P. Cole, (New York: Academic Express, 1981) pp. 223-256.
35. N. E. Enkvist, "Connexity, Interpretability, Universes of Discourse, and Text
World", in Possible Worlds in Humanities, Arts and Sciences: Proceedings of
Noble Symposium 65, (Ed.) S. Allen, (Berlin & New York: Walter de Gruyter,
1989) pp. 162-186.
36. Hoyle's (1983) data is extracted from two trails: Rosie Lee Pegues et. al. V.
Mississippi State Employment Service and Maxine Cearly, et. al. US. (US. District
Court, Southern California). For additional details on the points she made, the
reader is referred to:
J. Hoyle, "A Discussion of Wh-Clefts in English". Papers presented in the seminar
on functionalism, Georgetown University, Washington D.C., 1983.
37. J. Gundel, "On the Function of Marked and Unmarked Terms", in Studies in
Syntactic Typology, (Ed.) M. Hammond et. al., (Amsterdam/Philadelphia: J.
Benjamins Publishing Company, 1988) pp. 285-301.
38. J. Gundel, "Where Do Cleft Sentences Come from", in Language, no. 53(3),
1977, pp. 543-559.
39. Gundel (1977, p. 553, note 22) assumes that topic-comment corresponds roughly
to presupposition and focus respectively, i.e., topic refers to what the sentence is
about --what is already given, or presupposed-- while comment-- the new
information--refers to what is being predicated bout the topic. This position,
discussed by her in 1974, is greatly confused by the fact that the focus of the cleft
sentence is something referred to as the "topicalized constituent". The difference,
however, is not always just a matter of terminology, e.g., Halliday (1976c)
considers topic to be distinct from what is `given', and claims that the focus of the
cleft sentence (even though it always represents new information) is also its topic,
while topic in other sentences is always the initial constituent. In this respect,
Gundel believes that Halliday's view of topic "is essentially INCORRECT, and
cannot be made CONSISTENT with any semantic or cognitive value which might
be attached to this notion" [original emphasis]. On the other hand, Chafe notes that
the focus of the cleft sentence is not necessarily new at all, since it may refer to
something which is `already in the mind of the addressee'. The disagreement
between the three, here, arises out of a distinction in the use of the term 'new'
information. The focus itself is not new information; what is new is the
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identification as the object referred to in the focus (referent in Chafe's case).
Gundel, however, found it more correct to say that the focus in the it-cleft sentences
is "ALWAYS PART OF THE COMMENT OR NEW INFORMATION" [my
emphasis].
40. S. Dik, Coordination; its Implications for the Theory of General Linguistics,
(Amsterdam: Foris Publications, 1968).
41. S. Dik (1978 [1981], pp. 4-5) draws a comparison between his FG with its
functional paradigm, and Chomsky's TTG and its formal paradigm. He lists
eight major differences, which can be summarized as follows:
1. With regard to the definition of language, Chomsky's formal paradigm defines
it as 'a set of sentences'; whereas Dik's functional paradigm defines it as 'an
instrument of social interaction'.
2. With regard to its primary functions, Chomsky believes that language's primary
function 'is the expression of thoughts'; whereas Dik believes that it is primary
function 'is communication'.
3. With regard to its psychological correlate, Chomsky believes that the
psychological correlate of a language is competence: 'the capacity to produce,
interpret, and judge sentences'; whereas, following in the steps of Hymes (1972),
Dik believes that the psychological correlate of language is communicative
competence: 'the ability to carry on social interaction by means of language'.
4. With regard to the language system and its use, Chomsky believes that the study
of competence has logical and methodological priority over the study of
performance; whereas Dik believes that the study of the language system from the
very start take place within the framework of the system of language use.
5. With regard to language and setting (Halliday's context of situation), Chomsky
believes that the sentences of the language must be described independently of the
setting in which they are used.
6. With regard to language acquisition, Chomsky believes that the child constructs
grammar of the language by making use of his 'innate properties' on the basis of
a quite restricted and unstructured input of the linguistic data; whereas Dik believes
that the child discovers the system underlying language use, aided by an extensive
and highly structured input of linguistic data presented in a natural setting.
7. As far as language universals are concerned, Chomsky believes that language
universals are to be regarded as 'innate properties' of the human organism; whereas
Dik sees them as explainable in terms of the constraints inherent in (a) the goals
of communication,(b) the biological and psychological constitution of language
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users, and (c) the settings in which language is used.
8. With regard to the relation of the 3 levels of language which Dik proposes
(Syntax, semantics and pragmatics), Chomsky believes that syntax is autonomous
with respect to semantics, and semantics is autonomous with respect to pragmatics;
the priorities run from syntax via semantics to pragmatics. On the other hand, Dik
believes that pragmatics is the 'all-encompassing framework' within which
semantics and syntax must be studied; 'semantics is subservient to pragmatics and
syntax to semantics; the priorities run from pragmatics via semantics to syntax'.
For more details on Chomsky's formal paradigm, the reader is referred to:
N. Chomsky, Aspects of the Theory of Grammar, (Mass., Cambridge: MIT Press,
1965).
, Knowledge of Language, (Mass., Cambridge: MIT Press, 1986).
42. S. C. Dik, Studies in Functional Grammar, (London & others: Academic Press,
1980).
43. J. R. Ross, "on Declarative Sentences", in Reading in English Transformational
Grammar, (Eds.) R. Jacobs, & P. Rosenbaum, (Waltham, Mass: MIT
publication, 1970) pp. 222-272.
44. One could regard this fact as a semantic fact; it is certainly a referential fact. How
is it regarded depends on the extent to which proper nouns can be brought within
semantic analysis.
45. R. Barry, "Topic in Chinese", In Papers from the Parasession on Functionalism
Grossman, R. E. et. al. (Eds.), (Chicago: Chicago Linguistic Society, 1975), pp.
1-9.
46. S. C. Dik, The Theory of functional Grammar. Part 1: The Structure of the Clause,
(Holland-Dordrecht: Foris Publication, 1989).
47. In this respect, I suspect that there is quite a lot of variation between languages
with regard to what counts as 'too far removed'.
48. For more details on Grimes"span analysis', the reader is referred to:
J. E. Grimes, The Thread of Discourse, (The Hague & Others: Mouton Publications,
1975) chapter. 6, pp. 92-96.
49. H. Hannay, English Existentials in Functional Grammar, (Dordrecht: Foris
Publications, 1985).
50. H. Clark & S. Haviland, "Psychological Process and Linguistic Explanation", In
Explaining Linguistic Phenomena, Cohen, D. (Ed.), (Washington: Hemsihere,
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1974, pp. 91-124).
51. Dik (1989, p.285) has exemplified the same sub-types of counter-presupposition
focus that are used for the subject in the predication of the clause to the predicate
element of the clause. These sub-types and examples runs as follows:
1. Completing Focus, as in:
A: What have you done to my money?
B: I SPENT it.
2. Replacing Focus, as in:
A: John grows potatoes.
B: No, He doesn't GROW them; he SELLS them.
3. Expanding Focus, as in:
A: He is not only going to BUY bananas, he's also going to SELL them.
4. Restricting Focus, as in:
A: It seems John grows and sells potatoes.
B: No, he only SELLS them.
5. Selecting Focus, as in:
A: Are you going to rent or buy a car?
B: I'm going to BUY one.
52. In traditional grammatical description, the term `absolute' is used to refer to a
sentence constituent which is isolated from or abnormally connected to the rest of
the sentence. English, as well as other languages, displays an absolute use of
actverbs and adjectives, (and in this case Dik's theme as in the examples shown
above) in sentence initial position, as in:
1. However, he arrived late.
2. H4ppv, she went to sleep.
For more details on the various aspects of `absolute constructions', the reader is
referred to:
R. Quirk et. al. A University Grammar of English, (London: Longman, 1972,)
chapter. 11
F. Palmer, Grammar, (London: Penguin, 1984).
53. T. Givon, "Topic, Pronoun, and Grammatical Agreement, in Subject and Topic,
(Ed.) C. N. Li, (London & others: Academic Express, Inc., 1976) pp. 149188.
54. For a detailed study if these six major factors, the reader is referred to:
S. C. Dik, Functional Grammar, (Dordrecht, Holland: Foris Publication, 1981) pp172-174.
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55. According to Crystal's dictionary of linguistic terms (Crystal, 1985, p. 51), the term
clitic is used in grammar to refer to a form which resembles a word, but which
cannot stand on its own as a normal utterance, being structurally dependent upon
a neighbouring word in a construction. It originally comes from the Greek word
for 'leaning'. Crystal's examples of such a tern include what he calls "the
CONTRACTED forms of be, such as I'm and he's. He classifies these clitic words
into two main categories: (1) proclitics, in which they depend upon a following
word, as in the case of articles, and (2) enclitics, in which they depend upon a
preceding word, as in the attachment of some pronouns to the end of the verb like
the following Arabic sentence:
1. darab-tu-hu bi-l-cag.
hit-I-him with-the stick
I hit him with the stick.
Here, 'be and '1' are proclitics and `tu' and 'flu' are enclities. For more details on
clitic pronouns, the reader is referred to:
P. H. Mathews, Syntax, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), chapter
9.
56. D. Hymes, "On Communicative Competence", In Sociolinguistics, (Eds.) J. B. Pride
& J. Holmes, (Hannondsworth: Penguin, 1972) pp. 269-293.
57. M. A. K. Halliday, Language as Social Semiotic, (London: Edward Arnold,
1978).
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Notes to Chapter 5:
1. Standard Arabic (SA), referred to here, (also known as Modern Written Arabic
and Modern Literary Arabic) is the uniform variety of Arabic which is used all over
the Arabic speaking world as the usual medium of written communication in books,
periodicals, journals, magazines, newspapers, signs, business and personal letters.
It is also used as a medium of the oral communication on the stage, in radio and
television broadcasts, in formal speeches, public and university lectures, learned
debates, conferences, in some songs, and in general on occasions accompanied by
some degree of formality and solemnity.
2. This group of traditional Arab grammarians belongs to five main schools of
grammar: the Basra School, the Kufa School, the Baghdad School, the Andalus
School and the Egyptian School. Below is a list of the main grammarians who
belong to each school some of whom are mentioned in this chapter.
I. The Basra School: Abu 1-Aswad d-Du s-ali, al-Khalil Ibn Atimad, Sibawayhi,
Quirub, al-Mubarrid, az-Zajjaj, Ibn s-Sirdj, and a§-Sayraff, among many others.
II. The Kufa School: al-Kisa . 1, al-Ferra • , and Abu-Bakr 1-Anbari, among many
others.
III. The Baghdad School: Ibn Kisan, az-Zajjaji, Abu-can 1-Farsi, Ibn jinni, Ibn
Ydish, and az-Zamakhshari, among many others.
VI. The Andalus School: Ibn Mada • 1-Qurcubi and Ibn Malik, among many
others.
V. The Egyptian School: Ibn 1-1,1ajib, Ibn Hisham and a§-Sayati, among many
others.
For a brief study of these schools of Arabic grammar and their major differences,
the reader is referred to:
S. payf, al-Madaris n-Nal)awyya [The Grammatical Schools], (Cairo: Dar 1Mdarif, 1978).
3. F. H. cabbas, al-Balciga Funanuha wa Afrzemuhd: cilmu 1-Mdärzi , 2nd. ed.,
(Amman: Dar al-Furqan li-n-naKr wa t-tawzr, 1989).
4. A. al-Jurjani, Da14 'ilu 1- Tjaz fi cilmi 1-Mdani, (Ed.) Muhammad Rashid Riza,
(Beirut: Dar 1-Kutub 1-cilmiyya, 1988).
5.

Ibn 1-Muqaffac, al-Manliq (logic), (Ed.) Danshpazuh, M. T. (Tehran: Tehran
publishing Co., 1978).

6.

I. Anis, min Asrär 1-Luea, (Cairo: The Anglo-Egyptian Library, 1978).

7. A. al-Hashitni, Jawctizir 1-Balciga fi 1-Mdani wa 1-Bayan wa 1-Baclie, (Beirut: Dar
1-Kutub 1-cilmiyya, 1978).
8. c abbas (1989, p. 88) says in his definition of 'al-musnad', "huwal-mubtada • 1-ladi
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aw nä • ib facil yasuddu masaddal-xabar aw 1-xabar fi 1-jumlati 1- ismiyya
lahu
aw 1-ficl fil-jumlatil-feliyya". I believe that, when cabbas defines the predicate (almusnad) as a predicand (mubtada •) in the first part of this quotation he merely
refers to the verbal sentence which has the verb as its initial element in a VSO
word order or the initial NP in the nominal sentence. This is made clear in the
final clause of the quotation which demonstrates that the verb, in the verbal
sentence, constitutes part of the predicate/rheme/comment.
9.

These quynd (complements) has more than one name. TAGs call them 'facialat'
(also translatable as complements). Grammarians have divided these complements
into two main categories: those that complement the verb phrase (VP) in the
sentence and those that complement the noun phrase (NP), which could be the
subject/agent, the mubtada, and sometimes the xabar. Complements that
complement the VP, include the five types of object that may occur in the verbal
sentence in addition the prepositional and adverbial phrases (cf. main text). The
complements of the NP include the circumstantial accusative (al-ljal), the
accusative of specification (at-tamiyiz), the 'annexation' (al- "iciafa), the adjective
an-nact), emphasis C at-tawkid), the permutative (al-bacial), and 'the expletive
coordination/apposition'(cadf an-nsaq) above. For a detailed discussion of all
these complements from a grammatical point of view, the reader is referred to:
M. al-Antaki, al-Muhl fi kwati Varabyyati wa Nahwiha wa .ya rfiha , vol 2,
(Beirut: Malctabat Dar a§-arq, 1975) pp. 91-286.

10. A. M. Harnn (Ed.), Kitab Sibawayhi, Parts 1 & 2, by Sibawayhi, A., (Cairo: Cu
wa n-na§r, 1968).
1-Katib al-crabyyi
11. Hardn (1968), in Sibawayhi's Kiktb, (part 1, p. 23), quotes the latter's about the
indispensable relation of (al- • isnäd) between the musnad ilayhi and the musnad by
axar, wa la yajidu 1-mutalcallimu
saying:"la yastagni watiidun minhuma can
minhu buddan, famin dalika 1- " ismu 1-mubtada " wa 1-mabni calayhi 1-xabar".
12. M. Ibn Yacish, gariju l-Mufagal, vol. 1, (Beirut: calamu 1-Kutub, [no date]).
13. The 0 (zero) here indicates the case marking of the Arabic jussive and the
imperative formal modes. When it (0) is used to indicate the existence of an
elliptical item, the presupposed item/(s) is always provided inside brackets with the
equals sign (=) preceding it/(them).
14. M. cabdul ljamid, Sari; Qairi n-Nada wa Ball ak4acla li-Ibn Hisham, (Cairo:
Matbacat as-Sacada, 1963).
15. A. az-Zajjajr, al- "Iclah, (Ed.) M. al-Mubarak, (Cairo, 1959).
16. Ibn Faris al- "10,0i)fi Fiqhi 1-Lukati l-carabiyyati wa Sunani L-carabi fi Kalarnihei,
(ed.) M. al-Shwaymi, (Beirut: Mu • asasatu Badran 1ilibã cati wa n-Na§r,
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1964).
17. R. cabdu at-Tawwäb, Fulwulun fi l-carabiyya, (Cairo: Maktabat 1-Khanji, 1983).
18. I. Mustard, alliyä "u n-Natzw, (Cairo: Matbdat Lajnatu t-Ta" lif wa t-Tarjama,
1959).
19. For a detailed discussion of the various types cawdmil (operators) and Mustafa's
criticism of them, the reader is referred to the previous note, pp. 22-42.
20. W. Wright (1890, p. 143) points out that case-markers were originally used in
Semitic languages to differentiate between the nominative case, the case which
specifies the 'the mubtada, theme or topic' (musnad - ilayhi) and some times `rheme
or comment' (the xabar or musnad). Moreover, he believes that the nominative
case /hu/ is associated with the pronoun (huwa), and the accusative case /a/ is
associated with the deictic particle /ha/, which is still used in some Semitic
languages like the Ethiopic, where the /ha/ indicates an orientation towards a certain
direction using some verbs like ' "aqbAT and `cia§acia' (come towards and head
towards). As for the genitive case, he argues that it can be associated with the `ya'
of attribution, as in ' al-qa§r 1-malakr (the royal palace), and which can be
justified in SA by the fact that the adjective follows the noun. But Mustafa (1959),
Anis (1978) and cabdu at-tawwdb (1983) reject this assumption because, according
to them, it lacks diachronic as well a synchronic evidence, and thus, it remains
no more than a speculation that lacks the evidence to be generalized. For a detailed
discussion of Wright's proposal, the reader is referred to:
W. Wright, Lectures on the Comparative Grammar of Semitic Languages,
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1890).

21. N. Lewkowicz, "A transformational Approach to the Syntax of Arabic Particles",
PhD Dissertation, Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan, 1967.
- - - -- - -, "Topic and Comment and Relative Clause in Arabic", in Readings in
Arabic Linguistics, (Ed.) al-cdni, (Bloomington: Indiana University Linguistic
Club, 1978).
22. N. Chomsky, Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, (Mass., Cambridge: MIT Press,
1965).
23. Lehmann (1973 &1976) reduces the VSO, SOV and SOV typology of Greenberg
(cf. next note) to simply VO and OV. He brings evidence to show that the
relationship of a verb to its object is stronger than that to its subject, and he
concludes that "the object-verb construction is the fundamental syntactic pattern in
a language, and that the subject plays a "disruptive role" (1976, p. 447). VSO
constructions are typologically complex, but they persist for perceptual and
sociological reasons.
Lehmann (1976, p. 449) attributes the secondary role of the subject to
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the fact that its function is diffused. He quotes Halliday's (1970, p. 164) definition
of subject as having four different functions: (1) actor (logical subject: ideational),
(2) modal subject (grammatical subject: interpersonal), (3) theme (psychological
subject: textual), together with a fourth function which is in the structure of the
information unit (given: psychological subject, textual). But his approach of
typology moves away from the formal statement of Greenberg's advancing a
typology based upon all four syntactic processes, i.e., not only arrangement but also
selection, modification, and modulation (Lehmann,1973, p. 61). The OV order is
associated with agglutinative morphology and characteristic phonological features
(like German), whereas VO order is associated with inflectional morphology (like
Arabic). In this respect, he rejects any role of the subject in linguistic typology on
the basis of more 'labile' nature of the subject as compared with the object; he feels
that its inclusion in the past "has been a source of trouble for typologists as well
as for linguistic theorists in general" (Lehmann, 1973, p. 51). For a detailed study
of Lelunann's typological studies, the reader is referred to:
W. P. Lehmann, "A structural Principle and its Implications", in Language, vol.,
49/1, 1973, pp. 48-66.
, "Form Topic to Subject In Indo-European", in Subject and Topic,
(Ed.) C. N. Li, (New York & Others: Academic Press, 1976) pp. 447-556).
24. On the basis of statistical studies of samples from 30 languages of different
families which he carried out, Greenberg (1961 [1966]) has identified a series of
formal principles of grammar, most of which having to do with WO, which permits
the establishment of a basic order typology_ a 12-celled taxonomy based on WO.
He uses three criteria: the dominant order of verb, subject, and object; the existence
of prepositions versus postpositions; and the position of qualifying adjectives. Of
the six possible combinations of the subject (S), verb (V) and object (0), he reports
that only three occur in the dominant WO in the languages he has studied: VSO,
SVO and SOY. He divides the three broad classes into sub-classes according to
whether the language has postposition or preposition, or whether adjective (A) come
before or after the noun (N) (Greenberg, 1961, pp. 76-77). These divisions can be
illustrated as follows:
VSO
SVO
SOY
postposition A: 0
1
6
postposition N: 0
2
5
preposition A: 0
4
0
preposition N: 6
0
6
As it can be seen, there is a clustering of types, and many of the cells
are empty. In this respect, Greenberg points out that often the meeting of one
criterion will imply that certain others are met as well. In order to make deductions
about grammar, these relationships, for him, are 'implicational universals'. Thus
starting from 14 statistically derived universals of form, he is able to make a total
of 56 distinct claims, 45 of which are about grammar, and the rest on morphology.
In this way, his typology is exclusively systemized on the basis of form. For more
details on the nature of his typology, especially his universal principle of grammar,
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the reader is referred to:
J. H. Greenberg, "Some Universals of Grammar with Particular Reference to the
Order of Meaningful Elements", in Universals of Language, 2nd ed., (Ed.) J.
H. Greenberg, (Mass. Cambridge: MIT Press, 1966) pp.73-113.
25. An agglutinative language is one in which its constituents (words) typically
contain a linear sequence of morphs - as seen in English `disiestablishiment- and
thus contrasts with inflectional languages. Agglutinative languages are well-known
for using prefixes and suffixes by adding them to the root to change its meaning.
However, the boundary between the two categories of languages is not clear cut:
different languages will display the characteristic of agglutination to a greater or
a lesser degree. Languages like Turkish and Japanese display agglutination to a
major extent. For further denials, the reader is referred to:
J. Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, (Mass., Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1968), chapter 5.
26. In this respect, I think that Lehmann's analysis has some problems, or at least it
could be construed as having some problems. Lehmann presumably started from
the position that it is possible to identify SVO languages, SVO languages, etc., by
looking at word order in neutral (unmarked) sentences. He then looked at
associated linguistic features, such as order of nouns and adjectives. I would say
that it is 'possible' to do this procedure the other way, i.e., to start with the
associated features and conclude what the basic word order is. However, it could
presumably be argued that such associated features not necessarily demonstrate a
particular basic order ; rather, they are simply associated with it.
27. G. N. Saad, Transitivity, Causation and Passivization, (London & Others: Kegan
Paul International, 1982).
28. C. Fillmore, "The Case for Case", in Universals in Linguistic Theory, (Eds.) E.
R. Bach & T. Harms, (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., 1968), pp.
1-88.
29. Arab rhetoricians have divided discourse in general into two main categories:
propositional (xabariyya), where discourse is meant to inform and benefit the
addressee, whether hearer or reader, and performative `in gd . yya', which contains
no proposition about anything that really takes place. Thus,the latter is not subject
to challenge, while the former is. cabbas (1989, p. 100) proposes the following
definitions of 'al-xabar' and 'al- "ingA ': 'al-xabar la yatawaqqafu taNiquhu wa
wujUduhu 'lila qawli 1-mutalcallim, 'amma 1- 'inga', fahwa ma yatawaqqafu
tahaqququhu cala talaffuzi 1-mutalldlimi bih", which can be translated as 'the
proposition is a type of discourse that does not depend upon the speaker's saying
it in order for it to exist or be accomplished, but the performative discourse depends
fully upon its utterance by the speaker in order for it to exist and be accomplished
(carried out)'. Hence it is not expected to be true or false. Rhetoricians also divide
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performative utterances into two types: demand and non-demand types. The
former is not expected to be carried out at the moment of uttering the sentence
although it is demanded that it be carried out at some time, while the former is
not requited to be carried out at all, because the speaker is not requesting/requiring
the hearer to do anything for him; this is exemplified by exclamation expressions.
For a detailed discussion of the Arab rhetoricians treatment of these topics, and
speech acts in general, the reader is referred to, respectively:
F. H. cabbas, al-Balcika Funanuha wa Afniinuhei: cilmu l-Mdcini, 2nd. ed.,
(Amman: Dar al-Furcian li-n-nagr wa t-tawsr, 1989) pp.99-205.
J. L. Austin, How to Do Things with Words, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1962)
30. al-Aniaki (1975) points out that "amma.' can be either a conditional (fart),
particularizational (taf0) or an emphatic (tawkid) particle. The reason for it
being called a conditional particle is because it is always associated with the 'fa'
in its `jawab' (answer/result); the reason for calling it particularization particle is
because what follows the NP that precedes it and what follows it is a detailed
explanation of that NP. (like the function of the colon in English), and the reason
for calling it an emphatic particle is because, according to al-Antal', the sentence
becomes more emphatic when preceded by an "amma' (as for). For a detailed
discussion of this particle, the reader is referred to:
M. al-Antal, al-Muhq fi A§weiti 1-Lukati 1-carabyati wa Nahwiha wa 4arfiha, Vol.
3, (Beirut: Maktabat Dar g-arq, 1975), pp. 106-108.
31. S. Dayf, Tajdidu n-Nahw (The Renewal of Syntax), (Cairo: Dar 1-Mtearif, 1982).
32. H. Ithatib et. al., al-Luktu 1-carabiyyatu liayri l-Muxtagrna bawl, (Aleppo:
Aleppo University Press, 1985).
33. M. G. Carter, "An Arab Grammarian of the 8 th Century A. C.: A Contribution to
The History of Linguistics", in Journal of the American Oriental Society
(JAOS) 93, 1973, pp. 146-157.
34. L. Bloomfield, Language, (New York: Holt, 1959).
35. M. A. K. Halliday, "Notes on Transitivity and Theme in English, Part IL in
Journal of Linguistics, no. 3, 1967, pp. 199-244.
36. For a detailed illustration, discussion and exemplification of the various types of
formal moods of SA (the subjunctive, the jussive, the energetic, and the imperfect
indicative), the reader is referred to:
C. Cantarino, Syntax of Modern Arabic Prose, vol. I, (Bloomington & London:
Indiana University Press, 1974) pp. 77-83.
W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol. I, (Cambridge: Cambridge
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University Press, 1898).
M. al-Ant:aid, al-Muhl ft Awiiti l-carabiyyati wa Nahwihd wa 5cufihci, 3 Vols.,
(Beirut: Maktabat Dar 6-Sarq, 1975).
37. I. as-Samarra ^I, Fiqhu l-Lukatf l-Muqäran, (Contrastive Linguistics, 3rd. ed.)
(Beirut: Dar 1-9.1mu li-l-Malayyln, 1983).
38. R. M. al-Astrabadi, gartzu l-Kafiya fi n-Naljw, (Beirut: där 1-Kutub 1-cilmiyya,
1975).
39. G. M. al-Qazwini, al- 74411,i fi culami l-Balaga li-l-Khafäji, (Ed.), Abdul Muncim

(Cairo: 1949). (reproduced. Beirut: Dar 1-Kitabi al-Lubnani, 1980).
40. For a detailed study of the ways of uttering an predication which are informative
to the addressee taking in consideration his state of mind, and the rhetorical
purposes that motivate the speaker not to follow these ways, the reader is referred
to:
F. H. cabbas, al-BalcIka Funiinuhd wa Afnanuka: cilmu 1-Mdani, 2nd. ed. (Amman:
Dar l-Furtian li-n-nar wa t-tawzi, 1989) pp.133-145.
41. A. al-jurjani, Dald "ilu 1- Tfriz, (Eds.) M. cabdu, & M. Riza, M., (Beirut: Dar
1-Kutub Vilmiyya, 1988).
42. This argument tallies with cabbas's (1989) argument (see previous section), which
is based on word order in the nominal sentence when both pillars of the predication
are defined. It is also in line with Halliday's (1967c) argument on identification
(cf. 3.6.3), in which he points out that whatever occupies the left-most position is
theme and consequently given or known information unless contrastive or
contradictory.
43. For a detailed study of the secondary types of predication ( agrad al-xabar), the
reader is referred to:
F. H. cabbas, al-Balcika Funanuhri wa Afncinuhes: cilmu 1-Mdäni, (Amman: Dar
al-Furgan li-n-nasr wa t-tawzr, 1989), pp. 106-112.
44. Mustafa (1959, p. 154), quoting from Sibawayhi's Kitäb, in the latter's justification
for changing the accusative case-endings in preposed object to a nominative, where
he says: in examples like:
1. Zayd-an
Ra "yt-u-hu.
Zayd-accus. saw-I-him
It is Zaid [theme] who I saw [rheme].
"the accusative is common Arabic, but the nominative is preferable" (an-nasbu
carabiyyun katirun wa r-raru ' arjati). For more details on 'al- 'i§tigal'
(government), where this topic is discussed, the reader is referred to:
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I. Mustafa, "Ilzyci "u n-Naljw, (Cairo: Lajnat t-ta "lif wa t-tarjama wa n-na gr, 1959).
45. A. F. L. Beeston, The Arabic Language Today, (London: Hutchinson, 1970).
46. M. A. K. Halliday, An Introduction to Functional Grammar, (London & Others:
Edward Arnold, 1985).
47. A. F. L. Beeston, "Embedding of the Theme-Predicate Structure in Arabic, in
Language, no. 50, 1974, pp. 474-477.
48. Halliday (1967c; cf. 3.6.4) points out that there are certain clause construction
which can place the theme in the sense of what the clause is about, in positions
other than the initial ones. These are the cleft constructions and 'there' existential
sentences (cf. chapter 7 for illustration and exemplification from real data).
49. al-Antal (1975, pp. 351-3) points out that from a formal point of view, the term
'specified' (muxa§§a§) with regard to the circumstance (a4-zunlf) whether spatial
or temporal (malcaniyya aw zamaniyya) is when they are limited or specified by a
certain location or by a specified span of time as in the example provided above;
whereas the tenn'inflectional (muta§arrif) means on whether they are subject to all
grammatical functions: act as subject, objects or object of preposition or not (see
examples in the main text). He also points out that, with exception of the direct
object, which has the priority of replacing the subject (agent) as a surrogate subject
(nã " ib l-fac il), there is no priority of occurrence between 2, 3, 4, and 5 above. For
more details, the reader is referred to:
M. al-Antal, al-Mutt:1 ft Asweiti 1-carabiyyati wa Nallwiha wa .5 atfika, vol.3,
(Beirut: Maktabat Dar g-garq, 1975).
50. For more details on these steps of passivization and the morphological changes the
various types of verbs in Arabic undergo, the reader is referred to:
. Dayf, Tajdidu n-Nal.iu (Renewal of Syntax), (Cairo: dar 1-Mdarif, 1982) pp.
158-160).
51. J. Vachek, The Linguistic School of Prague, (Bloomington & London: Indiana
University Press, 1966).
52. V. Bubenik, "Thematisation and Passivisation", in Lingua, No. 49, pp. 295-313.
53. For more details of these two additional uses of interrogative, the reader is referred
to:
F. H. cabbas, al-Balä:ga Furninuhd wa Afnänuha: cilmu l-Macani, 2nd. ed.,
(Amman: Dar al-Furqan li-n-nagr wa t-tawzie, 1989), pp. 190-202.
54. TAGs call this grammatical category the cancellers (an-nawasix) for two main
reasons: (1) they occupy the position of the predicand (mubtada ' ) and thus cancel
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its status as an initial element of the nominal sentence, and (2) they change the case
ending of the predicand and the predicate depending on the type of the canceller.
For a detailed discussion of the types and their grammatical functions in the
nominal sentence, the reader is referred to:
M. al-Antaki, al-Muldi ft ApvcIt 1-carabiyyati wa Nahwilyi wa ..5' a r fi ha , Vol., 2.,
(Beirut: Maktabat Dar g-garq, 1975).
55. M. Abu-Masa, Dalai& t-Taräkib: Diräsatun Balez:giyya, (Cairo: Maktabat Wahba,
1979).
56. A. Ibn caqll, Sarh Ibn caqt1 'aid Alfiyyat 1bn Mälik 4. vols., (Beirut: Da'r 1Filcr li-t-tibacati wa n-nagr wa t-tawzr, no date).
57. H. Fleisch, al-carabiyyatu l-Fu.yhã: Nahwa Bind in Lukawiyyin Jadfd (Classical
Arabic: Towards a Modern Structure), (Ed. & trans.) cabdul abflr ghahin,
(Beirut: al-Matbda 1-Katulayya, 1966).
58. c abbas (1989, pp. 116-117) points out that the pronoun of separation was called a
pronoun by grammarians because it only looks like the 'the absent pronoun he'
(4amir 1-ga" ib 'huwa') in form. According to cabbas, for grammarians, especially
the Basrans, it is not a pronoun, and thus, it is treated as a particle (tiarf) that
separates the mubtala from the xabar, and thus has no other grammatical function
than being a device for emphasis. The second difference between it and regular
pronouns is the fact that regular pronouns are defined entities (coreferentials, in
systemic terms), while the separation pronoun is not.
59. A. A. Bloch (1992), joining forces with TAGs, points out that `gamir 'a-an'
n'
is a dummy pronoun. Like Halliday's treatment of the pronoun 'it' in the it-cleft
construction, when he says: "it' is non-anaphoric . . . and never can be thematic"
(Halliday, 1967c, p.238), Bloch also points out that `damir g-an' is neither
anaphoric nor cataphoric because it neither has a semantic content nor a referent.
Thus, It is not anaphoric because it is not coreferential, and it cannot anticipate any
new referent in the discourse because it is empty (dummy). Bloch discusses various
grammatical functions of this type of pronoun. The following are the ones that
pertain to the point raised in the main text:
1. It allows the verb to follow upon the 'verb-similar-particles' (al-purfif 1mugabbaha bil-ficl) or 'lima and its Sisters', and thus allows a verb-subject word
order after these particles, as in this verse taken from the Holy Qura'n:
a. dalika bi- annahu kanat t" tThim rusululhum bilbayinat . . . . (28:64:6)
That was because there came to them messengers with clear signs . . . .
2. It represents various forms of focusing. Although if one looks at their meaning
in context, especially the examples Bloch draws from the Holy Qui. 'an, one finds
that there is no focusing involved, since as noticed earlier and essential element
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of focus is contrastiveness, implying that 'not someone else is the theme of the itcleft construction', where Allah Al-Mighty is the only theme, yet there are some
genuine focus sentences in the Holy Qui. an such as:
a. 'innahu (hwua) 'aclljaka wa "abla, (27: 53:43)
It is (HE) Who Granteth Laughter and Life.
For a detailed and a recent study of `damir a g-ga 'n', the reader is referred to:
A. A. Bloch, "clamir ag-ga 'n", in Journal of Arabic Linguistics (JAL), Vol. 30,
1992, pp. 30-39.
60. For a detailed discussion of each one of these emphatic particles, the reader is
referred to:
M. al-Antal, al-Mutift fi Apviit l-Lugad 1- carabiyyati wa Nawiltcl wa .5arfihd,
vols. 2 & 3, (Beirut: Maktabat Dar g-garq, 1975).
61. M. B. Schub, "Focusing and Topicalisation in Classical Arabic", in Arabica, Vol
24, 1977, pp. 207-210.
62. M. A. K. Halliday & R. Hasan, Cohesion in English, (London & New York:
Longman, 1976).
63. For Halliday, a complex clause consists of one independent and a number of
dependent clauses, and which in turn, represents a sentence of a written English.
For more details the reader is referred to:
M. A. K. Halliday, An Introduction to Functional Grammar, (London & Others:
Edward Arnold, 1985) chapter 7.
64. Halliday (1976 pp. 199-202]) points out that there are two cases in which verbal
ellipsis, operator and model, does not accompany clausal ellipsis in the clause,
whether modal or propositional, and thus does not omit any constituent of the
verbal group. Operator ellipsis, for example, is usually avoided in simple past and
simple present tenses, as in:
1. A: What did he do? B: (0= he did) Run a way. [or] (0=he does) run a way.
2. A: What does he do? B: Runs a way. or (0=he does) run a way.
There is however some uneasiness about 'run away' in this context, perhaps
because it 'appears' to be finite (and therefore wrong, either in number or in tense);
on the other hand the non-elliptical also seems wrong, because it is clearly finite
and yet lack a subject, which is contrary to the normal pattern. Lexical ellipsis, on
the other hand, is avoided with verbs like 'be' and `have'(=possess), and
substitution may be used instead; the two being indistinguishable from each other
in simple past and present (unmarked positive form), and indistinguishable from the
full form.
65. Some generative grammarians, call this linguistic phenomenon 'gapping'. This
refers to the deletion of a repeated verb in clauses which have been
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conjoined a 'gap' has been left in the reduced clause, as in 5-137 above. For
detailed information about gapping in generative grammar, the reader is referred
to:
A. Radford, Transformational Syntax: A Student's Guide to Chomsky' s Extended
Standard Theory, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981) chapter 8.
66. For more details about the graminatical notion of 'dispute' (at-tanazd), its various
forms and conditions, the reader is referred to:
M. al-Antal, al-Mutzit fi Alwati l-carabiyyati wa Natzwihä wa 4cafihd, (Beirut:
Maktabat Dar g-garq, 1975) pp. 37-44.
67. The Arabic version of the quotation reads as follows:
nabdifu mina 1-kalam 1-ladi nucabiru fihi 'an 1-macna 1murad, wa qad yakfmu hada 1-juz 'u kalimatin, wa qad
yalctimu jumal. wa hada 1-mandafu labudda an yastagni
1-kalamu canhu, ' ay: yufahmu bidunihi, kamd " arma hada
1-tiadfu labudda lahu min qarinatin tadullu 'alayhi (cabbas,
1989, P. 595).
68. Arab rhetoricians, catiq (1970), al-Hashimi (1978), cabbas (1989), among many
others, point out that sentential ellipsis involves the ellipsis of more than one
sentence from the text. This type of ellipsis, they point out, is dominant in
narrative discourse. Their best authority for this type ellipsis is the Holy Qur 'an,
where many sentences that do not contribute to the main topic of discourse in some
surahs are not mentioned, and yet the overall content of the message intended,
semantically or pragmatically, is completely understood. They site numerous
examples from The Holy Qur "an, among which the following text with its
translation is selected:
'idhab bi-kitabi hada f-alqihi ' ilayhim tununa tawalla
canhum fa 'anzur maid yarji can. (01, 02), (03). gala yä
ayyuha 1-mala" u ' inni "ulqiya "ilayya kitabun karim.
(The Holy Qur 'an, 27: 26 &27).
These verses are translated in English By Yfisuf Ali (1989) in his translation of The
Holy Qur an as follows:
Solomon said: soon shall we see whether thou hast told
the truth or lied. Go thou, with this letter, and deliver it
to them and (wait to) see what answer they return. (01)
& (02). The (queen) (03) said: ye chiefs! there is delivered a letter worthy of respect. (The Holy Qur "ãn,
27: 26 & 27).
catiq and cabbas point out that there two ellipted sentences between these two
verses; they interpret them as follows:
1. (01= The robin took the letter and flew to Sheba).
2. (02= The robin threw the letter in front of the queen).
3. (03= The queen picked up the letter, read it and then, she said:"ye chiefs. . . .)
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By comparison with English, Halliday (1976) has mentioned ellipting a
whole clause in indirect yes/no question and indirect statement, but he does not
encourage it because, according to him it leads to too much ambiguity, as in
4. A: I finished writing that story and it's going to be published.
B: when (0)?
Here, the reader does not know whether sentential ellipsis in the rejoinder
presupposes the first, the second or both clauses. Halliday concludes his argument
by suggesting that:
this type of ellipsis is only possible if all clauses
following the one that is presupposed are within the
domain of the presupposition. In practice, this usually
means that they must branched; that is they must share at
least one element in common, typically, though not
necessarily the subject (Halliday, 1976, P. 224).
For more details on sentential ellipsis in Arabic and English, the reader is referred
respectively to (cabbas, 1989) and:
A. %al, 'Um l-Mcfani, (Beirut: Dar n-Nanda Varabiyya li-t-tibra wa n-nar,
1970).
M. A. K. Halliday & R. Hasan, Cohesion in English, (London & New York:
Longman, 1976), pp. 196-222.
69. A. Hasan (1975) points out that nunation can compensate for what can be ellipted
from a nominal group, and thus the sentence will still meaningful and acceptable
in terms of syntax and semantics. However, I believe this and other examples by
Hasan are slightly problematic because the relationship between 'each' and the
ellipted word `eligible' is not, one of simple omission (as the presence of nunation
(tanwin) demonstrates that this might be regarded in SA as a form of substitution,
since nunation in SA has been defined as an `additional nun' which is annexed to
the noun, and will either be articulated, or dropped when followed by a full stop.
For more details on nunation, the reader is referred to:
A. Hasan, "an-Nalpv waft, Vol. 1, (Cairo: al-Maktaba 1-Mi§riyya, 1975).
I. U. Deas, Fannu t-Tajwid, (Riyadh: man§urat Maktabat 1-Batha 'a, 1982).
70. al-Antäki (1975) defines the 'preference noun' ( "ism "u t-tafdil) as a noun
derived morphologically from 'trilateral' verb (ffl tuläti) in order to signal that two
referents (realized by two nominal groups) have the same 'attribute' (§ifa), where
one of the referents is associated more with it than the other, and, and if the definite
article (at-tacrif) is prefixed to the preference noun it could 'compare' more than
two nominal groups.
For more details about the way the preference noun is formulated and its
agreement in number, gender and case with the following nouns, the reader is
referred to:
M. al-Antäki, al-Muhl ft Apvciti 1-carabiyyati wa Nahwilba wa .5arfihil, Vol. 2.,
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(Beirut: Maktabat Dar §-g arq, 1975) pp. 243-246.
71. It can be argued, however, that this is simply a non-central (non-prototypical) use
of the word `class' (al-fa§1), where the uttered physical aspect of the word `class'
does not correspond to the actual intended meaning of the speaker. This is known
by Arab rhetoricians as `metonymy or antonomasia' (al-kinaya), and is defined as
"uttering something and intending to meaning of another" ( atakalumu bi§ay in wa
nuridu gayrahu). For more information about metonymy in SA, the reader is
referred to:
F. H. cabbas, al-Balclea Fuminuha wa Afnänuha: 'Um l-Baydni wa l-Badi c , 2nd
ed., (Amman: Dar al-Furqan li-n-na§r wa t-tawlic , 1989), pp. 243-273.
72. M. A. K. Halliday, "The Place of FSP in Linguistic Description", in Papers on
Functional Sentence Perspective, (Ed.) Danes, F. (The Hague & Paris:
Mouton, 1974) pp. 43-54.
73. A. Moutawakil, "Topic in Arabic: Towards a Functional Analysis", in Syntax and
Pragmatics, (Eds.) C. de Groot, & J. L. Mackenzie, (Dordrecht: Foris
publication, 1985 pp. 75-89.
74. Y. Y. Aziz, "Theme-Rheme Organization and Paragraph Structure in Standard
Arabic", in Word, Vol. 39, No.2, (Eds.) M. Brend, R. Catello, G. Fichtner,
(New York: International Linguistic Association, 1988) pp. 117-128
75. S. C. Dik, Functional Grammar, (Dordrecht: Foris Publication, 1981).
76. Moutawakil (1985, p. 89, note 2) points out the results of a previous study, which
he himself carried out, of the interaction of semantic, syntactic and pragmatic
functions as determiners of the cases displayed by the terms to which they are
assigned urges him to propose the following hierarchy of decreasing influence:
Syntactic function> semantic function> pragmatic function [>= more than].
77. J. Firbas, "On the Interplay of Prosodic and non-Prosodic means of FSP, in The
Prague School of Linguistics and Language Teaching, Fried, V. (Ed.),
(London: Oxford University Press, 1972), pp 77-94.
78. For a detailed discussion of the dispute between TAGs as to the type of
grammatical function the `ma' has, the reader is referred to:
M. al-Antal, al-Mulift ft Aswäti 1-carabiyyati wa Natiwiha wa 5arfihd, vol. 2.,
(Beirut: Maktabat Dar §-g arq, 1975) pp. 358-366.
79. J. Firbas, Functional Sentence Perspective in Written and Spoken Communication,
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992).
80. The numbers inside the examples show Firbas's estimate of the constituents that
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can be focused (become rheme proper in his formulation) as new information.
81. Firbas (1992, p.70) defmes a 'successful competitor' as that element that competes
with another and succeeds in completing the development of communication within
their distributional field.
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Notes to Chapter 6:
1. The selection of texts is based on the majority of the world's abhorrence of war and
destruction of human beings, and civilization, where people are striving in every
moment of their life to preserve things. This so-called 'Gulf war', which began out
of greed and hatred, and resulted in what every one can see, simply because none
of the warring parties heeded the voice of logic and wisdom. I do not believe
anybody with the least amount of sense and humanity should agree with what has
happened, especially its consequences which will outlive our present generation;
they will surely agree with the writers' views, which are selected for analysis on
a purely linguistic bases.
2.

It is appropriate to give the reader a short outline of the life and contributions of
the writers, whose articles are selected for analysis in this study:
1. Noam Chomsky is a noted author, lecturer and Institute professor in the
Department of Linguistics and Philosophy at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT). He is the author of numerous books and articles on linguistics, philosophy
and intellectual history and contemporary issues, and has written extensively on
U.S. foreign policy. The selected for the purpose of this study is entitled "After the
Cold War: US-Middle East Policy", in:
P. Bennis & M. Moushabeck (Eds.) Beyond The Storm, (Edinburgh, U. K.:
Canongate Press PLC., 1991) pp. 75-87.
2. Ibrahim Abu-Laghud is a professor of political science at Northwestern
University in Evanston, llinois. He is a member of the Palestine National
Council. The article selected for the purpose of this study is entitled "The Politics
of Linkage: The Arab-Israeli Conflict in the Gulf War", in Beyond The Storm,
(Eds.) P. Bennis & M. Moushabeck (Edinburgh, U. K.: Canongate Press PLC.,
1991), pp. 183-190.
3. Mary Kalder is a well-known British researcher in the field of international
relations and armament policies. She is a professor at the Research Unit in the
University of Sussex. Among her publications are The Disintegration of the West
(1978), The New Coalition: A Re-thought of the Relations of the West with the East,
1989. The article selected for the purpose of this study is entitled "An Imaginary
War", and was published in Marxism Today, March 1991.
4. Neal Ascherson is a well-known English journalist. He acts as a reporter in
Eastern Europe for The Guardian and The Observer, and has covered all the
important events that took place in Czechoslovakia, Bolonia and Germany. Among
his publications are The Bolonic August (1982) and The Nazis' Inheritance (1984).
The article selected for analysis in this study, entitled "A New World Order:
Nations in the Thaw", published in Marxism Today, March, 1991.
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5. Kevin Robins is a well-known British political researcher and a full-time
writer in the Marxism Today. The article selected for the purpose of this
study is entitled, "The Mirror of the Unseen" taken from the same magazine, March
1991 issue.
3.

This political letter is part of a book published by the Jordanian Government in
August 1991, and is entitled the White Paper (al-kitabu al- ' abyad). The book
reflects, through the speeches given by his Majesty, the king, and his royal highness
the crown prince, on several occasions, Jordan's desperate attempts to try and stop
the war and bring the disputing Arab leaders to the negotiating table in order to
prevent any foreign intervention in a domestic Arab problem, that could have been
solved through the Arab League,had those 'leaders' listened to the voice of logic
and wisdom. The book also contains the Arab League's Resolutions with regard to
the Gulf crisis and the position of eachArab State towards the crisis in general and
Jordan in Particular.

4.

R. de Beuagrande and W. Dressler, Introduction to Text Linguistics, (London &
New York: Longman, 1981).

5.

The proceedings of this conference can be found in German in: E. Gulich & W.
Raibe, Textsorten, (Frankfurt: Athenaum, 1972).

6.

K. Reiss, Texttyp Und Ubersetzugsmethode: Der Operative Text. (ICrongberg:
Scriptor, 1976); [in German].

7.

The notion of function, as used by de Beaugrande and Dressler, is based on that
of the systems theory: the contribution of an element to the working of the entire
system (in this case the system of communication). Thus the so-called 'functionwords' derive their name from the dominance of their contribution to the
organization of actual systems over their contribution of stable content. This notion
of function is the basic of the systems theory.

8.

B. Hatim & I. Mason, Discourse and the Translator, (London & New York:
Longman, 1990) chapter 8.

9. E. E. Werlich, A Text Grammar of English, (Heidelberg: Quelle & Meyer, 1983).
10. S. J. Schmidt, "Some Problems of Communicative Text Theories", in Current
Trends in Text Linguistics, ed, W. Dressler, (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1977) pp. 4760.
11. de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981, p. 90), following in the steps of Shank and
Abelson (1977), point out that schemas are global patterns of events and states in
ordered sequences linked by time proximity and causality. Unlike frames, schemas
are always arranged in a progression, so that hypotheses can be set up about
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what will be done or mentioned next in a textual world. For more details the reader
is referred to:
R. C. Shank & R. Abelson, Script, Plans, Goals and Understanding, (Hillsdale,
New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1977).
12. For de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981, pp. 90-91), plans are global patterns of
events and states leading up to an intended goal. Plans differ from schemas in that
the planner (e.g. a text producer) evaluates all elements in terms of how they
advance him towards his goal.
13. For de Beaugande and Dressler (1981, p. 91), scripts are stabilized plans called up
very frequently to specify the roles of participants and their expected actions.
scripts, thus, differ from plans by having a pre-established routine.
14. For a detailed discussion of these two sub-types of argumentative texts, the reader
is referred to Hatim (1990, chapter 8) (cited in a previous note), or:
B. Hatim, "The Pragmatics of Argumentation in Arabic: The Rise and Fall of a
Text Type", in Text, 11(2), 1991, pp. 189-199.
15. For Beaugrande and Dressler (1981, p. 163), the mediation process is the extent
to
which one feeds one's own beliefs and goals into one's model of the
communicative situation. The accessible evidence in the situation is fed into
the
model along with our prior knowledge and expectations about the 'real world'.
The
greater the expanse of time of the use of previously encountered texts
(intertextuality in Beaugrande's and Dressler's terms), the greater mediation
will be;
mediation will be extremely light in activities such as replying, refuting,
reporting,
or evaluating other texts as is usually found in conversation.
16. de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981), building on Searle's (1969) formulation, point
out that their seven standards of textuality (cohesion, coherence, intentionality,
acceptability, informativity, situationality and intertextuality) function as
'constitutive principles of textual communication: they define and create the form
of behaviour identifiable as textual communicating, and if they are defied, that form
of behaviour will break down'. Beside standards, there must also exist 'regulative
principles' (again following in the steps of Searle 1969) that control textual
communication rather than define it. In this respect, de Beaugrande and Dressler
(1981) propose three regulating principles: (1) efficiency of the text which depends
in its use of communicating with a minimum expenditure of effort by the
participants, (2) effectiveness of the text which depends on its leaving a strong
impression and creating a favourable condition for attaining a goal, and (3)
appropriateness of the text which depends on the agreement between its setting and
the ways in which the standards of textuality are upheld.
17. C. S. Butler, Systemic Linguistics: Theory and Application, (London: Batsford
Academic, 1985).
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18. M. A. K. Halliday, An Introduction to Functional Grammar, (London & Others:
Edward Arnold, 1985).
19. R. Quirk & S. Greenbaum, A University Grammar of English, (London:
Longman, 1972).
20. Dependent clauses in English rarely act as object complements, or as indirect
objects. As object complements, they must be non-finite clauses in complextransitive complementations such as 'The professor assumed that the student to
know some French'. As indirect objects, they must be nominal relative clauses as
in the example cited in the text.
21. Halliday (1976) has treated such relationship between sentences under two main
subtypes: (1) semantic relationship between sentences, which is realized by his
concept of `reference/coreference', conjunctions and lexical cohesion, and
lexicogrammatical, which is realized by his concept of substitution and ellipsis. For
more details of these cohesive devices, as Halliday calls them, the reader is
referred to:
M. A. K. Halliday and R, Hasn, Cohesion in English, (London & Others:
Longman, 1976).
22. In his dictionary of linguistics and phonetics terms, D. Crystal (1985, p. 221)
defines the paratactic as a term used in descriptive linguistics to refer to
constructions which are linked solely through juxtaposition and punctuation/
intonation, and not through the use of conjunctions. In comparison with the
paratactic relation, hypotactic relation refers to subordinate (dependent)
constructions where constituents have been linked together through the use of
conjunctions.
For more details on these types of relations, the reader is referred to the
rest
of this section and to:
R. Quirk, et. al., A comprehensive Grammar of the English Language, (London:
Longman, 1985) chapter 13.
23. Halliday (1985, pp. 196-197) defines each of these sub-types of logico-semantic
relationship of expansion (a, b, c) and projection (a, b), respectively, as follows:
a. Elaboration (i.e.) takes place when one clause expands another by elaborating on
it (or some portion of it): restating in other words, specifying in greater detail,
commenting, or exemplifying. They are represented by a plus sign in the table.
With regard to an equal status of clauses within the hypotactic relation, however,
it seems that Halliday is contradicting himself, when on page 195 he says:
"contrasting with this [hypotactic relation] is the PARATACTIC, which is the
relation between TWO LIKE ELEMENTS OF EQUAL STATUS" [my emphasis].
b. Extension (and) takes place when one clause expands another by extending
beyond it: adding some more new elements, giving an exception to it, or offering
an alternative. The plus sign in the table indicates that one clause is added to the
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other.
c. Enhancement (so, yet, then) takes place when one clause expands another by
embellishing around it: qualifying it with circumstantial features of time, place,
cause and condition. The multiply sign in the table indicates that one clause is
multiplied (qualified) by another.
a. Locution (says) takes place when one clause is projected through another, which
presents it as a locution, a construction of wording. The double quote in the table
indicates a projection of a locution.
b. Idea (thinks) takes place when one clause is projected through another, which
presents it as an idea, a construction of meaning; it is represented by a single quote
in the table. For a detailed discussion and extensive exemplification of these types
of relations within the clause complex, the reader is referred to.
M. A. K. Halliday, An Introduction to Functional Grammar, (London & Others:
Edward, Arnold, 1985) chapter 7.
24. For a detailed study of Halliday's view of the various types of punctuation in
written English texts, the reader is referred to:
M. A. K. Halliday, Spoken and Written English, (Victoria: Deakin University
Press, 1985) chapter 3.
25. M. al-Antaki,
fi kwat 1-carabiyati wa Natiwiha wa eYarfihrt, vol. 3,
(Beirut: Maktabat Där §-arq, 1975).
26. The original Arabic text of the roughly-translated quote above is: "al-jumlatu §§ugra hiyal-jumlatu 1-wdqicatu xabaran fi 'abwäbl-mubtada wa 1- 'alirUf " as-sitta
wa 1-' afal an-näqi§a, . . . wa kaddlika 1-waqicatu mafUlan täniyan fi babi (zanna)
wa maffilan tAl tan fi bdbi ( aclama), li'anna "al hadayni huwa 1xabar". For more details on 'the incomplete verbs', the 'six particles' (also called
the verb-similar-particles), the 'think-category', the 'inform-category' of verbs in
SA, the reader is referred to:
M. al-Antäki,
fi Aswät Varabiyati wa Natzwihii wa cufihd, vol. 2,
(Beirut: Maktabat Där A- garq, 1975), pp. 3-50.
27. Khatib et. al. (1985, p. 23) al-Antäki (1975, vol. 2, pp. 288-296) point out that
there are nine coordination conjunctions: (1) 'and' (wa), (2) 'then/immediately
after' (fa) , (3) 'then/later on' (lumina), (4) 'until' (tiattä), (5) 'or' ( aw), (6) 'or
with interrogative' (am), (7) 'not' (bal), (8) 'but' (lakinna) and (9) 'but' (1ä).
Except for the last one grammarians point out that these particles are used to
connect sentence (independent clauses) with one another. Furthermore, Cantarino
(1975. vol. III), calls these conjunctions syndetical (wa§1) as opposed to asyndetical
(fa§1) (cf. 6.3.2). In this respect he divides them into three main categories:
conjunctive conjunctions which include `wa, fa & tumma' and which are used to
connect two or more complete sentences, structurally independent, (2) adversative
particles which include l wa, läkinna, lakin, & bal', and which connect adversative
sentences, and (3) disjunctive particles which include 'my , 'am, & 'firma', added
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as an alternative to a simple interrogative (introduced by `hal' and 'hamza 1 ), or to
another statement. For a detailed syntactic treatment of the conjunctive/
coordinating particles, the reader is referred to:
H. Ithatib et. al. al-Lugatu 1-carabiyyatu li-gayri al-Muxtaa§ina bihä, (Allepo:
Allepo University Press, 1985, p. 23-31).
V. Cantarino, Syntax of Modern Arabic Prose, Vol. III, (Bloomington &
London: Indiana University Press, 1975, pp. 7.53).
28. F. H. cabbis, al-Balaga Funanuha wa Afnanuhit: c ilmu 1-Macemi, 2nd ed.,
(Amman: Dar 1-Furqãn
wa t-tawzr, 1989).
29. As one of the standards of textuality in texts, de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981,
p. 10) define intertextuality, as "the factors which make the utilization of one text
dependent upon the knowledge of one or more texts previously encountered". For
more details on this standard and its role in the evolution of text types, the reader
is referred to:
R. de Beaugrande and W. Dressler, Introduction to Text Linguistics, (London &
New York: Longman, 1981), chapter, XI, pp. 163-181.
30. A. M. al-Maragi, cuhimu I-Bali:aka, (Cairo: Matbdat Muhammad Matar, 1917).
31. A. al-Jurjani, Dala 'ilu 1- "Icjclz, (Eds.), M. cabdu & M. Raid, (Beirut: Dar 1Kutub 1-cilmiyya, 1988).
32. c abbas (1989, p. 397) lists the following types of clauses that have no parsing
function: (1) the 'initial' (al- "ibitidä "iyya), (2) the 'appositive' (al- "ictirãcliyya), (3)
the 'relative clause' (§ilatu l-maw§fil), (4) the 'resumptive' (al- isti • nEtfiyya), (5)
the `causal' (at-tdlniyya), (6) the `interpretive' (at-tafsiriyya), (7) the clause
located in the position of 'a jussive conditional response', (al-waqi ca fi jawdb a-§art
al-jäzim), (8) the clause located in the position of a 'non-jussive conditional
response', and finally (9) the clause which is coordinated with one of the first eight.
The difference between this and the list of the grammarians is marginal:
grammarians merely place the first and the fourth under one heading (that of the
fourth) and the fifth and the sixth under the sixth. For more details and
exemplification of each type the reader is referred to:
M. al-Ant-Ai, al-Mu1R ft Aswät 1-carabiyati wa Nahwihd wa .cArfihrj, vol. 2,
(Beirut: mak tabat Där §-Sam, 1975) pp. 363-373.

33. J. Wilson, Politically Speaking: The Pragmatic Analysis of Political Language,
(Oxford & Cambridge, Mass.: Basil Blackwell, 1990).
34. Strong (1984) points out that the Strongest interpretation of Whorf is-- that
language is able to control and influence how `we think'-- is a nihilistic view. For
a detailed discussion of his counter-argument, the reader is referred to:
T. B. Strong, "Language and Nihilism: Neitzche's Critique of Epistemology", in
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Language and Politics, (Ed.) M. Shapiro, (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1984) pp.
81-107.
35. This group of includes names like G. Kress, R. Fowler, R. Hodge, T. Trew, G.
Siedal, among others. This group is mainly interested in the relationship between
language and reality, or perhaps, more correctly, the relationship between language
and the construction of social meaning. According to R. Fowler & G. Kress (1979.
p. 185), "there are social meanings in a natural language which are precisely
distinguished in its lexical and syntactic structure and which are articulated when
we write and speak". For more details of their major works and contributions to
political discourse analysis, the reader is referred to:
G. Kress and R. Hodge, Language as Ideology, (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul
Ltd., 1978.);
R. Fowler et. al., Language and Control, (London: Ruotledge & Kegan Paul Ltd.,
1979.);
T. A. Van Dijk, Handbook of Discourse Analysis, 4 vols., (Ed.) V. Dijk,
(London & Others: Academic Express, 1985).
36. G. Kress, "Ideological Structure of Discourse", in Handbook of Discourse
Analysis vol. 4, (Ed.) T. A. Van Dijk, (London & Others: Academic Express,
1985) pp. 27-42).
37. For critical linguists, discourse is a category that belongs to and derives from the
social domain, where content, function and social significance of language are at
issue. On the other hand, text is a category that belongs to and derives from the
linguistic domain, where the materiality, form, and structure of language are at the
issue. The relation between the two is that of realization: discourse finds its
expression in text. It could be said thus that the relation between them is that of
emergence: discourse emerges in and through texts. Thus, discourse is never simply
an aggregate of texts but is rather, on the one hand, the (abstract) structure of an
aggregate, which is, on the other hand, affected by the effect of genre.
38. T. Trew, "What the Papers Say: Linguistic Variation and Ideological Difference",
In Language and Control, (Eds.) R. Fowler, et. al., (London & Others:
Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd., 1979) pp 117-156.
39. G. Seidal, "Political discourse Analysis", in Handbook of Discourse Analysis,
vol.4, (Ed.) T. A. Van Dijk, (London and Others: Academic Express), pp. 4360.
40. R. Fowler, "Power", in A Handbook of Discourse Analysis, vol. 4, (Ed.), T. A.
V. Dijk, (London & Others: Academic Express, 1985), pp. 61-82.
41. On the one hand, traditional sociolinguistic theories assume that language and
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society are distinct entities. Social institutions, roles, statuses and inequalities are
regarded, as originating independently of language. On the other, sociolinguists do
not generally concern themselves with the means by which social formations arise,
and therefore, they tend to take for granted matters such as socioeconomic class and
official institutions. Although, it is informative about the details of speech of
different classes of speakers in different communities, critical linguists point out,
sociolinguistics tends to be 'complacent' and uncritical, accepting 'official' versions
of society and not seeing language as an instrument of inequality. For details of
these sociolinguistic insights, the reader is referred to:
W. Labov, Sociolinguistic Patterns, (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 1972).
P. Trudgill, The Social Differentiation of English in Norwich, (Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, 1974).
42. For more details on the views of critical linguists, the reader is referred to:
G. Kress & R. Fowler, "Critical Linguistics", in Language and Control, (Ed.) R.
Fowler, et. al., (London & Others: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1979) pp. 185213.
43. With regard to encoding power relationships, Fowler (1979) offers the following
definitions of directives and constitutive. Directives are certain specific practical
actions to control the behaviour of a community; constitutives are certain specific
rules that identify the community as a social entity: they are the token of its formal
existence. For Fowler, the space between the two can be seen as a continuum. At
the directive end (instructions at a self-service patrol pumps, for example), there is
no ambiguity about the power relationship (the patrol company has all the
knowledge, the customer none, the must carry out the instructions verbatim). At
the constitutive extreme are rules which do not apply to the specifics of behaviour,
but are deigned to define a community by offering a distinctive analysis of, or
ideology of, that community's behaviour. For more details and exemplification of
these two power encoders, the reader is referred to:
R. Fowler, "Rules and Regulations", in Language and Control, (Eds.) R. Fowler
et. al., London & Others: Routledge and Paul Kegan, 1979) pp. 26-45.
44. Brown and Gilman's (1972) study of pronoun usage interprets the varying
distribution of linguistic items in semantic and ideological terms. Their study
accounts for the use of the second-person pronouns used in addressing single
individuals in some European languages. Whereas, English uses 'you', French and
German, for example provide a choice: between `tu' and `vous' in French and 'du'
and 'SW in German (corresponding roughly to' "anta' (you) and `hadratulca'
[your excellency] in Standard Arabic, although the latter is more formal than `vous'
and `Sie'). For any one who has learned one of these languages, this is not a free
choice; the first choice of each pair typically implies an equal relationship between
the speaker and addressee, whereas the latter does not. In fact, the choice, for the
authors, implies two abstract underlying social principles of which the social
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semantics of any particular system could be generated. They call these principles
'power' and 'solidarity': the former has the dimensions "superior", "inferior" and
"equal"; the latter "solidary" and "non-solidary".
For the critical linguists, power in Brown and Gilman scheme matches
their commonplace usage of the term: it is an abstraction from such relationships
as 'older than', 'stronger than', 'richer than'. Solidarity is based on similarities that
make for 'like-mindedness' or similar behaviour disposition. Thus, power and
solidarity are broadly accepted by the critical linguists, because, according to them
they serve two purposes. Firstly, in specific communities, they generate particular
social configurations, relationships between individuals that are power-asymmetrical
or solidary, and between institutions and individuals. Secondly, they also generate
systems of linguistic items, like pronouns, by means of which the social distinctions
are articulated in discourse. For more details on Browm and Gilman's study, the
reader is referred to:
A. Gilman & R. Brown, "The Pronouns of Power and Solidarity", in Language and
Social context, (Ed.) P. P. Giglioli, (Hamondsworth: Penguin, 1972) chapter
12.
45. M. A. K. Halliday, "Language and Language Function, in New Horizons in
Linguistics, (Ed.) J. Lyons, (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1970), chapter 7.
46. M. A. K. Halliday, Language as Social Semiotic, (London: Edward Arnold,
1978).
47. Critical linguists follow in the steps of Louis Althusser, the French Marxist theorist,
who has identified the instruments of the impositions of ideology on societies by
what he calls "the ideological state apparatuses, such as the church, the law,
education". These, along with the "repressive state apparatuses" (the armed forces,
the police and the special government spying agencies), have the function of
legitimating the existence and behaviour of the ruling authorities. It is appropriate,
however, to clarify that the author of this study is neither a communist nor does he
accepts the 'so-called' socialists' beliefs in communism. But this situation, as
exemplified by Althusser, has been witnessed by the author in many 'regimes' in
the area (the Middle East) where he comes from. For details of the Marxist
theorizing advocated by L. Althusser, the reader is referred to:
L. Althusser, Ideology and Ideological State Apparatus", in Lenin and Philosophy,
(trans.) B. Brewster, (London: New Left Books, 1971).
48. With regard to colour terminology, they turn out to be a bad example for the thesis
of linguistic relatively, in the light of recent psycholinguitic research. Clark &
Clark (1977) point out that some colours are more nameable than others (i.e. black,
white, green, etc.,) apparently because the way in which human beings are
biologically equipped to perceive some colours as more salient than others. These
nameable colours are examples of natural categories that are very likely to be coded
in different languages; other natural categories have been proposed in the field of
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shapes, dimensions, directions, logical categories. For more details, the reader is
referred to:
E. V. Clark & H. H. Clark, Psychology and Language, (New York: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1977) chapter 14.
49. For more details on the various degrees and linguistic devices signalling the
producer's affinity to the proposition, the reader is referred to:
G. Kress & B. Hodge (Eds.), Communication and Culture: An Introduction,
Kensington, NSH: South Wales University press, 1988).
50. N. Fairclough, Discourse and Social Change, (Oxford & Cambridge: Polity
Press, 1992.
51. For a detailed study and exemplification of each type of speech act, the reader is
referred to:
S. C. Levinson, Pragmatics, (Cambridge and Others: Cambridge University Press,
1983) chapter 5.
52. Levinson (1983, pp. 229-230) points out that Austin (1962) produced a typology
of conditions which performatives sentences (as opposed to constatives, which can
either true or false) must meet if they are to succeed or to have a 'happy' ending.
Austin (1962) called these conditions 'felicity conditions', and he distinguished
three main categories:
A. (i) There must be a conventional procedure having a conventional effect.
(ii) The circumstances and persons must be appropriate, as specified in the
procedure.
B. The procedure must be executed (i) correctly and (ii) completely.
C. Often (i) the persons must have required thoughts, feelings and intentions, as
specified in the procedure, and (ii) if consequent conduct is specified, then the
relevant parties must do. (Austin's last conditions reminds one of an Arabic verse
of poetry that reads in Arabic: lä tanha can xuluqin wa ta ^ tiya mitlahu, %run calayka
"ida facalta cazimu, which translates: 'Shame upon you! You prohabit others from
practising a certain bad moral behaviour, while you yourself always practice it').
Austin, according to Levinson (1983, p. 230), notes that violations of these
conditions are not all of equal stature; violation of A & B give rise to misfire (as
indicated in the main text), where the intended actions simply fail to come off.
Violation of C conditions, on the other hand, are 'abuses' (cf. the Arabic verse), not
so easily detected at the time of utterance in question, with the consequence that
the action is performed, but infelicitously or insincerely.
53. For a detailed study of these alternative syntactic phrasings, the reader is referred
to:
G. N. Leech & M. H. Short, Style in Fiction, (London:Penguin, 1981) chapters 1
&4.
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54. For a detailed study of how passive and other syntactic power-related devices
operate fully with political discourse, the reader is referred to:
T. Trew, Theory and Ideology at Work, in Language and Control, (Eds.) R.
Fowler et. al., (London & Others: Routledge & Paul Kegan, 1979) pp. 94-116.
55. G. Kress, Linguistic Processes in Socio-cultural Practices, (Victoria: Deankin
University Press, 1985).
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Notes to Chapter 7:
1. J. House (1981, pp. 25-26), in her attempt to come up with a quality assessment
model of translation on the basis of the pragmatic theories of language use, points
out that the essence of translation is the preservation of the "meaning" across two
languages. She identifies, along with many other linguists and translation theorists,
three basic aspects of this meaning: a semantic aspect, a pragmatic aspect and a
textual aspect. The semantic aspect of meaning consists of the relationship of
reference or denotation, i.e., the relationship of linguistics units or symbols for their
referents in some possible world. By "possible world", she means any world that
the human mind is capable of constructing. This definition takes account of the fact
that semantically meaningful utterances occur even though the terms of that
utterance have no referents in the real world, as is for instance, the case of science
fiction.
To a very large extent, the nature of the universe (i.e., the subjective
interpretation of possible worlds) is common to most language communicants; thus
the referential aspect of meaning is the one which (a) is most readily accessible and
for which (b) equivalence in translation can most easily be seen to be present or
absent, e.g., the distinction between 'stool' (kanaba in Arabic) and 'chair' (kursi)
in English is more easily ascertained than the (superficially similar) difference
between `residence' and `abode' which may have the same denotation ( a place to
live in), namely a particular building, but different `pragmatic uses'. This relative
ease of accessibility of semantic meaning is one of the reasons why it has been
given preference in many earlier treatment of translation.
For a detailed study of the remaining two types of meaning, the reader
is
referred to:
J. House, A Model for Translation Quality Assessment, (Tubingen: Gunter Nan
Verlag, 1981) pp. 26-31.
2.

P. J. Thibault, "An Interview With Halliday", in Language Topics: Essays in
Honour of M. A. K. Halliday, vol. 2, (Eds.) R. Steel & T. Threadgold,
(Amsterdam/Philadelphia: J. Benjamins Publishing Co., 1987), pp. 601-927.

3.

The term 'cognitive' meaning is sometimes used in semantics as part of a
classification of types of meaning. It refers, according to Lyons (1977), to those
aspects of meaning which relate directly to denotation of lexical items and the
propositional content of sentences, and thus corresponds to an intellectually
objective level of interpretation. Alternative terms include denotative and
propositional; opposite terms include emotive and connotative. For more
details, the reader is referred to:
J. Lyons, Semantics, vol. 1, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977,
chapter 7.

4.

I say 'approximately' because the decimals of the percentage were rounded up to
either 1% if they are equal to 0.5% or above or ignored if less than 0.5%, unless,
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of course, the presence of such decimals was necessary for the calculation of
percentages. Furthermore, no deviation calculation is carried out because the
difference between the SLTs and the TLTs RCs is minimal and equal in each
translation (13 RCs), with Arabic having less RCs, whether it is the SL or the TL.
This procedure followed in calculating the percentage of occurrence of obligatory
theme types tallies with Halliday's 'more-or-less' systemic approach to the study
of language as a human phenomenon and not an 'all-or-none' approach like that of
the generative grammarians, since we are dealing with the percentage of occurrence
of one major theme per RC.
5.

T. Givon, "Form discourse to Syntax: Grammar as a Processing Strategy", in
Syntax and Semantics, Vol. 12, T. Givon (Ed.), (New York & Others:
Academic Express, 1979) pp. 81-112.

6.

A. al-Anbari (1987) provides the two different arguments of the two major
traditional Arab grammarian's schools, al-Basra and al-Kufa, regarding the origin
of inflection in the Arabic language. The Basrans believe that the verb is the origin
and that the verbal noun (ma§dar) is derived from it, whereas the Kufans believe
exactly the opposite. In this study, I adopt the view of the Basrans because it
closely corresponds to the Hallidayan systemic approach with regard to the verb as
the 'core' of predication in the proposition, and with regard to its being
characterized by a specific tense and aspect, which constitute some of the features
of the Basran's argument in favour of the verb being the origin in Arabic as far as
inflection is concerned. For a detailed study of this issue, the reader is referred to
'matter number 28' (al-mas "ala 28) in:
A. al-Anbari, al- InAffi Masci V l-Xilcif bayna "an-Naliwiyyrn l-Bairyyrn wa 1Kufiyyin, Vol. 1, (Beirut: al-Maktaba 1-c ilmiyya, 1987) pp. 235-245.

7.

R. Quirk et. al., A Comprehensive Grammar of The English Language, (London
& Others: Longman, 1985).

8.

G. M. Green, "Colloquial and Literary Uses of Inversion", in Spoken and Written

Language: Advances in Discourse Processes 9, (Ed.) D. Taneen, (Norwood,
N.J.: Ablex, 1982) pp. 119-153.
9.

M. Sunner, Syntax and Semantics of Spanish Presentational Sentence-Types,
(Washington, D. C.,: Georgetown University Press, 1982).

10. Quirk et. al. (1985, pp. 1168-1322) divides the complement into 3 main categories:
(1) verb complementation, consisting of copular, monotransitive, complex transitive
and ditransitive, (2) adjectival complementation, consisting of complementation by
a prepositional phrase, by a that-clause, by a wh-clause, and by a to- and an -ing
finite clause, and (3) complementation with an abstract noun.
11. As will be shown below, not all interrogative RCs (the rhetorical type) are asked
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to seek missing information. Some of them, as will be illustrated, will be asked in
support of an argument, to win an argument, or, as in the case of political
discourse, to gain the reader's participation, involvement, and consequently his
feeling of solidarity.
12. Brown and Levinson (1978) believe that rhetorical questions are means of
'flouting' Grice's (1975) condition of sincerity: 'be sincere'. According to them,
by posing a rhetorical question whose answer is "hanging in the air" (1978, P. 228),
the speaker/writer will be able to do "face threatening acts" indirectly; hence they
included them among the 15 strategies of doing face threatening acts. Their
approach (a) recognizes the use of rhetorical questions as politeness strategies to
minimize face-risk, (b) acknowledges that function may be influenced by utterance
sequence and form of syntactic markers (pp. 229-230), limited the use of the
rhetorical questions to the performance of particular acts (excuse, criticism and
sarcasm/irony). For a detailed study of the role of rhetorical questions as face
threatening acts, the reader is referred to:
P. Brown & S. Levinson, "Universals in Language Usage: Politeness Phenomena,
In Questions and Politeness, (Ed.) E. Goody, (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1978, pp. 256-289).
13. T. Givon (1979) points out that some constructions are 'obviously' more complex
(hence more marked) than others even without grammatical morphology.
According to him, all embedded constructions are of this type. He also posits that
the length of a construction is expected to correlate with complexity. Thus
embedding of one proposition into another obviously increases the average length
of the overall construction. For a detailed study of the means of sentence
complexity and markedness, the reader is referred to:
T. Givon, On Understanding Grammar, (New York & Others: Academic Press,
1979) pp. 74-85.
14. RCs with thematic structures of reference (left-dislocation) will not be discussed
in the optional thematic selections because the analysis of the data shows no
example of this type. This confirms Halliday's formulation (cf. 3.6.4.2) that such
structures occur mainly in spoken discourse when the speaker feels that he does not
give his addressee enough information to enable him to retrieve' the referent or
'what the speaker is talking about'. Therefore, it is natural that such an informal
category of thematic structure would not occur in a very formal type of written
discourse (text), such as political discourse.
15. E. G. Fichtner, "Cleft Sentences in English: A comprehensive View", in Word,
Vol., 44, No.1, April, 1993, pp. 1-29.
16. L. B. Jones & L. K. Jones, "Discourse function of five English sentence types",
In Word, Vol. 36, no. 1, April, 1985) pp. 1-21.
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17. Quirk et. al, (1985, p. 1408) point out that with bare existentials, especially those
which are realized by verbs other than `be', have been described as "presentative".
In this sense, they serve to bring something on the `discoursal stage' deserving our
attention. They also point out that, in all `there' existential sentences, `there' can
be regarded a `dummy' element, which, placed before the subject and verb,
provides the necessary condition for inversion to take place.
18. P. A. Duff, "Syntax, Semantics, and SLA: The Convergence of Possessive and
Existential Constructions", in Studies in Second Language Acquisition, Vol. 15,
no. 1, March, 1993, pp. 1-31
19. E. Clark, "Locationals: A Study of the Relation between `Existential' and
Possessive Construction", in Working Papers on Language Universals, no. 3,:
Syntax, (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1970, pp. 1-26).
20. J. Lyons, "A Note on Possessive, Existential and Locative Sentences," In
Foundations of Language, vol. 3, 1968, pp. 390-396.
21. Woisetschlaeger (1983, p. 139) points out that one way of making sense of the idea
that `there' specifically signals the existence of the referent of the focus NP, and
that any further property predications effected by existential sentences as
subordinate to this primary signalling function, is to interpret these notions in
discourse terms. Assuming that a discourse essentially builds a cast of characters,
on the one hand, and involves these characters in a plot, on the other, `there' could
be considered as an explicit means of adding to the cast of characters; any property
ascription would serve the plot function, by saying something about where the new
character comes into the picture. For a detailed treatment of `there' from a
semantic perspective and a pragmatic one, the reader is referred, respectively, to:
G. L. Milsark, "Toward an Explanation of Certain Peculiarities of the Existential
Constructions in English", in Linguistic Analysis, Vol. 3, no 1, 1977, pp. 1-29.
E. Woisetschlaeger, "On the Question of Defmiteness in `An old man's book",
In Linguistic Inquiry, vol. 14, no. 1, 1983, pp. 137-154.
22. In this respect, I would say that it would be too literal-minded to take all of these
references to existence as being about 'real-existence-in-the-real-world.' The only
sensible view to take here is that a discourse builds its own world, so that what is
at stake is always existence-in-the-discourse-world. The question of whether a
discourse world is meant to represent some aspect of the real world (and what
consequences that has) is an interesting though separate issue.
23. I believe that the term `main predication' means 'new information' in terms
of Halliday's given-new formulation where the focus falls on the definite/indefinite
NP in question, which with the `there be' are within the thematic sphere of the
clause. On the other hand,' secondary predication' is given information lying within
the rhematic sphere of the clause, hence Halliday's formulation that theme should
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not always consist of given information. For additional details, the reader is
referred to:
B. Abbot, "A Pragmatic Account of the Definiteness Effect in Existential
Sentences", in Journal of Pragmatics, vol. 19, 1993, pp. 39-55.
24. L. Kartunnen, "Discourse Referents", in Syntax and Semantics, Vol 7, (Ed.) J. D.
McCawley, (New York & London: Academic Express, 1976, pp. 363-385).
25. Hetzorn discusses the concept of the presentative function of existential sentences
with 'there' in terms of word order, where a sentence may be reconstructed in such
a way that one of its components will dominate the immediate sequel of that
particular utterance. The most obvious motivation for placing an element in such
`a privileged position', according to him, is either to re-mention it or refer to it in
the subsequent discourse. The reason for such reference is either to provide an
unexpressed contrast for what comes later or to urge the addressee to remember the
element in question as a mere gesture. For additional details, the reader is referred
to:
R. Hetzron, "The Presentative Movement, or Why the Ideal Word Order is
V.S.O.P.", in Word Order and Word Order Change (Austin, Texas: University
of Texas Press, 1975, pp. 374-388).
26. It seems that Abbot follows common practice in using the term 'definite NP'
whose determiners are 'the', a demonstrative pronoun, or a possessive.
27. Readers who are having difficulty contextualising (7-47 stigltt tikink of as art
answer to a question like 'What can I use to prop open the door?'
28. For more details regarding the macro-structure of discourse, the reader is referred
to:
T. A. Van Dijk, Meaning and Context: Exploration in the Semantics and
Pragmatics of Discourse, (Londcm: Longman, 1977 [1980]) chapter 5.
29. al-Antaki (1975,) gives this name to a group of verbs such as 'bad e a', Karaca,
tafaqa, ^ axada ('start/begin), jacala (make), and any verb which denotes any of
these meanings. Like 'Una wa "axwatuha', he points out such verbs has been
emptied of their other various lexical meanings. They, however, differ from `kana
wa "axwatuha% in that the predicate (xabar) or rheme of the clause is a verbal
sentence as in jacal al-fannanu [theme]/yarsumu [rheme]. (The artists[theme]/
started drawing[rheme].#. For more details, the reader is referred to:
M. al-Antaki, al-M44 fi A,$.wcIti 1-carabiyati wa Nahwihd wa .5aufihd, vol. 2,
(Beirut: Maktabat Dar §-tarq, 1975) pp. 19-20.
30. Most of the examples used in illustrating substitution/extraposition by either
Halliday (1967c) or Quirk et. al (1985) among others, are ones where `it' is the
grammatical subject. This proves to be true also of data used for this study, in
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which, as will be shown below (cf. table 7-2) not a single substituted RC occurs
with any personal pronoun other than'it'. This is said to demonstrate that the
examples Halliday recites in illustrating this construction with NP's other than 'it'
to some extent originate in spoken discourse, because he mentions them in the
context of dialects ("other dialects tend to favour the other variants and to use the
pattern much less frequently" [Halliday, 1967c, p.239]) , which, of course, has to
do with spoken English rather than formal written discourse, like political
discourse. The other discoursal motivation for using 'it' in political discourse,
especially by political academics like the ones chosen for this study, is to keep
themselves 'detached from what they propose' (the latter point will be illustrated
and demonstrated further in the main body of this study).
31. Quirk et al. (1985, p. 1392) emphasize that for a clausal subject, the postponed
position is more usual than the canonical position before the verb. They (op. loc.)
further point out in a note that for certain constructions which have all the
appearance of clausal extraposition (it seems/ appears/ happened/ chanced/etc) the
corresponding non-extraposed version does not occur. In such cases, it can be said
that extraposition is obligatory. With regard to dependent conditional clauses as
subjects (Halliday's third type; cf. main text), Quirk et. al. cast doubt on this, by
suggesting that in each case of occurrence, the clause acts as a subject, although
it could act as initial adverbial clause. Therefore, they propose what they call an
on balance, in which suggests that "they appear to be adverbial rather than
extraposed subjects." This explains the fact that there are no examples to illustrate
such a type in the corpus.
32. I. Lowe, "Sentence Initial Elements in English and their Discourse Function", in
Occasional Papers in Systemic Linguistics, Vol. 2, pp.5-34.
33. E. Werlich, A Text Grammar of English, (Heidelberg: Quelle & Meyer, 1983).
34. For a detailed study of coherence and cohesion, as standards of textuality (the
others being intentionality, acceptability, informativity, situtionality and
intertextuality), the reader is referred to:
R. de Beaugrande and W. Dressler, Introduction to Text Linguistics, (London &
New York: Longman, 1981) chapters 4 & 5.
35. S. A. Thompson, "Grammar and Written Discourse: Initial Vs. Final Purpose
Clauses in English", in Text, Vol. 5, part 1/2, pp. 55-84.
36. Although Halliday (1985, chapter 10) discusses two types of metaphorical
structures (the ideational and the interpersonal), he only analyses one of them (the
interpersonal) in this quotation, as a structure, which helps the writer/speaker in
assigning the theme the way he wishes. With regard to ideational metaphor, as will
be shown and illustrated in the main body of this study, Halliday relates this to
thematic structure from the stand point of either guiding the writer/speaker to
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typically thematise some structures like adjuncts or in the process of nominalization
where a whole clause that could be realized congruently as a normal process,be it
material or mental, is turned out into an equative RC.
37. In this respect, the researcher has counted 108 metaphorical RCs, which are
discarded from the thematic analysis of the RCs for these two reasons. Therefore,
it would sufficient to illustrate, in this respect, these two metaphorical features that
have no thematic influence in the assignment of theme, since they became the norm
in some registers or genres of discourse. The first, is the expression of semiotic
values, as in:
(1) 'We inhabitants of the post-historical world', he trumpets, . . . . (Text 5-2)
The underlined 'comment clause', in Quirk et. al's. (1985, p.1115) terms, is
metaphorical, because it gives the impression of playing the trumpet loudly with
some sense arrogance. This was caught by the translator, when he remembered that
before Islam, the Arabs used to gather every year in certain markets in the Arabian
Peninsula for the purpose of reciting poetry in praise of their tribes or their leaders
(as is the case nowadays!). The outcome of such rivalry was, sometimes, long-terms
wars between certain tribes. The translation of the example above was rendered
"rafd caqiratahu", which tells of one of those 'Sheikhs', who sat in 'sag c lliCAZ% and
arrogantly said; "whoever is better than me, will come and dare cut off my leg."
After his leg was cut off by another Sheikh, he carried it proudly, (and here comes
the word caqira', a cutoff leg): "I lost my leg", which ended in a forty-years war
between the two tribes.
The second reason for excluding some metaphorical expressions and
considering them as the norm is the fact in some registers, i.e news reporting,
political writing, they become de-metaphorised, as in:
(2) The relationship[1] deepened as Israel became, in effect, a mercenary state,
beginning in the 1960s, when the CIA provided Israel with large subsidies to
penetrate Black Africa in the U.S. interest, later in Asia particularly Latin America.
(Text 1-27)
.
This RC represents a mental process with the 'unconscious' participant 'the
relationship'. But it becomes congruent in the process of language development
with regard to political writing, with, in this example, the inanimate noun phrase
'relationship' as the theme of the RC. It also become the norm in Arabic, where
the translator was maintaining 'relationship' the theme of the corresponding Arabic
RC, as in:
(2a) war21 qad tdammaqat al- c ildqatuill . . . ."
38. P. Newmark, Approaches to Translation, (London & Others: Prentice Hall
International (UK) Ltd, 1988).
39. P. Newmark, "The Translation of Metaphor", in The Ubiquity of Metaphor, W.
Paprotte & R. Divern (Eds.), (Amsterdam & Philadelphia: J. Brnjamins
Publication Company, 1985) pp.295-326.
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40. M. al-Anpki (1975) gives a list of such verbs which, he says, have the meaning
of the verb "ictaqada (believe). These are 4.anna' (believe), `tiasiba' (think),
zdama' (allege), `xdla' (believe), hajd (think), jacal (in the meaning of `believe'
and `make'). For more detailed the reader is referred to:
M. al-Antal, al-Mutul ft Awãti 1-Lugati 1- carabiyyati wa Nallwiha wa Sarfihd,
Vol. 2, (Beirut Maktabat Dar g-tarq, 1975) pp. 40-51.
41. For more details on Halliday's list's of both non-cognitive (discoursal &
interpersonal) adjuncts as well as conjunctions, the reader is referred to chapter 3
of this study, note 84, or to:
M. A. K. Halliday, An Introduction to Functional Grammar, (London & Others:
Edward Arnold, 1985, pp. 50-51).
42. Halliday (1976) identifies 4 general types of conjunctive relations that are cohesive:
additive, adversative, causal and temporal. for detailed study and structured
textual exemplification, the reader is referred to:
M. A. K. Halliday, Cohesion in English, (New York & Others: Longman, 1976)
pp. 226-273.
43. For definition and discussion of the various kinds of equivalences in the literature
of the theories of translation the reader is referred to the following:
J. C. Cataford, A Linguistic Theory of Translation, (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1965) chapter 3.
P. Newmark, Approaches to Translation, (New York & Others: Prentice Hall,
1988) chapters 3 & 5
R. T. Bell, Translation and Translating: Theory and Practice, (London: Longman,
1991) chapters 3 and 6.
44. For more details on the two major methods of discourse processing, namely
managing and monitoring of discourse, the reader is referred to:
R. de Beaugrande & W. Dressler, Introduction to Text Linguistics, (London &
New York: Longman, 1981) chapter VIII.
45. For a detailed study of the various inflectional patterns of the verb in Arabic, the
reader is referred to:
M. al-Antal, al-Mu/ill ft A,cwãti 1-carabiyyati wa Naljwiha, 4arfiha, vol. 1,
(Beirut: Maktabat Där K-tarq, 1975).
46. J. Beekham & J. Callow, Translating the Word of God: With Scriptures and
Topical Indexes, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan Publishing House,
1974).
47. c abbas (1989) divides rhetorical questions into two main categories: 'assertion'
(tagriti) and the denial/negative' ( "inkäri). He, in turn, divides the former into two
sub-types. He calls the first sub-type an `acknowledgment assertion' (in Arabic:
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igrar 1-muxatab bi-Kay in tabata cindahu can tariqi 1- "istifham ii-'annahu
' • awqacti fi n-nafsi' [more vivid] wa ' 'adallu cala 1-"ilzam' [more obliging/
convincing])." This subtype, according to cabbas, and al-Jurjani (1988) does not
need an answer, since according to them, it can be transformed to an assertive
statement preceded by one of the emphatic articles like 'gad', for example. cabbas
cites examples like 'a-lam 'aftatiu "amamaka katiran min "abwabi 1-xayr?
(Didn't I give all types of opportunities?), which is transformed by him to 'clad
facaltu dalik' (I did give you all that). The second subtype is that of lalab 'iqrar
1-muxatab bima yuriduhu 1-mutakallim' (the acknowledgment of the addressee of
what the speaker wants'. The examples he gives include ' ' a-lastu 'ustitiaka?' (Am
I not your teacher?). cabbas claims that the second type needs an answer, which
I don't believe. The reason for opposing cabbas's view is the fact that looking at
language from the power and authority perspective, I don't believe that the teacher
needs the acknowledgment of a 'poor student' to acknowledge his status as a
teacher, which is also the case in one aspect of political discourse.
The second category of rhetorical questions is that of 'denial', which
correspond to what Beekam and Callow (1974) call the negative rhetorical (cf. the
main text). cabbas also divides the denial interrogative into two sub-types:
lakoilibiy' and `tawbixiy' (the falsifying and the reprimand). The former occurs
when the speaker points out as false, something which the addressee attributes to
himself something which he has not done in the past and is not expected to do the
future; whereas in the latter, the speaker reprimands the addressee for something
he has done in the past or is expected to do in the future.
For the purpose of this study, the importance of this note lies in the fact
in all four types of rhetorical question, the question can be transformed into a
statement positive or negative, depending on the type of rhetorical question being
posed. This will force us to look more carefully to the thematic structure of such
questions, and query Halliday's formulation with regard to such structure in both
English and Arabic, especially since we have come to realise that such questions
convey information rather than seeking it (cf. main text).
For additional details, exemplification, discussion and illustration of the
four main types of rhetorical questions in Arabic, the reader is referred to:
F. H. c abbas, al-Balaka Funanuhti wa Afnanuhä: cilmu l-Macani, (Amman, Jordan:
Dar al-Furqan li-n-nak wa t-tawzr, 1989) pp. 190-204.
48. J. Frank, "You Call it a Rhetorical Question: Form and Functions of Rhetorical
Questions in Conversation", in Journal of Pragmatics, Vol. 14, 1990, pp. 723738.

49. az-Zainkhkri (no date, p. 309) points out that among its uses as a vocative
particle, `ya' is used by the speaker informally to address some one at a distance
"to remind him of what he was advocating" (li-mufatanatihi lima yad`u 'ilayhi).
For more details, the reader is referred to:
az-Zamkhgari, al-Mufagal fi cilmi l-Lugati 1-carabiyya, (Beirut: Dar 1-J11, no date,
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pp. 307-310).
50. al-Antitki (1975) points out that 'amm' is a conditional and an emphatic particle
at the same time. He justifies this proposition as follows:
(1) As a conditional particle, he says, the 'fa' letter, which usually accompanies
the `jawab ag-gart' ('apodosis': the response part of the conditional). He further
points out that, in case someone raises a question regarding the 'fi g ag-gart'
('protasis': the dependent clause containing the conditional particle), the answer
would be that "ammä' is in itself can be considered as representing such a clause.
He interprets "amma' as the protatis of conditional clause by saying that" 'ammd
means `wa mahma yakun min gay' or `wa malunä yakun min 'amri X', hence the
English 'equivalence' (whatever that thing is/whatever happens to that thing). This
explains the fact that, in Arabic, it is sometimes followed by a conditional RC, and
the fact that the translator from English into Arabic has rendered the Arabic RC in
which 'ammii' is its initial element as a conditional RC in English (In fact 5 of
the 10 RCs identified in the Arabic corpus were translated into conditional RCs).
(2) As an emphatic particle, al-Antald (op. loc.) also points out that the
proposition of any RC that has "ammA' as its initial element will be more
emphatic than by any other emphatic means. For more detail and exemplification,
the reader is referred to:
M. al-Antäki, al-Muhl ft kwati 1 - carabiyyati wa NahwituI wa .Yarfihc1, vol. 3,
(Beirut: Maktabat Dar §-Sam, 1975) pp. 106-107.
51. A third reason for proposing that Arabic political discourse is more emotive than
English and thus more colloquial is reflected in the layman's comprehension
of it in both societies. The main concerns of the man-in-the-street in a country like
Jordan, for example, is always the political situation, not only that of domestic
affairs but international affairs as well. This does not mean, of course, that he is
more educated or is more aware of the world around him than that of the
Westerner, but, I believe the various types of political media that he listens to or
reads are closer to his intellectual ability, being more colloquial than that the
Western layman who is constantly exposed to 'elite-type' less colloquial political
media. In Britain, in particular, the popular press largely ignores political issues.
52. The circumstantial adjunct of matter is discussed by Arab grammarians, in relation
to the disjuctive particle 'amma g-gartiyya, (the conditional "ammA'), whereas
that of comparison is discussed by them when they discussed the preposition
particle 'Ica/ mitla' (like). However, the corpus does not include any mannerequivalent adjunct (in Halliday's sense) in initial position, and therefore it will not
be discussed any furhter.
.
53. Cantarino (1975) points out that Arabic has always been extremely rich in its
different uses and the meanings of the basic conditional constructions. In this
respect, he discusses the most important types of conditional constructions on the
basis of what type of conditional particle is used, e.g. 'if ("in) which basically
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starts a fact, 'if in the sense of 'ida' which presents uncertainty regarding the
temporal dimension only (when the action will take place), 'law' (if) which the
Arab grammarians call (harfu imtina9n li-mtina c; cf. al-AntAkI, 1975) and 'lawla'
(harfu imtina9n li-wujab) which, according to Cantarino, always introduces a
single member and hypothetically negates its existence. In spite of his extensive
illustration and exemplification of their semantic functions, Cantarino only
introduces the main conditional particles and ignores the rest (i.e. kama, mahma,
etc.). For a detailed discussion of the main conditional particles, their major
semantic functions in the conditional clause and a full listing and explanation and
exemplification of these particles, the reader is, respectively, referred to:
V. Cantarino, Syntax of Modern Arabic Prose: The Compound Sentence, vol
(Bloomington & London: Indiana University Press, 1975) pp. 309-325.
M. al-Antaki,
ft Aswciti 1-carablyyati wa Nahwihã wa 4cofiiic1, vol. 3,
(Beirut: maktabat Dar §-8arq, 1975) pp. 392-397.
54. From a syntactic perspective, Quirk et. al. (1985, pp. 1112-1115) point out that
comment clauses, many of which are characteristic of spoken English, (and to a
large extent of spoken Arabic), are generally marked prosodically by increased
speed and lowered volume. Furthermore, they are either content disjuncts that
express the speaker's comments on the content of the matrix clause, or style
disjuncts that convey the speaker's view on the way they are speaking (cf. example
7-174 in the main body of the study).
55. Cantarino (1975, pp. 330-334) points out that concessive clauses in Arabic are
conditionals in which the relationship between the main clause and the conditional
has evolved from its original meaning to such a degree that it presents a completely
new aspect. He also emphasizes that the subordinate clause in the concessive
clause does not limit the validity of the clause, but extends it even in the event of
the fulfilment of the special conditions/situations stated by the subordinate clause.
Thus, the condition of the concessive RC is rather hypothetical than real, and is
meant to achieve a rhetorical effect by using a hypothetical event or one contrary
to fact as a means of emphasizing the validity of the statement in the main clause.
56. In this respect, cabbas (1989), along with other Arab rhetoricians, lays down 4
conditions for any expression or utterance to be interpreted as metaphorical: (1) the
word (a NP or a VP), (2) the existence of two meanings for such a word (one literal
and one metaphorical), (3) the existence of a relation between the two meanings
that would enable the user of the language to use the same word for the two
meanings (wujfid cilaqa bayna 1-macanayayn) and (4) The existence of an element
in the co-text of the utterance that will allow the reader to interpret the utterance
in a way which prevents the interpretation the utterance in its literal meaning. In
this respect, cabbas illustrates this by various types of examples from Arabic, by
citing examples from the Holy Qura'n, Arabic prose and poetry. Among the
examples which he selects is the following:
1-55 #ra 'y-tu[11 Lams= bi-yadiha kitab.#
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1-55E #I/ saw a sun holding a book in her hand.#
Such an example fulfils all four conditions set by Arab rhetoricians to
be considered metaphorical. First, the word 'sun', a NP, is literally signifies (to use
de Saussure's `signified-signifier' dichotomy) the sun (star); this word is
transferred to mean 'a beautiful lady's face', and the relation between them is that
of 'radiance', and the prepositional phrase `bi-yadiha kitab' is the cotextual element
which prevents the interpretation of such utterance in its literal meaning. For more
details regarding metaphor in Arabic including its various types, which is far more
complicated than this examples, the reader is referred to:
F. H. c abbas, al-Balclkah Funanuhd wa Afnanuhd: 'lima 1-Bayclni wa 1-Badr,
(Amman: Dar al-Furqan

wa t-tawzr, 1989) pp. 127-241.

57. Although rational metaphor differs from linguistic metaphor with regard to type of
structural elements used metaphorically in the clause (the latter uses a word, usually
a NP or a VP, whereas the former uses the concept of %mad', the relationship
between the predicand and the predicate, whether the sentence is verbal or nominal),
The two types of metaphor require a `qarinah' (co-text; cf. the main text) and a type
of relation between the two meanings (the congruent and the noncongruent, to use
Halliday's systemic terms). With regard to the latter, cabbas (1989, pp.140-141) lists
six different types of relation: spatial (makaniyya), temporal (zamaniyya), verbal
noun (ma§dariyya), causal (sababiyya), 'objectival nominal' (maniliyya) and
subjective nominal (faciliyya). To illustrate one of these, the spatial, for instance,
the following example is borrowed from cabbas (1989, p. 140):
1-56 #sala n-nahruf11.#
1-56E #The river/ flowed.#
According to cabbas, the river, physical entity, does not flow, but it's the
water that flows; thus the relation between the two is spatial, since the river is a
place for the water. For a detailed illustration and exemplification of all these types
of metaphorical relations, the reader is referred to the same reference of the
previous note, (pp. 139-148).
58. It must be pointed out that, following a Hallidayan model of thematic structure, the
theme of the RC of the 'subjective-interpersonal metaphor' (the 'believe-type' with
the grammatical subject being a personal singular or plural pronoun: ',Uwe') in
English, and its equivalent in Standard Arabic is not the grammatical subject per
se, but, rather, the 'belief' of that subject entity (the actor in Halliday's systemic
term) regarding the proposition realized by the 'that-clause', which follows the
main clause. For this reason, the English as well as the Arabic percentage of
subjects-as-theme has to drop by exactly the percentage of occurrence of
interpersonal metaphor. In this case, 1% must be taken out of the English and its
Arabic translation (cf. tables 7-1 & 7-1A of appendix E), and 2% from the Arabic
and its English translation (cf. tables 7-5 & 7-5E of appendix E), since, as has been
noted in the main text, the rendition of this type of clause complex structure was
complete in the translation process from both languages (cf. 7.6.2 & 7.12.2). The
reason for not dividing grammatical metaphor into two types in tables 7-3, 7-3A,
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7-7 and 7-7E is two-fold. Firstly, I do not want to disturb the three-fold division
of the thematic structure of the RC (the major [obligatory & optional], the minor
and the initial) by having too many tables; something that will confuse the reader.
Secondly, the word processing software used in typing this thesis (Wordperfect 5.1)
does not allow too much information on one table drawn A4 paper without reducing
the typing font to a degree that would be difficult for the reader to read.
59. In this respect, I have counted a total of 36 `ands' (the most predominant
conjunction article) in the overall English SLTs in comparison to approximately
over 200 `wa' s' (and's) in the Arabic SLTs, bearing in mind that the number of
RCs in the latter SL is 382 RCs and in the former 785 RCs.
60. J. Lyons, Semantics, vol.2, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977).
61. A. L. Becker, "Biography of the Sentence", in Text, Play & Story: Proceedings
of the American Ethnographical Society (1983), (Ed.) E. M. Burner,
(Washington, D. C.: The American Ethnographic Society, 1984) pp. 135-155.
62. M. Stubbs, Discourse Analysis: the sociolinguistic analysis of natural languages,
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1983).
63. N. E. Enkvist, "Contrastive Text Linguistics and Translation", in Theory and
Practise of Translation, Nobel Symposium no. 39, (Ed.) 1 Grahs et. al.,
(Switzerland, Liebeteld/Berne: Drucle Ltd., 1978) pp. 158-169.
64. Van Dijk (1977a & b) points out that the summary of a text lies on its macrostructure, and since this level is associated with the semantic level of the language,
macro-structure makes explicit the 'global' meaning of the text; it also answers the
same question with regard to that of the theme/topic of the RC: namely, 'what that
piece of text is about'. In this respect, the text macro-structure, as a realization of
a certain discourse genre, is not merely a theoretical construct but also a
psychological correlate or schema, storage and reproduction of the text. At the
semantic level, the macro-structure of a text is obtained from the 'smaller' elements,
viz., the interpretation of the receptive sentences of the text. In this respect, Dijk
identifies various types of `macro-rules', which have both a `reductive' and a
' subsumptive' roles, and which map the sequence of propositions onto the sequence
of sentences, and thus provide `a meaningful picture' of details. For a detailed
study of macro-structure of text/discourse including Dijk's macro-rules, the reader
is referred to:
T. A. Van Dijk, "Sentence Topic and Discourse Topic", in Papers in Slavic
Philology, Part 1, 1977, pp. 49-61.
, Text and Context: Explorations in the Semantics and Pragmatics of
Discourse, (London: Longman, 1977 [1980]) chapter 3.
65. B. L. Dubois, "Thematisation Across Machine and Human Translation", in IRAL,
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vol. IOCVIIII1,

Feb, 1990, pp. 43-56.

Notes to Chapter 8:
1. A. L. Becker, "Biography of a Sentence: A Burmese Proverb", in Text, Play, and
Story: 1983 Proceedings of the American Ethnological Society, (ed.) E. M.
Bruner, (Washington, D. C.: The American Ethnological Society) pp. 135-155.
2. I consider the salient features of written political discourse which express power
relations between writers and readers, outlined in chapter 6 (cf. 6.5.4), to underlie
three main categories: (1) lexical which includes lexicalization, overlexicalization,
underlexicalization and lexical complexity of RCs, (2) grammatical which includes
transitivity (nominalization, passivization and grammatical metaphor) and modality
(relational, expressive/attitudinal and the use of first and second personal pronouns),
and (3) pragmatic (speech acts and implicature). Thus the points in support of, or
against the 6th hypothesis, in the main text, will be presented from this perspective.
3. Hasan (1971) defines the 'verbal noun' (al-masdar) as "a noun which indicates an
absolute process" (^ ismun yadullu cala 1-tiadati 1-mujarrad). Badri (1984) clarifies
the term 'process' (1-tiadat) by saying that it is "that happening which has no
relation with the any restricted time limit [tense], spatial, temporal, cognitive agent,
action, gender, number or individual participant, and it has no real existence" (wa
ma`na 1-tiaciati amrun mujarradun 15 silata lahu bi-zamänin "aw bi-malanin wa
15 bi-dätin wa la camaliyyatin wa lä bi-nawcin wa 15 cadadin wa lä §axsin wa laysa
lahu wujadun wäqici). Badri also points out that when it is produced, the verbal
noun is meant to indicate an absolute process, without paying any attention to what
it might need for its existence: a time which limits its occurrence or "who does
what to who", and when the speech situation requires a specific time for its
occurrence, it thus becomes a verb with either past, present or future tense (this of
course reflects the Basran's grammatical school's view of the verbal noun being the
origin of any process. The Kufans believe it is the other way round). When the
speech situation requires that the verbal noun shows "who does the action", the
active mood is brought to bear, and when it is required to show "who does what
to who", the passive mode is established, with or without mentioning the agent. For
additional details, the reader is referred to:
A. Hasan, an-Nahwi waft, (Cairo: Dar 1-Macitrif, 1971), p. 106.
K. I. Baciri, az-Zaman ft n-Natiwi 1-carabiy, (Riyadh: där "Umayya
wa t-tawzi, 1984), pp. 341-356.
4. A count of the number of words of the English SLTs has shown that the total of
19148, whereas the Arabic TLTs is 17205 words. Another count was also carried
out on the Arabic SLTs which shows that the number of words is 9267 versus
12728 for the English TLTs. The latter results support Harris (1991) who carried
out a similar study and analysis of three Arabic SLTs of political writing and their
translation into English, and reaches the same conclusion. For a detailed study of
Harris's analysis, the reader is referred to:
B. Harris, "Redundancy in translating from Arabic into English". Paper
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presented to a conference on Translation and Teaching Arabic as a Foreign
Language, University of London, (16-18 January) 1991.
5.

Enkvist (1978) uses the term 'concentration' to describe the degree to which the
grouped and linearized predications are controlled in the text. Concentration is
achieved by conjoining and embedding predications in a manner which permits the
desired degree of deletion of syntactically undesirable, or unnecessary, contextually
recoverable elements. It is worth noting also that the arrangement of predications
is governed by text strategy which thereby controls the amount of permissable
deletion. This, in turn, governs the degree of concentration in the final text form,
whether it is a SLT or a TLT. For additional details, the reader is referred to:
N. E. Enkvist, "Contrastive Text Linguistics and Translation", in Theory and
Practice of Translation: Nobel Symposium 39, (Ed.) L. Grahs et. al.,
(Liebefeld & Berne, Switzerland: Language Drucle Ltd., 1978) pp. 169-188.

6.

Rosenhouse (1990) carried out a comparative study between classical Arabic
(Sibawayhi Arabic) and modern standard literary Arabic. The style of the latter is
similar to the data analyzed in this study, and includes 6 extracts (1678 sentences)
taken from six academic text books. The result of the analysis shows that classical
Arabic uses more verbal sentences than modem standard Arabic; something which
she attributes to the influence of foreign languages on Arabic. However, her
analysis of modern standard literary Arabic also shows the proportion of
occurrence of nominal versus verbal sentence is 1: 1.15, with the average value of
40.9% nominal sentences and 59.1% verbal sentence, which, more or less, matches
the percentages of occurrence of my analysis. For a detailed study of Rosenhouse's
analysis, the reader is referred to:
J. Rosenhouse, "Tendencies of Nominalization in Modern Literary Arabic as
Compared with Classical Arabic", In Journal of Arabic Linguistics, vol. 22,
1990, pp. 23-43.
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Text-11
"After the Cold War: U.S. Middle East Policy"
BY: Prof. Noam Chomsky
1. #(1) U.s. policy towards the Middle East has been framed within a certain
strategic conception of world order that is widely shared, though there are tactical
disagreements.# #(2) There are also important changes in the world, to which this
strategic conception must be adapted.#
2. #(2)There has been much recent talk about a "new world order."# #(2)
Implicit in it is the assumption that there was an "old world order" that is changing.#
#(3) That system of world order was established after World War II.# #(4) At the time,
the U.S. was in a position of power without historical precedent.# #(5) It had about
50% of the world's wealth, and a position of remarkable security.# #(6) Political and
economic elites were well aware of these facts, and, not surprisingly, set about to
organize a world system favourable to their interests--although they also recognized,
quite explicitly, that more noble rhetoric would be useful for propaganda purposes.#
3. #(1) Basic elements of a new world order were coming into focus 20 years
ago, with the emergence of a "tripolar world" as economic power diffused within the
domains of post-World War II U.S. power.# #(2) The U.S. remains the dominant
military power, but its economic superiority, though still manifest, has declined, and
may well decline further as the costs of the Reagan-Bush party for the rich fall due.#
#(4) The collapse of Soviet tyranny adds several new dimensions.# #(5) First, new
pretexts are needed for Third World intervention, a serious challenge for the educated
classes.# #(6) Second, there are new prospects for the "Latin Americanization" of much
of the former Soviet empire, that is, for its reversion to a quasi-colonial status,
providing resources, cheap labour, markets, investment opportunities, and other standard
Third World amenities.# #(7) But the U.S. and Britain are not in the lead in this
endeavour. #(8) A third important consequence is that the U.S. is more free than before
to use force, the Soviet deterrent having disappeared.# #(9) These changes in the
international system have implications for the Middle East, as for every other region of
the world.#
4. #(1) During World War II, representatives of U.S. corporations and
government carried out far-ranging studies on what they called a "Grand Area," a world
system in which the interests they represented would be expected to flourish.# #(2) The
plans extended to all major areas and issues, and were to a large extent implemented
in the early post-war years.# #(3) In fact, there is a very close similarity between these
studies and top-level government planning documents of later years.#
5. #(1) Within the Grand Area, the industrial powers were to reconstruct, under
the leadership of the "great workshops," Japan and Germany, now under U.S. control.#
#(2) It was necessary to restore traditional conservative rule, including Nazi and fascist
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collaborators, to destroy and disperse the anti-fascist resistance, and to weaken the
labour movement.# #(3) This was a worldwide project, conducted in various ways
depending on local circumstances and needs* #(4) It constitutes chapter one of postwar history, and generally proceeded on course.#
6. #(1) With respect to the Soviet Union, policy divided along two basic lines,
both aiming to incorporate the USSR within the Grand Area--which, for most of the
region, meant returning it to its pre-1917 status as part of the Third World, in effect.#
#(2) The hard-line "roll back" approach was given its basic formulation in NSC 68 of
1950, written by Paul Nitze, who succeeded George Kennan as head of the State
Department Policy Planning Staff.# #(3) The softer Kerman policy of "containment"
proposed reliance on the overwhelming economic advantages of the U.S. and its allies
to achieve more or less the same ends* #(4) Note that these goals have basically been
achieved, with the collapse of the Soviet system in the 1980s.#
7. #(1) Few anticipated a Russian military attack* #(2) The general assumption
was that "it is not Russian military power which is threatening us* #(3) it is Russian
political power" (Kennan, October 1947).#
8. #(1) The Third World also had its role in the Grand Area: to be "exploited"
for the needs of the industrial societies and to "fulfil its major function as a source of
raw materials and a market."# #(2) I am quoting from documents of George Kerman
and his Policy Planning Staff.# #(3) Kennan was one of the most influential of the
post-war planners, representing generally the "softer" extreme of the spectrum* #(4)
He emphasized that a major concern was "the protection of our resources"--our
resources, which happen, by geological accident, to lie in other lands.# #(5) Since the
main threat to our interests is indigenous, we must, #(6) he explained in secret* accept
the need for "police repression by the local government."# #(7) "Harsh government
measures of repression" should cause us no qualms as long as "the results are on
balance favourable to our purposes."# #(8) In general, "it is better to have a strong
regime in power than a liberal government if it is indulgent and relaxed and penetrated
by Communists."# #(9) The term "Communist" refers in practice to labour leaders,
peasant organizers, priests organizing self-help groups, and others with the wrong
priorities*
9. #(1) The right priorities are outlined in the highest level secret documents*
#(2) They stress that the major threat to U.S. interests is "nationalistic regimes" that are
responsive to popular pressures for "immediate improvement in the low living standards
of the masses" and diversification of their economies for domestic needs* #(3) Such
initiatives interfere with the protection of our resources and our efforts to encourage "a
climate conducive to private investment," which will allow foreign capital "to repatriate
a reasonable return."# #(4) The threat of Communism, as explained by a prestigious
conservative study group, is the economic transformation of the Communist powers "in
ways that reduce their willingness and ability to complement the industrial economies
of the West," and thus to fulfil the Third World function.# #(5) This is the real basis
for the intense hostility to the Soviet Union and its imperial system from 1917, and the
reason why independent nationalism in the Third World, whatever its political cast, has
been seen as a "virus" that must be eradicated*
10. #(1) Plans for the Middle East developed within this context* #(2) The
major concern was (and remains) the incomparable energy reserves of the region* #
(3) These were to be incorporated within the U.S.-dominated system.# #(4) As in Latin
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America, it was necessary to displace traditional French and British interests and to
establish U.S. control over what the State Department described as "a stupendous source
of strategic power, and one of the greatest material prizes in world history," "probably
the richest economic prize in the world in the field of foreign investment."# #(5)
President Eisenhower described the Middle East as the most "strategically important
area in the world."#
11. #(1) France was quickly excluded by legal legerdemain, leaving a U.S.British condominium.# #(2) There was conflict for a time, but it was soon resolved
within the framework of U.S. power.# #(3) U.S. corporations gained the leading role
in Middle East oil production, while dominating the Western hemisphere, which
remained the major producer until 1968.# #(4) The U.S. did not then need Middle East
oil for itself.# #(5) Rather, the goal was to dominate the world system, ensuring that
others would not strike an independent course.# #(6) There was, at the time, general
contempt for the Japanese,# #(7) and few anticipated that they would ever be a serious
economic competitor.# #(8) But some were more farsighted.# #(9) In 1948, Kerman
observed that U.S. control over Japanese oil imports would help to provide "veto
power" over Japan's military and industrial policies.# #(10) His advice was followed.#
#(11) Japan was helped to industrialize,# #(12) but the U.S. maintained control over
its energy supplies and oil-refining facilities.# #(13) As late as 1973, the U.S.
controlled about 90% of Japanese oil.# #(14) After the oil crisis of the early 1970s,
Japan sought more diverse energy sources and undertook conservation measures.#
#(15) These moves reduced the power of the veto considerably,# #(16) but influence
over oil pricing and production, within the range set by market forces, remains a factor
in world affairs.#
12. #(1) As elsewhere, the major policy imperative is to block indigenous
nationalist forces.# #(2) A large-scale counterinsurgency operation in Greece from 1947
was partially motivated by the concern that the "rot" of independent nationalism there
might "infect" the Middle East.# #(3) A CIA study held that if the rebels were
victorious, the U.S. would face "the possible loss of the petroleum resources of the
Middle East."# #(4) A Soviet threat was concocted in the usual manner, but the real
threat was indigenous nationalism, with its feared demonstration effect elsewhere.#
13. #(1) Similar factors led to the CIA coup restoring the Shah in Iran in 1953.
Nasser became an enemy for similar reasons.# #(2) Later, Khomainini was perceived
as posing another such threat, leading the U.S. to support Iraq in the Iraq-Iran war.#
# (3) The Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein then took over the mantle, shifting status
overnight from moderate friend to a new Hitler when he invaded Kuwait, displaying
U.S.-British clients.# #(4) The primary fear throughout has been that the nationalist
forces not under U.S influence and control might come to have substantial influence
over the oil-producing regions of the Arabian peninsula.# #(5) Saudi Arabia elites, in
contrast, are considered appropriate partners, managing their resources in conformity to
basic U. S. interests, and assisting U. S. terror and subversion throughout the Third
World.#
14. #(1) The basic points are fairly clear in the secret planning record, and often
in the public government records as well.# #(2) Thus, in early 1990, the White House
presented Congress with its annual National Security Strategy Report, calling -as
always- for a bigger military budget to protect us from the threat of destruction by
enemies of unimaginable power and bestiality.# #(3) For the last few years, it has been
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hard to portray the Russians as the Great Satan,# #(4) so other enemies have had to
be conjured up.# #(5) By now, it is conceded that the enemy is the Third World
nationalism.# #(6) This report therefore explains that we have to build up a powerful
high tech military because of the "technological sophistication" of the Third World
powers, intent on pursuing their own course.# #(7) We must ensure the means to move
forces "to reinforce our units forward deployed or to project power into areas where
we have no permanent presence," particularly in the Middle East, where the "threats to
our interests" that have required direct military engagement "could not be laid at the
Kremlin's door" fact finally admitted.# #(8) "In the future, we expect that the nonsoviet threats to these interests will command even greater attention."# #(9) In reality,
the "threat to our interest" had always been indigenous nationalism, a fact, sometimes
acknowledged, as when the architect of President Carter'e Rapid Deployment force,
aimed primarily at the Middle East, testified before Congress in 1980 that its most
likely use was not to resist a (highly implausible) Soviet attack, but to deal with
indigenous and regional unrest (called "radical nationalism" or "ultranationalism").#
#(10) Notice that the Bush administration plans were presented at a time when Saddam
Hussein was still George Bush's amiable friend and favoured trading partner.#
15. #(1) The Anglo-American condominium in the Gulf region received its first
major challenge in 1958, when the nationalist military coup in Iraq overthrew a
dependent regime.# #(2) In his history of the oil industry, Christopher Rand describes
the 1958 coup as "America's biggest setback in the region, since the war," "a shocking
experience for the United States" that "undoubtedly provoke[ed] an agonizing
reappraisal of our nation's entire approach to the Persian Gulf."# #(3) Recently released
British and American documents help flesh out earlier surmises.
16. #(1) In 1958, Kuwait was the particular concern.# #(2) The "new Hitler"
of the day was Gamal Abdel Nasser,# #(3) and it was feared that his pan-Arab
nationalism might spread to Iraq, Kuwait, and beyond.# #(4) One reaction was a U.S.
Marine landing in Lebanon to prop up the regime;# #(5) another, apparent
authorization of nuclear weapons by President Eisenhower "to prevent any unfriendly
forces from moving into Kuwait."# #(6) To deflect the nationalist threat, Britain
decided to grant Kuwait nominal independence, following the prescriptions designed
after World War I when the imperial managers realized that British rule would be more
cost-effective behind an "Arab facade," so that "absorption" of the colonies should be
"veiled by constitutional fictions as a protectorate, a sphere of influence, a buffer state,
and so on" (Lord Curzon).# #(7) Britain reserved the right of forceful intervention to
protect its interests, with the agreement of the U.S. which reserved the same right for
itself elsewhere in the region.# #(8) The U.S. and Britain also agreed on the need to
keep the oilfields in their hands.# #(9) Foreign Secretary Selwyn Lloyd had already
summarized the major concerns, including free access to Gulf oil production "on
favourable terms and for sterling," and "suitable arrangements for the investment of the
surplus revenues of Kuwait" in Britain.#
17. #(1) Declassified U.S. documents reiterate that Britain's "financial stability
would be seriously threatened if the petroleum from Kuwait and the Persian Gulf area
were not available to the U.K. on reasonable terms, if the U.K. were deprived of the
large investments made by that area in the U.K. and if sterling were deprived of the
support provided by Persian Gulf oil."# #(2) These factors and others provide reasons
for the U.S. "to support, or if necessary assist, the British in using force to retain
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control of Kuwait and the Persian Gulf."# #(3) In November 1958, the National
Security Council recommended that the U.S. "be prepared to use force, but only as a
last resort, either alone or in support of the United Kingdom," if these interests were
threatened* #(4) The documentary record is not available beyond that point* #(5) but
there is little reason to suspect that guiding doctrines, which had been stable over a long
period, have undergone more than tactical change*
18. #(1) At the time, a main concern was that Gulf oil and riches be available
to support the ailing British economy.# #(2) That concern was extended by the early
1970s to the U.S. economy, which was visibly declining relative to Japan and Gemmanled Europe* #(3) As the U.S. and Britain lose their former economic dominance,
privileged access to the rich profits of Gulf oil production is a matter of serious
concern.# #(4) The point was captured in a current Wall Street witticism.# #(5)
Question: Why do the U.S. and Kuwait need each other?# #(6) Answer: Kuwait is a
banking system without a country,# #(7) and the U.S. is a country without a banking
system.# #(8) Like many jokes, it is not a joke*
19. #(1) Capital flow from Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and the other Gulf
principalities to the U.S. and Britain has provided a good deal of support for their
economies, corporations, and financial institutions* #(2) These are among the
reasonswhy the U.S. and Britain have often not been averse to increases in oil price_#
#(3) and why the U.S. would follow essentially the same policies if it were 100% on
solar energy, just as it followed the same policies pre-1970, when it had little need for
Middle East oil.# #(4) The sharp price escalation in 1973 was in many ways beneficial
to the U.S.-U.K. economies, as was widely noted in the business press and scholarly
journals;# #(5) the U.S. trade balance with the oil producers actually improved, and
became favourable to the U.S., as the oil price rose, enriching U.S. energy,
manufacturing, and construction corporations and allowing the U.S. and Britain to profit
from their own high-priced oil in Alaska and the North Sea.# #(6) The issues are too
intricate to explore here* #(7) but these factors surely remain operative.
20. #(1) When we consider these factors, it should come as no great surprise
that the two states that established the imperial settlement and have been its main
beneficiaries followed their own course in the Gulf crisis, moving at once to undercut
sanctions and block any diplomatic track, thus narrowing the options to the threat and
use of force* #(2) In this course they were largely isolated, apart from the family
dictatorships that rule the Gulf oil producers as an "Arab facade."# #(3) Though it was
clear from August that sanctions and diplomacy had unusually high prospects of
reversing Iraq's aggression peaceably, the administration policy of narrowing the options to capitulation or war has a certain chilling logic:# #(4) it is the right policy
choice if the goals are to firm up the mercenary-enforcer role and establish the rule of
force, the dimension of power in which the U.S. reigns supreme* #(5) Adopting that
role, the U.S. must continue to enforce obedience (called "order" or "stability" in the
doctrinal system), with the support of other industrial powers* #(6) Riches funnelled
by the oil-producing monarchies will help prop up the troubled economies of the
guardians of order* #(7) To be sure, force is only a last resort* #(8) It is more costeffective to use the IMF than the Marines or the CIA if possible;# #(9) but it is not
always possible.#
21. #(1) One major U.S. concern in the Middle East has been, and remains, the
"stupendous source of strategic power.# #(2) "A second has been the relationship with
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Israel.# #(3) There is considerable debate over whether that special relationship derives
from the role of Israel in U.S. strategic planning, or from the influence of a "Jewish
lobby."# #(4) My own view, for what it is worth, is that the former factor is by far the
more significant, and that the so-called "Jewish lobby" is actually one component of a
much broader group, including liberal intellectuals who were deeply impressed by
Israel's military victory in 1967, for reasons that had a good deal to do with the
domestic scene.# #(5) In this judgment, I disagree with many commentators, including
the leadership of the lobby, which publicly claims vast influence.# #(6) But we needn't
try to settle this issue.# #(7) However one weights the factors, both are there.# #(8)
I will keep here to the first, which in my view is the more important.# #(9) I would
expect, frankly, that the U.S. would ditch Israel in a moment if U.S. planners found this
in their interest.# #(10) In that case, the Jewish lobby would be as ineffective as it was
in 1956, when Eisenhower and Dulles, on the eve of a presidential election, ordered
Israel out of the Sinai.#
22. #(1) One can trace the thinking behind the special "relationship" back to
Israel's early days.# #(2) In 1948, Israel's military successes led to the Joint Chiefs of
Staff to describe it as the major regional military power after Turkey, offering the U.S.
means to "gain strategic advantage in the Middle East that would affect the effects of
the decline of British power in that area" (Avi Shlaim).# #(3) Historian Abram Sachar,
whose interpretation is particularly interesting because he is custodian of the archives
of Truman's influential associate David Niles, alleges that Truman'e ultimate decision
to support Israeli expansion was based upon the Israeli military victory, which showed
that Israel "could become a strategic asset_ a kind of stationary aircraft carrier to
protect American interests in the Mediterranean and the Middle East."#
23. #(1) As for the Palestinians, U. S. planners had no reason to doubt the
assessment of Israeli government specialists in 1948 that the refugees would either
assimilate elsewhere or "would be crushed":# #(2) "some of them would die and most
of them would turn into human dust and the waste of society, and join the most
impoverished classes in the Arab countries" (Moshe Sharett's Middle East section).#
#(3) Accordingly, there was no need to trouble oneself about the U. S. assessments of
Israel and the Palestinians have already changed since that time.#
24. #(1) Shortly after the Iraqi coup in July 1958, the National Security Council
concluded that a "logical corollary" of opposition to radical Arab nationalism "would
be to support Israel as the only strong pro-Western power left in the Middle East."#
#(2) That understanding was extended in the 1960s.# #(3) U. S. intelligence regarded
Israeli power as a barrier to Nasserite pressures on Saudi Arabia and other oil-producing
clients.# #(4) That role was firmed up with Israel's smashing victory in
1967,destroying the nationalist threat; and again in 1970, when Israel threats palyed
some role -- a major role, according to Kissinger's rather dubious account -- in
protecting Jordan from the possible Syrian effort to support the Palestinians.# #(5) U.
S. aid to Israel sharply increased at that point.#
25. #(1) These moves were in the context of the new Nixon doctrine, according
to which other powers must deal with the regional problems within the "overall
framework of order" maintained by the United States, as Kissinger put it, admonishing
Europe to put aside any ideas about striking out on its own.# #(2) A few years later,
Kissinger pointed out in a private talk with American Jewish leaders, later released, that
one of his prime concerns was "to ensure that the European and the Japanese did not
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get involved in the diplomacy" of the Middle East -- a commitment that persists, and
helps explain U. S. opposition to any international conference.# #(3) In the Middle
East, Iran and Israel were to be the "cops of the beat" (in the phrase of Defence
Secretary Melvin Laird), safeguarding order.# #(4) Police headquarters, of course,
remained in Washington.#
26. #(1) More serious analysts have been clear about these matters. #(2) In
May 1973, the Senate's ranking oil expert, Senator Henry Jackson, emphasized "the
strength and Western orientation of Israel on the Mediterranean and Iran on the Persian
Gulf," two reliable friends of the United States, with powerful military forces, who
work together with Saudi Arabia "to inhibit and contain those irresponsible and radical
elements in certain Arab States. . . who, were they free to do so, would pose a grave
threat indeed to our principal sources of petroleum in the Persian Gulf'; in reality, also
to U.S. control over riches that flow from these sources.#
27. #(1) The relationship deepened as Israel became, in effect, a mercenary
state, beginning in the 1960s, when the CIA provided Israel with large subsidies to
penetrate Black Africa in the U.S. interest, later in Asia particularly Latin America.#
#(2) As one high official put it during the Iran-contra affair, Israel is "just another
federal agency, one that's convenient to use when you want something done quietly."#
#(3) Other relationships also developed, including intelligence sharing, weapons
development, and testing of new advanced weapons in live battlefield conditions.#
28. #(1) The relations between Israel and Iran were intimate, as later revealed
(in Israel) after the Shah fell.# #(2) The relations of Israel and Iran to Saudi Arabia are
more subtle and sensitive,# #(3) and direct evidence is slight. #(4) Saudi Arabia was
virtually at war with both Israel and Iran, which had conquered Arab islands in the
Gulf. #(5) But, as Senator Jackson indicated, there appears to have been at least a tacit
alliance;# #(6) more, we may learn some day, if the documentary record is ever
revealed.# #(7) That tripartite relationship continued after the fall of the Shah, when
the U.S. began, virtually at once, to send arms to Iran via Israel, later (and perhaps
then) financed by Saudi Arabia.# #(8) High Israeli officials involved in these
transactions revealed that the purpose was to inspire an anti-Khomeini coup and restore
the traditional alliance.# #(9) This was, incidentally, long before there were any
hostages.# #(10) It is one of the many features of the Iran-contra affair suppressed in
the Congressional-media damage control operation.# #(11) The same model of
overthrowing an unwanted civilian government had been pursued successfully in
Indonesia, Chile, and other cases, and is, in fact, fairly standard statecraft:# #(12) if
you want to overthrow some government, support its military, hoping to find who, will
do the job for you from inside.#
29. #(1) Notice that, in accord with this strategic conception, a peaceful political
settlement of the Israel-Arab conflict is not of any great importance, and might even be
detrimental to U.S. interests.# #(2) And not surprisingly, we find corporations that the
U.S. has blocked a political settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict for 20 years.#
30. #(1) The depth of this rejectionist stance was dramatically revealed on
January 14, 1991, when France made a last minute proposal at the UN calling for
immediate Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait in return for a Security Council commitment
to deal with the Israel-Palestine problem "at some appropriate moment," which remains
unspecified.# #(2) The U.S. with, Britain tagging along, announced at once that it
would veto any such resolution.# #(3) The French proposal reiterated the basic content
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of a Security Council statement in which members expressed their view that "an
international conference, at an appropriate time, properly structured," might help
"achieve a negotiated settlement and lasting peace in the Arab-Israeli conflict."# #(4)
The statement was a codicil to Security Council Resolution 681 of December 20, calling
on Israel to observe the Geneva Conventions.# #(5) It was excluded from the resolution
itself to avoid a U.S. veto.# #(6) Note that there was no "linkage" to the Iraqi invasion,
which was unmentioned.# #(7) The U.S. was determined to go to war rather than allow
even a hint that there might someday be an international effort to deal with the IsraelPalestine problem.# #(8) The pretexts advanced need not detain us.#
31. #(1) It is worth noting that the U.S. has also been firmly opposed to a
diplomatic settlement of the second major issue that has been raised during the Gulf
crisis: Iraq's very dangerous military capacities.# #(2) Here the U.S. rejection of
"linkage" is particularly remarkable, since it is beyond dispute that disarmament
questions must be addressed in a regional context.# #(3) Iraq has raised the issue
several times since August,# #(4) but all proposals have been rejected or ignored, on
the pretext that the U.S. cannot accept "linkage" _in this unique case.# #(5) Again,
we know perfectly well that "linkage" and "rewarding the aggressor" have nothing to
do with it.# #(6) In fact, Saddam Hussein had made a similar proposal in April 1990,
when he was still George Bush's friend and ally.# #(7) He then offered to destroy his
chemical and biological weapons if Israel agreed to destroy its non conventional
weapons.# #(8) The State Department rejected the link "to other issues or weapons
systems."# #(9) Note that these remain unspecified.# #(10) Acknowledgement of the
existence of Israeli nuclear weapons would raise the question why all U.S. aid to Israel
is not illegal under Congressional legislation of the 1970s that bars aid to any country
engaged in nuclear weapons development.#
32. #(1) These matters are of enormous significance for understanding the
current crisis, and for speculating about the futurel #(2) The U.S. and U.K. were quite
supportive of Saddam Hussein prior to August 1990.# #(3) A decade earlier, they had
helped prevent any UN reaction to Iraq's attack on Iran.# #(4) At the time, Iraq was
a Soviet client,# #(5) but Reagan, Thatcher and Bush recognized Saddam Hussein as
"their kind of guy" and moved to change that status;# #(6) within a few years, Iraq was
largely Western-oriented.# #(7) Iraq was removed from the list of states that sponsor
terror, permitting it to receive substantial credits from the U.S. and become a major
trading partner, exporting its oil to the U.S. and receiving U.S. agricultural and other
exports.# #(8) Western corporations took an active role in building up Iraq's military
strength, including its weapons of mass destruction.# #(9) The Reagan and Bush
administrations intervened forcefully to prevent any meaningful Congressional censure
of their friend's atrocious human rights record, crucially barring any sanctions that
might have interfered with profits for U.S. corporations or with Iraq's growing
strength.# #(10) In July 1990, the State Department indicated to Saddam Hussein that
it had no serious objection to his rectifying border disputes with Kuwait, or intimidating
other oil producers to raise the price of oil to perhaps $25 a barrel.# #(11) There was
no doubt in anyone's mind that he was a murderous gangster,# #(12) but, it was
assumed, he was "our gangster."# #(13) Saddam's record was already so sordid that
conquest of Kuwait added little to it,# #(14) but that action was a crime that matters:
the crime of independence.# #(15) Torture, tyranny, aggression, slaughter of civilians
are all acceptable by U.S.-U.K. standards, but no stepping on our toes, whether the
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guilty party is a committed Third World democrat or a brutal thug.#
33. #(1) According to sources in the Iraqi democratic opposition, which had
long courageously opposed Bush's old friend, they were rebuffed by the White House
in February 1990 when they sought support for a call for parliamentary democracy in
Iraq.# #(2) It is a very revealing fact that the Iraqi democratic opposition was also
scrupulously excluded from the media after the crisis erupted in August_ naturally
enough, since their positions were hardly distinguishable from those of the mainstream
of the U.S. and European peace movements.# #(3) Unlike Bush and Reagan, the peace
movement and Iraqi democratic opposition had always opposed Saddam Hussein, but
also opposed the quick resort to violence to undercut the danger that sanctions and
diplomacy would lead to a peaceful resolution of the conflict.# #(4) Such an outcome
would have avoided the slaughter of tens of thousands of people, an environmental
catastrophe, chaos in Iraq and the likely emergence of another tyranny_# #(5) but,
crucially, it would not have established the lesson that the world is to be run by force,
the U.S. comparative advantage.#
34. #(1) There had been diplomatic possibilities for resolving the crisis since
August, including Iraqi offers described by high U.S. officials as "serious" and
"negotiable."# #(2) All were rejected out of hand by Washington.# #(3) The last made
public before the bombing started was disclosed by U.S. officials on January 2: an Iraqi
offer "to withdraw from Kuwait if the United States pledges not to attack as soldiers
are pulled out, if foreign troops leave the region, and if there is agreement on the
Palestinian problem and, further banning of all weapons of mass destruction in the
region" (Knut Royce, Newsday, Jan. 3, 1991).# #(4) U.S. officials described the offer
as "interesting" because it dropped any border claims, and "signals Iraqi interest in
negotiated settlement."# #(5) A State Department Mideast expert described the proposal
as a "serious prenegotiation position."# #(6) The U.S. "immediately dismissed the
proposal,"# #(7) Royce continues.#
35. #(1) The next day the New York Times reported that Yasser Arafat, after
consultations with Saddam Hussein, indicated that neither of them "insisted that the
Palestinian problem be solved before Iraqi troops get out of Kuwait."# #(2) According
to Arafat, "Mr. Hussein's statement August 12, linking Iraqi withdrawal to an Israeli
withdrawal from the West Bank and Gaza Strip, was no longer operative as a
negotiating demand."# #(3) All that is necessary is "a strong link to be guaranteed by
the five permanent members of the Security Council that we have to solve all the
problems in the Gulf, in the Middle East and especially the Palestinian cause."#
36. #Two weeks before the deadline for Iraqi withdrawal, then, the possible
contours of a diplomatic settlement appeared to be these:# #(2) Iraq would withdraw
completely from Kuwait with a U.S. pledge not to attack withdrawing forces;# #(3)
foreign troops leave the region;# #(4) the Security Council indicates a serious
commitment to settle two major regional problems: the Arab-Israeli conflict, and the
problem of weapons of mass destruction.# #(5) Disputed border issues would be left
for later consideration.# #(6) We cannot evaluate the prospects for settlement along
these lines, because the offers were flatly rejected, and scarcely entered the media or
public awareness.# #(7) The United States and Britain maintained their commitment
to force alone.#
37. #(1) The claim that the U.S. was unwilling to "reward the aggressor" by
allowing future consideration of these two regional issues is undeserving of a moment's
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attention.# #(2) The U.S. commonly rewards aggressors and insists upon "linkage,"

even in cases much worse than Saddam Hussein's latest crimes.# #(4) It follows that
the reasons presented are not the real ones, and, furthermore, that no reason at all was
presented for going to war; none whatsoever.# #(5) That seems obvious enough, if one
is willing to think the matter through.#
38. #(1) The real reasons, again, are not obscure.# #(2) The U.S. opposes a
diplomatic settlement of all the "linked" issues.# #(3) Therefore, it opposes "linkage,"
that is, diplomacy.# #(4) If that means a devastating war, so be it.# #(5) Further
withdrawal offers in February were contemptuously dismissed, on grounds too absurd
even to discuss, outside the commissar culture.#
39. #(1) From the outset, the President was clear and unambiguous that "there
will be no negotiations."# #(2) "Diplomacy" will be limited to delivery of an
ultimatum: capitulate or die.# #(3) It took wilful blindness to misunderstand these
facts.# #(4) The reasons had nothing to do with "rewarding aggressors" or "linkage,"
nor with "annexation"# #[5] (the U.S. dismissed at once offers that would have
terminated the annexation), or with the severity of Saddam Hussein's crimes, which
were monstrous before, but of no account.# #(6) His latest crimes, furthermore, do not
compare with others that the U.S. and U.K. cheerfully supported, and continue to
support today, including the near-genocidal Indonesian invasion and annexation of East
Timor, successful thanks to the decisive support of the U.S. and U.K., which continues
today.# #(7) U.S.-U.K. posturing on this matter has descended to a level of cynicism
that is extraordinary even by the standards of statecraft,# #(8) and it is an astonishing
commentary on our intellectual culture that it does not merely inspire ridicule, and is
even parroted.#
40. #(1) These considerations direct us towards the future.# #(2) I see little
reason to expect the U.S. to modify its goals with regard to oil production and profits,
or to abandon its rejectionism on the Israel-Arab conflict.#
41. #(1) Since 1917, the pretext offered for U.S. intervention has been defense
against the Russians.# #(2) Before the Bolshevik revolution, intervention was justified
in defense against the Huns, the British, "base Canadian fiends," or the "merciless
Indian savages" of the Declaration of Independence.# #(3) For the last several years,
the Russians have not been available as a pretext.# #(4) The U.S. invasion of Panama
kept to the normal pattern, but was historic in that it was the first post-Cold War act
of aggression,# #(5) and appeals to the Russian threat were beyond the reach of even
the most fevered imagination.# #(6) So the U.S. was defending itself from
narcoterrorism.# #(7) Little has changed apart from rhetoric.#
42. #(1) As noted earlier, there are real changes in the world system, with a
number of important consequences:# #(2) [1] at the rhetorical level, new pretexts are
needed for intervention;# #(3) [2] the "end of the Cold War" opens the way to the
"Latin Americanization" of large parts of the former Soviet empire;# #(4) [3] the
elimination of the Soviet deterrent leaves the U.S. more free than before to use military
force.#
43. #(1) In the new world order, the Third World domains must still be
controlled, sometimes by force.# #(2) This task has been the responsibility of the
United States, but with its relative economic decline, the burden becomes harder to
shoulder.# #(3) One reaction is that the U.S. must persist in its historic task, while
others pay the bills.# #(4) Deputy Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger explained
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that the emerging new world order will be based on "a kind of new invention in the
practice of diplomacy":# #(5) others will finance U.S. intervention to keep order.# #(6)
In the London Financial Times, a respected commentator on international economic
affairs described the Gulf crisis as a "watershed event in U.S. international relations,"
which will be seen in history as having "turned the U.S. military into an internationally
financed public good."# #(7) In the 1990s,#(8) he continues#, "there is no realistic
alternative [to] the US military assuming a more explicitly mercenary role than it has
played in the past" (David Hale, FT, Nov. 21, 1990).#
44. #(1) The financial editor of a leading U.S. conservative daily puts the point
less delicately:# #(2) we must exploit our "virtual monopoly in the security market. .
. as a lever to gain funds and economic concessions" from Germany and Japan (William
Neikirk, Chicago Tribune, Sept. 9, 1990).# #(3) The U.S. has "cornered the West's
security market" and will therefore be "the world's rent-a-cops";# #(4) the phrase "renta-thug" might be more accurate, if less appealing.# #(5) Some will call us "Hessians,"
#(6) he continues,# #(7) but "that's a terribly demeaning phrase for a proud, welltrained, well-financed and well-respected military";# #(8) and whatever anyone may
say, "we should be able to pound our fists on a few desks" in Japan and Europe, and
"extract a fair price for our considerable services," demanding that our rivals "buy our
Israel bonds at cheap rates, or keep the dollar propped up, or better yet, pay cash
directly into our Treasury."# #(9) "We could change this role" of enforcer,# #(10) he
concludes,# #(11) "but with it would go much of our control over the world economic
system."#
45. #(1) How, then, can we expect U.S. policy towards the Middle East to adapt
to these changed circumstance?# #(2) There is no reason to expect changes in the
principles that guide policy.# #(3) There are no significant public pressures for policy
change.# #(4) In polls, about two thirds of the public regularly express support for the
international consensus on a two-state settlement,# #(5) but few have the slightest
awareness of U.S. isolation in blocking the peace process,# #(6) and even such
elementary facts as the official U.S. position and the record of diplomacy are rigidly
excluded from the media and public discussion.# #(7) There is, then, little reason to
anticipate a shift in U.S. rejectionism.#
46. #(1) This is, of course, not a certainty.# #(2) The tactical divide of 20 years
ago still exists in elite circles, and might lead to internal pressures for the U.S. to join
the world community on this matter.# #(3) If this radical policy shift takes place, hard
problems quickly arise.#
47. #(1) More likely, in my view, is continued support for the position
articulated in February 1989 by Yitzhak Rabin, the Defense Secretary, when he told a
group of Peace Now leaders of his general satisfaction with the U.S.-PLO dialogue,
low-level discussions without meaning that would divert attention while Israel used
forceful means to crush the intifada.# #(2) The Palestinians "will be broken,"# #(3)
Rabin promised his interlocutors,# #(4) and he may be right.# #(5) There is a limit to
what flesh and blood can endure.# #(5) If so, then the U.S. and Israel can continue to
assume, as they did 40 years ago, that the Palestinians will "turn into human dust and
the waste of society," while Russian Jews, now effectively barred from the U.S. by
legislation designed to deny them a free choice, flock to an expanded Israel with U.S.
financial support, leaving the diplomatic issues moot.# #(6) With U.S. support, Israel
had long blocked any opportunities for economic development in the occupied
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territories.# #(7) Palestinians had been permitted to serve as virtual slave labour for the
Israeli economy,# #(8) but those options are being sharply reduced. #(9) The curfew
during the Gulf War administered a further blow to the remaining shreds of a
Palestinian economy.# #(10) In the natural course of events, there will be only
marginal opportunities for survival,# #(11) and "invisible transfer" of those who are
able to leave may remove the remaining obstacles to a full Israeli takeover.#
48. #(1) There is every reason to expect the U.S. to persist in its traditional
rejectionist stand, most recently elaborated in the 1989 Baker-Shamir-Peres plan, which
bans an "additional Palestinian state" (Jordan already being one); bars any "change in
the status of Judea, Samaria and Gaza other than in accordance with the basic
guidelines of the [Israeli] govenunent,"which preclude any meaningful Palestinian selfdetermination; rejects negotiations with the PLO, thus denying Palestinians the right to
choose their own political representation; and calls for "free elections" under Israeli
military rule with much of the Palestinian leadership in prison camps.# #(2)
Palestinians, with representatives chosen for them in effect by Israel and the U.S. will
be permitted to collect garbage in Nablus and set tax rates in Ramallah, and those who
can, will leave.# #(3) The media and educated communities will then have the task of
finding new pretexts for old policies, and extolling the high ideals and noble purposes
of the U.S. government, which, unfortunately, could not be fully realized because of the
intransigence of the Palestinians and the fears of the Israelis_ which we so easily
understand, for they are human beings like us, not Third World degenerates.#
49. #(1) The political leaderships in Washington and London have created
economic and social catastrophes at home, and have no idea how to deal with them,
except to exploit their military power.# #(2) Following the advice of the business press,
they may try to turn their countries into mercenary states, serving as the global mafia,
selling "protection" to the rich, defending them against "third world threats" and
demanding proper payment for the service.# #(3) Riches funnelled from the Gulf oil
producers are to prop up the two failing economies.# #(4) The rest of the Third World
will be controlled by economic pressures if possible, by force if necessary.#
50. #(1) There are some of the contours of the planned new world order that
come into view as the beguiling rhetoric is lifted away.#
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Text-2
"The Politics of Linkage:
The Arab-Israeli Conflict in the Gulf War"
BY: Prof. Ibrahim Abu-Lughod
1. #(1) Had the Bush administration been less opposed to the Palestinian right
to self-determination and more sensitive to the general body of opinion in the Arab
world, it would have responded less defensively to Iraq's endeavour to play the
"linkage" issue in the politics of the Gulf conflict.# #(2)Its adamant denial of either an
objective or a subjective linkage between the Palestine/Israeli/Arab conflicts and that
of the Gulf remained singular throughout the crisis and appeared unauthentic.# #(3)
Even before the termination of the military conflict both President Bush and Secretary
of State Baker saw fit to address themselves to the issues without admitting the
linkage.# #(4) And as soon as Iraq was defeated, the Bush administration "resumed"
what it has described as the "peace process" in the Middle East, affirming if not a
linkage certainly an important connection between the two issues.#
2. #(1) Whereas the linkage issue was both advocated and denied, the precise
understanding of what constituted linkage was not made clear by the protagonists.#
#(2) It will be recalled that the term linkage emerged in the politics of the Cold War,
and on various occasions referred to the strategic interest of a power in one region
where it was anxious to resolve a particular conflict and thus was prepared to
compromise in favour of its competitor in another region in which its own interests
were not viewed as critical.# #(3) But linkage could emerge from more objective and
substantive norms and interests.# #(4) The first notion of linkage would have called
for a settlement of the Gulf conflict by an acceptance of the principle of Iraq'
withdrawal form Kuwait -- a critical objective of American policy -- in return for an
American commitment to bring about a settlement of the Palestine/ Israel/ Arab
conflicts, presumably an important objective of Iraqis' foreign policy.# #(5) The Bush
administration ridiculed Iraq's allegations that its invasion of Kuwait was in any way
related to its commitment to the rights and interests of either the occupied Arab states
or to the Palestinians.# #(6) The U.S. rejection of Iraqi's assertion, in that specific
sense, was clearly based on Iraq's own public statements.# #(7) For it is now evident
that Iraq justified its invasion and occupation of Kuwait on the basis of either historical
claims, or territorial/economic issues.# #(8) But Iraq, especially after the occupation
of Kuwait, referred to a connection between the two issues, but more often than not
addressed the linkage in terms of the principles and norms of international relations and
law.# #(9) As far as can be determined from the public record and other
pronouncements, Iraq did not commit itself to withdraw unconditionally from Kuwait
if a settlement of the Palestine/Israeli/Arab conflict was achieved either through the
initiative of the U.S. or that of the UN.# #(10) Both in the Arab world and elsewhere
the linkage continued to be viewed as one stemming from historical/political factors or
normative values.# #(11) I shall therefore address myself to the issue of linkage
between the two conflicts as it played itself out in that part of the Arab world that did
not endorse the American-inspired military solution to the Gulf conflict, and more
particularly among the Palestinians.#
3. #(1) Iraq's invasion of Kuwait on August 2, 1990, produced two different
reactions in the Arab world.# #(2) The first reaction, and the overarching policy that
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logically followed from that reaction, questioned the legitimacy of Iraq's action on the
grounds that all the Arab states have long adhered to and accepted the validity of the
principle of self-determination of people and respect for the territorial integrity and
sovereignty of the states of the region.# #(3) Although Iraq justified its invasion with
historical claims relating to the administrative and political system of the region prior
to its fragmenta- tion by European imperialism, the Arab states recognized the moral
basis of the historical/ territorial claim without accepting its policy implication in the
way Iraq did.#
4. #(1) There was no doubt in 1990, any more than there was in 1961 when
Kuwait acquired its full sovereignty and independence, that Iraq and Kuwait, and of
course much of the rest of the Arab world, constituted a different and more
broadly-based geopolitical unit prior to the First World War.# #(2) The process of state
formation that has characterized Arab political development from the nineteenth century
on, and the intervention of European imperialism contributed significantly to the
emergence of the contemporary state system.# #(3) Whether the "people" of the region
accepted the legitimacy of the system as it emerged is immaterial to our present
consideration.# #(4) The fact remains that the Arab state system emerged, and each
Arab state acquired a particular territorial frontier, often drawn by the European powers
-- in the case of Iraq, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia by Britain in 1922 --# #(5) and
collectively gave rise to a territorially-based national identity.#
5. #(1) Two values were held simultaneously with the emergence of the state
system.# #0n the one hand the states collectively accepted their own national identity
as Arab states (frequently mentioned in their constitutional documents), thus affirming
a degree of cultural ethnic cohesion that could contribute to the achievement of a wider
political system.# #(3) When the Arab states began to formalize their political kinship
by organizing the League of Arab States they committed themselves to advance their
coordination and cooperation, to respect each other's independence and sovereignty, and
to settle their disputes, of whatever type, by peaceful means.# #(4) This collective Arab
commitment, reflected by their adherence to the Charter of the Arab League, did not
prevent any member from seeking closer association or unity with other members. #(5)
It has been clearly understood that such bilateral or multilateral attempts at unification
and integration are consistent with the broad principles of Arab cooperation and
unification and meet an important national Arab aspiration;# #(6) successful
achievement of such unification, however, must be based on the free will of such
states.#
6. #(1) Iraq's invasion of Kuwait, irrespective of the historical, economic or
territorial justification advanced by Iraq, in fact violated a principle long respected by
the Arab state system.# #(2) It was viewed as violating the right of the state to its
independence and sovereignty, but also was a violation of the right to self-determination
of the people of Kuwait.# #(3) At the Arab summit conference held in Cairo on August
10 no member of the League of Arab States endorsed Iraq's military action.# #(4)
Clearly what disagreement existed was occasioned by the resolution endorsing the use
of the U.S. military to reverse Iraq's act.
7. #(1) Three major issues then appeared that suggested strong and evident
linkage with the Palestine/Israel/Arab conflicts.# #(2) Those are self-determination,
occupation of territory of another state and means of settlement of inter-state conflict.#
8. #(1) The collective Arab position on the need for acceptance of the principle
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of self-determination, in this case the people of Kuwait, was clearly consistent with the
historic drive of the Arab people in general and the Palestinian people in particular to
exercise their self-determination.# #(2) The Palestinians' right to self-determination has
been universally endorsed and voted upon by the United Nations but their exercise of
that right has been violently negated by Israel;# #(3) needless to say the United States
has consistently opposed the Palestinian right to self-determination.# #(4) When the
Bush administration justified its impending military operations against Iraq on the basis
of Kuwait's national right to self-determination it made the linkage evident.# #(5) But
more importantly the reaction of the people of region was clear from the outset of the
conflict.# #(6) The Arab states that cooperated with the U.S. in its military operations
subordinated their assessment of the reality of the linkage to the need to dislodge Iraq's
army.# #(7) But it should be evident that historically all the Arab states, those who
cooperated with the U.S. and those who opposed the military operations, have
consistently supported the Palestinian people's right to self-determination.# #(8) What
became evident in the course of public discussion of the issue of linkage was the degree
to which the U.S. and its European allies were motivated in their pursuits by their
concern with the principle of self-determination.# #(9) For if the principle is valid in
one case it must clearly be valid in all similar cases.# #(10) As the conflict unfolded
it became clear that while the linkage issue was not openly productive of a change in
American policy, the Bush administration began to pay some attention to Palestinian
Arab assertions of equivalence.#
9. #(1) Irrespective of the validity of Iraq's historical/national claims on Kuwait,
Iraq's military attack constituted both a violation of Kuwait's sovereignty and of both
the provisions of the Charters of the Arab League and the United Nations.# #(2) The
issue is clearly two-fold:# #(3) can a state, even on the basis of a territorial claim
based on national identity, alter the status and acquire that territory by force?# #(4) The
collective Arab response to the issue was clear:# #(5) the frontiers of the Arab states
may not be changed by military means.# #(6) Status of states could be changed
peacefully;# #(7) and as long it is accomplished voluntarily by the agreement of the
states concerned, the Arab state system (and others) have been prepared to respect such
changes.#
10. #(1) In the pursuit of Arab unity, both Egypt and Syria achieved a voluntary
unification of their states in I958.# #(2) The resulting United Arab Republic was
accorded Arab and international recognition immediately.# #(3) More recently the Arab
Republic of Yemen and the Peoples Democratic Republic of Yemen, again in an
attempt to undo the effect of European imperialism and to realize their own national
aspirations, agreed to merge their sovereignties and produced the new Republic of
Yemen.# #(4) Again the new state received immediate recognition regionally and
intemationally.#
11. #(1) Clearly the differing reaction of the regional and international
communities to the UAR, Yemen and Iraq's absorption of Kuwait related to the means
and not to the idea or the aspiration for greater unification.# #(2) The Bush
administration's rejection of Iraq's action which theoretically was premised on the
Charter of the United Nations and the principles of international law was of course
correct.# #(3) I3ut regionally it gave rise to the question of why the U.S. had
acquiesced in Israel's military invasion of Palestinian and other territories of the
adjacent states, when in fact Israel has even less of a national/historical claim on those
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territories than Iraq has advanced regarding Kuwait.# #(4) The linkage in the nature
of the act is too clear to ignore.
12. #(1) The third issue that links the two conflicts is clearly the United Nations
context of the resolution of the issue.# #(2) The U.S. assumed a crucial role in
mobilizing the UN Security Council, not only to pass the appropriate resolutions
condemning Iraq's act but also in imposing sanctions and eventually obtaining
authorization to use military force to dislodge Iraq.# #(3) Of course the U.S. utilized
all its leverage to obtain the appropriate resolutions enabling it to act and justifying the
fierce military attack that followed.# #(4) But the UN and its Security Council have
probably passed more resolutions and recommendations on the Palestine/ Israel/ Arab
conflicts than on the Gulf crisis.# #(5) The UN has condemned Israel for its continued
occupation and annexation of the Syrian Golan Heights and Jerusalem, and for violating
Palestinian political and human rights.# #(6) Israel has been severely censored for its
violation of the Geneva Convention and other human rights charters.# #(7) Whether
the U.S. obstructed or supported the passage of such resolutions is not important for this
issue;# #(8) what is important to note is that such resolutions have been passed by the
General Assembly and the Security Council,# #(9) yet the situation on the ground has
become worse as time has gone on.# #(10) Certainly the U.S. has not seen fit to use
any means of pressure either to compel Israel to rescind its legislation of annexation of
territory (the Golan Heights and Jerusalem) or to halt the colonization which is
changing the demographic composition of the occupied Palestinian territories.# #(11)
If occupation is illegal in both places, if invasions are condemned in both areas and if
annexation violates both international law and UN resolutions then clearly those
measures pursued with such alacrity in the Gulf War ought to be pursued in the
Palestine/Israel and Arab conflicts.
13. #(1) The fourth principle of linkage, as advanced in the Arab region but
most forcefully advanced by the Palestinians relates to the mode of settling the dispute
in the Gulf.# #(2) Of course the Arab heads of state who attended the Arab summit
conference in Cairo wished a settlement of the conflict.# #(3) But whereas a slim
majority went along with the proposal to use force, the other Arab states and more
particularly the PLO emphasized the need to settle the conflict peacefully through a
process of negotiation.# #(4) This mode of settling inter-state conflicts is clearly
consistent with the UN Charter and international law.# #(5) The peaceful settlement
of international disputes is of immeasurable value.# #(6) The Palestinians have upheld
that value and gave it open expression in the Declaration of Independence at Algiers
in 1988, and then used that commitment to launch a major policy initiative that called
for a negotiated political settlement of their conflict with Israel under international
auspices.# #(7) A negotiated settlement of the Palestine/Israel/Arab conflicts has been
an important policy objective of the U.S. for quite some time, which achieved partial
success in the Camp David Accords.# #(8) Hence the Palestinian/Arab endeavour to
demonstrate that the linkage between the two conflicts is not only related to values,
norms of international politics and law and UN resolutions but subjectively to the mode
of resolving international conflict.# #(9) If the Palestinians, the Arab states of Syria
and Lebanon are prepared to resolve their conflict with Israel in a process of negotiation
under international auspices why could the same goal not be pursued with regards to
the Iraq-Kuwait conflict?# #(10) If negotiation and peaceful measures fail, should the
international community utilize force in all similar situations to halt invasions,
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occupation, annexation of territories and violation of human and political national
rights?#
14. #(1) A cursory examination of statements that expressed the views of both
the proponents and opponents of linkage between the Gulf crisis and Palestine/ Israel/
Arab conflicts would reveal that the issues discussed above constituted the "core" of the
linkage issue.# #(2) Rarely did such statements reflect an understanding of historical
links between Iraq and Palestine and of course the negative encounter between Israel
and Iraq.# #(3) Probably it would be fair to suggest that those who opposed linking the
two conflicts viewed Iraq's assertion as opportunistic behaviour intended to mobilize
Arab opinion against the U.S. and/or to embarrass those Arab states that accepted
American leadership in resolving the Gulf conflict.# #(4) The reverse is true.# #(5)
The Arabs who called attention to the linkage wished of course to unmask the "real"
intentions of the U.S.: far from being concerned with principles of self-determination,
international law and enforcement of UN resolutions.# #(6) The U.S., in their
perspective, intended variously to control the oil resources of the Arab region in its
entirety, to cripple any potential Arab power that could be used to advance Arab
welfare and so forth.# #(7) The fact that the U.S. had behaved in imperialist fashion
toward Grenada and Panama and other parts of Central America demonstrated its true
standards of international behaviour;# #(8) and closer to the region not only did the
U.S. condone Israel's repeated violations, but also sustained it by various forms of
economic and military assistance; it also endorsed the act of conquest by its ally the
Shah of Iran when, in November 1971, his forces invaded and annexed three islands
that had been part of the United Arab Emirates.#
15. #(1) The Arab view of American political and military behaviour is rooted
in the historical encounter of the Arabs with the West in general and Israel in
particular.# #(2) Israel is in Palestine and is engaged in the systematic violation of
Palestinian rights, not only as a consequence of Britain's previous commitment and
support but more importantly through the recent support of the U.S.# #(3) Iraq's
position of support was clear even before Saddam Hussein became president:# #(4) it
opposed the displacement of the Palestinians and sought peaceful ways of persuading
Britain to accommodate both peoples in Palestine without committing an act of injustice
against the Palestinians.# #(5) When the Palestinians engaged in the general strike of
1936 and in their major revolution in the Mandate period, Iraq's policy was to render
direct support (financial and paramilitary) to the Palestinians and to use its diplomatic
machinery and good offices with Britain to bring about a fair solution to the Palestinian
Arab/Jewish conflict.# #(6) Iraq participated in the 1939 round table conference on
Palestine in London,# #(7) and its views were helpful in the issuing of the White Paper
on the future of Palestine.# #(8) Certainly Iraq was very supportive of the Palestinians
in the first years of the UN.# #(9) After May 1948 some of its forces crossed the
Palestinian/Jordanian frontier in a hopeless effort to prevent Israel from acquiring more
territory than it did.# #(10) It is a matter of some significance to point out that despite
the fact that the Iraqi army was in Palestine in 1949, withdrawing only in the context
of international negotiations, Iraq is one of the Arab states that did not sign the
armistice agreement with Israel.# #(11) It should be clear then that Iraq's support for
the Palestinians is historically consistent and certainly did not originate with either the
Ba'ath party or President Saddam Hussein.# #(12) After the overthrow of the Iraqi
monarchy in 1958, President Qasim called for the liberation of Palestine by inviting the
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Palestinians to undertake the initiative in the process of liberation and committed Iraq
to provide the necessary training and support.# #(13) That historic support was
affirmed when the Ba'ath party consolidated its power in Iraq after 1968 and continued
to play an active Arab role in promoting Palestinian rights.#
16. #(1) Iraq's historic support for the Palestinians, and opposition to Zionism/
Israel is clearly related to Arab nationalism as an idea, and to the Arab identity of both
peoples.# #(2) The Palestinians not only affirm their own Arab identity but, equally
importantly, consider Palestine to be part of the Arab national homeland.# #(3) Their
view of Palestine as an Arab territory and Iraq's adherence to the principle of Arab
unity produce a policy that clearly links the struggle for Palestinian liberation with other
Arabs committed to the freedom and independence of the Arab world.# #(4) It is this
historic, national link that makes Iraq an antagonist in the Palestine/Israel/Arab conflict.
17. #(1) Not only did Iraq play that active role in Palestine itself but
additionally it tried to provide assistance to the Arab states when the latter were
involved in conflicts with Israel in 1967 and 1973.# #(2) Parts of Iraq's army were
dispatched to both Syria and Jordan during those two conflicts.#
18. #(1) Perhaps of equal significance (#(2) and this might have been an
important factor in the eruption of the Gulf conflict#) was the political leadership role
that Iraq played in the wake of the Camp David Accords of 1978.# #(3) It will be
recalled that the peace treaty resulted essentially in removing Egypt from the Arab side
of the Arab-Israeli conflict.# #(4) That removal meant that Egypt was no longer able
to assume the hegemonic role in the Arab world;# #(5) on the contrary, it was even
expelled from the Arab League.# #(6) Iraq's emergence to a position of modest
leadership goes back to that period;# #(7) it was Iraq that coordinated Arab policies
of isolating Egypt, of coordinating Arab policies on the resolution of the Palestine/Israel
conflict and in providing the political support for opposition to American peace
initiatives more supportive of Israel's interests.# #(8) It would not be an exaggeration
to suggest that Iraq aspired to fill the vacuum that developed with Egypt's demise.#
#(9) In that sense whatever Iraq did had an important reference to the Palestine/Israel/
Arab conflict.#
19. #(1) Our discussion of the linkage would be incomplete if we did not take
into account Israel's perception of Iraq's identity, role and aspirations.# #(2) Of course
Israel dealt with the monarchy of Iraq in its successful endeavour to persuade Iraqi Jews
to migrate to Palestine.# #(3) Israel also encountered Iraq's army in the field, and as
Iraq acquired greater regional power it confronted Israel indirectly through its
Palestinian proxies.# #(4) Israel was fully conscious of Iraq's commitment to the
Palestinians.# #(5) While Iraq acquired modem weapons and gained military
experience in the course of its war with Iran, Israel had played a most important role,
not only in supporting the Shah and providing the imperial army with weapons and
other forms of support, but also in pursuing similar politics during the reign of
Ayatollah Khomeini.# #(6) Israel's perception that Iraq constituted strategic danger to
Israel was epitomized by Israel's destruction of Iraq's nuclear reactor in 1981 and in
many of its public relations campaigns warning of Iraq's acquisition of modem
weapons. #(7) There are no doubts in Israel's mind that Iraq was and perhaps remain
a very important power in the Arab coalition against it.# #(8) Whether the squd
missiles launched against Israel confirmed Israel's perception or not is immaterial.#
#(9) But the constant allusions to the potential Iraqi threat to Israel suggest that Israel
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prepared itself for the mutually antagonistic roles of both, stemming from the Palestine/
Israel/Arab conflict.#
20. #(1) In the aftermath of the Gulf War, the question of whether Iraq will
recover its territorial integrity and what role it will play, as a consequence, cannot yet
be assessed.# #(2) But there seems to be no doubt that the U.S. has concluded that
Iraq's power is no longer a factor in the settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict.* #(3)
The ability of the U. S. to exercise unchallenged and immediate political hegemony
throughout the Arab world is no longer in doubt.# #(4) It is clear that the U. S. is now
more ready to acknowledge the linkage between the Gulf crisis and the Arab-Israeli
conflict.# #(5) President Bush stated in his fall 1990 address to the U. N. and his
subsequent speech to Congress that the Arabs and Israel will find it easier to deal with
their conflict after Iraq's eviction from Kuwait and that there should be a settlement of
the Palestinian issue.# #(6) Secretary of State Baker was equally clear in his
Congressional testimony on the connection between President Hussein's appeal to the
Arabs and the chronic Arab-Israeli conflict, and thus the imperative of resolving that
conflict.# #(7) What becomes evident now that the Gulf War is over is that the
antagonists clearly understood that the linkage exists,# #(8) they differed on how to
deal with it.# #(9) Those Arabs who were sympathetic to the idea of linkage hoped for
an outcome consistent with universally accepted principles of self-determination,
equality of states, respect for international law and enforcement of UN resolutions.#
#(10) For the U.S. linkage may mean a freer hand in resolving the Palestine/Israel/Arab
conflict in accordance with a design more supportive of Israel and detrimental to the
Palestinians.# #(11) The initiative undertaken by Secretary of States Baker so soon
after Iraq's defeat not only confirms the existence of linkage but also assures that any
solution to this bitter conflict will have to be approved by the U.S., in their position as
the unchallenged hegemonic power in the region.#
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Text-3
"War of Imagination"
BY: Prof. Mary Kaldor

1. #(1) How did we get into this war?# #(2) It is only a year since the cold
war ended.# #(3) This time, last year, most of us believed that we were on the
threshold of a new era of peace and cooperation in international affairs.# #(4) How was
that mood of optimistic euphoria so rapidly smashed?# #(5) How is it that the United
States' (and British) military machine - more American troops and weapons than in
Europe at the height of the cold war - is pounding away, day after day, at a low-tech
Third World enemy?#
2. #(1) Of course, it was a great achievement that the United Nations reacted
so promptly to the invasion of Kuwait by a dictator capable of almost infinite nastiness.# #(2) Compared with all those other invasions - China in Tibet, Indonesia in East
Timor, Israel in the Lebanon, etc- it was heartwarming to witness the way in which the
world community was taking a stand against an act of gross injustice and imposing
unprecedented economic sanctions.# #(3) So what went wrong?# #(4) How did this
global cooperation degenerate into a war led by the United States and Britain?# #(5)
How did the United Nations get hijacked into becoming an institution for war-making?#
(6) How is it possible that what will prove to be an act of technological genocide has
been carried out in the name of international law?#
3. #(1) Some would argue that the answer is the Western interesi in oiJ, .that the
United States and Britain cynically exploited moral abhorrence at Saddam Hussein's
behaviour.# #(2) After all, Western countries had earlier supported Iraq in the war with
Iran, even though it was started by an illegal Iraqi act of aggression.# #(3) Douglas
Hurd, writing in The Guardian (January 24,1991) cheerfully admits the interest in oil.#
#(4) After occupying Kuwait,#(5) he argues,# Iraq controls 18% of the world's oil
reserves.# #(6) And if it were to invade Saudi Arabia, it would control 44% of the
world's oil reserves.# #(7) But, in that case, would it not have been enough to defend
Saudi Arabia and maintain the pressure on Saddam Hussein through sanctions?# #(8)
Surely, this war is doing greater damage to global oil supplies than a hard currency
starved Iraq would have done?#
4. #(1) A more plausible explanation has to do with the end of the cold war.#
#(2) This war has to be explained in terms of the collapse of the old order - not simply
in the sense that the United States was left as the only superpower, but in the more
profound sense that the collapse of the old order has far-reaching consequences for
American society and politics, that this war is a defensive reaction to the deep
disturbance caused by the end of the cold war.# #(3) To develop this explanation and
to assess the consequences of the war, it is necessary to understand how the world order
was organised up to 1989.#
S. #(1) The cold war was a way of organising global relations.# #(2) The
orthodox construction of the cold war, shared by both Left and Right, is that it was a
deep-rooted conflict between East and West.# #(3) It was the threat of military power,
deterrence, that prevented war from breaking out.# #(4) Left and Right differed only
on the nature of this conflict.# #(5) For the Right, this was a conflict between freedom
and totalitarianism.# #(6) For the Left, this was a conflict between capitalism and
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socialism.# #(7) Alternatively, for both Left and Right, this was a form of great power
rivalry. #(8) There is another way of understanding the cold war, not as a conflict but
as a kind of collusion, although the term 'collusion' perhaps implies too much
conscious purpose.# #(9) There were two distinct systems in East and West: the Fordist
variant of capitalism, and the stalinist or post-stalinist variant of socialism.# #(10) But
they were not in conflict.# #(11) They needed each other,# #(12) they complemented
each other,# #(13) they were bound together in a joint world order that defined the
period 1948-1989.#
6. #(1) The military confrontation which represented this world order has to be
viewed not as deterrence but as imaginary war.# #(2) It was not that both sides were
preparing for some future war to deter the other side.# #(3) Rather, both sides were
conducting a war in the imagination.# #(4) Day after day, in military exercises,
scenarios, games of espionage and hostile rhetoric, both sides behaved as though the
second world war had never ended.# #(5) And this had profound consequences for the
functioning of each system.# #(6) The second world war had solved certain intractable
economic and social problems.# #(7) The imaginary war, at least for the first 20 years
after the war, reproduced the solutions of the second world war.# #(8) It created a
wartime atmosphere which could be used to manage the economy and to generate social
cohesion.#
7. #(1) For the West, the imaginary war could be said to have defined the era
of Fordist capitalism.# #(2) It could be described as the Fordist method of international
political regulation.# #(3) This is not to say that it was the consequence of the rise of
Fordism (ie, the changes that were taking place during the first half of the 20th century
in capitalist methods of production).# #(4) Rather, it was a way of coping with some
of the contradictions thrown up by the rise of Fordism.# #(5) It came about not for
economic reasons but as a consequence of complex political processes.# #(6) Many of
the characteristics of the postwar period which we associate with Fordism, for example,
high levels of military spending or private consumption, could just as well be explained
in terms of the political institutions which shaped the Fordist era.#
8. #(1) The second world war had solved the problems of the 1930s
depression.# #(2) It resulted in a massive increase in government spending both in the
United States and in Europe and it created a bipartisan consensus, a sense of political
solidarity both domestically and among allies, in the pursuit of shared war aims* #(3)
Immediately after the war, the United States moved politically to the right# #(4) and
Europe moved dramatically to the left -# #(5) the prewar establishments had been
discredited by appeasement and collaboration.# #(6) Postwar elections resulted in left
governments or left-leaning coalitions in all European countries.# #(7) The United
States cut back on government spending and on financial support to its former allies,
despite the fact that the allies were economically devastated and desperate for dollars
both because of fiscal conservatism and the leftist nature of the new European
governments.#
9. #(1) The cold war was a way of recreating a bipartisan consensus and a
sense of allied solidarity, at least between America and Britain.# #(2) The New Dealers
in the United States were able to mobilise support for big government by emphasising
the Soviet threat.# #(3) The Social Democrat and Labour Parties of western Europe
were able to establish their respectability by emphasising their distance from the
communists.# #(4) And this new-found cohesion between governments in the United
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States and western Europe provided a political framework for the regulation of the
international economy (including its financial, trade, and technological aspects) and the
spread of Fordism, as well as a method whereby the US was persuaded to spend its
surplus dollars.#
10. #(1) I do not want to suggest that Stalin had nothing to do with the origins
of the cold war.# #(2) On the contrary, the occupation of eastern Europe and the brutal
behaviour of the Red Army was a vital ingredient.# #(3) It is unlikely that the West
could have done anything, at that stage, to prevent the communist takeovers in the late1940s.# #(4) Agreement on Germany and the provision of Marshall Aid without strings
might have led to a different outcome.# #(5) However, the division of Germany, the
decision to create a West German state, and the establishment of Nato provided a
legitimation for the Soviet role in eastern Europe - and vice versa.#
11. #(1) The height of the cold war was also the period which has come to be
known as the golden age of capitalism.# #(2) Detente and the new cold war in the
1970s and the 1980s can be viewed as different ways of reacting to the end of the
golden age, the faltering of the Fordist formula for capitalist expansion, and the emergence of new policies of capitalist accumulation in West Germany and Japan, based on
new post-Fordist technologies.#
12. #(1) Vietnam was the turning point.# #(2) It is no accident that 1971 was
the year of the first US trade deficit, the year that the US devalued the dollar and
abandoned the Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates, and also the year that
Nixon and Kissinger went to Moscow and initiated detente.# #(3) Vietnam was a real
war# #(4) and real wars are much more unpredictable than imaginary wars.# #(5)
Vietnam polarised political opinion instead of recreating social cohesion.# #(6)
Vietnam was expensive;# #(7) whereas, at the time of Korea, there was a dollar shortage,# #(8) and increased spending by the United States merely stimulated the American
economy,#(9) at the time of Vietnam, increased spending led to inflation and a trade
deficit.
13. #(1) From the 1970s onwards, the cold war increasingly became an obstacle
to economic and political stability.# #(2) The Atlanticist compromise was challenged
from the Left by the new social movements which emerged in the aftermath of Vietnam.# #(3) And it was criticised on the Right by neo-liberals who favoured a more
liberal form of capitalism.# #(4) American military spending no longer facilitated the
expansion of the world economy;#(5) instead it became an obstacle to fmancial
regulation.# #(6) Because military spending absorbed scientific and technological
resources, it contributed to the decline in the competitiveness of American products and,
hence, a decline in the US ability to manage the world economy.# #(7) Essentially, the
cold war preserved American power structures and so prevented the emergence of a
new set of political institutions which could regulate the post-Fordist global economy,
and which could manage and respond to the dramatic changes in the balance of the
world economy as a result of the introduction of new methods of production, especially
in Japan and Western Europe, based on the intensive use of information technologies.#
14. #(1) The imaginary war consisted of a real military confrontation, with
real soldiers, real weapons and using real resources.# #(2) The strategies, and the
weapons designed for them, that were acted out on the north German plains bore a
marked resemblance to the actual experience of the second world war.# #(3) Civil
technology changes continuously in response to changing needs as signalled in the
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market place.# #(4) Military technology changes dramatically in wartime, in response
to experience on the battlefield.# #(5) In peacetime military technology tends towards
inertia.# #(6) New inventions are applied only in so far as they fit existing missions
and strategies determined in previous wars.#
15. #(1) The second world war was a Fordist war.# #(2) A combination of
mass production and the internal combustion engine was responsible for the Allied
victory.# #(3) It was the ability of the United States and the Soviet Union to
outproduce Germany that was critical.# #(4) The monthly aircraft production of Ford's
Willow Run Factory was half the peak monthly output of the entire German airframe
industry.# #(5) The war was characterised by mobile offensive operations.# #(6) The
invention of the tank and the aircraft broke through the defensive stalemate that had
characterised the first world war.#
16. #The Korean war was very similar.# #(2) In the imaginary war in Europe,
both sides re-enacted the style and missions of the second world war.# #(3) If there
were asymmetries on both sides, this is to be explained in terms of the differences on
the Western and Eastern fronts.# #(4) It is as though they were not fighting each other
but some phantom German army.# #(5) This is particularly evident in relation to
nuclear weapons.# #(6) For the US and Britain, nuclear weapons were imagined as
terror weapons, as an extension of strategic bombing missions.# #(7) Intercontinental
missiles were viewed as pilotless bombers.# #(8) The Russians had undertaken little
bombing during the war.# #(9) (Indeed they viewed strategic bombing as barbarous).#
#(10) For them, nuclear weapons were regarded as an extension of artillery, which had
been so crucial in the second world war.#
17. #(1) The wars in Vietnam and the Middle East introduced a new dimension
into strategic calculation.# #(2) There had been an enormous increase in the accuracy
and destructiveness of all munitions, owing to the introduction of information technologies.# #(3) Attrition rates for tanks and aircraft increased greatly, sparking off a
debate about the implications of the new technologies.# #(4) One school of thought
argued that mobile, offensive operations were no longer possible and# #(5) future wars
would be more like the first world war than the second.# #(6) The best that could be
achieved in western Europe was a dispersed defensive strategy which would bog down
an offensive, in case of war, and so give time for negotiation.# #(7) These ideas were
taken up by the peace movement in the early-1980s as an alternative to reliance on
nuclear weapons.# #(8) And they also formed the basis for Gorbachev's concept of
'reasonable sufficiency' and for the way in which the negotiations on conventional force
reductions in Europe were conducted.#
18. #(1) The other school of thought argued that offensive operations remained
important and that military technology had to be designed to protect offensive missions
and to swamp the defensive with area destruction munitions.# #(2) Concepts like
Emerging Technology, AirLand Battle, or Deep Strike, involved more complex aircraft
with all sorts of electronic counter-measures for protection, the use of various kinds of
surface-to-surface and air-to-surface missiles, and a mixture of nuclear, chemical and
conventional munitions.# #(3) Some of the conventional munitions are said to be
equivalent in immediate destructiveness to nuclear weapons.#
19. #(l) The choice between these two schools of thought could not be based
on rational calculations, since these two different approaches could not be tried out in
war.# #(2) In practice, the choice was made on subjective grounds, reflecting the
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institutional preferences of military planners.# #(3) Therefore, it was the offensive
school which won the procurement battle,# #(4) and it is these new offensive
technologies which are being used in the Gulf war.# #(5) These technologies could be
said to be neo-Fordist - that is they make use of information technologies but within a
framework determined in the Fordist era.#
20. #(1) If we understand the cold war as imaginary war, a situation in
which the Fordist variant of capitalism needed the stalinist variant of socialism, in
which the two systems were propped up by a never-ending pretend confrontation, then
the collapse of communism was bound to lead to a dramatic reaction in the West.#
#(2) The Gulf war could be described as the struggle for control of the post-cold war
world order - a bid to retain American leadership, to establish a form of political
regulation of the post-Fordist world economy that retains the Fordist political
institutions.#
21. #(1) Long before the Gulf crisis, American British and French ministries
of defence were warning about the new threat from the South - the increase in missiles
and chemical weapons, the danger of fanatics, fundamentalists drug traffickers and so
forth.# #(2) In a remarkable speech, pulsating with mixed metaphors, given at Chatham
House in June 1990, George Walden, the Conservative MP, captured the revolutionary
impact of the collapse of communism on our institutions.# #(3) Walden talked about
the way in which Britain's role had been artificially inflated by the cold war:# #(4)
'What could be better calculated to raise the national spirits than a government holding
the flag high in the face of the evils of communism, the murderous follies of buffoonish
Argentinean generals, and the intrigues of the perfidious French?'#
22. #(1) 'And now it is gone,# #(2) all gone... # #(3) the communists have
thrown in the sponge and left us bouncing around in the ring looking for an opponent.#
#(4) With the exception of the Middle East,... Third World heat spots are cooling fast.'#
23. #(1) 'The question naturally arises,# #(2) what is British defence and
diplomacy for now?'# #(3) In any other sphere of life, when the demand for your
product collapses for reasons entirely beyond your control, you don't try to drum up
new custom, you wind the business down and go into something more profitable:it
24. #(1) 'But there is a disturbing feeling about that something irreversile maT
be happening in the world and it is not to Britain's advantage.# #(2) Simply put, the
fear is that... Britain's long day in the international sun may be waning; that we shall
be forced to spend less time basking on summit slopes and more time digging the
national allotment.# #(3) With the passing of the cold war and the rise of a new
Europe, a sense of hope is coupled, in the case of Britain, with a palpable sense of
loss. '#
25. #(1) If this is how the British were feeling, how much more palpable must
have been the sense of loss in the United States, how much more disturbing the feeling
that something irreversible was taking place.# #(2) So many lives, careers, and
worldviews had been vested in the cold war.# #(3) The soul-searching that went on in
the security community, in the think tanks and universities throughout the United States
in 1990 gives some hint of that 'sense of loss'.#
26. #(1) The Gulf war can be viewed as an attempt to reverse the irreversible.#
#(2) Just at the moment when the establishment figures on both sides of the Atlantic
were talking about substantial cuts in military spending, when the role of the hawkish
political leaders was being eclipsed, when the United States seemed to be floating away
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from its international role, and new self-confident Europe seemed to be on the verge
of creation, Iraq invaded Kuwait.# #(3) And the cold war procedures, routines and
language sprang back into action.# #(4) American troops were deployed more or less
according to a plan, Operation 90-1002, developed in the early-1980s to contain a
southward thrust by the Soviet Union.# #(5) Bush droned on about good and evil, right
and wrong, Hitler, Munich, appeasement, using all the same phrases that most of us
thought we had heard for the last time, after the revolutions of 1989.# #(6) European
unity disintegrated;# #(7) the British-American special relationship was revived,# #(8)
the UN went along with US actions,# #(9) and the Gulf war looked set to become the
defining moment of the post-cold war order.#
27. #(1) Empires in decline are often dangerous.# #(2) Domestic power
structures are sustained by the imperial role.# #(3) Paul Kennedy's The Rise And Fall
Of Empires struck a sensitive chord in the American body politic.# #(4) Can the Gulf
war establish a new international framework, dominated by the US, which would serve
as a mechanism for international political regulation in a post-Fordist era?# #(5)
Certainly, it is possible to envisage such an outcome.# #(6) There is something eerie
about this war.# #(7) It has been presented as remote and 'surgical' - a technological
war of such precision that only military targets are hit# #(8) and all we experience is
a TV screen demonstrating the spectacular nature of the equipment, and the helplessness
of Third World enemies.#
28. #(1) If Saddam Hussein is easily defeated, if the show is a success, and the
war does not lose its current popular appeal, then it is possible that the United States,
Britain, Israel and Saudi Arabia will establish a permanent military presence in the
Gulf.# #(2) Already the Pentagon is drawing up plans for long-term containment,
including the construction of training and recreational facilities for thousands of troops.#
#(3) Douglas Hurd has proposed the establishment of a Gulf Co-operation Council, with
Western support, to contain Arab nationalism and Islamic fundamentalism.#
29. #(1) The costs of a permanent military presence would be paid by Germany,
Japan and oil-rich Arab allies, thus siphoning off excess savings to finance the
permanent, long-term external deficits which are likely to be experienced by the US and
Britain.# #(2) It will be a neo-Fordist world in which the priorities of the Fordist era
will determine the way in which new information technologies are utilised - a world in
which the priorities are military spending and private consumption, and which is energy
and transport-intensive.# #(3) It will be a stagnating world in which the costs of
military adventures and private consumption bear most heavily on people in the Third
World via high interest rates, high oil prices and the foregone peace dividend.# #(4)
And it will be an exclusivist world in which the rich countries insulate themselves from
the pressure of migration, and the threat of terrorism.#
30. #(1) The rich countries will consolidate around the banner of democracy
against Saddam Hussein-type enemies in the Middle East, the Third world, and even
perhaps in eastern Europe and the Soviet Union.# #(2) Saddam Hussein may be
defeated and even killed but the Saddam phenomenon will survive and may even be
nurtured by the war.# #(3) This is the phenomenon of fanaticism, fundamentalism,
brutality and barbarism - a phenomenon which is a consequence of poverty, frustration
and impotence in the face of dwindling resources and the destruction of traditional
cultures, together with the readiness of the West to sell weapons and technology either
for profit or for short-term geo-political interest.# #(4) It is possible to envisage a new
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imaginary war between North and South, neo-Fordism and fundamentalism, modernity
and monstrosity.# #(5) These two distinct systems will feed upon each other through
an ongoing confrontation acted out in the Middle East.#
31. #(1) However, it could be that the Gulf war turns out to be more like
Vietnam than Korea.# #(2) It may be the last gasp of American imperialism in the face
of decline.# #(3) The Gulf war could instead mark the beginning of a kind of Western
perestroika.# #(4) First of all, it is very difficult to see how a renewed American
hegemony can be sustained economically.# #(5) This war is very expensive.# #(6)
United States military costs are estimated at $60 billion so far,# #(7) and UK military
cost amount to some £90m, almost the same as the entire 1990/1 defence budget.# #(8)
It is the most costly spectacle on earth and it cannot be repeated again this century.#
#(6) Well over half the costs are being defrayed by Germany, Japan and the Gulf
states.# #(10) How long will these countries tolerate American deficits which would
imply an intensifying global recession and an increased burden on eastern Europe and
the Third World?#
32. #(1) Secondly, it may be difficult to sustain American hegemony politically,
both for inter national and domestic reasons.# #(1) Western Europe and Japan may find
it politically difficult to fmance and support Anglo-American interventionism in the
future.# #(3) There has been reluctance in western Europe, up to now, ta support the
Anglo-American position in the Gulf.# #(4) This has prompted taunts from the British
and American press about the unwillingness of European countries to shoulder their
responsibilities.# #(5) Indeed, in Britain, the short-lived post-Thatcher pro-Europeanism
#(6) talk of political
has been dissipated in a wave of Atlanticism and jingoism
union now seems to be off the agenda.# #(7) But in other west European countries a
different conclusion is being drawn, namely that European political union, perhaps
excluding Britain, is all the more important so as to provide a check on American
behaviour, to avoid a unipolar world. #(8) In particular, in Spain, Italy and also
Germany, there is much discussion about a Mediterranean CSCE (Conference on
Security and Co-operation in Europe, better known as the Helsinki process) a long-term
institutionalised process of dialogue and negotiation about all the problems of the region
which is seen as an alternative to Hurd' Gulf Co-operation Council.#
33. #(1) The behaviour of states depends on domestic political processes.# #(2)
The success of the cold war formula had every thing to do with the way in which, at
least in the West, it commanded a broad bipartisan political consensus and incorporated
the dominant parties of the Left.# #(3) A North-South cold war formula is unlikely to
command the same kind of broad domestic support, even though for the time being, the
parties of the Left are supporting the war, at least in the United States and Western
Europe.# #(4) The new social movements of the 1970s and the 1980s emerged outside
the formal party structures precisely because of the way in which the parties of the Left,
which should have articulated new emancipatory concerns, were caught up in the
compromises of the 1940s.# #(5) Yet these movements undoubtedly have had a
profound influence on Western political culture, especially in Germany and southern
Europe where cold war attitudes are less deeply embedded and political processes have
been more decentralised.#
34. #(1) If and when the true extent of human, ecological and political costs of
this war become public, the concerns of the new movements especially about peace, the
environment, Third World poverty, gender and democracy, may well recapture the
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political agenda.# #(2) The fact that we have bombed Iraq, a rather small Third World
country, back into the 19th century or even earlier; the likelihood of continuing violence
in the Middle East; the probable Lebanisation of Iraq and Kuwait; the increasing
difficulty in finding a solution to the Palestinian problem; the increased threat of
terrorism; the erosion of democracy - all these issues will stimulate opposition to a
long-term North-South confrontation.#
35. #(1) Political transitions are always ways chaotic.# #(2) They are periods
of political experimentation.# #(3) The old order has collapsed.# #(4) New ways of
organising global relations are tried out.# #(5) It is rather like competition in the
market place,# #(6) only the costs of failure are very much higher, involving violence
and anarchy.# #(7) The Soviet Union is disintegrating.# #(8) The US is in decline.#
#(9) A European political union is perhaps in the making# #(10) but it is doubtful
whether a European political union would act as a superpower 4 #(11) the task of
coordinating military efforts, of 'speaking with a single voice', may not even be worth
attempting.# #(12) A new Pax Europa or even Pax Japanica is difficult to envisage
for all sorts of historical and geopolitical reasons.#
36. #(1) It may be that, in this interdependent world, the very notion of great
powers, in the traditional sense, cannot work.# #(2) In the postwar period, international
institutions have, after all, played a much greater role than previously, albeit dominated
by the United States, and, to a lesser extent, the Soviet Union.# #(3) It is difficult to
see how any of the dramatic problems of the modern world thrown up by the
exhaustion of Fordism - can be solved unless there is some sort of cooperation among
major and lesser powers and some sort of political involvement of those groups and
movements that articulate concern about these global problems.# #(4) Unless this
happens, if deep discontent is marginalised and excluded, if there is no access global
power structures, then the future looks bleak.#
37. #(1) But it will be very difficult to construct a new post-Fordist (as opposed
to neo-Fordist) global order that has some chance of stability.# #(2) It will necessitate
a reform of political structure especially international institutions like the United
Nations or the IMF.# #(3) And this is unlikely to happen unless there is a European
political union and unless Europe and Japan play a more autonomous international
role.# #(4) It will necessitate a fundamental self-questioning and transformation of the
dominant parties of the Left and a rearrangement of the domestic political spectrum.#
38. #(1) For the next few years at least, the real messy world is likely to be
unpredictable.# #(2) Or rather, the most that one can predict is that the 1990s will be
a period of yet more bumps and twists, swerves and U-turns, and unexpected
developments.# #(3) Whether and how we can emerge from these turbulent times,
depends on the kind of political debates, actions choices and alliances that are worked
out during this period in the Unite States, Japan, the Middle East and especially here
in Europe.#
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Text-4
"Nations In The Thaw"
BY: Neal Ascherson

1. #(1) Before venturing to describe the new world order, or disorder, we have
to clarify our sense of what the order was like, and to value it.# #(2) Essentially, we
are talking about the cold war period, so brilliantly analyzed by Mary Kaldor under the
rubric of 'imaginary war',# #(3) and as far as Europe and relations between the Soviet
Union and the United States are concerned, I have little to add.# #(4) But how should
we evaluate the cold war's impact on the world outside Europe and North America on the world which emerged from the second world war still largely in the condition
of colonialism?# #(5) Speaking the other day to the Catholic Institute for International
Relations, Noam Chomsky argued that the impact was entirely negative:# #(6) 'the
cold war was a war primarily conducted against the Third World'.# #(7) This seems
to me to beg a hundred questions.# #(8) For, if that departed order can be allowed any
saving graces, it was in that area that they might be found.# #(9) During the cold war,
and to a great extent because of it, the colonial world achieved political independence.#
2. #(1) War and cold war had some progressive effects within the colonial
empires.# #(2) At the economic level, prices of strategic raw materials soared and led
to a rise in cash earnings:# #(3) in Africa and Asia, large numbers of people acquired
a certain purchasing power and savings.# #(4) As these prices fluctuated, for example
after the end of the Korean war boom, there was widespread unrest - often in resistance
to well-meant price stabilisation funds set up by the colonial power 4 #(5) and out of
this unrest arose movements which were to become nationalist parties and national
liberation struggles.# #(6) Secondly, the zone of tension between the Soviet Union and
the West allowed national liberation movements to play one side off against the other:#
#(7) on the one hand, fear of `communism' induced some colonial powers to make
political concessions,# #(8) while on the other the Soviet Union often provided political
support, arms and training to these movements.# #(9) Frelimo in Mozambique is one
example of a movement which owes its success to cold war tensions.#
3. #(1) But the old order has certainly collapsed.# #(2) A bipolar world has
become, through the implosion of the Soviet Union, a monopolar one.# #(3) Nobody
expected this:# #(4) we can all remember the period of China-mania in the United
States in the 1970s, and the anticipation of a `tripolar world'.# #(5) What became of
that?# #(6) The general expectation was, though, that bipolarism would endure but
soften its nature.# #(7) The whole Helsinki framework was established on the
assumption that the West and the Soviet Union would retain their spheres of influence,
especially in Europe, but that the application of their hegemonies would become milder
and more tolerant, and that a series of negotiations and security agreements would
steadily remove the possibility of East-West conflict.# #(8) However, the cold war
ended quite differently and unexpectedly, as one superpower withdrew from the contest
and resigned its control over its zone of Europe.# #(9) The United States is left as the
only global superpower, in effect.#
4. #(1) What does the war against Iraq tell us about how the United States
will exercise this unexpected freedom of action in the world?# #(2) I think, by the way,
that we can dismiss the idea of a new, competing superpower in the shape of the
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European Community of the future.# #(3) As a huge block of population and economic
strength, the Community will be formidable.# #(4) Politically, however, I would
foresee a `Germanisation' of the EC, in the sense that the present German wish to avoid
active external commitments and to concentrate on internal development will become
the passive, defensive ethic of a Community which will attempt to build walls between
itself and the turbulence of the outside world.#
5. #(1) One view of the quality of a monopolar world, based on the Gulf crisis,
would be optimistic.# #(2) For the first time, the United Nations would be able to
operate effectively as the guarantor of a law-bound international order, with the United
States acting as its enforcement arm against aggressors.# #(3) A new world order,
indeed.# #(4) A less hopeful view is that the United States will now be able to use
force, if necessary, to apply its national interests throughout the world without fear of
challenge, and to tow the United Nations obediently behind it.# #(5) Backyards,
incidentally, remain backyards.# #(6) Few can seriously suppose that removal of the
Soviet 'threat' in Latin America will lead to a fundamental revision of American policy
and behaviour in that part of the world, whatever slogans will now be used to justify
armed interventions and de-stabilisation.# #(7) The feebleness of American reaction to
the terrible events in the Baltic republics, moreover, relates as much to an unspoken
compact about backyards as to concern to retain Soviet support for the anti-Saddarn
coalition.#
6. #(1) But of course, this 'new order' may not be monopolar at all.# #(2)
There are new analyses - German and American- which suggest that we are now
leaving such a world, not entering it: that the cold war, falsely represented as a balance
of terror between two superpowers, was in reality the period of almost challenged
American global dominations.# #(3) The United States, in economic decline, will now
retire into isolation leaving an increasingly chaotic 'world disorder' to its own devices.#
#(4) If this hypothesis is true then the enormous international coalition against Iraq,
under American leadership, is the end of a epoch not the beginning of a new one.#
7. #(1) In one view, the 'imaginary war' must continue, substituting new
adversaries for the cold war enemy# #(2) and in this sense the Gulf war would be
compared to the Korean war - as the conflict which defines the new world order.# #(3)
But the cold war's neat polarities can hardly be carried on:# #(4) it takes two to make
a war, hot or cold.# #(5) The 1980s suggested that new scarecrow-targets were being
constructed to take the place of the Soviet Union.# #(6) 'Fundamentalism', Islamic and
otherwise, has been one of these.# #(7) A more likely and lasting target, however, will
be a demonised view of nationalism.# #(8) If it is true, as I believe, that nationalism
in its variety of forms remains the main political dynamic of the human race, then it is
disconcerting that we hear little but wholesale condemnation of it.# #(8) Nationalism
was, is and will be: it is, as Tom Nairn put it, the Janus-face looking at once forward
to liberation and progress and backward to reactionary and often mythical notions of
the past;# #(9) it is a force which should never be identified with the nation-state, a
concept which nationalism has for a time inhabited, as a hermit crab inhabits a shell,
but is evidently beginning to evacuate as the sovereign nation-state shows clear sign of
obsolescence. #(10) How is it possible that the distinction between nation and state still
escapes intelligent people on the British Left?# (11) To hear Scotland, for example,
referred to as 'England' is a venerable howler which does at least represent the unequal
nature of a relationship.# #(12) But there is no excuse for those who confuse 'England'
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(nation) with 'Britain' (the multi -national state).#
8. #(1) In the new world order, it may well be that nationalism functions as
the opposition to that order, the main source of resistance and challenge to large and
more or less integrated blocks of power.# #(2) Masked by the cold war, it has in practice fulfilled that function for a long time.# #(3) But the matter is more complicated.#
#(4) There is a sense in which the existence of nationalism, or more accurately, of oldfashioned nation-states on the periphery, can be convenient to hegemonic power-blocs.#
9. #(1) The 'Bantustan effect' is a system by which a developed and dominating
core area surrounds itself by poor and backward 'sovereign' states.# #(2) They are used
as reserves of migrant labour and raw materials, to which the developed centre can
export its unemployment when necessary:# #(3) the importance of sovereignty is that
a Bantustan carries political responsibility for handling the consequences of economic
down turn while the developed centre carries little or none.# #(4) In South Africa, the
satellite states had to be created.# #(5) In the European Community, during the years
of the 1960s and 1970s they already existed in the Balkans and elsewhere, as they exist
for the States in Latin America.#
10. #(1) In other words, the West has an interest in the maintenance of
nationalism but only in its most backward form: the sovereign nation-state, so long as
it is powerless, dependent and relatively small.# #(2) The engine of these systems is
the 'labour pump', the device which South Africans used to call 'influx control', which
ensures that migrant labour circulates and can be pumped back to its Bantustan when
no longer required.#
11. #(1) But the pump leaks.# #(2) Germany, hoped to keep all its immigrant
force as contract labour, has acquired a huge Turkish settled population.# #(3) The
same has happened in the white urban areas of South Africa, and in many regions of
the United States.# #(4) The project of exporting social responsibility frontiers is
rapidly breaking down# #(5) and immigration from the Third World, from eastern
Europe and possibly the Soviet Union will be the major phenomenon of the next
quarter-century and a central problem for any new order.#
12. #(1) In the longer term no effective barriers can be devised.# #(2) Tighter
immigration controls, visa restrictions, a shrinking of the right of asylum, cannot do
more than reduce the rate of immigration.# #(3) The idea that immigration discouraged
by investment programmes paid for by the West and intended to make poor countries
staying in cannot possibly work, given the inconceivable sums of money would be
required, except - may be- in eastern Europe.# #(4) Meanwhile, the attractions of North
America and western Europe as a destination will increase.# #(5) The price of a ticket,
not by purchase, but as part of some loan struck with small charter airlines or labour
contractors, is beginning to be accessible to millions of small peasants or urban workers
in Asia and Africa.#
13. #(1) As this inflow increases- a population movement which can only be
compared to the millennial westward movement of peoples into Europe which ended
with the defeat of the Mongols - a final answer will be given to our absorbing little
debate about European identity.# #(2) The nation will certainly survive longer, as an
enduring but Protean idea.# #(3) But to visualise the nation stripped both of is
territorial significance and of its ethnic assumptions is to ask too much of the
imagination.# #(4) We will have to wait and see.
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Text-5
"The Mirror of Unreason"
BY: Kevin Robins

1. #(1) It is just two years since Francis Fukuyama announced the triumph of
the Western idea.# #(2) With the total exhaustion of viable systematic alternatives, he
told us, the ascendancy of western modernity and its universal culture was unchallenged
and unchallengeable.# #(3) With the war now raging in the Middle East we might feel
tempted to question such certainty.# #(5) Not Fukuyama.#
2. #(1) For him, the Gulf war is no more than the challenge of a criminal to
society.# #(2) 'We inhabitants of the post-historical world',#(3) he trumpets#, 'will
have to keep in mind that the truly fundamental transformations in world politics are
not going on in a desolate Middle Eastern desert, but back in cette vielle Europe which
was the cradle of the idea of human freedom'.#
3. #(1) This is more than just crass.# #(2) Fukuyama's confidence in the
superiority, and the supremacy, of western modernity should be seen as dangerously
blind and arrogant.# #(3) Of course, we can see Saddam as a gangster and a bully, the
'violent boy from Al-Ouja'.# #(4) Popular psychological accounts in the press tell of
a child who was beaten by his step-father and who turned into a self-important,
paranoid and sadistic adult.#
4. #(1) On a more epic scale, we can imagine how this emotionally crippled
child mutated into a second Hitler.# #(2) His evil and bestial nature stands directly
opposed to our just and civilised culture.# #(3) And don't forget his militant religion:#
#(4) Islamic fanaticism and fundamentalism can never be reconciled with (our) Reason
and Truth and Enlightenment.#
5. #(1) And so, as so often before, we have the encounter of good and evil.#
#(2) Saddam represents the forces of irrational barbarism that must always be contained
and controlled by the forces of reason and sanity.# #(3) And once again, of course, it
is up to cette vielle Europe and its civilizational offspring, America, to slay the dragon,
to vanquish the alien;# #(4) these UN crusaders must take on the 'beast of Baghdad'
and his 'empire of terror'.# #(5) Reason, universal reason, must be made to prevail in
the new world order even, or perhaps, especially, in that desolate Middle Eastern
desert.#
6. #(1) The terror that has ruled in Iraq under Saddam' s regime is tragically
clear.# #(2) The atrocities are grimly recorded and documented in reports by Amnesty
International and Middle East Watch and in Samir al-Khalil's Republic Of Fear.# #(3)
There can be no understatement;# #(4) we cannot describe these events as other than
ev il .#
7. #(1) But let us not stop here in our excoriations.# #(2) Remember where
many of Saddam' s weapons of destruction originated:# #(3) Britain, the United States,
France, Germany, Switzerland and Italy have all played a part in developing his nuclear,
chemical and ballistic capabilities.# #(4) Remember the West's complicity with Iraq
when Iran was its Satan.# #(5) And remember, too, the lessons in scientific death that
we in the West have given throughout this bloody century.#
8. #(1) It is too easy to project all the evil outwards into that desert and then
to believe that all is well in our own garden.# #(2) Whatever the substance of the case
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against him, there still remains something fundamentally obscurantist in the
demonisation of Saddam.# #(3) Accusations against his criminality and bestiality are
related to the desire to purify our own culture and civilisation.#
9. #(1) To see him as the embodiment of irrationality is to be certain of our
own rational cause and motives.# #(2) Which is to say that defences are being erected
to protect the integrity of Western culture, of the Western idea.# #(3) The symbolic
damnation of Saddam-Hitler may then reveal a great deal about the fears and anxieties,
and maybe even the guilt, of this post-historical world.# #(4) It may reflect something
disturbing at the heart of western modernity and rationality.#
10. #(1) Two distinct, though interrelated, forces have shaped modern Western
culture and identity.# #(2) The first, associated with the European Enlightenment, has
been the centrality of reason as the constitutive principle of modernity itself.# #(3) The
Enlightenment was about the dissolution of 'pre-modern' custom and tradition, and its
replacement by a more formal and rational management of economic and political life.#
#(4) Above all, instrumental and purposive rationality has been at the heart of the whole
project of Western science and technology which has, over the last two centuries,
transformed the natural and social orders.#
11. #(1) The second force defming the modern West has been the intensive and
intense encounter with other cultures brought about by imperialist expansion.# #(2)
Something new was developing in the 19 th century, argues the historian Albert
Hourani,# #(3) something 'created by the vast expansion of the European mind and
imagination so as to appropriate all existing things.'#
12. #(1) In this quest to appropriate the world the West learned to define its
own uniqueness against the other, against `non-Europe'.# #(2) If the political reality
has always been one of conflict and disunity, the construction of an imaginary Orient
helped to give unity and coherence to the idea of the West.# #(3) This Orient was,
moreover a mirror in which Europe (and subsequently America) could see reflected its
own supremacy.# #(4) In learning to account for its difference from non-Europe, it also
had to account for this supremacy, for the unquestionable success it had in imposing
its hegemony on 'inferior' cultures.#
13. #(1) Fundamental to both its difference and its inherent superiority, #(2) it
seemed#, was the principle of rationality.# #(3) It was on the basis of this rationality,
embodied in modern science and technology, that cette vielle Europe had triumphed
throughout the world, had made itself the universal point of reference.# #(4) This
rationality it came to see as the basis of a universal culture; the justification for its
claim to define universal values, to define its values as universal.#
14. #(1) Modernity is defined against pre-modernity, reason against irrationality
and superstition,# #(2) and this divide is mapped on to a symbolic geography that
counterposes the West and its Orient.# #(3) Its Orient, because if 'the West' did not
exist, then the Orient could not exist either.# #(4) It is 'the West' that has given both
existence and identity to 'the Orient'.# #(5) And the existence and identity it has
bestowed is one of constitutive inferiority and deficit.#
15. #(1) Oriental culture is a subaltern culture, conceived through the very
process of its subjugation and subordination to the universal culture.# #(2) And it is
a culture defined by what it lacks (modernity, rationality, universality);# #(3) its
'otherness' is defined in terms of the backwardness, the irrationality and the
particularity of its values.#
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16. #(1) This confrontation has assumed its most intense and confrontational
form in the encounter with Islam.# #(2) Since the time of the crusades, the relation
between Muslims and Christians has been founded on mistrust, misgivings and
misunderstandings.# #(3) In the Middle East, the experience of modernity and
modernisation could only be negotiated in the context of a long history of colonial and
missionary activities.# #(4) In this region, it was an involuntary experience, another
kind of crusading invasion, and it involved a deep sense of despair and humiliation.#
17. #(1) Hourani describes a sense of secondariness in contemporary Arab
identity:# #(2) 'It is no longer to have a standard of values of one's own, not to be
able to create but only to imitate; and so not even to imitate correctly, since that also
needs a certain originality.# #(3) 'In the face of self-proclaimed Western universalism,
Islamic and Arabic culture was shaken to its foundation.#
18. #(1) Within the terms of this self-proclaiming universal culture, moreover,
there could be no escape from this degradation.# #(2) Islam was inferior in its very
essence.# #(3) In Western eyes (though contrary to historical evidence), it was
constituted as a conservative culture, a culture of dogmatism and fanaticism.# #(4)
History and progress were possible only in the West.# #(5) Islam, by contrast, was a
static culture, an eternally medieval and feudal culture;# #(6) it was the culture of
impossible modernisation.# #(7) And it could not be otherwise.#
19. #(1) It could not be otherwise because the very difference and supremacy
of the West were constructed around this image of Arab and Islamic otherness.# #(2)
'Our' civilisation was defined against 'their' barbarism;# #(3) 'our' beauty against
'their' bestiality.# #(4) If that irrational culture had access to our rationality and
science, what would be the implications for the Western sense of difference and uniqueness?# #(5) If that backward culture could modernise itself, where would we then
find the mirror to reflect our superiority.#
20. #(1) This unthinkable predicament of modernity in the Orient is what now
confronts the West in the Gulf.# #(2) In this war, Saddam is assaulting the norms that
have defined Western uniqueness and superiority;# #(3) he is violating the boundaries
that have differentiated rationality and irrationality, Western modernity and the premodern Orient.# #(4) He has armed himself with the munitions of modernity, not only
with 'conventional arms', but also with an arsenal of nuclear, biological and chemical
weapons.#
21. #(1) But he is by nature - by his Arab and Oriental nature- irrational.# #(2)
When equipped with the scientific instruments of warfare, Saddam's inherent
irrationality can only become explosive;# #(3) with modern technologies he is a
monstrous and psychotic force.# #(4) The armies of Reason, the allies of the post-historical world, must then suppress this crazed Unreason.# #(5) They must outlaw the
'mad dog'.# #(6) They must crush what defence secretary Tom King has called Iraq's
'monstrous military machine'.# #(7) What cannot be tolerated is the monster that
pretends to modernity.#
22. #(1) We have imagined Saddam in terms which stand diametrically opposed
to our civilisation and culture.# #(2) We have imagined him as absolutely, and
monstrously, 'other'.# #(3) To see him in this way has made it possible - has made it
logical and rational - to set fire to the night skies of Iraq.# #(4) But is that what
Saddam is? #(5) Is he the primitive and irrational alien?# #(6) Might there not be
reason in his madness?#
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23. #(1) Saddam uses our weapons, the weapons that we have sold him, and he
uses them like us, in a rational and calculating way.# #(2) He is a cunning military
strategist:# #(3) he has a 'game plan' for the war, and, according to General Colin
Powell, he is 'resourceful' and 'ingenious' in implementing it.# #(4) Saddam embodies
the aspirations and logic of modernity.# #(5) He is modernity as it now exists in that
part of the world.# #(6) Saddam is a mirror - a distorting mirror perhaps, but a mirror
nonetheless - reflecting an image of us.#
24. #(1) The West does not like what it sees in that mirror.# #(2) But let us
be clear about just what it is that it is seeing.# #(3) It is the monstrous side of its own
modernity,# #(4) it is the irresistible spread of its own project, a project that has been
marked by both rationality and violence.# #(5) Saddam is not an alien monster, a
monster against modernity, but rather a monster born of modernity, a monster within
modernity.# #(6) As the Liberal Democrat leader, Paddy Ashdown, unwittingly
intimated, 'we are now haunted by a monster which we helped to create'.# #(7) This
is the paradoxical truth that we cannot stomach.#
25. #(1) Many commentators have described the creation of a Frankenstein's
monster in Iraq.#(2) Like Mary Shelley's creature, Saddam is a monster created through
the global spread of modernity.# #(3) In him, too, our fear of modernity's monstrous
aspect is projected onto an elemental hatred of the 'other'.# #(4) Saddam must be a
race apart.#
26. #(1) If Iraq is in the process of modernisation, then it is an alien kind of
modernity that can never be acceptable to the civilised world.# #(2) Like
Frankenstein's monster, Saddam must be banned from civilisation.# #(3) Only through
his exclusion can reason be reclaimed in the name of universal progress and humanity.#
#(4) And so the 'smart' technologies of Western reason are now being mobilised to
smash the 'other' .#
27. #(1) Saddam is, nonetheless, a part of modernity.# #(2) Can we ignore the
reality that, in this global culture, there is no place that modernity has not reached?# (3)
How can we continue to de-link the 'other' from the project of modernity?# #(4)
Saddam's means of war are products of modern science and technology, as are those
even more lethal systems being unleashed against him by the Western allies.# #(5) It
is difficult for us to acknowledge that violence and destruction, on both sides, are
expressions of 'rational' behaviour; that 'reason' may be at the heart of violence.#
28. #(1) If Saddam's third-world modernity is contaminated by a direct and
brutal violence, the military exploits of post-historical modernity are, by contrast,
clinical, surgical and sanitised.# #(2) We are fascinated by the way our 'smart
weapons' are mobilised to 'knock out' and 'take apart', to 'neutralise' and 'cleanse',
enemy targets in what is called the 'theatre' of Iraq and Kuwait.# #(3) We are seduced
by what science can do in the name of freedom and civilisation.# #(4) What distinguishes us from Saddam is our superior, perhaps supreme, ability to screen out the
death and mutilation.# #(5) It is this that makes us more advanced. #(6) We are
simply better at being modern.#
29. #(1) The allies, #(2) George Bush tells us#, are 'on the side of God'.# #(3)
'I have resolved all moral questions in my mind',#(4) he says#, #(5) 'this is black
versus white, good versus evil'.# #(6) With our moral rectitude our modernity and
military science, we look set to prevail against the evil Saddam and his ramshackle
modernity.# #(7) The Western idea will stumble on.# #(8) Its post-history will be
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driven by the same fantasies and phobias as its wretched and ravaging history.# #(9)
White versus black.# #(10) Good versus evil.# (11) Us against them.# #(12) But at
what cost?#
30. #(1) The Spanish reporter, Alfonso Roja, describes a woman in Baghdad,#
#(2) her eyes smouldering, shouting down at a crowd of Western journalists: 'Is this
what you call Western civilisation?'#
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Appendix C: Text -6
His majesty King Hussein's Letter to President Saddam Hussien
The white Paper,1991
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Appendix C: Text -8
"Cutting the Palestinian Cloth to Fit the American Coat"
Dr. Assa'd Abdulralunan, Jordan University
Al-Dostour, March, 16, 1991
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Text-6E
DOCUMENT VIII

His Majesty King Hussein's Letter to
President Saddam Hussein, Sep., 1990
(1) I have just returned from the Rabat meeting to which I was invited by King
Hasan II and President Chadli Benjedid. The subject of the meeting was the crisis in
the Gulf a crisis which has become that of the entire Arab Nation, since the fateful
day of August 2nd, when Iraqi troops occupied Kuwait, and precipitated the slide
towards the abyss. These events have given rise to an ongoing and ever increasing
sense of anxiety as we perceive the gains which our nation has struggled to achieve
since the early part of this century threatened with total obliteration. They also take
place in the immediate post cold-war period, when the world is moving towards a new
era with the emergence of a New World Order, and the establishment of new rules for
the international game which are quite different from those of the period which has just
passed.
(2) As this new situation began to emerge, and with it the first signs of a new
era of hope and promise, the current crisis erupted in the Gulf, developing in such a
way as to constitute the first real test of the intentions of the world community. I say
the world community because the crisis of the Gulf revolves around oil, which is
required by all the peoples of the world and which has now more than at any previous
time in this new era came to assume an unparalleled centrality, as all people of the
globe strive to achieve a world of peace, cooperation and creative activity with the aim
of improving the life of man, and eliminating the kind of confrontations and conflicts
which have up till now had such a debilitating effect.
(3) In this new era, therefore, our region has come to be of the utmost
importance to the world, not only because of its location, its huge area and the size of
its markets, but also because of its vast oil reserves which are estimated to constitute
two thirds or more of total global reserves. This international interest in our region is
reflected in various ways, the most important of which is the desire for stability in the
region within a general framework which is acceptable to the industrial super powers.
This framework includes an attempt to control its economic, social, military, scientific
and cultural development, so that it remains consistent with the polices and ambitions
of the industrialised countries. It also involves these countries strengthening their
relations with non-Arab neighbouring states in the region such that these countries
remain able to threaten, destabilize and blackmail the Arabs, either through their ability
to control the water resources flowing into Arab land, or, as in the case of Israel,
through their potential for military aggression, and continued expansion at the expense
of Arab territory, or through the ambitions of some of these countries to eliminate the
Arab national dimension and the dream of a united Arab nation, by destroying Arab
identity under the guise of religion, or by rupturing the Arab body politic through the

I The opening and the closing greetings, and personal addresses are not translated in this
personal letter in order to accord with the overall plan of political discourse analysis,
i.e., to be an analyzed as a text. (See the original text in Arabic, Appendix C).
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partition of the area on ethnic lines.
(4) Against this background, whose precise details I am sure no one can be more
aware of than yourself, there erupted the Gulf crisis. This gave the great industrial
powers a golden opportunity to reorganize the region according to their own evil
designs and in terms of their own goals and interests at the expense of the goals and
interests of the people of the Arab world. This crisis provided them with an
opportunity to establish the rules of the international game, in order to fix the modus
operandi with our region in the new era2.
(5) It should be evident that dangers inherent in this orientation threaten
everything our nation has achieved -- however modest -- up till now. Whatever our
reservations regarding the way the Arab Order functioned up till 2/8/1990, they do not
justify sacrificing the entire achievements of our nation. More importantly they do not
justify sacrificing the many achievements which Iraq has accomplished under your
leadership, as a result of which Iraq has become truly a source of pride and self-respect
for the Arabs, and which have enshrined your country in the hearts of the Arab people
as a source of hope and expectation for their advancement and progress, allowing them,
in turn, to assume the status amongst the people of the world to which they are entitled.
(6) This is not only my opinion. It is also the opinion of his Majesty King
Hasan II and President Chadli Benjedid, and certainly the opinion of the Arab masses.
Because Iraq occupies this exceptional position in the hearts of the Arabs, we are
constrained to believe that it is no more the property of itself, and that its leadership
does not only belong to itself; rather, both Iraq and its leadership, have become the
property of all the people of the Arab world. This is why we feel genuinely anxious
for Iraq and its leadership, and sense that it is absolutely necessary to protect and
preserve them. It is our right to express our opinion on what is happening in order to
avoid -- may Allah forbid — a catastrophe, which, if it should befall Iraq, will befall us
all.
(7) On the basis of this understanding and analysis which I share with His
Majesty King Hasan II and President Chadli Benjedid, in the light of the development
of the crisis and our full awareness of its complications and ramifications, and given
our heartfelt concern for the preservation of Iraq and what it represents, I was entrusted
by these two leaders to ask your Excellency the following question, as the prelude to
a new and sincere collective Arab effort, in the hope that you might provide us with a
swift response. What are the specific, reasonable and acceptable demands of Iraq from
Kuwait, either with regard to its borders and Iraq's need for access to the deep waters
of the Gulf, or with regard to debts, and financial compensation relating to the
Rumailah oilfield, or anything else should it exist? In other words, what are the Iraqi
demands in their final, reasonable and realistic form from Kuwait, which will be
acceptable to the Arab Leaders whom I met with before my last visit to you, such that
they can be taken up by the three of us? Given these, we can try to convince the party
concerned and the other Arab leaders, and reach an Arab solution to the problem before
it is too late; before we lose the opportunity, which I genuinely fear losing, and before

2 This statement by His Majesty's cites the analysis of his excellency President Saddarn
Hussein before the war regarding the future of the Arab World. This is used by His
Majesty as an incentive for President Saddam Hussein to accept a peaceful
settlement of the crisis (see Arabic text).
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the situation slides into a destructive military confrontation, which will cause
catastrophic losses, not only to Iraq, which is the hope and expectation of the Arab
world, but also to the entire Arab Nation.
(8) I am sure that Your Excellency knows that we are committed to the principle
of the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by force, not only because this is
principle is internationally accepted, but also, with regard to our situation in confronting
Zionist avidity and the current Israeli occupation of Arab territories. Therefore, any
negligence in complying with this principle (especially in our area) will constitute a
dangerous precedent, which will be exploited by Israel, to threaten the security and even
the very existence of Jordan, as well as Arab national security in general. As you know,
there is an Arab consensus regarding adherence to this principle, which states the
unacceptability of the acquisition of territory by force, especially if it leads to the
elimination of a state which is a member of the Arab League and the United Nations.
Surely, it will not escape your memory that this situation is the first of its kind in the
context of the new circumstances prevailing in the world. It is a situation that cannot
be tolerated by anyone because, if it is, it will become a precedent that may encourage
others in other regions to follow suit. This will lead to the eruption of conflicts and
instability in many areas, at a time when the world is trying to resolve conflicts and not
produce them. It is this which explains the widespread acceptance and support of the
international community for the position of the United States, which, as we all know,
has its own hidden agenda, which is quite different from its stated objective of
achieving an Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait and the restoration of the legitimate
government.
(9) It is important that your Excellency should know that the majority of Arabs
truthfully fear for Iraq-- this new phenomenon, with its scientific, human, military and
material capabilities-- and they have the right to do so. Their fear for Iraq, in which
we have placed so many hopes, has reached a point where many have come to believe
that it has fallen into a trap which has been set for it, thus creating the opportunity that
has been awaited by the nation's enemies for a long time to strike and destroy Iraq
under the guise of helping Kuwait, and in the name of international legitimacy. But
they are, in fact, trying to destroy Iraq, to crush the hopes of our Arab nation-- for this
is what Iraq represents-- and to destroy our people's renewed self-confidence.
(10)! personally realized this fact from the outset of the crisis, and I therefore
started working strenuously, and to the best of my efforts, in order to reach an Arab
solution and to thwart the plots against Iraq, and against the Arab nation. Obstacles
have been and still are being put in my way. Matters have deteriorated more rapidly
than in any previous crisis of this nature, and the region is now on the verge of
catastrophe. In fact, I do not see much time left for us; we are racing against time to
avoid a disaster, which, should it befall us -- may Allah forbid-- will present the party
which we fought against for eight years with the opportunity of becoming, through the
rage and desperation which comes of defeat, the heir to Iraq. It will thus be allowed
to strike the knockout blow against everything which Iraq defended on the behalf of
Arab nation, and for the sake of which the Iraqi people made the most costly sacrifices,
which they offered with unstinting generosity.
(11) The war, if it should start, will inevitably in the end be won by one side,
no matter how greatly the loses that side suffers. But the real loser in this war will be
ourselves, the Arabs, who believe in our nation's right to life, whether in Iraq or in any
part of our great Arab nation.
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(12) If, however, we manage with the help of Allah to avoid such a war, and to
achieve an Arab solution, then Iraq will have accomplished an enormous amount,
despite the painful losses that have accompanied the crisis. Iraq will have succeeded
in preserving the achievements of its people and the Arab nation, it will have solved
the problem with Iran, and will have successfully drawn attention to the gap between
rich and poor in the Arab world. It will have established this issue at the national level
in the consciousness of the Arab people, and will even have gained support and
understanding for this internationally. Iraq will also have attained its legitimate
demands which were the basis of its dispute with Kuwait, and will have succeeded in
embarrassing the international community which has neglected the Palestine question,
thus forcing it to assume its responsibility in exactly the same way as it has done with
regard to Kuwait, in its commitment to implementing United Nations' resolutions.
Finally Iraq will have deprived our enemies of the opportunity to take advantage of the
divisions between us. But, more important than all of this, if we can reach a
peaceful resolution within an Arab framework, we will enter into a new Arab era in
which things will never be the same as they were before. Will Allah help us all in
protecting these achievements? The answer is yes. Let us suppose we are able to
achieve a peaceful resolution within an Arab framework__ a resolution which is
acceptable to all parties concerned, a resolution which respects the wish of the Kuwaitis
to decide freely what they want, a resolution which confirms our consistency as well
as that of Iraq, when, under your leadership, it courageously upholds the principle of
the inadmissibility of Arab resorting to force against Arab, and of each Arab State,
however small it may be, enjoying the same rights as all other Arab states whatever
their size, a resolution which demonstrates that the Iraqi occupation of Kuwait was no
more than an act of self-defence, and was not meant as an act of expansion or
hegemony, and a resolution which rectifies what happened, contains the crisis, paves
the way to its solution, restores confidence between our brother Arabs, establishes the
basis of stability in the region and organizes the Arabs at the beginning of this new era
of promise. If we are able to do all this, I believe that it is within our capacity to
protect and build on these achievements.
(13) I have supported you truthfully, honestly and faithfully, as I have never
supported anyone before, due to the magnanimity, nobility of descent, genuine
patriotism and true virtue which I found in you. I believe that you realize all of this'.
(14) This crisis has revealed many facts, the most bitter of which was that my
country and myself were the victims of cheap intrigues carried out by our brothers. The
'heroes' of these intrigues were a group of our brothers in collaboration with others
from outside the area's_ something which largely explains the hostile attitudes adopted
towards us. These brothers propagated rumours that the Jordanian, Iraqi and Yemeni
leadership were conspiring against their countries, governments and resources.
(15) Like Yemen, Jordan and myself have suffered as badly as you and our
beloved Iraq. Therefore, will you respond positively and do what is in the interests of
yourself, your country and your people, whom you have united and led, and who have
willingly and generously sacrificed their own lives? From the bottom of my heart, I
3 His Majesty the King is alluding to Jordanian support for Iraq during the Iran-Iraq war.
4 His Majesty the King is alluding to the rumours which were spread prior to the Gulf
War regarding alleged Jordanian plans for territorial expansion.
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hope for your positive response.
(16) When I bade you farewell last time I had the honour of meeting you, I told
you to call me in case you needed any help. I left Baghdad for Jordan anxious and
saddened because I was hoping to pursue my attempts to prevent the deterioration in
the situation which has been going on ever since. Will you listen to my call and the call
of every sincere Arab before it is too late? Can we work together to regain those
friends whom we have lost since the crisis started, and to gain new ones? You have
brothers who suffer more than you do, through their fear of the dangers that are
threatening yourself, Iraq and the Arab Nation. Will you give us the opportunity to act
to rectify the situation and open the channels of dialogue between yourself and Arab
leaders in the Gulf, who were utterly shocked by what happened, and consequently fell,
as Iraq did, into the trap of a large and growing foreign military presence.
(17) I address these question to you in writing; I do not believe that you will
ignore the weight of historic responsibility your response entails. Should you give
positive responses, I will be pleased to meet with you to receive them directly. On the
other hand, if you wish to convey them through an envoy, I hope you will do so soon
as possible. If you consider otherwise, then there is "no power except in Allah". In
this case, I would see no point in contacting you again, in order not to be forced to
admit that there is no hope of an Arab solution. It is this that I was persistently asked
to say, but I refused, along with the other leaders whom I lately visited, in order not to
allow such an admission to be taken as the justification for an overwhelming and
carefully planned offensive, and to avoid being the cause of a fate which we fear will
be utterly devastating.
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Text-7E
"The Search for Peace and International
Interests in the Region"
(1) America's shared interests with Israel derive largely from its bitter conflict
with the Soviet Union during the cold war. One of the contradictions of this conflict
was the fact that the strategic balance between the two superpowers effectively deprived
each of them of the possibility of the direct use of force against the other, since this
would have resulted in the annihilation of both. There could be nothing of sufficient
importance to either state, no matter how vital it might seem, to justify such reckless
adventurism, except for the survival of the state itself. This situation gave rise to a
common interest among both parties in avoiding direct military confrontation under any
circumstances because such a confrontation, no matter how limited it might initially be,
would imply the possibility of the escalation of the conflict to the strategic level. This
is borne out particularly by a consideration of the difficulty of either of the two warring
parties accepting a limited outcome which might be interpreted as a victory for the
other; for this would have a negative impact not only on its reputation and credibility
among its allies, but also in terms of its mutual deterrence capabilities vis-a-vis the
other party.
(2) In this kind of situation, the onus rests with the party which is required to
initiate military action. That is to say, that party which has moved to create the fait
accompli will have secured significant gains at the expense of its opponent, who is
denied any other option except the use of military force. It would, however, be very
difficult to resort to such force because of the above-mentioned dangers of escalation.
This situation proved a perpetual source of disquiet for American policy makers,
especially following the Soviet Union's success in achieving a strategic balance at the
end of the 1960s, and in view of its geographical proximity to those regions considered
vital by the US coupled with America's geographical remoteness from those regions
vital to the Soviet Union.
(3) In Europe, the Americans overcame this situation by stationing US forces on
the very borders of the Soviet Union, so that no Soviet attack could be launched
without engagement by the US army (the so-called trip-wire strategy). This meant that
any Soviet decision to attack Western Europe inevitably implied a decision to engage
the US army. This released the US from the burden of escalating the confrontation to
the reciprocal strategic level (as discussed above), and put the onus for any conflict on
the Soviet Union. The US also put in place thousands of tactical nuclear weapons, as
well as short- and medium-range missiles, which provided a wide variety of military
options, including the capability of destroying the attacking forces, if deterrence failed,
without resorting to an immediate and mutual strategic military exchange which would
inevitably annihilate both super-powers.
(4) In the Middle East on the other hand, which was considered the second most
important region in terms of American interests, the US did not have any significant
strategy for defence and deterrence. American defence policy depended on three
countries: (1) Iran, which the US lost following the Islamic revolution, (2) Turkey,
which the Soviet Union could easily deal with in case of armed conflict, since the two
countries shared a common border, and (3) Israel, which was, on the one hand,
relatively remote from the Soviet Union, and, on the other, relatively close to the Gulf
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region. Israel was also no less capable than the West of using modern military
equipment, and could be depended upon due to the fact that its very existence was
intimately linked to American economic and military aid.
(5) In case of necessity, Israel provided the US with additional military options
in managing its conflict with the Soviet Union, options which would have not been
available were it not for the presence of Israel in the region. The most important of
these was the potential for Israel to launch a strike against Soviet forces on behalf of
the US, and to provide cover for direct American intervention under the Israeli flag, or
to attack the allies of the Soviet Union in the region. Israel also acted as an giant
American weapons and ammunition depot. All these options were made available at
a relatively low financial cost. Had the US set about building a similar power base in
the region through the establishment of huge military air bases and the deployment of
aircraft carriers, it would have cost many times the amount it has paid over to Israel
(even if the US were able to overcome all the difficulties, such as logistical support).
Recall that at one stage the US attempted to organise a rapid deployment force, in
accordance with the Carter doctrine, in order to provide itself with additional military
options, which would presumably have given it the capability of dealing with possible
internal threats within the oil-producing countries where Israel could not intervene.
However, it discovered that the cost of organising such a force was very expensive
compared with its extremely limited capabilities. America also had an interest in
maintaining Israeli power, because this allowed it to constrain and weaken any Arab
state which aspired to regional leadership and tried to acquire the military capability to
change the status quo, or to threaten the US or its interests in the region, by attacking
that Arab state if necessary.
(6) None of this should lead us to the conclusion that the US has been
completely dependent on Israel for its defence strategy in the ME; it is obvious that the
region was not left completely exposed during the cold war period, and that deterrence
of the Soviet Union in the region depended, to a large extent, on the mutual and global
deterrence of the two super powers. The US-Israeli strategic relationship was, however,
absolutely vital, because it was intended to close critical gaps in the mutual deterrence
relationship, and to increase the number of options available to confront certain types
of development, which although highly improbable, were potentially at least extremely
dangerous. The existence of these options constituted an additional source of
deterrence, which in itself reduced the possibility of their occurrence.
(7) The end of the Cold War and the total defeat of the Soviet Union brought
to an end the close strategic relationship which had previously existed between the US
and Israel, since it meant the disappearance of the potential security problems which
this relationship was intended to confront; thus under the New World Order there was
now no state which could threaten American interests in the region to the same extent
as the former Soviet Union.
(8) Meanwhile, the regional dimension of the American-Israeli relationship has
also suffered the same fate. Firstly, the Gulf war has demonstrated beyond doubt that
Israel cannot make direct use of its military power to maintain the status quo in the
region on behalf of the US, because this would transform the conflict into an ArabIsraeli conflict and would only serve to help the enemies of the US and to embarrass
its allies. It was therefore clear to the US that any direct intervention by Israel would
have serious negative consequences, drastically weakening the alliance against Iraq, and
thwarting US attempts to give the conflict an air of international legitimacy.
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(9) Secondly, any future threat emanating from a regional source will be of a
completely different type and scale from that which was posed by the Soviet Union.
It would have proved difficult to deal with any Soviet military move into the region,
for fear of strategic escalation. A regional threat, on the other hand, would necessarily
be of a limited nature, and wholly dependent on the military power available to that
regional state; as such, it would be easier to deal with on a long-term calculated basis.
The Gulf war has demonstrated that the US has the capability to intervene on a very
large scale at the regional level, if given enough time for preparation. It has also shown
that military technology has advanced to the point where it has become possible to
decide the outcome of a war by the use of aircraft and missiles, which can be deployed
without difficulty vast distances from the battle-field. This also means that the need for
permanent air bases and militarily strong regional allies has substantially diminished.
(10) Thirdly, the termination of the bipolar conflict has deprived those regional
Arab states which harbour a desire to change the status quo of the source of armaments
and political support which might have enabled them to challenge the US or its allies
in the region. In other words, the emergence of regional states hostile to the US and
its allies was an inevitable extension of the global conflict between the two superpowers. Thus, whatever regional patterns emerged from that conflict have come to an
end as a result of its termination.
(11) Fourthly, if there is still any further need for a proxy use of force by any
state to serve the interests of the US, it is far preferable that this state should be part
of the regional order_ and specifically an Arab state. In other words, if US regional
interests with regard to Israel previously derived from an American wish to prevent any
change in the status quo of the Gulf region in particular, and to block the emergence
of an Arab state capable of threatening this status quo, these very same interests now
motivate the US to look for an alternative among the Arab states better able to perform
this role than Israel. The term 'better able', here, is to be interpreted not militarily but
politically. Any Arab state would be more acceptable than Israel, no matter how bad
its relations with other Arab states, since Israel is totally excluded from the regional
order and is quite incapable of assuming any political role in the region. In other
words, American regional policy is severely hampered by the fact that its most loyal
ally, Israel, possesses huge military power, and yet is deprived of the means to use this
power in settling any regional dispute.
(12) Fifthly, the Gulf Arab States (GAS's) now constitute the centre of gravity
of American interests in the ME. The major concern of the GAS' s is the maintenance
of their own security, which the US used to provide, in the face of the global and
regional threat as perceived by these states during the cold war. Thus, the most
important variable to be taken into account by American decision makers in their quest
to reevaluate the US-Israeli special relationship is the influence of this relationship on
the current special relationship between the US and the GAS's. How will this
relationship be affected if the US continues to support Israel as it has done up till now?
(13) It is a historically self-evident fact that the financial and military support
provided by the US to Israel had never undermined the relationship between the US and
the GAS's. On the contrary, this relationship has become progressively closer, except
during the short period following the 1973 Arab-Israeli war, where there was a phase
of relative crisis, which can be traced back to certain factors resulting from the
interactions between the patterns of distribution of power and interest at the regional
and the global levels. This led to the adoption of an apparently contradictory policy on
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the part of the GAS's, which continued to oppose Israel, on the one hand, while allying
themselves with its protector, the US, on the other.
(14) US support for Israel led the latter to adopt an aggressive and expansionist
policy, forcing certain of its Arab neighbours and other countries of the region into a
rapprochement with the Soviet Union for the sake of help and protection. This growing
Soviet presence in the region was considered a threat by the GAS' s. The key Arab
states which were in alliance with the Soviet Union (Egypt until 1973, Iraq and Syria)
were also considered a source of threat to the conservative regimes of the GAS's, due
to their 'leftist' and 'revolutionary' ideology. These considerations forced the GAS's
into a rapprochement with the US. On the other hand, the Soviet presence in the region
and its support for its allies resulted in the building up of a sizeable Arab military
power capable of confronting Israel. Most important of all was the high degree of
commitment shown by the Soviet Union towards the security of its allies. This was
manifested in the signing of friendship and cooperation agreements with most of these
allies, an action that resulted in the establishment of a high level of deterrence against
Israeli military action, particularly given the critical nature of the strategic balance
between the two super-powers during the cold war era. Thus, whether explicitly or
implicitly, it was fully understood and accepted that military power could only operate
within precisely specified limits, and Israeli power was, to a large extent, constrained
by a barrier of defence and deterrence, which it was unable to penetrate in order to
threaten the Gulf region itself. This provided the GAS's with extensive room for
political manoeuvre. Faced with the implicit Israeli threat to their security and the
necessity to contain it, these States supported both the revolutionary leftist Arab states
and the presence of the Soviet Union. However, in terms of the direct negative
influence the leftist states exerted, the GAS's opposed these states and Soviet presence
in the region. The Gulf states attempted to contain this problem by developing closer
relations with the U.S. In this respect, the most important point is that the GAS's never
faced any direct threat from Israel; and every increase in US support for Israel led,
through a series of political interactions, to the development of even closer relations
between the US and the GAS's.
(15) The end of the cold war and the abandonment by Egypt of the struggle
against Israel, as well as the destruction of Iraqi military power, has led to the creation
of a dangerous and unstable situation. The Soviet Union is no longer present to deter
Israel and to bolster Arab defences, and Iraq no longer has the military power to
intimidate Israel. Thus, the constraints which formerly deterred Israel from using its
military power and provided security for the oil-producing Gulf states, have completely
disappeared. As a result, continued unconditional American support for Israel has
enabled Israel to pursue its aggressive and expansionist policy. It has thus come to
constitute a source of immediate threat to the GAS's which have been deprived of many
of the political options which had previously been available to them. It is not possible
to resolve this problem through a deepening of the GAS's relations with the US, as was
previously the case, because the US in this instance is itself the source of the threat.
This situation will inevitably have political repercussions which are detrimental to
American interests. First among these may be a process of rapprochement or even
alliance between the GAS's on the one hand and the states of the Fertile Crescent on
the other, with the aim of organising a defensive front against the Israeli threat. In
other words, given the necessity to safeguard their own existence, and the deepening
Israeli threat, it is in the ultimate interest of the oil-producing states to fill the gap
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arising from the withdrawal of the Soviet Union, and to utilize their financial power to
keep the Israeli threat away from their own borders. This would bring to an end the
current situation of fragmentation and antagonism between the various Arab states, and
would reduce the influence of foreign powers which have exploited inter-Arab divisions
for their own purposes. Secondly, we are likely to witness a serious attempt to reduce
the dependence of the GAS's on the US through the development of relations with other
powers such as Europe, Japan, and even the former Soviet Union itself. It should also
be borne in mind that these states do not constitute a potential security threat, since,
unlike the old Soviet Union, they do not pose a danger either to the Gulf regimes or to
the status quo. Indeed, the fact that these powers have a demonstrable interest in being
present in the region makes this option not only conceivable but also realistic.
(16) From this, we conclude that American policy in the region in the coming
period, cannot be established on the basis of the granting of an oppressive role to Israel
whereby it pursues its subjugation of the neighbouring Arab states. On the contrary,
US interests will force Israel to remove any sense of insecurity caused by its military
power (currently the dominant sentiment), because of the negative implications this
would have for the special relationship which exists between the US and the GAS's.
(17) The radical changes currently taking place in both the global and regional
orders certainly do not mean that the close relationship between the US and Israel has
come to an end, or that US military and financial aid will immediately and completely
dry up. On the contrary, a militarily and economically powerful Israel would be able
to perform an important regional role if the constraints on it were removed and it was
able to participate in the regional order. This, however, would require a permanent and
a radical solution to the present Arab-Israeli conflict. If this is not achieved, Israel will
inevitably face increasing American neglect and even open opposition to those aspects
of Israeli policy which are in conflict with the interests of the US or its allies in the
region. The huge sums in American aid which Israel, until recently, received from the
US will become very difficult to justify, especially in the view of other priorities which
have now began to emerge and which require the allocation of large sums of American
resources, such as Eastern Europe, Latin America and the new alliances in the ME. In
addition, the end of the cold war and the falling away of the Soviet threat have led
certain interest groups within America to press for the reallocation of all American
resources for internal purposes. This is taking place at a time when Israel's attempt to
absorb hundreds of thousands of Soviet Jews is putting increasing pressure on its
limited resources, and greatly increasing its need for American aid. If this aid is not
made available swiftly enough or in sufficient amounts, Israel will be obliged to
reallocate an enormous part of its own resources, which are currently earmarked for
military purposes, to serve civil sectors such as housing, agriculture, and industry.
(18) It is clear, then, that the pattern of interests which gave rise to the close
alliance between the US and Israel over the past decades has undergone a radical
change, when viewed from the perspective of American interests. Therefore, in the
absence of a Soviet threat to the region, any future political function for Israel must
necessarily be of a purely regional nature. And in the absence of a potential security
threat, whether internal or external, there will be no possible military function for Israel
to perform. Therefore, Israel must realize that the US has ceased to have any interest
in it from a purely military point of view. Israel's future role must be a political one,
for the well-being of itself as well as that of the US. If Israel is still planning its policy
on the basis of a continuation of its previous relationship with the American, then it
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will, sooner or later, find itself confronted by a new state of affairs, and will have to
review its expansionist ambitions, its coercive methods and its global and regional role,
not only as a result of pressure from US and other states, but because the continuation
of its current policy will result in its own decline and isolation, and in damage to its
special relationship with the US, which it considers so vital. Eventually, Israel will
change its policy not because some one will force it to do so, but because such a
change will be dictated by its own self-interest.
(19) What future role will be sought by Israel in the region? To answer this
question, we must take into accounts two facts. Firstly, Israel is more dependent on
foreign aid for its survival than almost any other country in the world; and the source
of this aid is virtually limited to one country_ the US. From this, we may conclude
that the new Israeli role will inevitably be oriented towards serving American interests
in the region; thus, the strategic military motivation for supporting Israel will be
superseded by a regional political one. In other words, Israel should look for a political
role in the region, which first and foremost serves the interests of the US. It is also in
the interests of Israel that this new role should lead into a situation in which Israel can
benefit economically, thus gradually reducing its crippling dependence on US aid.
(20) Secondly, as things stand, Israel is isolated from its regional political
environment, and is deprived of any political options as a result of its bitter conflict
with the Arab states, and its total reliance on military power in dealing with this
conflict. It is also incapable of using its military capacity, because this would
contradict with the global status quo, or of using its power in a political role, because
this would contradict with the current regional status quo. Thus, the problem (and this
is not an easy one to solve) is to find a political role which would serve both the
interests of Israel and those of the US, by attempting to change those factors within the
region which prevent Israel from exercising such a role.
(21) Israel's higher interest, therefore, lies in normalizing its relations with its
neighbours as soon as possible, and in participating in the regional order. This would
open the door to a number of political options that are simply not available at the
moment, and would put an end to its economic isolation. This normalization cannot be
achieved by force because the political role Israel is seeking requires its acceptance by
the other states of the region, which, in turn, requires the termination of the current state
of conflict, in order for Israel to become a normal state capable of importing, exporting,
raising and investing capital, and participating in regional political alliances.
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Text-8E
Cutting the Palestinian Cloth
to Fit the American Coat
(1) The B. B. C. World Service seems to have got it right this time. In its news
analysis on the evening of the 10th of this month (March 1991) it claimed that the
statements made by the American President, George Bush, to a selected group of Arab
journalists, "put him in a critical predicament because, on the one hand, he wants to
solve the Palestinian question but, on the other, he refuses to deal with the PLO
leadership and indeed tries to isolate it." In getting himself into one predicament,
George Bush may in fact have wanted to get himself out of another (as many have
suggested), one in which he was placed by his statements made two days earlier
regarding the implementation of United Nations' Resolutions 242 and 338 on the basis
of the "land for peace". At that time, it was suggested by many analysts that Bush's
apparently favourable statements regarding the implementation of selected aspects of
international law (since he talked only of Resolutions 242 and 338 and not of 181 and
194, for example) were simply designed for political consumption with the intention of
deflating the strong anti-Western and particularly anti-American nationalistic and
Islamic sentiment in the Arab World following the Gulf War.
(2) Today, many analysts argue that the US President is indeed backtracking as
expected and abandoning his commitments even before the ink is dry, by making
statements to the effect that "the PLO has betrayed its friends, and none of them will
renew their relations with it in the near future. Arafat has lost his credibility with the
Americans because he supported Iraq, and the PLO now has only a minor role to play.
There remain, however, some good people within the PLO; not every one member of
the organization is wicked". Of course, we do not know the real intentions of the US
President. If Bush intended to abandon his recently professed qualified support for the
demands of international law regarding the Palestine issue, he could have done so
without causing any further damage either to himself or to others. If he didn't intend
this, but was genuinely looking for an alternative leadership' to the PLO from among
the Palestinians, he would merely be demonstrating his ignorance -- whether real or
feigned. This is not the first time -- nor will it be the last-- that our enemies, be they
Arabs or non-Arabs, have tried to impose an alternative leadership on the Palestinians.
Every one of these attempts, whether past, present or future, is doomed to failure. Why
should this be?
(3) At one time, We used to imagine that, as former Director of the CIA and US
Vice-President of long standing, the current American President had come to appreciate
the depths of distrust and hostility towards the US which had developed in the Arab and
Islamic world on account of America's history of anti-Arab and pro-Israeli bias. We
believed that President Bush had learned from the Gulf War that a considerable part of
the widespread popularity enjoyed by Saddam Hussein was due to the fact that he was
prepared to challenge US policy in the region, and, as a consequence, was able to take
advantage of the mass popular opposition amongst Muslims and Arabs towards the
hostile line adopted by Americans. We also believed that the US President had realized
that the popularity of Arafat has actually increased because of his courageous stand over
the Gulf Crisis, since he was not supporting Iraq against Kuwait as has been alleged,
but rather supporting Iraq against the NATO forces, which came to wage war on behalf
of Zionism and Israel against the emerging Arab power in Iraq. We similarly believed
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that the American President had learnt from the Gulf War that, when he attacked
Saddam Hussein, he automatically and immediately increased the latter's popularity in
both the Arab and Islamic worlds. Now, as he did with Saddam, the US President is
thankfully helping to increase Arafat's popularity, through his personal attacks, and by
so doing, is contributing towards the isolation of all the pseudo-revolutionaries, pseudonationalists and pseudo-Islamists, who once challenged Arafat's patriotism, even to the
extent of accusing him of treason and surrender. Without of course intending to do so,
the US President has, in effect, silenced a number of the Palestinian, Arab and Islamic
voices which criticized the leadership of the PLO over various issues, by making the
issue one of personal conflict between him and Arafat. Is the US President mad enough
to believe that the Arab and Islamic peoples of the Middle East would support him
against Arafat?
(4) For the sake of argument, however, let us suppose that the US President was
honest in his intentions and innocent in his proposals. Let us also suppose that he was
really resentful of Arafat only because the Palestinian leader supported the Iraqi
President in his confrontation with the American Alliance. Let us suppose all of this,
and let us ask: does the US President not realize that Arafat's popularity and credibility
have actually increased because of his support of Iraq against the NATO forces, just as
the popularity and credibility of the US President have declined dramatically due to his
insane war against the Iraqi people? We may also ask: if the issue was the PLO's
strong support for Iraq during the Gulf crisis which started in August 1990, why was
it that the US President stopped the US-PLO dialogue in June 1990, two months before
the Palestinians started supporting Iraq? And if the US President allows both himself
and his military staff to talk to and negotiate with the Iraqi leadership, why doesn't he
want to talk to and negotiate with the PLO? Is it the case that the animosity of the US
President towards the PLO on account of its support of Iraq is greater than his
animosity towards Iraq itself? When is it that people and countries engage in dialogue?
This is a question to be addressed to the leader of the 'free world', the man who -so
he claims- teaches people the benefits of dialogue and negotiation. Is it not true that
people negotiate when they are in dispute with one another? Or do they do so when
they are already in full accord? This US President's situation is a quite extraordinary
one.
(5) Is this how the American President wants to begin the story of his "relentless
struggle to implement international law", and to help in granting the Palestinian people
their historic right to self-determination? Is it part of the Palestinians' selfdetermination that the US President should take the initiative in cutting the Palestinian
cloth to fit the American coat? Who would agree with the American President carving
the Palestinian head to fit the American hat, or the Palestinian foot to fit the American
shoe? Why doesn't our glorious American President take the initiative and make to
measure an Israeli government that suits his plans and his determined and 'relentless
struggle' to implement United Nation's resolutions 242 and 338? Who is refusing to
implement the resolutions of international law, the Palestinians or the Israelis? If it is
Israel which rejects Bush's statement at a time when Arafat, albeit cautiously and with
reservation, supports them, then which side is more deserving of Bush's unacceptable
interventions? Is it reasonable that the US President should pour out his indignation on
a moderate Palestinian leadership which accepts the concept of international law?
Would it not be more reasonable that he should pour it out on an Israeli leadership
which not only rejects this concept, but even rejects the US interpretation of this law?
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(6) Through his words and actions, the US President is not merely committing
a grave error; he is also perpetrating a crime against peace of extraordinary dimensions.
We must ask: does Bush really want to deal with the Palestinian people? If so, he has
to deal with the leadership which was chosen and approved by this people, thorough its
legal institutions, unless, of course, he wants to deal with a fictitious leadership which
only exists in the world of his imagination and that of the Likud. In this respect, it is
quite clear that by virtue of his legitimacy, popularity and moderation, the Palestinian
leader is the best qualified person to lead the great mass of the Palestinian people, as
well as other Arabs and Moslems on a political course based on international law.
Neither the American President nor anyone else has the right to choose a Palestinian
leadership on behalf of the Palestinians. Bush has no right to use his own personal
criteria to judge who is good and who is bad amongst the Palestinians or their
leadership. It is the Palestinians alone who have the right to choose, criticise, and
categorize their leaders. We ask the American President this: who are the good
Palestinians? As far as the Likud are concerned, the only good Palestinian is a dead
Palestinian. What do you think Mr. President? I believe that you would say that the
only good Palestinian is a perfidious Palestinian, a Camp David Palestinian.
(7) In conclusion, we say this to the US President: we have our own criteria of
judgment. We are now, for various reasons, on the side of international law. We are
with the true Arab nationalists, but against "the made-in-America pseudo-nationalists."
We are on the side of Islam, but against "American Islam." We are on the side of those
Palestinians whose humanitarianism leads them to side with the Arab nation and the
Palestinian struggle, but we are against those Palestinian 'representatives' who really
represent only the Americans.
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Text-9E
"The Forthcoming Peace Negotiations
and the Necessity for Coordination"
(1) There is currently a heated debate going on in Jordanian political circles
regarding Jordan's participation in the forthcoming peace negotiations. One group of
MP's opposes Jordan's participation on the basis that the imbalance of power between
the parties means that such participation is equivalent to surrender. Another group of
MP's reluctantly agrees, not because it is convinced, but because it does not see any
alternative given the current circumstances.
(2) I was moved to respond to the stance of the first group because of three
things: the dangerous nature of their proposal, the fact that they cast doubt on the
sincerity of those who oppose them, and the absence of any convincing logic in their
own arguments. I was also moved to respond to the stance of the second group because
of its superficiality. During the modern period, the Arab world has, arguably, witnessed
many similar examples of rejection and isolationism. The root cause of these, it can
be claimed, was a misunderstanding both of the basic political concepts underlying the
objectives which the modern state sets for itself and of the methods chosen by the state
to further its fundamental national interests. The concept which links these objectives
with the methods used to achieve them, is that of political strategy which, in its narrow
sense, means the employment of whatever means are available to the state to achieve
a certain objective. This concept assumes the existence of a clear, well-established,
independent and stable set of interests, which are unaffected by any variables. Thus, a
particular political strategy is adopted not in order to gauge the state's room for political
manoeuvre, but simply on the basis that it is the best available method of achieving
certain pre-existing objectives. The establishment of practical policy on the basis of
such a concept is clear and easy, since national interests can be defined, objectives set
to achieve these interests, and the most appropriate approach selected to achieve these
objectives.
(3) This narrow concept of political strategy, which seems to be prevalent in our
society, typically results in confusion and lack of clarity. As a consequence, it tends
to cause enormous damage to the state's fundamental interests, especially if used to plan
its foreign policy, for it not only tells nothing about how to define our interests and how
to select appropriate objectives; it also treats the state in complete isolation from its
international political environment. Therefore, if there is no correlation between the
state's capabilities and its planned objectives within the international environment, its
policy will be irrational, even if the strategy adopted is correct. If our decision-making
process is divorced from the capabilities of the state and international political
circumstances, the objectives selected will doubtless correspond to our ultimate
ambitions, but will in fact be no more than wishful thinking. Furthermore, this narrow
concept will also result in the selection from the various possibilities available of one
option, which is designed to achieve certain predetermined objectives and which ignores
all other policies inconsistent with the promotion of these objectives. It will thus,
inevitably, result in the abandonment of all less ambitious objectives which might
contribute to the achievement of the state's interests. Finally, such strategies selected
on this basis will only include those objectives which contribute towards avoiding areas
of maximum risk, such as thwarting the attempts of a foreign power to threaten the
state's interests_ despite the fact that the damage resulting from a failure to take into
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account this aspect is not less than the damage resulting from a failure to take into
account the other aspect.
(4) It seems that the establishment of this pattern of political thinking is partly
a result of the way power has been exercised in our societies. Arab governments have
in the past tried to present themselves, through concentrated media campaigns, as
capable of achieving their ultimate ambitions in order to assure people of their
commitment to them.
(5) In contrast to this, political strategy in its more precise and comprehensive
sense is the selection of the best available objectives to serve national interests within
the state's capabilities, and the existing international situation, including opportunities
to be seized and obstacles to be either acknowledged or avoided. This concept excludes
all of the above-mentioned negative aspects, which appertain to the narrow sense of the
term. Here, objectives are not predetermined, but established following an investigation
of what is achievable; they are not static, but variable, depending on the continuous
changes in the political environment and the capabilities of the state itself.
(6) Any state which does not plan its policy on the basis of this realistic and
flexible concept runs the risk of isolation, subjugation and even extinction. It will not
achieve its aspirations and will not aspire to achieve what is possible; nor will it be able
to deter any outside threat, or itself to pose a threat to others. I believe that most of
the catastrophes which have befallen the Arab nation are due to our lack of clear
understanding of this fact. There are many example in modern history of the great
benefits gained by countries which were able to deal with the world in a realistic and
flexible manner. Japan and Germany, for instance, engaged in a bloody conflict against
the West which resulted in their virtual annihilation as states for a certain period of
time. They were however subsequently able to recover from this catastrophe because
they were able to deal with the world in a realistic manner, and to exploit the conflict
between the two super-powers in such a way as to serve their own ends, and
consequently to reemerge as major states. Another clear example can be seen in the
flexibility of the Soviet Union as it currently reviews its objectives and methods and
adapts itself to the new global situation.
(7) It seems that the prevailing pattern of political thinking amongst those
opposed to Jordan's participation in the peace process is in total accord with the first
model discussed above. It is clear that the process of political evaluation has been
made on the basis of ultimate ambitions of a type which are quite impossible to
achieve, plus a total failure to consider the many advantages Jordan might gain by
joining the peace process, and the damage that might be done were Jordan to refuse to
participate. These relevant aspects can be summarized as follows:
(8) Firstly, this peace conference is a rare opportunity to address international
public opinion, to expose the duplicity of Israel in front of its supporters at both the
official and the popular levels, to refute its claim that it is a peace-loving nation, while
the Arabs are monsters, desirous only of war and bloodshed.
(9) Secondly, Jordan's refusal to participate in the peace conference would
almost certainly mean that the Palestinians will not participate either, because, as is
well-known, their participation will only be possible under a Jordanian umbrella.
Therefore, if Jordan refuses to participate, the Palestinians will be deprived of the
opportunity to fulfil their desire, as expressed by their representatives in their most
recent National Assembly. Such an outcome would offer Israel a unique opportunity
to reach a separate agreement with Syria (the concluding of such separate agreements
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with the various Arab states is a long-established Israeli policy). If this happens, it will
be catastrophic for both the Jordanians and the Palestinians, and will lead to the total
disintegration of what remains of Arab solidarity. If the Palestinians manage to find
an alternative umbrella, will it not result in both the regional and international isolation
of Jordan, in the light of the unanimous agreement of the Arabs and the world regarding
this matter? Given its desperate economic situation, can Jordan withstand this isolation?
(10) Thirdly, Jordan's participation in the peace process with Israel will prevent
the latter from using its superior military might to threaten the very existence of Jordan
as a state. If we view matters from this perspective, it becomes clear that participation
in and extension of the peace negotiations should be a Jordanian objective for its own
sake, regardless of whether or not such negotiations achieve a peaceful settlement, since
Israel has the military option, which we do not.
(11) Fourthly, there are those who claim that the international balance of power
has, to a great extent, become disturbed, since there is only now one state which
possesses overwhelming military might in the international arena_ the USA.
According to this assessment, the collapse of the Soviet Union represents a direct loss
for us because the Soviet Union was a friendly power which supported Arab causes,
while Soviet military might deterred anti-Arab US military activity. This understanding
of the effect of recent shifts in the balance of global power on the Arab world is not
very precise, because it uses the logic of a bipolar world order for a new world order
that has already lost its bipolar characteristic. The categorization of countries into
friendly and hostile states-- those which we like and those which we don't-- merely
represents a confusion between the relations of affection which bind human beings
together in a society, and the interest-based relations which bind states together in an
international political order. Thus friendship and enmity between states emerge and
disappear according to the common interests which link them or the conflicting interests
that divide them. Therefore, the current pattern of relations, as established on the basis
of a world order resulting from a certain pattern of interests within a certain distribution
of power, will necessarily change when this order changes.
(12) Under the circumstances of a bipolar world order, US strategic interests
regarding Israel derived, to a large extent, from the fact of Soviet power and the threat
of Communist expansion. The poor relations between the US and certain Arab states
can only be explained in terms of US-Soviet competition in the region and the region's
sensitivity to the balance of power between the two super-powers. Has the end of the
bipolar world order affected the pattern of US interests in the region? And are we now
going to witness a new pattern of relations between the US and the various states of the
region?
(13) Although it is both extremely difficult and premature to predict what will
ultimately happen to the international world order, it is, however, possible to identify
a number of well-defmed facts which need to be discussed and clarified.
(14) First of all, power cannot be measured solely in terms of military might.
This is the most important lesson to be drawn from the East-West conflict. The Soviet
Union has recently discovered that its huge military power, which it took a tremendous
effort to build up, is of no value in managing its conflict with the West, except for
deterrence purposes. Thus, the possession of military power could not prevent the
Soviet Union from being besieged, weakened and, ultimately, defeated. The Cold War
was decided in favour of the West because the West proved more capable of
establishing a new type of power_ economic and technological power. Thus the
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West's industrial and technological superiority, and its associated financial might,
together with various opportunities for the effective application of pressure which these
provided, have continued to provide it with the required protection against external
pressures. Above all, such power is also a potential military power. This leads us to
the conclusion that the current imbalance of military power, which has resulted from
the collapse of the Soviet Union, and the virtual US monopoly of the remaining
strategic power in the world, does not give us a realistic picture of the actual global
balance of power, if we substitute for the narrow sense of this term the wider and more
comprehensive one. Just as we were unable to measure the real balance of global
power between East and West on the basis of military might, so we will be unable to
measure its balance in the post-bipolar era on the same basis.
(15) The distribution of power, in the widest sense of the term, will probably
result in a tripolar world order, consisting of the US, Europe (the EC) and Japan. This
order will also witness an increase in the various types of economic and technological
competition. As is well-known, the US in particular currently faces enormous
difficulties in keeping pace with the technological progress of its competitors, especially
Japan and the force of the Japanese assault on world markets, including that of the US
itself. In this forthcoming conflict, the US will also face an economically, and possibly
politically, united Europe, which will have the largest productive capacity of any power
bloc in the world. This means that the chances of the US preserving its economic and
consequently its political status in the world, are not entirely promising.
(16) Under the bipolar world order, it was normal practice for the US to
jeopardise its economic interests in the Middle East for the sake of what it considered
its security interests (a practice which tied the US to Israel); such interests are usually
given priority over economic interests, by any state in case of conflict between the two.
But now, not only have the security considerations which used to link the US to Israel
disappeared, but also America's economic interests in the region have grown, and
become identical with its security interests. As is also self-evident, the US has no
economic interest in Israel; on the contrary, Israel represents a heavy economic burden
for the US. It follows that real US interests lie in establishing special political
relationships with the Arab states of the region, and particularly the oil-producing states.
Furthermore, proposed American policy for the coming era, which has been formulated
on the basis of the balance of power, and of the nature of the new world order, includes
nothing that would conflict with these interests; on the contrary, it is a direct result of
these calculations. Finally, given the competitive economic edge of America's rivals
in the region, it must be concluded that the most serious threat to a stable and long-term
American presence is the Arab-Israeli conflict. A number of America's rivals have a
long history of mutual dialogue with the region, but none of them constitute a threat to
the regional status quo, as the old Soviet Union used to do. It is, therefore, going to
be very difficult for the US to exclude them from the region in the same way as it used
to exclude the Soviet Union.
(17) It is therefore to be concluded that the position of the Arab party in the
forthcoming peace negotiations is not as weak as has been suggested, because there are
a large number of covert mutual interests that can be exploited, if only the Arabs adopt
a united stance. Furthermore, there is also a certain degree of conflict between the US
and Israel, which the Arabs can exploit and deepen. Therefore, the Arab nation must
learn the lessons of modern world history, and must realise, before it is too late, that
the only guarantee of our survival lies in our ability to achieve a qualitative leap, and
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to join the ranks of European societies with their modern technology. This objective
will not be achieved through isolationism in the manner the Eastern Bloc, which was
far better able to provide for itself than we are. We must warn against allocating the
bulk of the Arab's World's resources on military spending at the expense of economic
growth and development in general. We must also realise that our pursual of the goal
of national security through these means is a mere illusion, unless it derives from the
capabilities of the state itself. Let us therefore concentrate on the comprehensive
concept of power; let us learn the lessons of history and remember that the Soviet
Union lost Eastern Europe, in spite of the fact it had a million soldiers stationed there,
whilst West Germany recovered East Germany without firing a single shot.
(18) Finally, I urge my colleagues who are of a different opinion, both inside
and outside the House of Representatives, to conduct an open-minded, objective, and
reasoned debate, to contest our arguments one by one, in the hope that we will be
guided by the conclusions which emerge from this debate, and that we will be able to
develop an understanding of the situation which is sufficient to meet the demands of
this crucial period in the history of our nation.
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Text-10E
"Current American Policy Towards Palestine"

(1) As part of its current media campaign against various Arab states and their
leaders, the US is claiming that through his ill-judged and over-enthusiastic for Saddam
Hussein, Yasir Arafat has lost all credibility. Since the Americans first orchestrated this
campaign, similarly discordant notes have been struck by all the minor players, whether
they were actually members of the alliance or merely stood by applauding US actions.
These discordant voices have recently reached a crescendo and have given rise to
increasingly violent actions. Indeed, a bewildered world has now begun to hear new
allegations from the glorious US, whose abusive tones are directed not only against
Arafat but against the PLO in general, and which suggest that the PLO has lost
whatever credit it had with the American administration. There have also been
increasing reports of the need to find an alternative leadership to the PLO, a task made
more pressing by the extraordinary generous US acknowledgment that the organization
still contains at least some good people. Recently too, the Gulf States have arrogantly
announced that, with one or two exceptions, they will not resume their relations with
the PLO, nor provide financial support to either the PLO or the Intifada, or renew the
work contracts of Palestinian employees. Thus, the punishment is not now restricted
to the PLO and its leader, but has been extended to include the entire Palestinian
people. At the same time, oppressive measures against the Palestinians in Kuwait have
been initiated on the basis of national identity, following the methods pioneered by the
Phalange in Lebanon. All of this is not merely consistent with the old/new pro-Zionist
policy of America and the West, but is the consummation of it. I shall explain what
I mean.
(2) Let us, for the moment, ignore the long history of US hostility towards the
PLO, most obviously during the period of the Reagan administration between 19801988, as well as the more positive statements which have been and still occasionally
are uttered, by the Bush-Baker administration towards the Palestinians. Let us also
ignore the corresponding negative statements periodically uttered against Israel. What
do we find? Firstly, we find a huge number of statements in favour of the Zionist state,
of a type incomparably more forceful than anything which could be considered a
criticism of it. Secondly, we find that the US has played a major role during the BushBaker administration in blocking all international attempts to implement resolutions
relating to international law, not only by ignoring all resolutions passed by the UN
Security Council and the General Assembly, but also by ignoring even the resolutions
of the EC group, and by insisting on seeking an alternative American-Israeli settlement
formula such as the Shamir plan, the Egyptian ten-point plan, or the Baker 5-point plan.
Thirdly, the Bush administration has made exhaustive efforts to empty of all real
content the process of American-Palestinian dialogue, which was, in any case, restricted
geographically to the borders of Tunisia, and diplomatically to the ambassadorial level.
Fourthly, it has made every attempt to disregard its dialogue with the PLO, and to
conduct a dialogue with other Palestinians from the Occupied Territories under Egyptian
patronage. Fifthly, it has done its best, through its right of veto, to block any resolution
designed to protect Palestinian civilians, or to promote the Palestinian cause, or the
PLO, let alone to support the continuing struggle of the Intifada. Sixthly, the present
American administration has violated all international protocols, by denying an entry
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visa to the leader of the PLO and thereby preventing him from speaking to the United
Nations, even though the organization was at the time engaged in dialogue with the US,
and had already fulfilled all American conditions for starting a dialogue, through the
resolutions of its legislative authority (passed in Algeria in November 1988), and those
of its executive authority (passed in Geneva in December of the same year). These
practices have been maintained in spite of the continuing international condemnation
of American actions, and despite the fact that the General Assembly of the UN had to
be transferred to Geneva in order to enable the legitimate representative of the
Palestinian people to address the international community from the UN chamber.
Finally, the Bush administration has continued its old/new policy towards Israel, which
is based on military, economic, political and diplomatic support, in order to maintain
its superiority, not only over the Palestinians, but over the Arabs in general. The US has
also continued to apply various forms of international pressure, especially against the
community of socialist states, in order to accomplish the grand Zionist design of
bringing about the emigration of all the world's Jews to Palestine.
(3) The American government has been exposed, not only from the Islamic
perspective, but also from the narrower Arab and Palestinian perspective. For 13 years
the Americans forbade any political contact with the PLO on the ground that it was a
terrorist organisation which did not recognize the right of Israel to exist, and did not
accept Security Council Resolutions 242 & 338. When the PLO announced its
acceptance of US conditions, America found itself naked in front of the whole world.
This forced the Reagan-Shultz administration to announce the beginning of substantive
dialogue with the PLO through the US ambassador to Tunisia, on the eve the accession
to power of the Bush-Baker administration. At the same time, the US, whether of its
own accord or as a result of pressure from the Zionist lobby, initiated a new policy
aimed at settling the Palestinian question by the exercise of continuous pressure on the
leadership of the PLO to make even greater concessions in order to satisfy Israel, and
thereby not to solve, but rather to dissolve the most important political issue in the Arab
politics.
(4) The American position is clearly discernable in its adoption of the seven
major tactics mentioned above, its untiring efforts to weaken the PLO (the spiritual
homeland of the Palestinian people) in its actions against the PLO's political activities
and its defaming of its reputation, and in its attempts to help Israel put down the
Intifada, which, more than anything else, has succeeded in bringing the Palestinian
question into every home and every political arena in the world, and in exposing Israel
as an inhuman, fascist, colonialist, oppressive, expansionist and racist state. In this
respect, we may note the persistent American attempts to equate the Palestinian struggle
with Israeli violence, and the victim with the victimiser, as well as its ongoing efforts
to drain the PLO of its financial resources (this policy, by the way, was also
subsequently applied against Jordan and Iraq). We may also note the renewed
American attempts to tarnish the image of the Palestinian struggle through the claim
that this struggle is nothing more than terrorism. The hostile attitude of the Americans
towards the leadership of the PLO, the organization itself and the rights of the
Palestinian people, is, therefore, neither the result of present circumstances, nor a
reaction to Arafat's pronounced support for Saddam Hussein and Iraq, as most
American and American-influenced political commentators have claimed, but, rather,
it is a very old and well-established policy.
(5) No sooner had the Gulf war come to an end, than the whole world started
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to urge the US -- which enjoyed an unrivalled position of privilege when it came to
implementing the new resolutions of international law with regard to Kuwait-- of the
need to move swiftly to implement the old resolutions of international law with regard
to Palestine. In fact, the international community started urging this even before the
Gulf war came to an end, and promised (along with the US) to dedicate itself to
implementing UN resolutions 242 & 338, regarding the Palestinian-Israeli-Arab conflict,
as soon as it had finished in implementing the UN resolutions regarding Kuwait.
Indeed, some of these countries even boasted that they would have begun this process
anyway, had it not been for the unacceptability of linkage between the two issues, and
claimed that the only reason that they were unwilling to adopt the formula proposed by
the Iraqi President for ending all occupations in the region was that they believed that
if they did so, they would be rewarding the aggressor, a practice which they not only
did not want to engage in, but, in fact, actively rejected.
(6) At that time, these evasive proposals were naively accepted by a great many
in the region. However, no sooner had the Gulf war ended, than we found the glorious
US looking for new excuses to reject the implementation of international law in the case
of the Palestinians, while still appearing to accept it. Thus, the Americans expressed
their commitment towards resolutions 242 & 338, and towards the principle of 'land for
peace'. But this verbal commitment was concurrent with actual practices which
signalled the rejection of international law through the US refusal to deal with Arafat
and the 'evil elements' in the PLO, in punishment for all those who had indulged in
support for the Iraqi President during the Gulf war. In order to evade international law
regarding the Palestinian issue, the Americans introduced the new demand or
'condition' of the removal of Arafat and the vast majority of the leadership of the PLO.
Soon after this demand, the Bush-Baker administration surprised us with a second
demand or 'condition', designed to constitute a practical evasion of the implementation
of international law with regard to the Palestinian question; this new condition calls for
confidence building with Israel by lifting the laws of which underpin the economic
boycott and by calling on the Arabs to end the state of war against Israel, prior to, or
concurrent with, the solution of the Palestinian question. Then, the US deprived us of
any remaining shred of hope that it might renounce its political double standards and
its bias towards Israel and act impartially, when it informed us, and the whole world,
that it was not only going to refrain from exercising any pressure over Israel, but would
also continue its present policy of providing the Zionist state with manifold forms of
military, economic, and financial assistance, and supporting its attempts to Judaize the
occupied territories by flooding them with Russian-Jewish immigrants through continued
pressure on the Soviet Union. Finally, the US exceeded all previous limits when it
reproached Japan for failing to support Israel in the required manner, and urged the
Japanese government to provide generous assistance to the Jewish state.
(7) Thus the position of the US in opposing Palestinian rights, and in ignoring
and attempting to eliminate the PLO is an extremely old one which predates the Gulf
War. Following this war, and the accompanying pressure to implement the provisions
of international law regarding the Palestinian question, the US wasted no time in
evading this pressure through a hypocritical policy which combined verbal support for
the Arabs and the Palestinians, with practical support for Israel and Zionism. In all of
this, there is one aspect which stands out as quite extraordinary. However, it has
nothing with the old/new US position. It lies, rather, in the attitude of those Arabs, who
do not want to believe the evidence of their eyes or their own experience. The question
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we must ask ourselves is this: how can we achieve a sufficient degree of Arab solidarity

and autonomy to effect a reformulation of American policy and thereby to avoid being
forced into making yet more concessions?
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